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PREFACE 

The reform movement in China, lasting from 1898 to 1912, inaugu
rated by Kuang Hsu, temporarily eclipsed by the "Boxer madness," and 
revived and directed by the great Empress Dowager, Tzu Hsi, until her 
death in 1908, gave way to revolution in 1911. Thereafter it became 
fashionabre to decry the reforms begun under imperial auspices as the 
half-hearted, insincere attempts of a tyrannical dynasty to deceive and 
placate rising liberal opposition. The purpose of this study has been to 
examine the critical years before the collapse of the dynasty in an effort 
to discover whether the imperial protestations of reforming zeal were 
sincere, to what degree they were carried out, and, if they failed of reali
zation, what reasons were responsible for that failure. The question arises 
whether, had the revolution not come and had the Manchus retained the 
throne, China could have been transformed into a modernized state gradu
ally and comparatively peacefully, as Japan had been. In other words, 
was the uprising of 1911, in so far as it was political rather than economic, 
a "premature iconoclastic expression," or was it a necessary if drastic 
preliminary to any effective reform of the Chinese body politic? The 
answer which has been tentatively formulated here is largely in terms of 
the earnestness and energy of Tzu Hsi and certain of her advisers as 
against the increasing debility of the ruling group, the corrupt state of 
the administrative machine, and the inflammatory nature ·of certain of the 
ideas which came to China from the Occident. In Japan the need for 
reform and Westernization was realized just when the dynasty was awak
ening to a renewed popularity and strength ; in China it was recognized at 
a time when the ruling house was already far sunk in lethargy and deca
dence. This fact explains many of the startling differences between Japan 
and China in their attempts to assimilate and adapt to their needs the 
civilization of the West. 

The writer wishes to express gratitude to Dr. Stanley K. Hornbeck, 
then of Harvard University, who first suggested the possibility of such 
a study and who read the opening chapters in manuscript. Her greatest 
thanks, however, are due to Dr. Payson J. Treat, under whose direction 
this work, originally submitted as a thesis for the degree of Doctor of 
Philosophy at Stanford University, was carried on and whose guidance 
and criticism have been of the utmost value. 

REED CoLLEGE 

PoRTLAND, OREGON 

December 15, 1930 
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I. THE BEGINNINGS OF REFORM 

At the opening of the nineteenth century, the Chinese Empire, a state 
of vast territory and numerous people with more than two millenniums of 
civilized existence behind it, was the dominant J?OWe_r of Asia. When_ the 
twentieth century dawned, the Chinese Goliath had been defeated by tiny _, ~ 
Japan, the Occidental powers had secured Chinese leaseholds, concessions, I 

.and-"spheres of influence," and the debility of a once-great power was 
visible to all. The changes which China experienced in the nineteenth 
century made necessary the reform movement which is the subject of this 
work and constitutes the background for the revolutionary movement in 
progress in China today. 

In the eighteenth century, China was truly the "Middle Kingdom." 
Ar_9und her were dut_ifully obedient vassal states which sent tribute to 
Peking. Her civiliziti~n was the model for eastern Asia. Her government, 
her classical learning and the system of official examinations on which that 
government was based, and the patriarchal family system, which was the 
fundamental social grouping, had stood the test of centuries. True, the 
emperor who occupied the Dragon Throne was an alien, for in the sev
enteenth century the Manchu tribesmen had conquered China and were to 
rule in Peking until the fateful year of 1911. But the Manchu conquerors 
had wisely taken over the civilization of the conquered Chinese with but 
few changes. The earlier rulers of the dynasty, especially Kang Hsi and 
Chien Lung, were men of remarkable ability, under whom the empire had 
prospered. With the nineteenth century came decline. The rulers were 
weaklings, titeir vitality sapped by palace life, or puppet emperors taken 
from the schoolroom to the throne. The efficiency of the administration 
had declined and the corruption of the official class was a byword. avti
Man~~~ _feelinz g:re_w, and minor rebellions in the first years of the century 

'-,were followed by the Taiping: rising, one of the greatest rebellions of 
history~ The rebellion failed, but .the. dynasty was dangerously weakened • 
and in the eyes of many of its subJects had suffered an almost irremediable 
lo~s nLiace. Foreign relations constituted a source of additional difficulty. 
In 1793 Chien Lung could address a British envoy as a Western barbarian, 
representative of a remote vassal state eager to secure the products of the 
great Middle Kingdom. Foreign trade was restricted to Canton for sea
farers and to Kiakhta for the Russians, and was carefully regulated. The 
attempt of the government to stop opium smuggling and the desire of the 

• British to be treated as diplomatic equals led to armed conflict in 1840-
1841, in which the Chinese troops were decisively defeated. Almost twenty 

[ 9] [ 9 



10 THE REFORM MOVEMENT IN CHINA 

years later, when the dynasty was harassed by the Taipings, a second war 
with the foreigners occurred. After each of these conflicts the imperial 
government was forced to grant to the foreigners by treaty valuable rights, 
which included extraterritoriality, a conventional tariff, the opening of ad
ditional ports to trade, and the residence at Peking of foreign diplomatic 
representatives. 

Disaster was pursuing the Manchu dynasty. Another of the successful 
rebellions which have occurred periodically throughout Chinese history 
seemed imminent. Chinese political theory held the Emperor responsible 
to Heaven for his conduct of government. If the country prospered, 
Heaven approved his rule; if not, his heavenly mandate was exhausted 
and the people, as agents of Heaven, were justified in rebelling and ele-
vating to the Dragon Throne a better-qualified ruling house! Heaven was 
obviously losing patience with the Ta Ching ("Great Pure") dynasty. 
Even if there had been no conflicts with foreigners, the dynasty would 
have had to face the urgent need of reforming and revitalizing the govern
ment. Yet it was the impact of the foreign powers which led to attempts to 
reform China by imitation of Western institutions and eventually in 1911 
transformed what would otherwise have been an anti-dynastic rising of 
the traditional sort into a true revolution destined to work great changes 
in Chinese life. China's defeats at the hands of the Westerners were 
hardly known to the mass of the people, but those of the official class who 
had contact with foreigners and realized the significance of the treaty con
cessions which they had wrung from China began to experiment with 
Western ideas and devices. The idea spread, although very slowly, that 
the best protection for the indigenous institutions of China was a buttress 
of institutions borrowed from the Occident. Armies and navies on the 
Western model, railways, and telegraphs could be used to fortify Chinese 
civilization against more sudden and drastic change. 

The first conspicuous outcropping of reform zeal came in 1898, when 
the Emperor himself tried to save his Empire from the depredations of the 
foreign powers by a rapid and indiscriminate borrowing of the methods 
and institutions which seemed to give the foreigners their strength. The 
conservatives soon terminated his brave but ill-advised effort. But looking 
back on the reform attempt of 1898 one can see it as the result of a long 
seepage of Western ideas into China and as the precursor of the valiant 
effort to revitalize the Empire which the Empress Dowager Tzu Hsi led 
in the years after the Boxer uprising. Ever since the coming of the for
eigners there had been a steady infiltration into China of Occidental con
ceptions and methods, carried chiefly through the media of missionary 
activity and commerce. These exotic ideas made sk progress. Here • 
and there a scholar became interested in European I ning, or an open-

[ 10] 



THE BEGINNINGS OF REFORM 11 

minded official was willing to experiment with the inventions of the 
industrial age. The first significant signs of Westernization, few as they 
are, can be found in the period between the closing years of the Taiping 
rebellion and the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese War, i.e., from 1860 to 
1894. -

One Chinese observer has divided early reform into three periods. At 
first the main current was toward industrialism; after the Sino-Japanese 
War, army and navy reorganization took the center of the stage; and, 
with the conclusion of the Boxer outbreak, the Westernization of educa
tion became the chief feature. 1 This classification is, of course, not 
"watertight." Yet a conspicuous phase of the period before 1894 was the 
initiation of industrial and mechanical enterprises by prominent members 
of the official class, that group ordinarily thought of in the West as com
posed of arch-conservatives. Their attitude was due to the fact that such 
reforms were in the nature of additions to, rather than alterations of, 
Chinese culture. China already had educational and governmental sys
tems of her own, and any attempt to alter them in favor of Western 
practice would no doubt have raised sharp opposition at that time. But 
railways, telegraphs, and factories were novelties, and their advantages 
were fairly obvious, at least to the educated. The reorganization of the 
Chinese defense forces was also a reform of a seemingly superficial 
nature, designed to strengthen China against the West rather than to 
remodel her on Western lines, and as such won the approval of many 
who would have stiffly resisted innovations of a more obviously destructive 
character. 

This does not mean that railways made their way in China without 
murmurs and more than murmurs from the conservatives. In China the 
laying of a railway was almost certain to disturb either the ancestral 
graveyards scattered through the country or the ubiquitous spirits of the 
land (feng shui), which inhabited all salient natural features. Both piety 
and superstition were inimical to the new means of transport. Not till the 
utility of railroads for defense purposes was realized did the government 
really lend its backing to them despite local objections. 

The first move toward the introduction of railways into China was 
made in 1863, when foreign firms petitioned Li Hung-chang for the right (IS:_: 
to build a railway between Shanghai and Soochow. They were refused 
permission, both because the people would undoubtedly object to having 
their land taken, for such a purpose and because Li considered that if 
China were to have railways she herself should build them. Sir MacDonald 
Stephenson, who had been prominent in railway building in India, soon 

1 Ku Hung Ming, The Story of a Chinese Oxford Movement, p. 23. 
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12 THE REFORM MOVEMENT IN CHINA 

after drew up a plan for a comprehensive railway system for China. It 
was received with appropriate thanks by the imperial government, but 
was pigeonholed. At last work was undertaken on a line from Shanghai 
to Woosung by a British firm in 1876. Regular traffic was opened and 
all went well till a Chinese flung himself under the wheels of the engine 
in the supreme form of appeal to public opinion prevailing in China
suicide. Popular indignation was then aroused against the railway. Soon 
arrangements were made to sell the line to the imperial government, 
which, on completing payment, in October 1877, transported both rails 
and rolling stock to Formosa. The last sign of this first railway enterprise 
in China was obliterated by the erection of a temple on the site of the 
erstwhile railway station. However, the materials transported to Formosa 
were put to good use by an enlightened and able governor-general, Liu 
Ming-chuan, who in the 'eighties built with them a line from the capital 
to the coast. 2 

In the meantime, railway construction was progressing on the main
land and had received imperial approval, thanks to the zeal uf Li Hung

T /fol I chang, ~rhaps the best known to Westerners of all Chinese officials. Li 
I had first gained prominence as one of the loyal Chinese generals who did 

much to stop the threatening progress of the Taipings. He had by the 
'seventies attained the dignity of viceroy of the metropolitan province, 
Chihli. In 1878 he was approached by Tong King-sing, a product of 
missionary schools in China and the organizer of the China Merchants' 
Steam Navigation Company, one of the most important commercial ven
tures of this period.3 Tong wished to develop the Kaiping coalfields in 
northern Chihli to supply coal for the company's ships and desired a 
railway connection from the coalfields to Pehtang, where the coal would 
have to be shipped. Li supported the scheme and obtained imperial sanc
tion, but because of the superstitious opposition of the populace only a 
horse tramway was at first projected. Later, in 1881, Li secured permis
sion to operate a bona fide railway. Step by step, the line was extended, 
first to Lutai, and finally as far as Tientsin by October, 1888. By this 
time, the opponents of this novel venture had organized and were dominant 
at court, and the whole scheme was threatened with failure! 

In the end the railway idea was bound to triumph, and it had already 
won over many of the most noted mandarins of the time. One of the first 
to memorialize in favor of railway development for China was Liu Ming-

2 Kent, Railway Enterprise in China., pp. 1-21. 
s Morse, The International Relations of the Chinese Empire, hereafter referred to 

as International Relations, II, 315-316. 
4 Kent, op. cit., chapters iv, v. 
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THE BEGINNINGS OF REFORM 13 

chuan, whom we have mentioned above in connection with the Shanghai
Woosung line. In 1883, after the war scare with Russia, he advocated 
to the Throne the advisability of a network of railway communications to 
facilitate the transportation of troops to any part of China's far-flung 
borders. In reporting on this memorial, two liberal viceroys, Li Hung
chang and Liu Kun-yi, reiterated the arguments employed by Liu Ming
chuan, attributing the flourishing growth of America and England to 
their possession of these bringers of wealth and prosperity. The military 
argument was the decisive one, however, and converted no less a person 
than the redoubtable conservative and military hero, Tso 'rsJdng-tang, 
who in his valedictory memorial of 1885 advocated the introduction of 
railways and arsenals as needful means of strengthening the empire.5 

.IP. 1§8Q__tl).e question of the further extension of the Kaiping line was 
put before the Grand Council and the high provincial authorities and led 
to a number of memorials, the best received being that of the famous 
scholar and well-beloved official, ...-C:Jlang C:hih~tung,-. The character of this 

Jman, who played an important role in the developlp,ent of the reform 
/.movement, presented obvious contradictions. At times he showed a re

ceptiveness to foreign ideas, at others he returned j;Q _d,x,-e.d:::i.v~ti:u:~j¥,QQ\ 
Confucianism. To judge from Chang's ·famous book~ Le(Jm, the pressure 
-;:;Tei;-fat;c;s finally drove him to advocate Co~fucian morality for the 
indiviaual oufWesterriiiation for tne. nation. One Western comrpentator 
has said-of him: "a distinguishea scholar,- famed for the classical style of 
his state papers, exceeding honest and devoted to the welfare of his people, 
in public life he was a trimmer."6 The proposal which he put forth in 
1889. was typical of the protean schemes ~hiCh from· t1n1e ~to· time· filled 

~~-the h~ad of this "scholarly bungler/' 'as he was often called. Rejecting 
,. the idea of further extension of the 'line 1ti ·cn.mrr; he advocated the prompt 

construction of trunk lines and suggested that work be started at once on a 
line from Hankow to Lukouchiao, outside Peking. This ambitious project, 
beyond the ability of China to carry out unaided at that time, nevertheless 
was received favorably. That it might be advanced more rapidly, <;hang 
himself was shifted to the Hukuang viceroyalty, where he would be in 
charge of the southern terminus of the proposed line. There he showed 
pis zeal by erecting factories to turn out rails and by employing foreign 
dngineers. During his administration, Hankow also became the seat of a 
modern cotton mill, the first of its sort in China. It had previously been 
in operation in Canton, but when Chang was transferred to Wuchang the 

5 Wilson, China, Travels and Investigations in the "Middle Kingdom," pp. 119-
149. 

e Morse, Internati01tal Relations, III, 361-362. 
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14 THE REFORM MOVEMENT IN CHINA 

plant was moved to Hankow.7 The Lu-Han (or Peking-Hankow) line 
did not make great progress under Chang's direction, owing principally to 
a lack of funds, and in the days of the "battle of concessions" the con
cession for the line was given to a Belgian company, in reality the mask 
for the ambitions of France and Russia. 

Other means of communication were taken up in the period before the 
Sino-Japanese War. Telegraphs soon demonstrated their usefulness to a 
government which was eager to exercise more rapid control over distant 
provinces. The first line, from Shanghai to Tientsin, was established in 
1881, and a few years later Peking was connected by wire with Canton 
and Chungking.8 A postal system on the Occidental model was first in
troduced into China under the direction of the Imperial Maritime Cus
toms, which established a few postal depots in the 'sixties to care for the 
mails of the legations and customs and grew to such an extent that in 
1878 China was asked to join the Postal Union. At last in 1896 an Imperial 
Post for all China was set up, to be managed by Sir Robert Hart, who 
thus came to serve the Chinese government as Inspector of both Customs 
and Posts.9 These ventures in facilities for rapid communication owed 
their existence to the determination of a few individuals and not to any 
popular demand. The mass of the Chinese people felt no need for, and 
little confidence in, such changes. Yet telegraphs, posts, and railways all 
contributed to the wider spread and interchange of ideas and thus wore 
down the wall of prejudice and procured an entry for innovations more 
fundamental. 

The story of army and navy reorganization from 1890 to 1894 is 
disheartening, viewed with a knowledge of the ineffectiveness of the 
"reformed" forces against the Japanese. The leader in the endeavor to 
create for China a fighting force comparable to those of Western powers 
was Li Hung-chang, and when the resulting military and naval machine 
proved all but useless the disgrace of China was visited upon his head. 
The first fiasco came in connection with the measures against the Taipings. 
H. N. Lay, head of the then recently organized Imperial Maritime Cus
toms, was asked by the Chinese government in 1862 to secure for it a 
small fleet of European ships to be used in cutting off the rebels from 
their sources of supply. Lay executed this commission in high-handed 
fashion, for, to him, "the notion of a gentleman acting ·under an Asiatic 

r Douglas, Europe and the Far East, pp. 286-287; Wen Ching, The Chinese 
Crisis from Within, p. 21. Wen Ching is the pseudonym of Lim Boon·keng (Bland, 
Recent Events and Present Policies in China, p. 52). 

s Morse, International Relations, II, 337; Douglas, op. cit., p. 249. 

9 China Year Book, 1912, pp. 195-196. 
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THE BEGINNINGS OF REFORM 15 

barbarian" was "preposterous."10 In England he obtained seven steamers, 
one supply ship, crews, and the services of Captain Sherard Osborn. Lay 
assured Osborn that he would be commander-in-chief of the navy, serving 
directly under the Emperor. On their return to China they received word 
that "the high Chinese officer already nominated by the Viceroy of the 
Two Kiang [Tseng Kuo-fan] and the Governor of Kiangsu [Li Hung
chang] was appointed commander-in-chief of the fleet." Osborn refused 
to be subordinate to provincial officials and insisted that the fleet be dis
banded, which was done.11

: The Chinese government had no reason to be 
satisfied with this denouement, for which Lay was generally blamed. He 
was dismissed from the office of Inspector-General of Customs, in which 
he was succeeded by Sir Robert Hat;t, the best known of all the foreign 
officials who in recent times have served the Chinese government. 

The ignominious failure of this first attempt to acquire a modern navy 
dampened the enthusiasm of the central government for some time. How
ever, Li Hung-chang and a few other enterprising officials instituted a 
number of enterprises designed to improve China's defense forces. A 
considerable amount of military and naval equipment was purchased, but 
it was of all sorts and varieties. A number of arsenals were established, 
the pioneer being in Foochow.12 The Foochow arsenal contained an ex
tensive school for marine engineering and navigation, which was not very 
successful, however.13 Li Hung-chang saw to the establishment at Tientsin 
of a naval school with English instructors, a military school with German 
instructors, and a medical school. A number of students went to Europe 
to study naval affairs, and the British Navy received as cadets young 
Chinese, who subsequently proved competent officers.14 

It was 1885 before the imperial government made its next move. 
China's difficulties with France in 1884-1885 resulted in a desire on the 
part of the more progressive officials for effective navy reform. Accord
ingly, in 1885 a Board of Admiralty was formed, although it had almost 
nothing in the way of a navy over which to exercise jurisdiction. At the 
head of this body was Prince Chun, the father of the young Emperor, and 
its most interested members were Li Hung-chang and Marquis Tseng.15 

Li was now able to take more definite steps toward the creation of a navy 
worthy of the name. Warships were purchased in Europe, arrangements 

1o Lay, Our Interests in China, p. 19. 
11 Morse, International Relations, II, 37-42. 
12 Wen Ching, op. cit., p. 17. 
1s Fryer, "Chinese Education-Past, Present, and Future," in Chinese Recorder, 

August 1897. 
• 14 Michie, The Englishman in China, II, 393-395. 

1S Bland and Backhouse, China under the Empress Dowager, p. 99. 
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16 THE REFORM MOVEMENT IN CHINA 

were made for foreign instructors, and further dock and harbor works 
were built. In all, the navy consisted of two ironclads, a considerable 
number of cruisers, and sundry other craft.16 It was divided into two 
sections, the Nanyang, or Southern Squadron, directed by Captain Tracy, 
with headquarters at Foochow, and the Peiyang, or Northern Squadron, 
under Captain Lang, in the Gulf of Pechihli. The latter officer proved 
particularly successful in organizing and directing his squadron. Had he 
been with the Chinese navy in the struggle with Japan, it might have come 
through more creditably. Unfortunately he found it necessary in 1890 to 
resign. Intrigue and jealousy among the Chinese officers made it impos
sible for him to keep on. The trouble had its source in provincial loyalty, 
for most of the officers were Foochow men and the Chinese admiral was 
not.17 Lang's experience was an indication of one of the evils which 
weakened the navy-family, local, or provincial feeling. The navy pos
sessed no esprit de corps} a fact which was lamentably illustrated in the 
battle of the Yalu. Many of the officers and men had courage and good 
training, but "there was no tradition to render them fruitful, no martial 
spirit, no disgrace for the coward, no honour for the valiant."18 In the 
China of that day, the defense forces did not enjoy much respect. The 
army or navy afforded no career for a promising youth; instead he was 
almost certain to set foot on the ladder of examinations which led to the 
civil service. It was not till after the Boxer Rebellion} when a spirit of 
nationalism began to spread in China, that the army and navy acquired 
anything like the prestige and morale which such bodies possessed in the 
Occident. 

The defects in China's naval forces, which were apparent even before 
the test of battle, were due in part to two events which occurred in L889. 
In that year Marquis Tseng died, and the navy lost one of its greatest 
helpers in Peking. And it was also in 1889 that the Emperor decreed the 
reconstruction of the Summer Palace, destroyed by the foreigners in 1860. 
Between this decision and the condition of the navy, there was a connec
tion of a most unfortunate sort. The chief difficulty in the reconstruction 
of the palace was a .lack of funds. As a solution of the difficulty, Li 
Lien-ying, the chief eunuch, who had great influence with the Empress 
Dowager, proposed that her projected residence be built with the naval 
appropriations} a suggestion which was acted upon.19 

On army reform, less was done. The only part of the army which ever 

1a Michie, op. cit.} II, 398. 
17 Ibid., II, 400; Douglas, op. cit., p. 288; King, In the Chinese Customs Service, 

p. 89. . 
1s Michie, op. cit., II, 412. 
19 Bland and Backhouse, op. cit., p. 99. 
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attained modern organization was a corps under the direction of Li 
Hung-chang, as viceroy of Chihli. This force, comprising some 50,000 
men and drilled by German officers, was the only thing of its kind in 
China.2° F~e most- part, _tb_e army remained a sort of feudal levy, 
which was totally unable to cope with the well-disciplined Japanese. Li 
had done his best to procure an adequate system of defenses but had 
failed, anj the net resu.lt for China was a crushing defeat at great cost, 
not ·only in money but in the prestige which had helped to shield her from 
the predatory instincts of the foreign powers.21 

~ The changes in education which appeared at this._time wer~m9r,e _truly 
the beginnings of a- new China than any number of factories or modern 
army corps. In the old China, the scholar ruled. The officials of the 
empi~ -~er.e chosen from the successful candidates in the great series of 
examinations based on the traditional Confucian literature. Not until after 
the Boxer rising did classical learning as the way to government office 
give way to an educational system on the Occidental model. During the 
nineteenth century, however, knowledge of the science and literature of 
the West was being spread by the_ Cl-lristian missionaries. It has been ;I( 
declared that the efforts of the missionaries in propagating foreign science 
and philosophy were largely abortive, since their converts were of the 
lower classes, who had nothing to lose by a change of faith, and their 
activities gained opposition from the official classes and the greater part 
of the population, as the long tale of anti-foreign outbreaks evidenced.22 

To subscribe without reservation to this view would be to overlook the 
important connection which existed between the Christian teachers and 
many of the pioneers of reform in China. The picture of Western culture 
which the missionaries presented may have been warped and distorted 
in some features, but that does not alter the fact that for Chin~se who were 
eager to learn about the vVest the missionary schools and publications 
offered the easiest means of access to that knowledge. 

The Protestant missionaries began their educational work early in the 
nineteenth century. At Canton in 1833 a printing-press was established 
with S. Wells._ Williams in charge, and a similar enterprise was soon 
ope~ed in Shanghai.23 In 1839 the Morri~on Society School was opened 
in Canton in memory of the famous missionary, Dr. Robert Morrison, 
and among its most notable students were Yung Wing and Tong King
sing.24 Other early missionary institutions were Tengchow College, St. 

2o ~ulger, A Short History of China, p. 370. 
2fMichie, op. cit., II, 401-402. 22 Wen Ching, op. cit., pp. 13-15. 

• ./2s Martin, The A-wakening of China, Jl· 283. 
1 

24 Fryer, "Chinese Educatiqn,-.Past, P~esent, and Future," in Chinese Recorder, 
August 1897. 
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18 THE REFORM MOVEMENT IN CHINA 

Paul's in Hong Kong, St. John's in Shanghai, the .Methodist E.Wscopal 
University in Peking, and an American Board College in Tungchow.25 

The question of conversions to Christianity quite aside, the importance of 
these schools in opening the path to Western learning was great. For this 
reason Tungwen College, the school of Western learning under the aus
pices of the Chinese government, may be grouped with the mission schools, 
since, except for the omission of Christian teachings, its course of study, 
directed by missionaries, closely resembled those of the mission institutions. 
It was started in 1862 as a school for interpreters. The British in the 
Treaty of Tientsin had declared that thereafter their official communica
tions would be in English, though accompanied, for a time, by Chinese 
translations.26 Three schools of Western languages were therefore estab
lished, one in Canton, one in Shanghai, and one in Peking. Five years 
later a translation department for the publication of scientific books was 
installed in the Kiangnan arsenal. 27 

About 1864 amissionary, Dr. W. A. P. Martin, took over the teaching 
of English in the school for interpreters in Peking and thus started on 
the path which ultimately led him to the presidency of the Imperial "Gni
versity. The school was then a very small affair indeed, consisting of one 
class in French, one in English, and one in Russian. The Chinese had 
tried to start the institution without foreign assistance, but there were no 
Chinese suitably equipped to teach foreign languages and Europeans had 
had to be employed. 

In 1865 Prin.ce _ Kung memorialized the Throne, proposing that a 
department of modern science be added to the Tungwen. Kwan, or "School 
of Combined Learning." In a second memorial he declared it no disgrace 
to borrow from the wisdom of the West: "When a small nation like 
Japan knows how to enter on a career of progress, what could be a greater 
disgrace than for China to adhere to her old traditions and never think o · 
waking up ?"28 Even the Empress Dowager herself, a few years later, 
responded in no uncertain terms to a memorialist who suggested that 
astronomy and mathematics were properly to be confined within the 
province of the Imperial Board of Astronomy: 

The Throne has established this College because it is incumbent on our scholars 
to learn the rudiments of mathematics and astronomy. These are not to be regarded, 
as the Memorialist suggests, as cunning and mechanical branches of knowledge. Let 

"!.s Martin, The Awakenin!J of China, pp. 285-290. 
26 Trea.ties, Conventions, etc., between China and Foreign States (The Maritime 

Customs), I, 418. 
27 Fryer, "Chinese Education-Past, Present, and Future," in Chinese Recordq, 

AUK),!§t }897. 
2s Douglas, op. cit., p. 264; Martin, A Cycle of Cathay, pp. 301-303. 
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our officials study them earnestly, and they will soon acquire proficiency; at the same 
time let them avoid that undesirable specialisation which comes from concentrated 
study of the classics. W.e are now borrowing educational methods from foreign ~ 
countries with a view to broadening our own and increasing its accuracy, but we 
have no intention of abandoning the teachings of the Sages. How, then, can our 
action prove detrimental to the minds of scholars ?29 

Yet with all this encouragement from high places, the new departure 
did not win many converts. Dr Martin admitted that the college was not 
at first viewed with respect, and that the president of the Hanlin Academy, 
an arch-obstructionist, even accused it of being responsible for a prolonged 
drought.30 The turning-point in its fortunes came when one of its gradu
ates attained to the highest place in the Chinese scholastic hierarchy, 
membership in the Hanlin Academy. From that time on, the quality of 
its clientele improved and its influence increased. -D...t:....Maxtin credits the 
success of the college with being responsible to some degree for the in
clusion of mathematics in the official examinations, which was decreed in 
1887.31 This provision proved futile in the face of inertia, for very few 
papers in mathematics were presented, the classics furnishing the older 
and more certain route to success, backed as they were by the strong 
sanction of custom. 

In 1897 Tungwen College. had a. faculty of thirteen and offered in
struction in international law, physics, astronomy, anatomy and physiology, 
chemistry, mineralogy, mathematics, French, Russian, German, English, 
and Chinese. The student body was limited to 120, their expenses being 
paid by scholarships. The full course covered eight years, 'with official 
rank as a prize for those who did well. A decree making those who ob
tained the doctorate in the official examinations fellows of Tungwen 
College increased the prestige of that institution.32 The work given in 
Tungwen College was not very ·advanced, but whether called college or 
secondary school it strove to give the students enrolled in it something 
worthy of the name of education. Most of the graduates of the institution 
went into the consular diplomatic service. Wang Fung-tsao, the 
academician before mentioned, served as minister to Japan before the 
Sino-Japanese War and later became president of Nanyang College.33 

Three Tungwen students accompanied the Manchu Pinchun on his semi
official mission to Europe in 1866, and one of them, Chang Teh-yi, years 

/'29 Bland and Backhouse. op. cit., pp. 493-494. 
ao Martin, A Cycle of Cathay, p. 312. · 
31 Douglas, op. cit., pp. 264-265. 
3 2 Martin, A Cycle of Cathay, pp. 311-312, 318. 
33 Ibid., p. 318; also North-Chi11a Herald, June 4, 1902, hereafter referred to 

as NCH. 
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later, in 1901, was made Chinese minister to England.34 In 1893, when 
His Imperial Majesty, Kuang Hsu, decided to study English, the teachers 
chosen for him were Tuugwen graduates. 36 

The influence of the missionary schools and Tun~~n_S_ollege was 
perhaps exceeded by that of the missionary publications. Their most im
portant periodical was the Wang Kwoh Kung ·rao, or R~ oj the 
Times, a monthly magazine founded in 1889. They also did good work in 
the tran~lation into Chinese of Western works. The chief center of this 
activity was the Christian Literature Society, or, to give it its other 
name, the Society for the Diffusion of Christian and General Knowledge 
(S.D.K.). In 1891 the headship of this society passed -to Dr. Timothy 
Richard,36 an important figure in the history of reform. Richard, who 
had been in China since 1869, had seized every opportunity to discuss 
with high officials the causes of China's weakness and the most feasible 
remedies. Among those whom he thus approached were Li Hung-chang, 
Chang Chih-tung, Chang Yin-huan, and W eng Tung.,ho. In 1890 this 
energetic missionary and reformer had accepted the offer made to him 
by Li Hung-chang and others to become the editor of a daily paper in 
Chinese, the Shih Pao, and had used this periodical for the propagation 
of his ideas. On being chosen editor of the S.D.K., however, Richa~d 
gave up his post with the Shih Pao and left Peking for Shanghai. Under 
his direction the S.D.K. carried on its work vigorously.. Prizes were 
offered for the best essays by Chinese M.A. candidates on such subjects 
as the benefits of the Imperial Maritime Customs and the bettering of 
China's relations with the West. The holding of provincial and prefectural 
civil service examinations served as an excellent opportunity to distribute 
tracts and pamphlets.37 A fair cross-section of this missionary literature 
may be obtained from the titles of the works given to all students who 
attended the Changsha examinations in 1902. Each potential mandarin 
was given a packet including a copy of the Gospel, a copy of The Gate of 
Wisdom and Virtue, an eighty-page book prepared by Dr. Griffith John, 
an article on religious toleration drawn from Chang Chih-tung's Learn, 
a tract against foot-binding, an article on the nature of God, and a sermon 
on creation and redemption.38 In addition to such works, the S.D.K. and 
also th!;: Educational Association, which started life as the School and 
Text-Book Series Committee, published books on science and history, 

34 Morse, International Relations, 1-1, 187. 
35 M<1rtin, A Cycle of Catbo.]., p . .116. 
'""'Richard, Forty-five Years in China, pp. 217-218. 
ar Ibid., pp. 215-217, 221-224. 
ss NCH, October 1, 1902. 
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some of them translations from Western works but the majority written 
by the missionaries themselves.39 To Chinese desirous of gaining a know!-· 
edge of Western thought and institutions these works were indispensable, 
since most of them knew no Western language and had therefore to rely 
either on translations into the Japanese or those made by the missionaries. 

The only other important symptom of Westernization was the sending .J 

to America of the first Chinese educational mission under the direction 
of Dr. Yung Wing/0 After receiving his elementary edu~ation in mission 
schools in Macao and Canton, he was taken to the United States and there 
attended preparatory school and later Yale,. from which in 1854 he re
~eived the first A.B. granted to a Chinese by an American college. After 
his return to China he formulated a scheme for sending more young 
Chinese to America for education. He at last succeeded in persuading a 
group of prominent officials, including the great Tseng Kuo-Jan, conqueror 
of the Taipings, to memorialize on behalf of the project. 

They wisely incorporated in their proposal, as a sop to the conserva
tives, the nomination of Chin Lan-pin, a Hanlin Academician and thus 
representative of Confucian learning, to share with Yung Wing the. 
control of the proposed mission. The maneuver was successful ; in the 
winter of 1870 the imperial approval was granted. The atmosphere in 
Peking was comparatively auspicious. Under the leadership of Prince 
Kung, Wen Siang, and Tseng Kuo-fan the metropolitan government had 
been dabbling with educational reform by giving patronage to Tungwen 
College and discussing alterations in the examinations for office. Y>~:mg 

Wjpg and Chin Lan-pin were chosen to b~ joi!J.t c;~mmissioners to head 
the mission. In all, 120 students between the ages of twelve and fifteen 
were to go. In the summer of 1871 a preparatory school was opened in 
Shanghai to give preliminary training to _the first group of thirty, who 
went to the United, States in 1872. Yung Win_g, remembering his own.~, 
pleasant schooldays in New England, chose Hartford, Connecticut, as the 
center of the mission. All went satisfactorily for several years, the annual 
installments of youths arriving as had been arranged. But unfortunately 
for the enterprise its firm supporter, Tseng Kpo-fan, had' died. in 1871, 
and the dominant position in Peking had. passed to Li Hung-chang, who, 
while not a conservative, was more concerned with military reorganization 
than with the sending to America of Chinese students. The new educa
tional commissioner who was chosen to succeed Chin as Yung Wing's 

39 For lists of books published by the missionary presses, see Fryer, Educational 
Directory for China, 1895, and Report of the Society for the Diffusion cf Christian 

• and General Knowledge, 1900. 
40 Yung Wing, My Life in Chi11a and America. The account of his educational 

mission given here is drawn from this work. 
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colleague was an ultra-conservative and a talebearer, who sent home 
alarming reports of how ~ew England education was ruining the Con
fucian morals of the young Chinese, and in 1881 all the students were 
recalled from the L'nited States. They were viewed with some suspicion 
on their return and were not given official posts of any importance, but in 
time the prejudice against them wore off. The anti-foreign elements had 
terminated the mission, but they could not stamp out its influence. After 
spending the most impressionable years of their lives in the West, it was 
only to be expected that these returned students would be somewhat 
critical of China upon their return, especially in view of the treatment 
which was accorded them. They were thus a factor to be reckoned with in 
the interpenetration of liberal ideas. Among the members of Yung Wing's 
mission who subsequently attained prominence were _Tang Shao-yi, who 
served the Manchus in many capacities and was premier of the Republic ; 
Liang Tun-yen, at one time president of the Waiwupu; and Jeme Tien
yew, who won note as a railway engineer.41 

These evidences of reform, few as they were, seemed sufficient to 
convince many Chinese and \Vesterners that China was on the way to 
renewed vitality. Anson Burlingame, when he served as China's repre
sentative to the Occident in 1868-1869, spoke glowingly of China's recep
tivity to Western inventions, learning, trade, and religion. 42 Marquis 
Tseng declared in 1887 that "though China may not yet have attained a 
position of perfect security, she is rapidly approaching it."43 It is true 
that in the years after the Taiping Rebellion a portion of the Chinese 
literati began to take an interest in Western institutions, which formerly 
they had been inclined to view as the curious ways of a barbarian people, 
unworthy of imitation by the ~fiddle Kingdom. But to all those who 
thought that the inauguration of a few railway lines, the formation of one 
modern army corps and a small navy, and a tentative interest on the part 
of the government in Western learning constituted an adequate reforma
tion of the Empire the Sino-Japanese \Var was a rude awakening. 

4 1 Bland, Recent Events and Present Policies in China, p. 81. 
42 Williams, Anson Burlingame, pp. 13&-139. 
43 Marquis Tseng, "China, The Sleep and the Awakening," in Asiatic Quarterly 

Review, January 1887. 
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II. THE "HUNDRED DAYS" OF REFORM 
·~ <<-< ~ - ........... ,,.. 

.. " ' 

It was China's disastrous and dramatic defeat by Japan in 1894 and 
1895 which first aroused a considerable number of the educated class to 
the realization that China's very existence might depend on the acquisition 
of the Occidental methods and institutions which Japan had studied to 
such good effect. The defeat at Pingyang, the disaster of the naval battle 
at the mouth of the Y alu, the northward retreat of the Chinese forces, the 
loss of the Liaotung Peninsula, and the surrender of VI' eihaiwei were 
grave shocks to those who believed that China had sufficiently modernized 
her army and navy. The news of the unfavorable terms of the peace of 
Shimonoseki was the last drop of bitterness. Among the younger literati 
there were signs of unrest and of desire to rejuvenate China so that she 
might wipe out the great humiliation of her defeat by diminutive Japan. 
N:issionary literature was eagerly read. 1 Many memorials urging reform 
were submitted to the TbrQlle. Among the memorialists was Sun Yat-sen, 

,I 
' one of the group of Cantonese radicals who united to· advocate the need of 
· constitutional government. This propqsa1 having been denounced as trea- O 

' sonable, Sun took part in a foolhardy attempt to capture Canton and set S<t>~ 
\up a liberal regime there. When the venture- f8.l.Ied, -he fled £r01n China -

with a price on his hea~ an,d in time became the leader of the revolutionary 
party. 2 Far more conspicuous among the memorialists in 1895 and for 
many years thereafter was Kang Yu-wei, the "Modern Sage." ' 

That both Sun and Kang were Cantonese is significant, for Kwangtung 
Province had long been the center of advanced thought in China. Its 
people were traditionally anti-Manchu and resentful of control by Peking. 
"Rebellion makers in ordinary to the Chinese people," J. 0. P. Bland has 
called them.~ The fact that Canton had for generations been the only port 
open to foreigners, t&epro}dmity of the Portuguese ter-ritory of Macao 
and the :Sritish lloldings orHong -Kong and -Kowloon, and the. steady 
stream of returning Chinese who from Kwangtung and Fukien had gone 
abroad as emigrants-all these factors made Western ideas more current 
in Canton than in almost any other part- of tne empire. A typical 
product of this liberal milieu was Kang Yu-wel, oorn in Canton in 1858. 
He received a classical education of -the approved variety, eventually 

1 Richard, Forty-five Years in China, pp. 230--232. 
2 Cantlie and Jones, Sun Yat Sen and the Awakening of China, pp. 108-109; 

Kent. The Passing· of the Manchus, p. 11. 
3 Bland, Recent Events and Present Policies in China, pp. 196-197. 
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winning the degree of chin shih, or Doctor of Philosophy, a distinction 
sufficient to guarantee the scope of his classical knowledge.4 At the age of 
twenty-nine he started a six-year tour of China, and was greatly impressed 
by tile cleanliness, efficiency, and good order prevailing at Hong Kong and 
in the model settlement at Shanghai. His interest thus awakened in West
ern civilization, Kang lost no time in acquiring further knowledge of the 
Occident through Japanese works and missionary writings and transla
tions. 5 His classical studies brought him to view the works of the sage 
Confucius in a light radically different from that dictated by the standard 
commentary of Chu Hsi. Soon the literati were startled by a new com
mentary on Confucius, which, casting aside the traditional view of the 
sage as the main prop of conservatism, pictured him as an advocate of 
progress and change. Like those in the West who have subjected the 
Bible to the process of literary criticism, Kang passed over the accretion 
of commentaries on Confucius which more than two thousand years had 
produced and proceeded to examine, unhampered by the customary views, 
the original group of writings by and about the sage. These studies con
vinced him that, while Confucius had declared himself an admirer of 
virtuous antiquity in a decadent age, his true aim was to lead China away 
from barbarism and toward civilization according to the means best suited 
to the times, and that therefore he was in essence not a reactionary but a 
progressive.6 Kang also commented afresh on Mencius, the most demo
cratic of ancient Chinese philosophers in his insistence on the right of 
the people to revolt against the sovereign who had ceased to rule them 
well. 7 

These liberal interpretations of the classics produced a veritable storm 
of comment and led to the formation of a new literary party, which 
claimed Kang Yu-wei as master. Because of his novel views of the 
classics he received the sobriquet of the "Modern Sage," applied ironically 
by his opponents but in all sincerity by his disciples. In 1891 he opened 
in Canton a school for the teaching of the new learning, which included in 
its curriculum four main divisions-the Confucian classics, Buddhistic 
literature, Chinese history, and Western learning. Many scholars of 
eminence enrolled in the school, the best known in after years being 

4 Richard, op. cit., p. 253. 

& Tsur, "Kang Yu-wei, the Great Reformer,'' in National Review, July 3, 1915. 

s Wen Ching, The Chinese Crisis jrlltn Within, pp. 34 ff. Bland and Backhouse 
describe this writer as "one of Kang Yu-wei's most ardent disciples," so that his 
account of the reformer's views may be considered reasonably exact. 

1 Legge, The Life and Works of Mencius (The Chinese Classics, Vol. II), pp. 143, 
151, 305. 
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' I;!,~~ 2i~~~~~· !?1}:~-9! the most voluminous and able of Chinese writers 
. on po1ttlcal topies.11 · 

'1 The fact that Kang taught Western learning indicates that_ his interest 
in the Occident had persisted. After studying through translations the 

;

1 

history and philosophy of foreign nations, he produced a group of books 
to indicate to the educated class in China the state in which their country 
would soon be if she did not awaken and the examples in Western his~ory 1 
on which she should model hersel£.9 A glance at the titles of these works 
'is sufficient to show that the scope of Kang's reading had been amazingly 
extensive, and that his resulting knowledge must of necessity have been 
superficial. The most sweeping of his efforts was The Study of Funda
mental Principles, in which he essayed to trace the whole course of 
modern thought. Another on a similarly vast scale dealt with The Rise 
and Fall of the Nations of the World, which included a considerable study 
of European colonization of America and Africa, for reasons sufficiently 
obvious. Kang was not doing research ; he was writing propaganda, to 
convert China to the necessity of reform. It was for this purpose also that 
he composed The History of the Glory and Downfall of Twkey. To 
Kang, the decline of the Ottoman power had a parallel in the waning of 
China. Turkey, once so feared by her neighbors, had become the sick man 
of Europe; China was in a fair way to become the sick man of the 
Far East. 

Kang was never an advocate of r~publicanism except as an ideal as yet 
unrealizable for China, and always remained in the right wing of the 
liberals, in contrast to those like Sun Yat-sen who preached the overthrow 
of the Manchus and the establishment of popular government. In the 
English constitution as he understood it Kang believed that he had found 
the government best suited for China at the time, and to urge its adoption 
he wrote A History of the Constitutional Changes in England. In his 
History of Continental Europe he endeavored to sketch the outline of 
European history with particular reference to three phases which had 
value as object lessons-the unification of Germany, the history of France 
since 1879, and the career of Peter the Great. The Chinese reformer 
was greatly attracted by the character of the forceful ruler who had per
sisted in his determination to Europeanize Russia. The moral, for China, 
of Peter's career was patently one of the benefits which she might obtain 
from a ruler of similar perception and energy. As we shall see, the 

8 Tsur, "l{ang Yu-wei, the Gre;,~t J.kfonner," in. NaJia®l. R,e'l/.iew, July 3~ 1915; 
Reinsch, fntellectuafa'iiil''l"irlrtfc'itr Currents in the Far East, p. 159. · · 

9 This account of Kang's literary work is drawn from Wen Ching, op. cit., 
pp. 31 ff., and to a lesser extent from Tsur's article in the National Review, July 3, 
1915, also referred to above. 
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sovereign who then occupied the Dragon Throne, His Imperial Majesty 
Kuang Hsu, was far indeed from resembling in active qualities the Russian 
whom Kang put before him as an example. 

There was one phase of history which had a more immediate signifi
cance for China than all the vicissitudes of European development-the 
story of the opening and modernization of Japan. Here was ready to 
Kang's hand a pattern so near in space and time that it was already 
familiar to his readers. On Japan he wrote two works. The first dealt 
with the recent literature of Japan, to which Kang was so greatly indebted 
for his knowledge of the West. The second treatise, which dealt with 
reform in Japan, was greatly to augment Kang's fame and influence in 
later years. In it he qualified as a political prophet of no mean ability by 
making the shrewd statement that if China remained inert it would not be 
many years before the possession of Liaotung and Formosa passed to her 
more alert neighbor. The fulfillment of this. prediction in 1895 led to 
Kang's connection with Weng Tung-ho, tutor to the Emperor, who in 
1898 recommended Kang fo llis tmp·eriaT pupil and thus gave the ''Modern 
Sage" his great opportunity.10 

· K~ng was especially eager that the government should take notice of 
his teachings. His first chance came at the end of the Sino-Japanese \Var, 
when the loss of the Liaotung Peninsula and Formosa had come to pass 
and the air was full of proposals for the revitalizing of China. The agi
tation was especially acute among the crowd of holders of the elm jen or 
Master of Arts degree who were then in Peking to take the metropolitan 
examination. After a number of memorials submitted by members of this 
group had failed to receive official notice, they chose Kang Yu-wei, as 
one of the most conspicuous figures in the academic world, to draft a 
grand memorial protesting against the hated treaty of Shimonoseki and 
proposing reform measures.11 

The resulting document. submitted early in December 1895, advocated 
nothing less than the thoroughgoing Westernization of the empire, to be 
effected at once by imperial decree. The changes to be introduced in
cluded: a house-cleaning and reform of the official system; the stimula
tion of patriotic spirit; the promotion of young and energetic officers to 
improve the morale of the forces ; the removal of the capital inland to 
Sian; the encouragement of banks, railways, postoffices, machinery, mines, 
better coinage, and improved methods of agriculture; the establishment 
of reformatories, a system of poor relief, and patent laws; the develop-

10 Rang Yeu Wei, "The Reform of China and the Revolution of 1898'' in Con-
temporary Review, August 1899. • 

u An account of this memorial will be found in NCH, December 6, 1895. 
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ment of public libraries, newspapers, and magazines; the sending of 
Chinese abroad to study foreign countries ; and, in the political field, the 
extension of the right to memorialize the Throne directly (only officials of 
high rank could then address the Throne without previous censorship of 
their proposals) and the formation of an advisory council to the Throne 
to be composed of delegates elected by ~he people, one for every 500,000. 
It is especially noteworthy that this memorial, representing the views of 
candidates for the highest degree under the old system, asked that the 
same subjects be taught in China as in the West, that technical education 
be stressed, and that the examinations be revised to fit the new curriculum. 
The memorial endorsed one native institution, namely, Confucianism, 
looked upon as a source of national strength and a counterpoise to 
Christianity. China's state was desperate, Kang declared in conclusion, 
and required such desperate remedies as the memorial embodied. 

Such was Kang's cure for a powerless China. When he had his day 
of power in 1898 these were the measures which he induced Kuang Hsu 
to promulgate. The memorial of 1895 indicates tbe qm_te!lt of the reforms 
qf three years lit'er,-but .alsQ-15etrays t:h'ei~r ~eaknesses~ Kang's knowlecge 
of the West which he was so anxious to imitate was inadequate. His 
faith in the efficacy of imperial fulminations was excessive; experience 
was to demonstrate that to issue a reform edict was one thing and to 
render it effective another. Above all, Kang failed to consider the im
portant factor of time. So conscious was he of the imperative need of 
a new order in China that he was prone to disregard the ancient maxim, 
festina lente, which has special applicability when one proposes to alter 
the whole structure of a most ancient empire. This over-eagerness, natural 
enough under the circumstances, was one of the chief reasons for the 
failure of 1898. 

The grand memorial was void of results, for the more conservative of 
the imperial advisers deemed it too radical in tone. \Veng Tung-ho asked 
Kang's co-operation in the drafting of edicts on railways and mining 
development and the extension of the study of foreign languages, but they 
never saw the light of the imperial gazette.12 Perhaps Kang's connection 
with all these attempts militated against their success, for his radical 
interpretations of Confucian literature had already been singled out by 
the government as heretical. 13 

However, Kang was not without high-placed friends in Peking. A 
number of the chief officials were kindly disposed toward reform if pur
sued with proper decorum. The younger men in Peking were stirred by 
~---. 

12 Wen Ching, op. cit., p. 52. 

~~Richard, op. cit., p. 253; NCH, November 22, 1895. 
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the happenings of the immediate past, and a safety valve was desirable. 
The autumn of 1895, therefore, saw the establishment of the Kiang Hsueh 
Hui or Reform Club, as it was called by Europeans, centering at Peking, 
but with affiliated societies at Shanghai, Hankow, Nanking, Wuchang, and 
Tientsin. The moving spirit in the organization was Kang Yu-wei. The 
Peking group included members of the Hanlin Academy and of the Board 
of Censors, and undersecretaries of various metropolita11 boards. Among 
its principal members were kiang Chi-chao, Kang's enthusiastic disciple; 
Weng Ting-shih, a Hanlin member of the family of Weng Tung-ho; 
Tseng Chung-peh, grandson of the famous Tseng Kuo-fan; Yuan Shih
kai, later to prove Kang's arch-enemy; and Chang Chih-tung's eldest son. 
These young men turned for advice to Dr. Timothy Richard. They 
brougnt him the rules of the society for -suggestions and established a 
paper which took the same title as the missionary publication, Wang K woh 
Kung Pao or Re'view of the Times, and consisted chiefly of reprints from 

;that periodical. Reform, for a time, was fashionable, and such well-known 
officials as Chang Chih-tung and the imperial tutors, W eng Tung-ho and 
Sun Chia-nai, gave the club their patronage.a 

T-he Peking Reform Club succumbed to attack with an ease which 
showed clearly how tenuous was its hold on life. The post-war sentiments 
which had afforded it protection inevitably weakened with time. The 
radicalism of Kang's grand memorial of December 1895 did much to 
arouse those officials who had never viewed reform schemes with enthu
siasm. On January 22 it was denounced to the Throne by a newly admitted 
member, and was promptly bannedY Its members were vigorous in 
memorializing for its revival, and it was finally reopened, but in an 
emasculated form.16 

The failure of the grand memorial and the fading out of the Reform 
Club did not mean that the reform movement had spent itself or been 
effectively curbed. Richard, who left for England in February 1896, 
found on his return-That the~- reformers were hard at work. 'Cndeterred 
by the closing of the Peking Reform Club, Kang and his disciples were 
busy encouraging similar associations throughout the southern provincesY 
Liang Chi-chao had founded in Shanghai the Chinese Progress, which 
became the organ of the reform party, and even, for a brief period in 
1898, of the government itself. So pervasive was the new spirit that the 
hitherto conservative province of Hunan had asked Liang to become the 

14 NCH, November 22, 1895; _Rich_ard, op. cit., PI!,· 253-255. 

l-5 Richard, op. cit., p. 255. 16 NCH, April 7, 1896. 
17 Kang Yeu Wei, "The Reform of China and the Revolution of 1898," in Colk 

temporary Review, August 1899. 
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head of a college on the modern order to be opened in Changsha. One 
important symptom was the great spread o{ _newspaj>et.:s. There had been 
about nineteen in China in 1894;atthe end of 1897 Richard set the figure 
at seventy.18 

This continued eagerness for reform on the part of a small but active 
group was partly the reflection of political events. China's humiliation 
was not limited to her defeat at the hands of the Japanese. The powers 
who had intervened to lighten for China the severity of the Shimonoseki 
treaty did not give their services gratis, and China was forced to pay a 
heavy price for the retrocession of Liaotung. Russia arranged for her 
reward when Li Hung-chang was in St. Petersburg in 1896 as Chinese 
representative at the coronation of Nicholas IL Li, in exchange for an 
alliance with Russia, agreed on behalf of China that Russia should have 
the right to carry the Trans-Siberian Railway to Vladivostok across North 
Manchuria .. The French, not to be deprived of their deserts, had already 
asked for and received "rectification" of the Indo-Chinese frontier. Tht! 
murder of two missionaries in Shantung in November 1897 gave Germany 
her excuse, and using this act as a provocation she obtained from China in 
March 1898 a ninety-nine-year lease of the Kiaochow Bay region, plus 
certain railway, mining, and preferential rights in Shantung Province. 
The idea of leaseholds was seized upon with avidity by other powers. 
Russia, who had been eyeing Port Arthur covetously as a desirable ice
free port, procured a twenty-five-year lease of the Liaotung Peninsula 
and the right to build a railway from Port Arthur to connect with the 
Chinese Eastern line. On April 19, 1898, France requested a ninety-nine
year lease of Kwangchow-wan, in southern Kwangtung, and a railway 
concession from Tongking into Yunnan, and received them soon after. 
Great Britain then entered the lists and secured leases on Kowloon, on the 
mainland near Hong Kong, and Weihaiwei. Not content with virtual 
annexation of portions of Chinese territory, the powers next won from 
China promises not to alienate certain portions of her territory except to 
the power concerned in the particular non-alienation agreement. Thus, 
the Chinese government promised Great Britain, on February 11, 1898, 
that she would never part with the Yangtze Valley, by lease, cession, or 
any other means, to any power other than Great Britain. Similarly, France 
staked out the provinces near her Indo-Chinese possessions as her "sphere 
of influence," Japan marked Fuki.en .as bers in case of eventualities, 
while Russia regarded the north with a hopeful eye. What with the crop 
of leaseholds and the ominous non-alienation agreements, it seemed to 
many early in 1898 that the break-up of China was impending. 

' 
/ 1s Richard, op. cit., pp. 260-261. 
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China's impotence in the face of the demands of the foreign powers 
brought reform zeal to fever heat. "It may fairly be said that, in the 
spring of 1898, all the younger members of the mandarinate and the 
gentry were reformers-some of them, perhaps, with a confused idea of 
what reform meant, but all ready to support moderate reform, and some 
resolved on radical measures. "19 Just '·hen the campaign of foreign ag
gression was getting under way, Kang Yu-wei had come to Peking to 
take up a position as under-secretary to the Board of W arks and, moved 
by the spectacle of China's increasing weakness, he wrote an ''Appeal to 
the Emperor on Behalf of the ~ation and the Empire," in which he bit
terly described the decay of the dynasty and the people of China and 
again cited the cases of Russia under Peter the Great and of modern 
Japan as the models which f'hina must follow. He urged the calling of a 
council to discuss the measures advisable in the crisis, and pleaded for 
administrative reform The conclusion of the appeal stated: 

If Your Majesty will not decide, or will prefer to remain in the old grooves 
of the Conservatives, then your territories will be swallowed up, your limbs will be 
bound, your viscera will be cut out, and Your Majesty will scarcely manage to retain 
your throne or to rule over more than a fragment of your ancient Empire 120 

The appeal was not in vain. The time was at hand when the Emperor 
would exert himself on behalf of his people, for in June 1898 was to 
begin the "Hundred Days" of reform. 

The Emperor who thus came forward as the protagonist of reform 
was His Imperial Majesty Kuang Hsu, then a young man in the "late 
twenties." He owed his imperial position chiefly to the determination and 
ambition of his aunt, the Empress Dowager Tzu Hsi. When the Emperor 
Hsien Feng had died in 1861, during the troublous times of the Taiping 
rebellion, he had left as his heir a boy of five, the son not of the imperial 
consort but of his secondary wife. During the minority of the new Em
peror, who assumed the reign name of Tung Chih, China was thus under 
the control of a co-regency, the power being shared between the consort 
of the late Emperor, Tzu An, and the mother of Tung Chih, who now 
became known a,;; Tzu Hsi. In 1872 the Emperor came of age. He did 
not live to enjoy his power long. He died in 1875 and was soon followed 
to the grave by his widow and their unborn child.21 Tung Chih's successor 

19 Morse, International Relations, III, 132. 20 Wen Ching, op. cit., pp. 53-54. 

2 1 It has often been intimated that Tzu Hsi put her son out of the way so that 
she might continue to control the state (see Bland and Backhouse, China under the 
Empress Dowager, p. 119). Princess Der Ling rejects this story, stating definitely 
that Tung Chih died of smallpox. She does assert, however, that Tzu Hsi urge~ 
Tung Chih's widow to commit suicide as an act of marital piety and in order to 
avoid having to surrender to her the regency (Der Ling, Old Buddha, pp. 171-173). 
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was his cousin, Tsai Tien, also a grandson of the Emperor Tao Kuang, 
but possessing as his most valuable qualification the fact that he was Tzu 
Hsi'c; nephew. His selection was in violation of immemorial custom, for 
being of the same generation as Tung Chih, he was unable to render 
proper filial reverence to the spirit of his predecessor, and this aspect of 
the succession aroused many protests. 

From the ve!Y outset then, the Emperor l<uang H~tL(his reign name, 
meaninli "Brilfiant Succession} was simply a tool in the hands of the 
Empress Dowag-er. His minonty ·was passe<I under Fier contrcir, especialfy 
after the death of the co-regent, Tzu An. Even when in 1889 Tzu Hsi 
surrendered the nominal control of the government, she kept the reality 
of power, appointing and dismissing officials and reading all state docu
ments.22 She also arranged the marriage of Kuang Hsu to her niece, so 
that she might have first-hand reports on all his doings. Outwardly at 
least, the Emperor exhibited proper respect for his august aunt. But it is 
not to be wondered at that he came to desire the reality and not the mere 
semblance of power. 

t'nfortunately for his aspirations and hopes, Kuang Hsu was not of 
the material which makes successful autocrats. Frail, delicate, and sensi
tive, he was no match for the shrewd woman who, while apparently in 
retreat after her long regency, still watched the course of affairs with a 
wary eye. Kuang Hsu had his moments of decision and his flashes of 
temper, but they were not indicative of a very stern and resisting quality. 
Emotionally he was intens_~, intellectually he was diffuse. One cannot 
read the story of his struggle with the powers which in the end overcame _ 
him without feeling a profound sympathy for him as a man of fine im
pulses and intentions, hampered_ by__ the_ ~nervatil_lU<?ndition~ which 
surrounded him and by some deficien<:Y_ which made him incapable of 
-grappling successfully -with praCtiC~Cp~ciblems.'23,-He ~possessed an abun.--:-
aanc~ of that quality thanne sagelVfencms 1iaa decEired to be the very 
essence of the true imperial ruler, benevolence embracing all within his 
kingdom; yet had it not been for his contact with the "Modern Sage," 
Kang Yu-wei, these humanitarian and patriotic impulses would probably 
have remained half-formed, nebulous ideas destined to have no definite 
expression. 

22 Bl_and and BackhollS~___gp. cit., p. 162; Wen Ching, op. cit., p. 112. 
23 For an illuminatin_g description of Kuang Hsu, see Bou!ger~ 4 Short History 

9i C.himi~ p, 353. ~t has SQil}_eJim~s l:Je!!n decla_g<l_ tli~t ~u~~g Hsu was mentalf:r 
(lef!cient. Princess Oer Ling, who used to see him regularly in the days after he 

'- -·J?ad p~O!Jle '!- prisoner, rebuts these accusations. She d_~clar~ ihi1.1 sb~ always found 
I )1im intelligent and very well informed about the Occident (Der Ling, Tu.,'O Years in 

iltl! Forbidden City, pp. 113-115). 
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As a child, Kuang Hsu had shown a great interest in Western me
chanical toys, and as he grew older he secured a small telegraph, a steam 
launch, and a narrow-gauge railway, which were employed in the For
bidden City for his amusement and that of the court.24 The men who 
directed his education, men such as Marquis Tseng and Weng Tung-ho, 
were liberal in their inclinations. When in 1893 the Emperor desired to 
learn English, two Tungwen graduates were chosen to instruct him, 
though there is no record that he made remarkable progress.25 On the 
sixtieth birthday of the Empress Dowager a handsome copy of the New 
Testament was presented to her by a large number of Chinese Christian 
women. Whether or not the gift had any effect on Tzu Hsi, it at least 
aroused the interest of the Emperor, who at once procured missionary 
literature of all SQfts, China's losses in the Sino-Japanese War still fur
ther directed the interest of the Emperor toward the West and he read 
eagerly all the books relating to the foreigners that he could obtain. 26 

Japan's victory and the opening episodes of the "battle of conces
sions" filled Kuang Hsu with a great desire to take the lead in the regen
eration of his empire. Yet it was impossible for him to be a free agent. 
He might wish to disregard his aunt, but the wish did not automatically 
eliminate her as a power in the administration. Moreover, all around 
Kuang Hsu moved the drama of court intrigue, in which he himself was 
inevitably involved as the figure upon which one faction pinned its hopes 
of power. Most of the officials at the capital were allied with one or the 
other of two groups, the northern, or Manchu, party, or the southern, or 
Chinese, group. Such a division was natural enough. The Manchus had 
originally established their supremacy by conquest, and many native Chi
nese felt a certain sentiment against" their preponderant influence, while 
the Manchus tended to draw together to strengthen their own interests. 
There was also a line of cleavage between the younger and more enthu
siastic men and the older and more conservative. There was no hard and 
fast division, but the liberals and younger Chinese, many of whom came 
from the southern provinces, tended to gather about W eng Tung-ho and 
Pan Tsu-yin, while the Manchus and those of a more conservative turn 
of mind looked to Hsu Tung and Li Hsung-tsao. As far as the Emperor 
was concerned W eng was in a very advantageous position, for he had 
seen many years' service as imperial tutor, with free access to the sover
eign's person. His relations with the Empress Dowager were not so for
tunate, for she shared the dislike felt toward him by her lifelong friend 

24 Headland, Court Life in China, pp. 115-122. 

~4 Martin, A Cycle of Cathay, p. 316. 
/. 26 Richard, op. cit., p. ~4; Headland, op. cit., pp. 123, 126-128. 
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and adviser, Jung Lu. The Empress thus supported the Manchu aggrega
tion and the Emperor the southerners, so that the groups came to be 
popularly known as "Old Mother's set," and "Small Lad's set."27 An 
interesting comment on the state of affairs is to be :ound in the report of 
an interview with Kang Yu-wei in 1898, after the •:oup d'etat had termi
nated his brief career as deus ex machina. 

According to K'ang's account the relations between tl1e Empress-Dowager and 
the Emperor have never been anything but strained. She has resented all attempts 
on his part to exercise real power, and he has felt deeply the position of inferiority 
and subjection in which she has until recently succeeded ia keeping him. Until the 
Emperor became an ardent convert to the cause of refo1 m this struggle seems to 
have been mainly one for power generally, without any striking difference in the 
ends for which power was to be used, and high officials sought the favour of the 
Emperor or Empress according to their belief in the pro'lability of the one or the 
other obtaining or keeping the upper hand, the opinions of these officials as to the 
necessity of reform or their contrary determination to l :eep to the old ways, not 
entering into the question. It was, in short, a conflict involving no difference of 
principle.28 

The year 1898 had scarcely begun before th( re were indications of 
the unprecedented events which it was to witness. On January 3, Kang 
Yu~wei was given an audience with the Tsungli Yamen, thanks to the 
influence of his advocate, Weng Tung-ho. He expounded to that body 
his views on reform, which were reported to Kuc.ng Hsu, who called on 
Kang to submit them in the form of a memoriaL The resulting document 
reiterated the suggestions made in the grand ml!morial of 1895. Kang 
also sent to the Emperor his works on England wd Continental Europe, 
a comparative diagram of all nations, Timothy Fichard's History of the 
Nineteenth Century, and translations of Western books.29 Thus was laid 
the basis for the later co-operation between the Emperor and the scholar. 

The decrees of June 11 are usually taken as having begun the "Hun
dred Days of Reform," but from January on appeared a number of 
decrees on military reform, inspired by the norf 1ern leaders, Hsu Tung 
and Kang Yi, a demonstration that the Manchu group was not uncom~ 
promisingly opposed to change per se. The de<ree of January 17 con~ 
tained these significant words : 

Since our war with Japan we have received successively a number of memoria.ls 
from both our Metropolitan as well as Provincial officia .s of all grades, recommend
ing methods by following which our Empire could be strengthened and our integrity 

27 Bland and Backhouse, op. cit., pp. 180-181. 
28 China. No. 1 (1899), inclosure 2 in No. 401, Memorandum of Conversation 

~th Kang Yu-wei on Voyage from Shanglwi to Hong Xong, September 27-29, 1898. 
2 9 Kang Yeu Wei, "The Reform of China and the Revolution of 1898," in Con

temporary Review, August 1899. 
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maintained. This sort of thing has gone on for quite two years, yet whenever 
questions of vital importance arise with Foreign Powers, these very men who sought 
to advise us were ever found wanting and powerless to do anything, as if their 
hands were firmly tied. This is the case with them now, in a crisis where we are 
beset on all sides by powerful neighbours who craftily seek advantage from us and 
who are trying to combine together in overpowering us. This is because they see 
our defensive preparations in a state of neglect and decay and our fleet small and 
insignificant. In our opinion, therefore, the question of the present day is that we 
begin in reforming ourselves and diligently reorganize our defences.so 

The measures decreed to achieve this end were the elimination of 
peculation, especially in regard to the insertion of dummy names on the 
regimental rolls and the graft involved in the collection of internal transit 
dues (likin) ; the formation of volunteer corps to "strengthen the de
fenses of the Empire with a human bulwark of brave and loyal hearts"; 
and permission to officials to recommend for posts the men best qualified, 
regardless of official rank. 

This edict inspired a number of reform memorials. Jung Lu himself 
advocated the inclusion in the military examinations of subjects on the 
intercourse of China with foreign nations. Another memorial suggested 
that in the future candidates for military rank be tested in their skill with 
the rifle rather than the traditional but useless bow and arrow. One offi
cial went so far as to propose the disbandment of all troops trained in the 
old manner and the establishment of modern military schools throughout 
the empire.31 These memorials were considered by the Grand Council 
and Board of War, which decided that henceforth candidates for military 
degrees would be tested in the use of firearms and that the old practice 
of reproducing by heart passages from the classical books on military 
tactics would be abolished.32 

Not much was done to carry out the imperial commands for the aboli
tion of "skeleton" battalions and similar devices which redounded to the 
financial benefit of the officers involved and the weakening of the empire. 
A few officials reported on the methods which they had used in reform
ing the troops under their jurisdiction.33 On the whole, however, the 

' 30 The .Jjj.mperM KWJng. H.5u's Reform Decrees, 1898 (reprinted from the North
CMna Daily News, January 17).,_ ref!;Hed to hereafter as Reform Decrees. As the 
read.er-wHf-00serve,--tlieEngiish translatio~~ of imperial edicts which appeared in 
the North-China Herald in these years are often neither idiomatic nor grammatical. 
The writer has, however, deemed it better to quote them exactly rather than to make 
changes which might in some cases make the meaning less close to that of the 
original. 

st Reform Decrees, January 28, February 16. 

32 Ibid., March 19. 

33 Ibid., February 11, March 7. 
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Emperor was blocked by the same force which was to contribute im
mensely to his ultimate failure-the inertia of the proYincial adminis
trators. 

A few novel suggestions on other subjects than military affairs were 
received during this period. A scheme was sanctioned fer the raising of 
a national loan from the people of China by the sale of so-called "Chao 
Hsin" bonds. The imperial edict declared that in the sale of the bonds 
"neither force nor coercion would be allowed" on the part of officials, but 
numerous memorials soon made it plain that in many pre vinces the bonds 
were used as a means of extorting money from the people, and on Sep
tember 7 their sale was ordered stopped.34 On February 16 a memorial 
from Wang Peng-yun, a censor, proposed the establishment in Peking of 
a college of foreign literature and science, an idea which was embodied 
in the great edict of June 11.35 

In late May, an event occurred which both hastened the reform effort 
and made its failure more certain-t~ q~atQ. of. :Prince, Kung. This expe
rienced statesman, wise, moderate, and of sound judgment, had been per
haps the one person at court to whom all deferred. ::lis death left the 
Emperor with no experienced guide except ~eng T~~ut with the 
death of his patron, Prince Kung, Weng felt sure tha: his days in office 
were numbered. Early in June he applied for a week's leave on account 
of illness, as a step preparatory to saving face if the crash came. He also 
took this occasion to recommend Kang Yu-wei to tLe Emperor, in the 
hope that Kang would take his place as an opponent of the faction of the 
Empress Dowager and the Manchus. Weng's expectations were fulfilled. 
He was dismissed from office on June 15. The prime mover in this act 
was not, of course, the Emperor, but the Empress Dowager; to put it 
briefly, .the dismissal of Weng was the price which the "Old Buddha" 
demanded for her sanction of the famous edicts of June 11. The Em
peror had prudently submitted the draft decrees to his aunt, who had no 
objections to the policy therein outlined provided that it did not lessen the 
time-honored privileges of the Manchus; buJ,_.atih.e.s.I.JlWJi~~p~isted 
O!! _t~~ gj~miss<l;~ 9_£" "YY eng~,_ ap~ ~11,a3g !;isy_ h&<i t9_?-~ ree. 36 

Thus, with the Empress Dowager's approval, K.mng Hsu set out on 
his endeavor to awaken and strengthen China by co )ying the methods of 

~ her potential destroyers, the powers of the West. The first of the two 
. decrees of June 11, which proclaimed t~e. opening ,Jf a.-n.-;;· era:-empha-, \....... .,.,. ~ -- ~· ~ . - ' ,., .,_ .: -~ . ' ~- ·. . . .. . .,. - ,, ~ 

34 For decrees regarding the Chao Hsin Bonds, see RefJrm Dec1·ees, February 4, 
27, May 18, July 5, August 22, September 7. 
• 35 Ibid., February 15. 

36 Bland and Backhouse, op. cit., pp. 184-185; China .Yo. 1, (1899), No. 268. 
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sized the need of having able diplomatic representatives, and ordered the 
officials of the realm to recommend 

.•.. the men they think best qualified for such posts, who, by their general conduct, 
,have shown their education and abilities to be of a practical and high order, and 

_,;:(who are not enveloped in the narrow circle of bigoted conservatism, and a clinging to 
~~solete and unpractical cust0ms.37 

In the second decree the Emperor ovened his heart to his people. After 
sumrriarizi~g the" measures which had already been taken "for starting 
our country on the great road of Progress," Kuang Hsu uttered his plea 
for the co-operation of the whole nation in the establishment of the new 
order. 

Some of our aged ministers who have grown grey in the service of the State and 
whose fidelity is unquestioned, in their anxiety for the Empire, have argued that we 
oug_ht tg _s_t!<;!<:,to 1he ve.u l~tt~r Qf our an-.:iep,t .iustitutions. and .. cast away from us the 
sus:g~stio,ns i,p. favoqr. of a new _re~i!lle, In fact, all sorts of suggestions have been 
made by any number of memorialists most of which are empty and vain and im
practicable. Let us ask what other country except our own is there that is labouring 
under such difficulties because of being behind the times? What would our condition 
be if we do not set about at once to drill and arm our armies after modern methods? 
Will we be able to cut down such expenses? Our scholars are now without solid and 
practical education; our artisans are without sci~ntific instructor£; when compared 
with other countries we soon see the glaring difference between our strength and the 
strength of others ; and when we compare the ready wealth of this Empire with those 
of other countries the difference is still greater, to our detriment. Does any one think 
that in our present condition he can really say with any truth that our men are as 
well drilled and well led as any other foreign army; or that we can stand successfully 
against any of them? We are conscious of the fact that, unless we in our own 
person decide firmly and strongly, our commands.' will not go far in execution, while 
the greatest dangers lie in the allowing of ignorant persons to meddle and talk and 
argue amongst themselves upon subjects they know not of. It is like applying water 
t~ Sl!l~nch -~!~--:j\ll_1o ~o purpose. 

The methods of government inaugurated by th~ Sung. and Ming dynasties, upon 
investigation, reveal nothing that is of any practical use or that may be of advantage 
to us_. ln C4i11a, for instance, we have the ethics and doctrines of the sects of Taoism 
and. Buddllisln.. do they at all agree with the tenets compounded by our five ancient 
Imperial Sages and three Kings? They an:. like. summer to winter, at opposite 
extremes to one another. Chan~~ J!l.U~t ~- tp?de to accord with the necessities of 
the times. It is apparent that we must issue a plain and unvarnished decree on the 
subject so that all may understand our wishes. Let this therefore be made known to 
one and all in the four corners of this Empire, from Prince to Duke, from highest to 
lowest among the officials of the capital and the provinces, from Court Minister to 
the most humble of our subjects-let them know that it is our earnest and sincere 
desire that one and all bend energetically to the duty of striving for higher things, 
to show all that they are men ambitious to succeed and to advance their country; let us, 
keeping in mind the morals of our sages and wise men, make them the basis on whic9 

sr Reform Decrees. June 11. 
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to build on newer and more advantageous foundations. We must al~o ·iel.ect. such 
subjects of Western knowledge as will keep us in- touch with the times and diligently 
study them and practise them in order to ph .ce our country abreast 'Vith other 
countries. Let us cast off from us the empty, un ?ractical, and deceiving things which 
obstruct our forward progress, and strive with o11e-heartedness and energy to improve 
upon all things that we have learned; let us eli. ninate the crust of neglect that has 
accumulated on our system, and cast away the shackles which bind us. In a word, 
let us evolve useful things out of those which h therto have been useless, and let us 
seek by able instructors to fashion the materials i1 our possession. With these objects 
i~ vie:w Jet us strive toward advancement an~!. pro ~ress. 

After this eam~st dedar.9-tian.. the Emperc r decreed the establishment of 
a new university~in PclAng,_to be open to ;: 11, in order to "have many able 
a~ci ;itih~g helpers in the great and arduc us work before us, of putting 
our country on the level with. the best of Jlte Western powers."38 

The new policy was accepted with sot~e show of enthusiasm and a 
number of young men were recommended to the Emperor as well fitted 
to __ a~sig.Jli,m..ip.....bi.s..l!l;;.liU?L~f.Qrm .. As in 1895, reform became for the 
time the fashion. Even Jung Lu, strong parisan of the Empress Dowager, 
urged military reform and recommended Chen Pao-chen, well-known as 
a radicat.a9 The edict of June 13 contained the names of the most im
portant of the n~w-men~ who -had' been brought to the notice of the 
Emperor. Kang Yu-wei himself and C1 ang Yuan-chi, a third-class 
secretary of the Board of Punishments, "men of deep learning and ex
ceptional abilities and progressive ideas," were ordered to appear before 
the Emperor on June 16.40 Also mentioned i 1 the edict was Tan Sze-tung, 
the son of the Governor of Hupeh, and later to be one of the "martyrs" 
executed after the coup d'etat. Even bel ore becoming a disciple of 
Kang Yu-wei, Tan had been well known as a writer, lecturer, and reformer 
of educational methods.H The other new advisers whom the Emperor 
took unto himself in June were Liang Ch.-chao, Kang's most notable 
disciple, and Huang Chun-hsien, who as Chinese Consul-General at 
Singapore had had considerable contact with :'oreigners.42 Later Yang J ui, 
Liu Kuang-ti, Lin Hsio, and Tan Sze-tung were formed into a special 
council to advise the Emperor on reform me<.sures. All of them paid for 
the service with their lives when the Empres! Dowager resumed powerY 

.:,s_f!:.e0,.r!,!l Decre!.sJ. J. lf~e.Jl~ 
39 Ibid., October 8; Bland and Backhouse, op. cit, p. 197. 

4o Reform Decrees, June 13. 

H For an account of the career and writings :Jf Tan Sze-tung . see Reinsch, 
• op. cit., pp. 140-147. 

42 Reform Decrees, June 13. 
43 Ibid., September 5. 
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It is said that Kang Yu-wei refused a place on the Grand Council, pre
ferring to avoid the increased jealousy and hatred which would result if 
he thus suddenly attained high official preferment.44 After his audience 
of June 16, Kang Yu-wei had complete ascendancy over the mind of 
Kuang Hsu. The official gazette records this audience as the only one 
which the reformer received, but as a matter of fact hardly a day passed 
that Kang and some of his associates did not meet with the Emperor for 
long discussions in which they evolved the startling series of edicts which 
aimed to revolutionize the life of China.45 

Even a brief examination of the decrees of this period will reveal their 
vast scope and the variety of innovations which they were intended to 
introduce. Education, agriculture, manufacturing, trade, administration, 
army and navy-hardly one possible field for change escaped the diligence 
of the reformers during their brief hegemony, the imperial prerogative 
excepted; the fact that the movement was being carried on under imperial 
auspices and through the exercise of the autocratic power of the sovereign 
limited it in the latter regard. 

It was not without reason that the Emperor had decided on the 
establishment of a university as the first visible sign of his new policy. 
He and his young advisers were firmly convinced of the necessity of a 
different and more widely diffused education than that then in vogue. As 
long as the mass of the people were ignorant of the reformers' purposes 
and admission to official life was still the reward of an accumulation of 
Confucian lore, the innovators at the capital were in a precarious position. 
It may almost be said that their chief aim was the creation of a public 
opinion to support their projects. Kang Yu-wei, after his fling at state
craft was over, declared that his failure had been due in good part to the 
general ignorance of the ends for which the Emperor and he had striven.46 

The reformers made all possible speed to arouse a national spirit in favor 
of reform, but the three months vouchsafed them proved wholly inade
quate to the task. 

The new educational system was outlined in the decree of July 11. At 
the head was to stand the Imperial University and below it a group of 
middle schools based on grade schools. Until this plan could be realized, 
existing schools and colleges were to be used, after some modernizing of 
their curricula. The problem of funds was a stumbling-block in the way 
of this as of every other innovation in China. The Emperor's edict pre-

H Wen Ching, op. cit., pp. 62-63. 
4G Bland and Backhouse, op. cit., p. 189; Reform Decrees, September 17, trans

lator's 'note. 
46 Beresford, The Break-up of China, p. 194. From an account of an interview 

with Kang Yu-wei, September 30, 1898. 
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sented a number of expedients-the taking ovt r of the surplus of the 
China Merchants' Steam Navigation Company, tl.e Telegraph Administra
tion, and a Canton lottery; inducements to priVlte individuals to donate 
funds and facilities; and the conversion of tern )les into schools to save 
the expense of erecting new buildings. When the Empress Dowager faced 
the need of money for her great educational pre gram of 1904 she could 
find no better means than those hit upon in 189:~. The problem of text
books was a considerable one, which was met f )r the time being by 2.n 
order that local officials at once set up translation bureaus to prepare the 
necessary books,47 a scheme which could not be p:·oductive of good results 
in view of the paucity of trained translators. Ncthing was said as to the 
source of the teachers for the new schools, thou sh there were not in all 
China more than a few men competent to instnct in the new subjects. 
A later edict provided for a sort of school boar i of: learned scholars in 
each locality to take charge of the initiating of p:·eparatory schools.48 

The direction of these educational changes ""as in the hands of Sun 
Chia-nai, who had aided the Reform Club in 189;). Although a conserv<:.
tive, Sun was notably loyal to the Emperor. Fo ~tunately for his future 
career, he was also highly thought of by the Empress Dowager and thus 
passed unscathed through the days which saw the degradation of so many 
of Kuang Hsu's supporters. Early in August he presented to the Emperor 
the proposed regulations for Peking Universit:r, which the Emperor 
approved, declaring, "The memorialist has appan ntly combined and har
monised for the University the most valuable anc feasible of the regula
tions and rules observed in Japanese and Europe<.n Universities with the 
learned suggestions of high officials both in Peking and in the provinces."4~ 

Dr. W. A. P. Martin of Tungwen College was chosen to serve as the head 
of the new institution. 

Upon the change in the school system was l1ased a revision of the 
content of the civil service examinations. Kang and his followers had 
determined on the abolition of the "eight-leggec" essay (wen chang), 
skill in the composition of which had so long bt en the open sesame to 
official life. The edict of June 23 effected this change. 50 A month later 
the Emperor gave his approval to the proposal ol Chang Chih-tung and 
Chen Pao-chen, Jung Lu's protege, that hereafter the examinations for 
the degrees of chu jen and chin shih (M.A. and :=>h.D., to give Western 
equivalents) include essays on ( 1) the history anc government of China, 
(2) "modern practical subjects," such as scien1ific problems and the 
governments of foreign countries, and ( 3) the Confucian classics. The 

47 Reform Decrees, July 11. 
49 Ibid., August 9. 

48 Reform Decrees. July 29. 
so j bid., June 23. 
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new conception of closer correlation between the officeholder's duties and 
his preparation meant the dethronement of elegant calligraphy, heretofore 
an essential part of a mandarin's training. Candidates were no longer to 
be graded on their penmanship, and the palace examination, at which 
calligraphy had done much to win for certain Ph.D.'s the crowning honor 
of membership in the Hanlin Academy, was abolished.51 

The newspaper was another agency on which the reformers relied to 
hasten their intellectual renaissance. One of the most interesting of the 
reform edicts is that which pleads with almost Miltonian fervor the benefits 
of a free press. The inspiration for this pronouncement is attributed to 
Sun Chia-nai, but its sentiments are such that it seems likely that he was 
merely a mouthpiece for some more radical member of the reform clique. 
The memorial in ouestion led off tactfully enough by comparing the service 
of the press to th~' 'ancient custom of officials calling upon the people for 
poems and literary essays in order to find out the thoughts filling the minds 
of the masses"; so much for the potent argument from tradition. The 
passage dealing with newspapers is worth quoting: 

The memorialist therefore suggests that it will be most important to grant liberty 
and license to newspapers to write freely and succinctly on all topics whether advan
tageous or disastrous to the country, thereby giving warning notes and assisting those 
in power how to remedy matters and the like. These newspapers, moreover, could 
translate the news and editorials of foreign newspapers for the enlightenment and 
knowledge of officials and merchants, students and people, of what is going on in 
other countries. Such newspapers would then be more than valuable not only to local 
administrations but also to enlighten all as to what is proper in regard to foreign 
intercourse ....• Now all newspapers must make it their aim to write broadly and 
plainly and in a liberal spirit on all subjects affecting the welfare of the Empire; they 
should not be circumscribed in their efforts to enlighten their readers, nor should 
they refrain from writing boldly against all frauds and misgovernment thereby 
preventing us from learning the exact truth and facts. 

As a beginning the Chinese Progress, which Liang Chi-chao had been 
editing in Shanghai, was chosen as the official organ of the government. 
Kang Yu-wei was made director of the enterprise, subject to the duty of 
consulting with Sun Chia-nai in all matters regarding state subsidized 
papers, such as the Chinese Progress was now to be. This meant the 
probable removal of Kang to Shanghai, where the paper had its office·s.52 

Liang, replaced in the Chinese Progress office by Kang Ytt-wei, was 
to superintend the translation of Occidental literature and the preparation 
of works suitable for use in schools, a work of vast importance in view 

51 Reform Decrees, July 20, August 19. 

52 Reform Decrees, August 9; and Bland and Backhouse, oP. cit., 511, say that. 
Sun, "peace-loving and prudent," favored the plan as a means of getting the trouble
some Kang into a less central location. 
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of the impending educational reorganization c f the country. Despite his 
undoubted intelligence and zeal, his qualifications were not of the best, 
for he knew no other languages than Japan ~se and his own. 53 Liang, 
realizing his own shortcomings, turned for aid to Jesuit missionaries, 
whom he proposed to make directors of a college of translators to be 
established in Shanghai.54 

rft,j Chang Chih-tung's Learn (known in Englsh as China's Only Hope) 
t_as adopted as a sort of party platform by th: reformers. The Emperor 
.ordered its distribution to all officials and students for the purpose of 
acquainting them with the ideas which were to guide the China of the 
future. The influence of Learn, both during md after the ill-fated ven
ture of 1898, was great and> its contents deserve notice. It is a valuable 
statement of the conceptions of Western civi: ization held by one of the 
best-informed men in China and of the marner in which he hoped to 
harmonize Chinese and Western ways so as to give new vitality to the 
ancient institutions by the introduction of re mimating elements. There 
are in the book strange misconceptions of Occidental life, the inevitable 
result of a wide and somewhat uncritical readi 1g, but there are also many 
shrewd judgments and a liberal attitude wtich compels respect. The 
whole work resounded with ardent loyalty to the Manchu dynasty, charg
ing China's backwardness to the blind and prejudiced official class. The 
panacea which Chang had to offer was a fmion of Confucian morality 
with Western military and industrial methods. ;s This blending was to be 
effected by methods similar to those being ess 1yed by Kuang Hsu at the 
time. The literati were to be awakened by travel, schools which taught 
subjects of practical use, and the spread of newspapers, all following the 
course already pursued by Japan. Chang als<• urged the advance of re
ligious toleration and the suppression of the use of opium, two reforms 
which did not make up part of Kang's scheme, at least so far as the 
enactments of the "Hundred Days" can witne.;s. In the midst of all this 
change, the indigenous culture of China wa~ not for a moment to be 
forgotten.. The service to be performed by tl: e added Western elements 
was merely the strengthening of China against the dangers of attack and 
partition.56 Chang wisely noted the uselessn<!SS of talking in Mencian 
fashion of the all-compelling force of benevo :.ence and of pinning faith 
on disarmament conferences. 

53 Vinacke, Modern Constitutional Development ~n China, p. 39. 
54 De la Serviere, "Une Vniversite franc;aise en Chile" in Relations de Chine, July

October, 1918, PP·. 72-73, quoted in d'Eiia, "Un Ma:tre de Ia jeune Chine: Liang 
K'i-yh'ao" in T'oung Pao, XVIII, 254. 
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/55 Chang Chih-tung, China's Only Hope, translate( by S. I. \Voodbridge, p. 122. 
66 Chang Chih-tung, op. cit., p. 63. 
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.... if we talk of disarmament to the other countries, wtthout the force to back up 
our words, we will become the laughing-stock of the world. . . . . If countries are 
evenly matched, then International Law is enforced; otherwise, the law is inoper
ative.57 

His study of the West had not been in vain! He declaimed against the 
folly of inaugurating a parliament before education had paved the way, 
and opposed republicanism, as did Kang Y u-wei. 58 

Ku Hung Ming, conservative disciple of Chang Chih-tung, has asserted 
that Learn was meant as propaganda against Kang and his followers. 
He has described a nocturnal conference held on the roof of Chang's 
cotton mill at Shanghai during the "Hundred Days," at which Chang 
gave vent to his distress at the precipitancy with which Kang Yu-wei was 
rushing into a course but half-understood and expressed his resolve to 
formulate a saner program of reform, which he embodied in Learn.59 

Yet any study of Learn and of the reform decrees of 1898 shows a 
very considerable resemblance between the views of Chang and those of 
Kang, a similarity which in part may have been due to personal contact, 
for Kang was at one time a protege of Chang.60 They differed chiefly in 
tempo; Chang insisted on the necessity of preparing the ground by educa
tion before attempting other changes, while Kang was leading in the rapid 
production of a swarm of radical reform decrees. Nevertheless both were 
members of a group which wished, while preserving intact Confucianism, 
the essence of Chinese civilization, to buttress that civilization by borrow
ings from the West. Ku Hung Ming, strict Confucian as he was, deplored 
the conversion of his chief, Chang Chih-tung, to moderate liberalism, and 
was eager to differentiate between Chang's doctrines and those of Kang 
Yu-wei, for whom he had no love; he may also have desired to find a 
reason in extenuation of Chang~s volte face after the coup d' etat when he 
telegraphed the Empress Dowager to make all haste in punishing those 
very men with whom he had been in co-operation not long before.61 

To return to the further summary of the enactments which the re
formers sponsored, Kuang Hsu's solicitude on behalf of his people led 
him not only to provide for their education but to desire better conditions 
for agriculture, trade, and industrial development. The most pretentious 
move was the establishment of a special Chief Bureau of Agriculture, 
Arts, and Commerce, charged with the inauguration throughout the empire 
of agricultural schools and newspapers, scientific farming methods, and 
modern labor-saving machinery. It was to be assisted in its Herculean 

S7 Chang Chih-tung, op. cit., pp. 140-142. 58 Ibid., pp. 58, 62. 

59 Ku Hung Ming, The Story of a Chinese Oxford Movement, p. 28. 
eo Ibid., p. 27. : ~1 Bland and Backhouse, op. cit., p. 220. 
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labors by provincial branch offices.62 A later decree shows the rather 
naive ideas of the Emperor's advisers on the introduction of the great 
mechanical inventions : 

We command the Bureau of Arts and C:>mmerce .... to purchase models of 
the various kinds of machinery in modern us! so as to educate the masses and that 
the latter may learn to manipulate the machint ry for their own benefit and use.63 

Official rank, ennoblement, or decoratior:s were to be the rewards of those 
who "write practical and useful books, irrvent articles of use, machinery," 
and the like. Patent and copyright regu ations were also promised. Simi
lar signs of favor were to be bestowed en those who established "schools, 
foundries, big guns and small arms fa.:tories." 64 The first sign of any 
voluntary organization which would cor tribute to the work in hand was 
greeted with approval; an agricultural atsociation which had been formed 
at Shanghai was to serve as a model for such organizations all over the 
Empire, and a proposal for the establishment of commercial societies in 
the chief coast cities was passed on to Chang Chih-tung and Liu Kun-yi 
as the viceroys best situated to carry it into effect.65 The building and 
ownership of Chinese railways by her o .vn people was to be encouraged 
by the establishment of schools to train young men in such work. A 
similar arrangement was ordered for mi:ling.66 A peremptory order that 
the work on the Lu-Han line be hastened was issued, and sanction was 
given to the building of a short conn~ction between Peking and the 
Western Hills.67 The roads in Peking "·ere to receive attention such as 
they had needed for years. Even the characteristically Chinese industries 
of tea-growing and silk-manufacturing w'!re to be brought up to date, for 
the decline in their export had begun to raise fears in the minds of some 
of the more Westernized, who saw thei1· country threatened with a so
called "unfavorable balance of trade."68 

Somewhat less attention was given i:1 the edicts to army and navy 
reorganization than might have been expected, although the subject had 
been on the boards for many years and progress had been mainly illusory. 
The emendation of the military examinat .ons continued.69 A pronounce
ment of August 10 directed the organization of naval colleges and baining 

62 Reform Decrees, August 21. 

sa Ibid., September 8. 
64 Ibid., July 7. 

65 Ibid., July 4, August 29. 
66 Ibid., August 10. 

67 Ibid., June 26, September 10. 
68 Ibid., September 11. 

69 Ibid., July 6, September 12. 
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ships throughout the maritime provinces.70 The only really noteworthy 
decree apropos of national defense was one approving the formation of 
a sort of national militia, with universal military training. The experiment 
was to be tried first in Kwangsi and Kwangtung, and if it proved effective 
there, was to be extended. The outline of the system, suggested by Chang 
Yin-huan, one of the most prominent of the reformers, was: 

.... that each city of the Empire should invite a certain proportion of its citizens 
to give up part of their time and train as soldiers, that those having received their 
training be allowed to return to their avocations giving place to another fresh body 
of citizens, and so on until every male inhabitant of the city and district shall have 
had a soldier's training and thus enable him to be called out at any time, either to 
keep the peace or to fight hostile invaders. This National Army will only be an 
auxiliary force to supplement the regular forces in time of war.71 

The grave need of modern judicial machinery in China had been one 
of Kang's chief preachments, but in the "Hundred Days" little was 
accomplished in that direction. On July 29 Kuang Hsu ordered the courts 
of the various boards in Peking to make a clean sweep of the cases on 
their dockets, some of which had apparently been awaiting decision for a 
length of time hardly surpassed by the Court of Chancery in its most 
dilatory days. This done, new modes of procedure would be instituted.72 

The only further development of the idea of an improved judiciary 
appeared in the memorial of one Tsai Chen-fan, who supported the 
appointment of "special judges to try civil and criminal cases, on a similar 
basis to those of the West, for no reform can be said to be complete 
unless this branch of the public service be also thoroughly reformed and 
remodeled." Most of his suggestions were turned over to the great 
administrative bodies in Peking for a "grand deliberation."73 

In fiscal affairs, the chief adoption from the West was the device of 
an annual budget. 74 This innovation was assuredly not welcome to the 
rank and file of Chinese officialdom, for of the sums collected from the 
people only a comparatively small amount was ever applied to the actual 
expenses of government, while a much larger part went to supply the 
officials up and down the line with their inevitable "squeeze." But if the 
introduction of a budget was disturbing to the ordinary official, the decree 
of August 30 brought news that was positively alarming. The Emperor 
had launched a strenuous campaign against sinecure posts-and their name 

70 Reform Decrees, August 10. 

n Ibid., September 5. 
72 Ibid., July 29. 
73 Ibid., September 16. 

74 Ibid. 
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was legion. Among the highly honorary positions which were cut off in 
the prime of their uselessness were those of the Supervisorate of the 
Heir Apparent, a pleasant occupation when the· ·e was, as in 1898, no 
heir apparent to supervise, the Office of Transmis!.ion for Imperial Edicts, 
the Court of Banquets, the Court of State Cerenonial, the Co1:1rt of the 
Imperial Stud, and the Court of Revision. Nor did the elimination stop 
there, for governorships of ·the provinces of Kwangtung, Hupeh, and 
Yunnan were to be abolished, since these provinces also had over them a 
viceroy who could very well take over the duti< s once performed by the 
governor. The Directorate-General of the Y =How River too was to 
vanish, and its functions were to pass to the Governor of Honan. The 
grain and salt services were found to be prolifi: of posts which imparted 
honor rather than obligation; hence a wholesal< abolition of all grain and 
salt taotaiships which had ceased to have any concern with grain and salt. 
Even smaller fry were attacked. A great reduction was ordered in the 
ranks of petty officials who had been nominally engaged in river con
servation and the capture of salt-smugglers. ~.'he officials who were thus 
deprived of their posts were assured that they would be given employment 
elsewhere in the governmental system/" but :his was small solace, since 
the positions to which they would be transfe :red would almost certainly 
be more arduous than those which had been 1 aken from them. 

The decree of August 30 did not quench the Emperor's eagerness for 
retrenchment, for not long afterward he isE ued a rescript which boded 
no good to the occupants of Grand Canal •:aptaincies, also posts which 
had outlasted their usefulness. 76 If things were to go on at this rate the 
good old times would soon be gone forever and an officeholder's lot would 
cease to be a happy one. Many an official who had at first viewed the 
Emperor's reform efforts with equanimity now began to see in them a 
threat to the established and comfortable '~Vays which had acquired the 
powerful sanction of custom and were not tc be broken without profoundly 
affecting the whole fabric of Chinese life Therefore there was almost 
no protest or regret on their part, and less on the part of the people, who 
had glimpsed only imperfectly what was Wlder way, when the.re. cwpeared 
on September 21 an edict by which the E:nperor suddenly renQWJ.Ced all 
active control of tl}e gover11~nent in' favqr oihis ;~ust aunt, the Empress 
DO-wager, . T..w,.Hsi, 

Kuang Hsii's reign was over; there remaind to him only the Imperial title. He 
had 1la<I fiis Chance; in ~fhe enthusiasm of youth and new ideas he had played a des
perate game against the powers of darkness in J,igh places, and he had !ost.11 

75 Reform Decrees, August 30. 7 l Reform Decrees, September 10. 

11 ~land ang ~;::c¥.hou$e, ojJ. cit., p. 211. 
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For a brief time the Emperor had failed to walk warily among the in
trigues, ambitions, and jealousies with which Peking was rife. Xew men 
were exalted, old officials were threatened with disgrace. The members of 
the imperial clan were ordered to give up their comfortable existences in 
Peking for the hazards of foreign travel.78 Vested interests and long
countenanced perquisites were endangered by the imperial zeal. And to 
focus the general dissatisfaction there occurred two incidents which 
showed beyond the shadow of a doubt that the Emperor's new policy 
meant death to the old order. 

On June 20 the imperial gazette proclaimed that two censors had ac
cused Hsu Ying-kuei, President of the Board of Rites, of being an 
obstructor of progress.79 In response to these charges, Hsu sent in a 
vitriolic memorial denouncing Kang Yu-wei as a charlatan and revolution
ary. The Emperor, greatly angered, would gladly have dismissed Hsu 
but for the protection accorded him by the Empress Dowager, who was 
impressed by his warning against "The Modern Sage."80 The episode had 
a sequel in the petition of the censor, Wen Ti, who declared that Hsu had 
been attacked for reasons of personal spite and called for the degradation 
of his accusers. Wen Ti was promptly dismissed by the Emperor, the 
Empress Dowager refusing to intercede for him. She was biding her 
time.81 

The commotion resulting from these charges and countercharges was 
surpassed by the furore raised by the case of Wang Chao, third-class 
secretary of the Board of Rites.. Late in August he submitted a memorial 
proposing changes certain to outrage the conservative-the abolition of 
the queue, the adoption of Western dress, the proclamation of Christianity 
as the state religion, the formation of a parliament, and a visit to Japan by 
the Emperor and Empress Dowager.82 The heads of the Board of Rites 
kept this document from Kuang Hsu on the theory that such impious 
proposals should not be allowed to offend the imperial wisdom. On Sep
tember 1 appeared an edict pouring on them the wrath of their sovereign, 
who declared himself competent to judge the worth of all memorials and 
demanded that Wang Chao's suggestions be handed up at once.83 Three 
days later the two presidents of the Board of Rites (one of them was 
Hsu Ying-kuei) and its four vice-presidents were dismissed from office, 

78 Reform Decrees, June 15. 
79 Ibid., June 20. 
so Bland and Backhouse, op. cit., pp. 192-194. 

BlJbid., p. 195; Reform Decrees, July 8. 
82 Smith, China in Convulsion, I, 145; Headland, op. cit., p. 143. 
sa Reform Decrees, September I. 
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and Wang Chao was raised in rank as the rew 1rd of his efforts on behalf 
of enlightenment.84 

From that time on, the peace of the "Old :E uddha's" retreat was gone. 
The dismissed officials and all who sympathized with them importuned her 
daily to exert herself and save the empire from the danger of ill
considered reform. The tenseness of the situ::tion was increased by the 
decree of September 14 wh.ich proposed that Manchu bannermen, who 
had long enjoyed state-subsidized leisure, shot ld enter some useful em
ployment. 55 The Emperor was going too far; l:e had violated his promise 
of June to leave the Manchu privileges untouched. Even then the Empress 
Dowager did not move. Not till her personal safety was threatened did 
she intervene. 

Kang and his followers realized that they stood on the edge of a 
volcano. At any' moment the conservatives mil~ht win over Tzu Hsi to 
activity and the reformers would be lost. They resolved to chance every
thing on a coup d'etat. Kang had long beer very bitter against the 
Empress Dowager and had insistently urged upm t the Emperor the wisdom 
of rendering her powerless to check the growth of a reorganized China.86 

The essential prerequisite to any such step wa~ control of the northern 
army, but its commander was J ung Lu, old and faithful servant of Tzu 
Hsi. Before she could be reduced to impotenc(, he must be put out of 
the way. The first move came on September ~6 with the elevation of 
Yuan Shih-kai, erstwhile provincial judge of Chi:1li, to the vice-presidency 
of a metropolitan board and the post of Inspector-General of Army 
Organization and Drills for the Peiyang Army. The edict effecting this 
change contained the significant sentence: 

We trust that Yuan Shih-kai, bearing in his mind t 1e importance of the period 
we are now passing and the crisis of the moment, will use his best endeavours to 
deserve his promotion which is given as a token of the g :eat trust and confidence we 
intend to repose in him.87 

Yuan, once a member of Kang's reform club of 1895, had been selected 
by the reformers as their tool. 

The Emp!~!?§ Po\\.:ager got wind of what was g)ing on, through private 
sources. of information, and ordered )~uang Hsu to arrest Kang Yu-wei 
fo.r _ calumniatiug .l;le_r.8~ _ Kang -;as warned of his • !anger and fled, but his 
adherents realized that prompt action was necessary to save themselves 

84 Ibid., September 4. 
85 Bland and Backhouse, op. cit., p. 195; Reform Decr1 es, September 14. 
86 Bland and Backhouse, op. cit., p. 197-198. 

87 Reform Decrees, September 16. 
88 Bland and Backhouse, op. cit., pp. 203-204. 
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and their projects. Exactly what took place on September 20 it 1s Im
possible to say. The usually accepted account is that given by Bland and 
Backhouse in their life of Tzu Hsi. A second version is that of the chief 
actor, Yuan Shih-kai, who gave out a statement during the revolution when 
his "betrayal" of the Emperor in 1898 was being used against him; it is 
therefore open to criticism as an e.r parte account.89 To add to the diffi
culty, Timothy Richard, who was intimate with the young reformers, and 
Princess Der Ling, who talked with Kuang Hsu during his subsequent 
captivity, have given additional details. Rich_a!:_d asserts that the reformers 
had no intention of killing Jung Lu, who had co-operated with them, and 
that subsequent reports to that effect were untrue.90 Princess Der Ling 
states that Kuang Hsu instruct,ed Yuan to go directly to the Summer 
Palace and to imprison Tzu Hsi there, doing her no injury, but that Yuan, 
deciding to use the whole affair for his personal advancement, went instead 
to Jung Lu, Tzu Hsi's faithful adviser, told him that he (Yuan) had been 
ordered to kill the Empress Dowager, and thus precipitated the long in
carceration of Kuang Hsu.91 The two more commonly accepted versions, 
however, agree in stating that the reform clique desired Yuan to go first 
to Tientsin and do away with J ung Lu, after which, with the army, he 
was to imprison the Empress Dowager in the $ummer Palace. It is usually 
said that Kuang Hsu himself gave these instructions to Yuan in an audi
ence held early and with greatest secrecy on the morning of September 20. 
Yuan, however, later declared that he got his orders not from the Emperor 
but from one of the reformers, who insisted that such was Kuang Hsu's 
wish but had no edict in vermilion pencil to bear out his assertion. In any 
case, Yuan went to Tientsin during the day and revealed the plot to Jung 
Lu, to whom he was bound by the bonds of blood brotherhood. What 
reception did his revelation receive ? Yuan stated that J ung Lu greeted 
the announcement with equanimity, and informed him that the scheme 
was already known to Tzu Hsi through a leakage of inf~rmation from the 
palace and that steps were being taken to topple Kuang Hsu from power 
and dispose of his rash advisers. The other tale is that J ung Lu, horrified 
by the danger which threatened Tzu Hsi, hastened to her presence and 
divulged the news given him by Yuan, and that there followed a grand 
council of all her supporters, who besought her to save herself and the 
Empire. This version is borne out by the honors showered on J ung Lu 
after the coup d'etat, which may well have been the Empress Dowager's 
repayment for great service rendered. Whatever the preliminary events, 

sa Ibid., pp. 205-207; The Times, November 21, 1911. Both these versions are sum
marized in Kent, The Passing of the Manchus, pp. 17-22. 

90 Richard, op. cit., p. 265. 
91 Der Ling, Old Buddha, chapter xxvi. 
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the outcome stands in no doubt. The next morning Kuang Hsu was seized 
and conveyed to the island in the lake in the \Vittter Palace grounds, never 
again to figure actively in state concerns. The fate which he had planned 
for his august aunt had fallen upon himself. 

Tzu Hsi's triumphant return to power was ar,nounce<!_on September 21 
in a decree redolent with the suave irony of which Chinese state papers 
furnish many examples. In the name of the captive Emperor, it declared: 

The nation is now passing through a crisis, and wlse guidance is needed in all 
branches of the public service. WE ourselves have laboured diligently, night and day, 
to perform OuR innumerable duties, but in spite of all ( )uR anxious energy and care 
WE are in constant fear lest delay should be the undobg of the country. WE now 
respectfully recall the fact that Her Imperial Majesty the Empress Dowager has on 
two occasions since the beginning of the reign of H. M T'ung-Chih, performed the 
functions of Regent, and that in her administrations of ti 1e Government she displayed 
complete and admirable qualities of perfection which ena 1led her successfully to cope 
with every difficulty that arose. Recollecting the serious burden of the responsibility 
WE owe to OuR ancestors and to the nation, WE ha"e repeatedly besought Her 
Majesty to condescend once more to administer the Gov !rnment. Now she has gra
ciously honoured Us by granting OuR prayer, a blessing ndeed for all OuR subjects. 
From this day forth Her Majesty will transact the busine! s of Government in the side 
hall of the Palace, and on the day after to-morrow WE omselves at the head of OuR 
Princes and Ministers shall perform obeisance before Her in the Hall of Diligent 
Government. The Yamens concerned shall respectfully rm ke the arrangements neces
sary for this ceremonial. The words of the Emperor.s2 

Thus ended Kuang Hsu's valiant effort at nationar regeneration. 
Brooding over his failure in the following years, he himself saw only one 
reason for it, thetreachery of Yuan Shih-kai.93 l!t reality, Yuan's action 
merely hastene~Ca (I~Eicre wi1ich was.1nev1tabl~ ... ~~~Jliit_\Y_<!§: g'tifli:ted 
to serve as feader iii t11e -~ov_ement fie so- st~~gl,r desired.< Despite his 
dreams and visions, he was essentially passive. Only the disgrace of his 
country and the urging o£ the impetuous Kang Yu-wei spurred him for a 
brief time into feverish action. As to Kang himselJ, his qualifications for 
the task in hand were hardly better than those of hi:; patron. He, too, was 
fired with an ardor born of desperation but was lacl:ing in any experience 
of practical politics. It is impossible to read some of the edicts issued 
during the "Hundred Days" without being stirr~d to admiration of the fine 
patriotic and humanitarian zeal which inspired th ~se men. 94 Yet their 
three months of dominance closed with nothing mort tangible than a noble 

92 Bland and Backhouse, op. cit., p. 208. A slightly di Ierent and less polished 
translation will be found in Reform Decrees. September 21. 

va Ibid., p. 460 . 
• 

P4 See Reform Decrees, September 12, an edict which pa ·ticularly shows the fine 
idealism back of the attempt. 
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but inoperative series of paper reforms. ·what militated most against them 
was the inability of Kuang Hsu to inspire the official class with confidence. 
In 1898 he was an untried factor in politics, and his rash explosive out
burst was not calculated to win the support of wary and experienced 
officials. Kang himself later admitt~d that the Emperor had forfeited the 
backing of the very class on which he had every need to depend. 

Whereas any given official might previously have felt assured that if he adhered 
to the Emperor's side and the Emperor ousted the Empress from power he would 
have the reward of comfortable continuance in office on the old lines, it was now 
evident that supporting the Emperor meant acquiescence, if not zealous co-operation, 
in changes that might seriously affect the whole position of the official class, curtailing 
their authority and diminishing their pecuniary gains, besides exposing them to the 
risk of being removed to make place for younger men in fuller sympathy with the 
Sovereign's ideas.so 

Had there been a great popular desire for reform, the officials, between 
the upper and nether millstones, might have done their part. As yet, 
however, the lethargic mass of the people was not stirred. Kuang Hsu's 
appeal to a widespread spirit of patriotism came too soon. That spirit 
did not yet exist. All during the summer of 1898, Kuang Hsu and Kang 
Yu-wei spent themselves in the formulation of the mass of decrees flung 
forth from Peking at almost incredible speed. The Emperor proposed, 
but the local officials throughout the empire disposed. Into the placid 
routine of their existences, hitherto so little troubled by direct commands 
from Peking, had now intruded an alarmingly active central government 
which ordered them to action-and such action! To men steeped in Con
fucianism, the proposed changes were astounding. Even had they been 
disposed to carry out the imperial commands, sheer ignorance would have 
handicapped them. The average mandarin, faced with orders to buy 
machinery, start newspapers, open public schools, organize agricultural 
bureaus, confiscate temples, and the like, saw only one prudent course-to 
watch and wait. Peking was far away, and there was no use of being in 
too great haste to upset the old order. The imperial gazette was full of 
pathetic edicts, calling on the offici:lls to exert themselves to fulfill their 
sovereign's wil1.96 These appeals had no result. The officials did nothing, 
sure that the pyrotechnic display at Peking could not go on forever. 
Their inaction was justified by the coup d'etat, which in reinstating Tzu 
Hsi seemed to foretell years of comfortable conservatism. 

The leaders of the 1898 reform movement have often been blamed for 
failing to enlist the co-operation of the foreign powers. It was perhaps 

9~ China No.1 (1899), Inclosure 2 in No. 401. 
96 For such edicts, see Reform Deaees, June 26, July 16, 24, August 24, 26, 27, 3<!, 

September 12. 
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the last expedient which would have I)Ccurred to them. The "battle of 
concessions" was the background for :he "Hundred Days"; the powers 
seemed to leer at China, waiting like oues to devour her.97 It was in the 
face of this menace that the reformers 'rorked with furious haste to inject 
into China before it was too late some o: the force in which the barbarians 
excelled. What Kang said later of Kuang Hsu held good for the attitude 
of the group about him : 

.... he saw his country about to sink in the earth, about to be buried in ruins, 
about to burst like an egg, about to be dividel up, about to mortify, about to be torn 
in shreds, about to become like ·India or Ana1 n, or Burmah-a dependent of another 
Power! .... If one had but the slightest knowledge of this, at every thought of 
it one would get so anxious as to burst into p• rspiration, and be so angry as to make 
one's hair stand on end, one's eyes stare out of their sockets, and not be able to endure 
it for a single day. How much more one of mr Emperor's sacred intelligence, who 
saw the prosperity of other nations as dear < s the sun in the heavens, and thought 
of all his people in dust and ashes f98 

With reaction back in the saddle K uq.n~,.,Hsu's advisers paid dearly 
for h~g-abetted -him. ·Reform in China had its first martyrs in Yang 
Sheng-hsiu, Yang Jui, Tan Sze-tung, Liu Kuang-ti, Lin Hsio, a descendant 
of the Lin of opium fame, and Kang K .tang-jen, the younger brother of 
Kang Yu-wei. These young men were arrested after the coup d'etat, and 
received summary execution, due to the mportunities of the violent reac
tionary, Kang Yi. The chief object of 1zu Hsi's hate was Kang Yu-wei, 
but he had escaped her. The Empress Dowager's demand for his arrest 
some days before the coup d'etat had convinced Kuang Hsu that his 
favorite was in imminent danger. Warnir g was conveyed to Kang through 
the decree of September 17 telling him 1o hasten to Shanghai at once to 
take up his duties in connection with the Chinese Progress.99 Tzu Hsi, 
restored to power, lost no time in sendir.g telegraphic orders for Kang's 
arrest and decapitation, but through a series of fortunate chances he made 
his way to Tientsin, on the same train with Yuan Shih-kai on his way to 
reveal the reformers' plot to J ung Lu. At Tientsin he took ship for 
Shanghai, but before he arrived there tht British authorities had learned 
of the harsh measures proposed against him and had arranged, unofficially, 
his transfer to a P. & 0. steamer, whi< h carried him safely to Hong 
Kong.100 There he could view with security the philippics launched against 

97 For a discussion of the interrelation betwe :n the policies of the foreign powers 
and the 1898 reform attempt, see Steiger, China md the Occident, chapter iv. 

98 Kang Yeu Wei, article cited, Contemporarv Review, August 1899. 

99 Reform Decrees, September 17, 26 . 

100 China No. 1 (1899), No. 401; inclosure 
Richard, op. cit., pp. 264-266. 
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him by the Empress Dowager but in the name of his friend and patron, 
Kuang Hsu. Fortunate for Kang that he was safe in Hong Kong; he 
was pilloried as arch-deceiver of his sovereign and an intended revolution
ary, death by "slicing" was pronounced upon him, spies were sent to seek 
him out, his writings were ordered burned, and his property was confis
cated.101 Liang Chi-chao was also sentenced to death, but like his teacher 
gained his way to safety. Thus had two more liberals joined Sun Yat-sen 
in exile .. 

Others of the Emperor's supporters suffered dismissal or great loss of 
rank. Space permits but the mention of a few of them-Chen Pao-chen, 
who had recommended Kang Yu-wei ;102 Chang Yin-huan, whose life was 
saved only by the representations of the British Minister ;103 and Weng 
Tung-ho, who though he had been out of office since June, was cashiered 
in a remarkable edict purporting to be the words of Kuang Hsu and 
accusing him of having steadily corrupted his sovereign by wrong training 
in youth and of having committed an unforgiveable offense by his approval 
of Kang Yu-wei.104 Some, seeing the writing on the wall, hastened to 
petition that punishment be meted out to them, hoping thus to appeal to 
the imperial clemency, which had been much vaunted in the edicts after 
the coup.105 Among those who thus asked a fitting penalty was Jung Lu, 
who had recommended Chen Pao-chen.106 He could do so with no appre
hensions, for he was already marked as that man above all others whom 
Tzu Hsi delighted to honor. Soon after the overthrow of Kuang Hsu, 
J ung Lu was made a member of the Grand Council, commander of all 
armies and fleets in the Peiyang administration, and Comptroller-General 
of the affairs of the Board of War. So little effect did his self-accusation 
have that even before sentence had been pronounced on him he received 
the additional office of commander of all forces in the neighborhood of 
Peking, and the penalty which he ultimately received was only a nominal 
one.107 Many other officials who had not obeyed Kuang Hsu's orders too 
briskly were given increases in prestige and power. 

Kuang Hsu seemed for a time on the verge of "mounting the Dragon" 
for his last journey on high. The imperial gazette made ominous references 
to the decline of "Our" health, which were generally received as indica-

101 Reform Decrees, September 29, October 1, November 19, December 28. 
102 Ibid., October 6. 
103 Ibid., December 4. 
104 Ibid., September 29, October 4. 
105 Ibid., October 8. 

106 Ibid., September 28, 29, October 11, 16. 
101 Ibid., September 25. 
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tions of his approaching demise. In Peking there was much talk that 
Kuang Hsu would surely pass out with the old year, if not before.108 Yet 
he lived to spend ten years in duress. He owed his survival in part to the 
insistence of the foreign representatives that he be given proper medical 
examination.109 But even more was he indebted for the doubtful blessing 
of longer life to the Empress Dowager's fear of active protest in the 
southern and liberal provinces, which had been more attached to the 
reform movement. All six of the martyrs were Chinese, and indeed Can
tonese, and after their deaths Tzu Hsi f,mnd it necessary to insist by edict 
that she had no intention of practicin 5 discrimination in favor of her 
fellow Manchus.110 Moreover, Kuang Hsu, now rendered entirely harm
less, continued to serve as a decorous doak for the fact that China was 
once more ruled by .a woman. Just as I<:uang Hsu's advocates disappeared 
from the scene, so did his projected re: orms. For a time the empire was 
edified by the spectacle of the Empress Dowager offering reform senti
ments with one hand and rescinding rdorm decrees with the other. On 
September 26, a blanket decree repe< led most of her nephew's paper 
reforms. The sinecure posts which h~ had threatened were restored, to 
set at rest the fluttering dovecotes of th! official class; the greater freedom 
of memorializing which he had institt:ted was given up in favor of the 
old regulations governing petitions to the throne; the Chinese Progress 
was banned as a potential source of n stlessness; of the projected school 
system, only Peking University and such institutions as had already been 
established in provincial capitals were allowed to survive.. At the same 
time, the decree emphasized the desire of the government for certain 
reforms especially suited to the time, these being the encouragement of 
trade, the arts, and better agriculture, and, especially, an extension of 
military drill.l11 

The proposed encouragement of agriculture and trade was rendered 
illusory by a decree abolishing the central bureau established by Kuang Hsu 
and leaving the direction of such in .provement to the provincial man
darins.112 Suggestions to commute the annual rice tribute to a money pay
ment were met by insistence on the greater virtue of the good old way.U3 

The eight-legged essay was once more enthroned as the piece de resistance 

1 08 Ibid., September 25; Bland and B: tckhouse, op. cit., pp. 215-216; Conger, 
Letters from China, pp. 24-25. 

109 China No.1 (1899), Nos. 363, 373. 

no Reform Decrees, October 8. 
111 Ibid., September 26 . 

112 Ibid., October 9. 

11s Ibid., October 2. 
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of the literary examinations ;' 14 no one then could foresee that three years 
later Tzu Hsi herself was to give it its death-blow. The literati and all 
who aspired to that status were assured that the old examination system 
would go on unchanged. Even the tests for aspirants to military rank were 
to resume their old form. 115 Tzu Hsi expressed fear that the duties of the 
abolished governorships might be weighing too heavily on the viceroys who 
had inherited them, and this solicitude was soon confirmed by an an
nouncement that the posts·in question, and also that of Director-General of 
the Yellow River, were to be restored.116 Such sinecures often were most 
convenient rewards to the loyal but not over-gifted. The Empress Dowager 
seemed especially apprehensive of any spread of sentiment in favor of the 
abortive effort of Kuang Hsu. Newspapers were suppressed, with the 
assertion that they were the scheme of the dregs of the literati to excite 
the masses.117 China seemed to be settling back easily and quickly into the 
old ways. 

The Empress Dowager never ceased to protest her zeal for any good 
and needful change.U8 The decree of October 7 urged all officials to con
tinue to search for talented men able to better the condition of the people. 
Edicts counseled special kindness to soldiers. Moreover, Tzu Hsi seemed 
in her old age to have developed an almost pathological sympathy for 
bandits and robbers. Officials were urged to use leniency in dealing with 
those who took only a minor part in bandit raids, and the laws of the 
empire were combed for precedents for kind treatment of mere accom
plices. The real object of these maneuvers was made apparent in a decree 
urging all such men to repent and change their life of lawlessness for one 
of military service for the empire.119 The only trace of reforming energy 
left alive in governmental circles was the Empress Dowager's desire to 
recruit the defense forces of the realm, and even then the methods she 
approved were dubious and the results more dubious still, as the Boxer 
movement showed. 

The year 1898 left as a residue a distinct anti-foreign impetus. This 
was the natural outcome of the policy pursued in China throughout the 
nineteenth century by the powers and, more specifically, of their depreda
tions during the time since the German action in Shantung. To the feeling 
of dislike thus engendered the unsuccessful reform experiment added its 

114 Reform Decrees, November 13. 

113 Ibid., October 11, November 1. 
11s Ibid., October 9. 

111 Ibid., November 16. 

118 Ibid., October 7. 
119 Ibid., October 7, 24, 25, November 6, 7, 8. 
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increment. Kang Yu-wei had drawn on the West for the devices by which 
he hoped to save China from disaster, and his victori·ms opponents readily 
extended their hatred for Kang to his preceptors.120 As time went on the 
Empress Dowager's tender interest in military augm•:ntation came to have 
unpleasant possibilities for the foreigners resident in China. Yet Tzu Hsi 
herself knew well the wisdom of suaviter in mod), fortiter in re. To 
demonstrate her conciliatory attitude toward all things and persons of 
Western origin, she deigned to receive in audience tle wives of the diplo
mats in Peking. It was a pleasant social occasion, and "The Dowager
Empress made a most favourable impression, both b { the personal interest 
she took in all her guests and by her courteous am ability."121 Tzu Hsi's 
affability did much to turn diplomatic opinion in her favor. It was the 
fashion even among the Occidentals in Peking to decry Kuang Hsu's 
misguided zeal.122 Tg _all outwan! seemip.g,. the 'H.undJ,"ed Days" had 
achi~~ed 11othing. But here and ther~ tl;~-imaginatiJns of individual~ had 
b~n stirred, and the day when a more pretentiom and hopeful effort at 
regeneration was to take the stage was brought perc•!ptibly nearer. Reform 
soon was to have a greater and more forceful advocate than Kuang Hsu
Tzu Hsi herself. 

• 

120 China No. 1 (1899), No. 401. 
121 Ibid., No. 426. H 2 Ibid., No. 401. 
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When Tzu Hsi again "dropped the curtain" and assumed control-of 
the state, reaction seemed enthroned and reform a forgotten interlude. 
But in 1900 came the Boxer rising, with its futile effort to drive the 
foreigners into the sea and restore China to her ancient calm and isola
tion. There is no need to deal here with the events of that "midsummer 
madness,"1 but its consequences are of transcendant importance in this 
exposition. For the second time in her life the Empress Dowager perforce 
went on her travels, and few journeys in all history have had such a 
profound educational value as the westward tour of Her Majesty Tzu Hsi 
in the years 1900 and 1901. In her exile the "Old Buddha" had to endure 
conditions which were harsh beyond anything dreamed of in the Summer 
Palace, though only too comparable to the ordinary lot of most of her 
subjects. "We [the Empress Dowager and the Emperor] were both clad 
in the meanest of garments, and to relieve our hunger we were scarcely 
able to obtain a dish of beans or porridge. Few of our poorest subjects 
have suffered greater hardships of cold and h~mger than befell us in this 
pitiful plight" she later declared, perhaps not without a selr"-congratulatory 
exaggeration of past trials. 2 While she faced privation, her mind was 
filled with thought of the vengeance which the enraged powers might 
work on China and especially on the woman who had done so much to 
support the Boxers. This dread was shared by many of her advisers, 
such as Chang Chih-tung, and expressed itself in agitated discussion of 
the wisdom of removing the capital from Peking to a less vulnerable spot. 
Such proposals won the prompt negative of Jung Lir, however, and that 
statesman's advice was at a premium,3 in view of the fact that he had 
earlier given Tzu Hsi the wise-and unheeded-warning that to give ear 
to the Boxers was folly. Disquiet among the exiled court was allayed by 
intimations that the foreigners had no intention of dismembering China 
or of punishing her de facto ruler, and in time word came that the Court 
was to be allowed to return to Peking.4 

The Tzu Hsi who was thus permitted to resume her regency for the 
helpless Kuang Hsu · was no longer the conservative woman who had 

1 For the events of the Boxer Rebellion, see Clements, The Boxer Rebellion; 
Smith, China in Convulsion; Steiger, China and the Occident. 
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2 Bland and Backhouse, China under the Empress Dowager, p. 379. 
3 Ibid., pp. 353-354; The Times, July 1, 1901. 
4 See United States Foreig1t Relations, 1901, Appendix, pp. 34-35. 
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given countenance to the activities of the Boxers. Sh( had left Peking as 
the discredited patron of reaction; she was to return as the leader of 
reform. She had not learned to admire the foreigners; there was little in 
their conduct in China during the nineteenth century ·vhich entitled them 
to respect or affection. In her eyes they were still worthy of the epithet, 
"foreign barbarians." But she had come to realize that the foreign powers 
were strong, stronger by far than the Chinese Empi1 e, despite its' more 
venerable civilization, and that for the sake .both of the Chinese people 
themselves and of the enfeebled Manchu dynasty China must borrow 
from the West the institutions and ideas which seem(d to be the secrets 
of its power. Tzu Hsi faced the issue squarely, and throwing overboard 
her conservative prejudices of a few short months ~>efore, came forth 
as the advocate of what was in substance (though she took pains to deny 
the fact) the policy which Kuang Hsu had put forwa ·d in 1898. It was 
a remarkable demonstration of ed_ucability on the 1 •art of an elderly 
woman long accustomed to the atmosphere of a pala( e, an environment 
notoriously not conducive to open-mindedness. 

A decree of August 20 issued in the name of the lu :kless Kuang Hsu, 
but expressing the sentiments of his aunt, marked the c fficial debut of the 
new policy. In it the Emperor, in accordance with Chin•!Se politkal theory, 
accepted responsibility for the disasters which had befallen his people and 
called on high provincial and metropolitan officials to c orne to his side to 
aid in the formulation of a progressive policy suited t<> the times. 5 This 
document was followed on January 8, 1901, by a deere•! issued from Sian 
which was virtually the cnafter 6£ th~ 'reform "movem•:{{t ... u'~-d"'e'~-rmpei:ial 
au~!ces~"'liJcli._filiio the. rc;!mMning years of Tzu Hsi'~ c omlna.IJ:S~·~ Speak
ing again in the name of the Emperor, she expatiated on the desirability 
of change to meet the exigencies of the time buLcarcl~ lly,J.ort~:>"'<()J:"l! any 

, in~en!!911_ ?! .JoJI()W~J:1K _t_he _treacherou_s and. anq_r~h.ica l J?PliS.Y of _,Kang ;¥
Y'.JJ:lYei. T_!lere are times when, to save on~'s face, iti; not. e~m~di~nt to 
call a spade a spade. Following this disclaimer came th: real meat of the 
edict: . ---~ 

We have to-day received Her Majesty's orders, and lea:·n that she is now 
thoroughly bent . on .r~dic~l refqrm. Nevertheless, whilst we are convim:ed of the 
necessity of blending in one harmonious form of administration he best customs and 
traditions of Chinese and European Governments, the.rejs 1Q •. b~ _,JlQ taJ15; of reaction 
or revolution. The chief defect in our system of administratiot. is undoubtedly too 
close an ~dheience to obsolete methods, a too slavish devotion t > the writ:~en word; 
the result is a surfeit of commonplace and inefficient officials, a td a deplor-able lack 
of :m.\:.11 of.. reaL talellt. The average commonplace man. makes a god of the written 
word, whilst every bureaucrat in the land regards it as a .talism m wherewith to fill 
• 

5 Bland and Backhouse, op. cit., pp. 393--395. 
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his purse, so that we have huge mountains oi correspondence eternally growing up 
between one government office and another, the value of which is absolutely nil so 
far as any good to the country is concerned. On the other hand, men of real ability 
lose heart and give up the public service in disgust, prevented from coming to the 
front by the mass of inefficiency that blocks the way. Our whole system of. ,govern-

' ment has come to grid through corruption, and the first steps of progress in our 
Empire are clogged by the fatal word "Pn;cedent." 

l:p to the present the study of European methods has gone no further than a 
superficial knowledge of the languages, literature and mechanical arts of the West, 
but it must be evident that these things are not the essentials upon which European 
civilisation has been founded. The essential spirit of that civilisation is to be looked 
for in the fact that real sympathy and understanding exists between rulers and people, 
that officials are required to be truthful in wqrd anel courageous in <!Ction. The 
teachings handed down to us by our sacred ancestors are really the same as those 
upon which the wealth and power of European countries have been based, but China 
has hitherto failed to realise this and has been content to acquire the rudiments of 
European languages or technicalities, while changing nothing of her ancient habits of 
inefficiency and deep-rooted corruption. Ignoring our real needs we have so far taken 
from Europe nothing but externals; how can we possibly hope to advance on such 
lines? Any reforms to be effective and permanent must be made- with a .real desire 
for efficiency and hone.sty. 

We therefore hereby decree and command that the officials concerned shall now 
make close enquiry <:~nd comJ?adson as to the various systems of government in force 
i.u...Eu.ropean countries with special reference to those which obtain in China to-day, 
not only as regards the constitution of the Court and central government, but also 
concerning those things which make for the prosperity of our subjects, such as the 
system of examinations and education, the administration of the army and the regula
tion of finance. They will be required to report as to what changes are advisable and 
what institutions should be abolished; what methods we should adopt from abroad 
and what existing Chinese institutions should be retained. The things we chiefly need 
ar~_Jl constant suppl.r_ of_mc;.n,_o.L t'!!ent, a sound basis of national finance, and an 
effi<:ient army. . . . . 

The first essential, however, more important even than the devising of new 
systems, is to secure men of a.dministJ:ati.v:e ability. Without talent no system can be 
made to succeed. If the letter of our projected reforms be not illuminated and guided 
bythiS'Spirit or efficiency in our officials then must all our hopes of reforming the 
State disappear into the limbo of lost ideals. We fully recognize that foolish 
adherence to the system of promotion by seniority has been one of the main factors 
in bringing about a condition of affairs that is almost incurable. If we would now 
be rid of it, our first step evidently is to think no more of selfish interests, but to 
consider the commonwealth only and to secure efficiency by some new and definite 
method, so that competent persons only may be in charge of public affairs. But if 
you, our officials, continue to cling tG your aw;ient ways, following the r1,1ts of pro
crastination and slothf_ul e~e; should you persist in evading responsibility, serving 
the State with empty catchwords while you batten on the fruits of your misdeeds, 
assuredJy the punishment which the law provides stands ready and no mercy will be 
showjJ you! Let this Decree be promulgated tln:.oq&hout t~e land.6 

-1--- - .... ,~ . -- ~... . • 

/6 F,'.Ot ~ it.!U text .oi this.~~ .quo.tcl here }':. pa~t, see Bland and Backhouse, 
op. c~t., pp, 4l9-4Z4. 
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, " The cnhque of Chinese officialdom containe· l in this plain-speaking 
document was a just one based on long experience, and the reforms 
designated as most needful were worthy of thdr selection. B1.1ugain 
there ar.ose the problem which had baffled Kuang Hsu-how to.treni)mute 
im_perial decrees ~nto facts, Before making any dt finite move to carry out 
the intentions she had announced, Tzu Hsi first t 1rned to the disposal of 
certain problems which were pending. The so:1 of Prince Tuan, the 
Boxer leader, who had been proclaimed as heir apparent to Kuang Hsu 
in 1900, was degraded from that high estate, a~ an indication that the 
party of which his father had been leader was definitely out of favor. 7 

On February 13, 1901, an illuminating pair of edicts appeared, in one of 
which the Empress Dowager, with a weather eye :o posterity, ordered the 
rectification of the dynastic records of the Boxer period. The other was 
a formal penitential decree, in which the Throne again acknowledged its 
guilt but also pointed out that it had been in part t b.e dupe of bad advisers 
and disloyal offi.cials.8 These matters disposed of, Tzu Hsi then turned to 
the problem of making the much-needed changes in the Chinese govern
mental machine. April 23 saw the appointment of a very important body, 
the Board of State Affairs, charged with the ta ;k of collecting reform 
proposals and separating the wheat from the chaff. To this board were 
appointed such men as Prince Ching, Jung Lu, awl Li Hung-chang, while 
Liu Kun-yi and Chang Chih-tung, who had dme much to earn the 
Throne's gratitude by preserving peace in the Y angtse region, were to 
serve as advisory members.9 Decrees were then i ;sued designed to make 
a start toward procuring for China the "constant s 1pply of men of talent" 
and the "efficient army" which the edict of January 28 had set as prime 
desiderata.10 

Qn. October_. 6,.. l9QJ .... _ fu~ _ <;s>JJIU?~K'!~.-~qe long j.Ql,lWe,y fr()t1.1 Sian to 
Peking. En route Tzu Hsi issued decrees to assut e the foreigners of her 
intended good behavior, promising that the Err peror would promptly 
receive the diplomatic representatives on his return; while she herself 
would condescend to entertain the wives of the 1 ninisters as she had in 
pre-Boxer days. Far more radical than these pro 'fers of hospitality was 
the invitation to the members of the diplomatic group to witness the 

7 Bland and Backhouse, op. cit., pp. 381-382. 
s Ibid., pp. 375-381. 
9 The Times, April 24, 1901. On August 20, 1901, this body i~sued a series of 

regulations to govern its conduct, which contained, en passa.nt, some very acute 
observations on the needs of China at the time. (United States Consular Reports, 
1anuary 1902.) 

1 0 These decrees will be discussed together with the ot 1er changes in educational 
and military arrangements of the period 1901-1911. 
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ceremony of the return of the court to Peking.11 While the ministers did 
not attend, not all of them having presented their credentials, their wives 
surveyed the entry of the court from a vantage point, and so much atten
tion did Tzu Hsi pay to these unaccustomed spectators that, in the eyes of 
one observer, "the chief significance of the day's events was the complete 
setting aside of the traditional deification of Chinese Royalty .. "12 

Tzu Hsi had need to court support and affection wherever she could. 
She was back in her capital, but on every side there were to be heard 
hostile voices. A few spoke in her favor, giving her credit for genuine 
change of heart; but the burden of the refrain was that nothing good 
could be expected from the old woman who had suppressed Kuang Hsu 
and befriended the Boxers. Some were so bold as to declare that the only 
hope for China was the restoration of the Emperor to real power.13 

Whatever hopes Kuang Hsu may have entertained that the powers would 
require his restoration, he was doomed to disappointment, for in the end 
both foreigners and Chinese acquiesced in the continuation of Tzu Hsi's 
regime. Her government showed itself fairly competent in dealing with 
uprisings and thus mollified the foreign representatives, and, though there 
were many signs of unrest, they did not come to a headY· Moreover, 
Tzu Hsi presented to those interested in the personalities of the great a 
touching picture of penitence and amiability. No doubt with inward scorn 
and distaste, but with outward aplomb she repeated with undiminished 
success the maneuver of receiving the ladies of the diplomatic set, who 
thoroughly enjoyed the opportunity to extend magnanimous forgiveness 
to the imperial penitent.15 As Tzu Hsi had told Jung Lu, condescending 
courtesy was an unfailing method of handling barbarians.16 While she 
practiced suavity and friendliness toward the wives of the ministers, she 
chose at the first formal audience for the ministers themselves to appear 
herself on the Dragon Throne, with the Emperor seated below her. There 
was to be no possible doubt as to who was rul~r of the Middle KingdomY 

J ung Lu came in for his share of obloquy. At first this man who had 
done much to mitigate for the imprisoned foreigners the full force of the 
siege of the legations was popularly regarded as the leader of the pro
Boxer party/8 and only the determined declarations of Liu and Chang 
that J ung Lu had personally dir-ected them to disregard the orders for 

n Bland and Backhouse, op. cit., pp. 400--401. 
12 United Stales Foreign Relations, 1902, pp. 142-143; The Times, January 9, 1902. 
1a For examples of this type of criticism, see NCH, February 5, April 30, 1902. 

14 United States Foreign Relations, 1902, pp. 159-181. 
t 

16 Bland and Backhouse, op. cit., pp. 412-413. 15 NCH, February 12, 1902. 
17 United States Foreign Relations, 1902, p. 205. 1s NCH, January 8, 1902. 
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the extermination of foreigners ultimately rehabilitated him in the eyes of 
Occidentals.19 Whatever the foreigners might think of him, the Empress 
Dowager had no doubt of his worth, and from the return of the court to 
Peking to the end of his life, his influence was dominant. Unfortunately, 
his moderate and wise counsels were ended by his early death in April 
1903. Indeed the period after the Boxer rising saw the disappearance 
of some of the most conspicuous of the older advisers of the Throne. 
Li Hung-chang, wily and corrupt but able, died in Nover:1ber 1901, after 
having been sent as peace delegate to reap what the Boxers had sown. 
Less than a year later came the death of Liu Kun-yi, long regarded as one 
of the most honest and capable of Chinese officials ;20 afto:r a long: career 
as a government servant, he had risen to be Viceroy at '-Tanking, where 
during the Boxer days he exercised a restraining hand with respect to 
anti-foreign demonstration. 

The stage was cleared for the sensational rise of Yuan Shih-kai. Few 
statesmen of any country have passed through such vicis.;itudes as Yuan 
was destined to experience. In his youth he was known as the arrogant 
representative of China in Korea at the time when friction between 
Japanese and Chinese rose to fever heat; in 1895 he appeat ed as a member 
of the Peking Reform Club; in 1898 he "betrayed" Kuaug Hsu; during 
the Boxer rising he suppressed Boxerism in the province of Shantung, of 
which he was then governor; and when the new era of :·eform dawned, 
he was established as viceroy of the metropolitan province of Chihli. 
Stranger adventures were ahead .. After yeoman service br the Empress 
Dowager as the pattern of what a reforming official she uld be, he was 
cast aside by her successor the Regent, Prince Chun; little more than two 
years later he reappeared as the last prop of the same dyr asty which had 
rejected him but was then tottering to its end; a few m:mths later this 
representative of the old order was metamorphosed into President of the 
Chinese Republic, and before the end of his life, he aspiretl to the Dragon 
Throne. 

The Empress Dowager in the days when she was try .ng to renovate 
China had no better servant than Yuan Shih-kai. Of his great accom
plishments in the Chihli viceroyalty in educational and ar ny reforms we 
shall have much to say; the special mark which set him apart from the 
rank and file of officials was that he gave Tzu Hsi, in return for her 
commands, deeds and not words. Even in 1902, just after the return of 
the court he had her ear and was busy advocating measures of many 
sorts designed to better the condition of the realm. Hi; rise to favor 
brought to the front a number of his proteges, most of them foreign-

19 The Times, January 22, 1902. 
20 United States Foreign Relations, 1902, pp. 267-269. 
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educated men. Prominent among them were Wu Ting-fang and Tang 
Shao-yi, the former trained in England, the latter in America. Also in 
the ascendant at this time was Tuan Fang, the ablest of the younger 
:Manchu officials. 21 

When Tzu Hsi first proclaimed her conversion to reform many officials 
considered her professed zeal only a trick to hoodwink the powers, and 
for some time after her return to the capital foreign observers continued 
to characterize any incident savoring of reaction as no more than was to 
be expected. Signs of corruption among the mandarins, extravagance in 
the expedition to the Western Mausolea, the suppression of too critical 
newspapers, even the proposed taking over by the central government of 
the telegraph system, all were hailed as testimony that the old order con
tinued and flourished.22 The correspondents of The Times in China sent 
home most discouraging pictures of a country where talk about reform 
far exceeded action.23 

Events were to confound their prophecies. Looking back, one can 
discover in the period of 1902-1903 symptoms of the great changes to 
come. Any extended reference to army improvement and the new system 
of education will be omitted in this chapter, but these very important 
changes also were under way at this time. 

Perhaps the most striking of the decisions of the period were those 
embodied in the edicts of February 1, 1902. One of the conditions which 
militated most against the security of the dynasty was the sharp racial 
line between Manchus and Chinese, fortified by a ban on intermarriage 
between the two races. Tzu Hsi cannily concluded that it was better to 
sacrifice the racial purity of the Manchus than to prolong their existence 
as an alien element among the vastly more numerous Chinese. Accord
ingly the imperial gazette bore word that the prohibition on intermarriage 
had been removed. The Empress Dowager next turned her attention to 
a strictly Chinese custom, that of foot-binding. Here she was on difficult 
ground. The practice had never been a Manchu one. To prohibit it meant 
to court the danger of sharp opposition among the Chinese.. Therefore, 
on the theory that a halfway measure is better than no measure at all, the 
edict declared : 

Also as the custom of footbinding amongst Chinese women is injurious to health, 
the gentry and notables of Chinese descent are commanded to ·earnestly exhort their 
families and all who come under their influence to abstain henceforth from that evil 
practice and by these means gradually abolish the custom forever. 

21 United States Foreign Relations, 1902, p. 268. 
22 For such items, see The Times, January 3, December 17, 1902; January ~· 

April 6, 1903; NCH, January 15, 1902. 
"a The Times, April 17, 1903; January 2, 1904. 
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The edict also stated that the practice of drawing tre palace attendants 
exclusively from those of Manchu descent would be continued without 
change,24 a decision which won the approval of the C 1inese who had no 
particular desire to participate in this privilege. To crown the day's work, 
another edict ordered the selection o£ intelligent Mand us to study abroad 
at government expense. No doubt Tzu Hsi hoped thu:, to develop among 
the Manchus themselves a group of able and enlig:1tened young men 
capable of giving the Throne such support as it had lately received almost 
exclusively from loyal Chinese officials, such as Char.g and Yuan.25 

There was considerable agitation in favor of the abo>lition of sinecures, 
which produced, in the end, not much greater effect than Ku.ang Hsu's 
ill-starred attempts in the same direction. An edict of February 23, 1902, 
decreed the abolition of the Directorate-General of th( Yellow River and 
certain posts connected with the Grand Canal Tribut ~ Grain Transport, 
which had received imperial proscription in 1898 but had fo·.md a way 
back to life again.26 Later Yuan Shih-kai won Tzu Hsi's approval of the 
worthy sentiment that officials should not receive r:resents from their 
subordinates and should surrender their perquisites to :he Imperial Treas
ury/7 but for obvious reasons no results were observed. The problem of 
purifying the official system and its means of support was the most ticklish 
of all in the 'calendar of reform, and in the end the M mchus were forced 
to content themselves with inveighing in noble edicts a~ainst circumstances 
which they were unable to remedy. 

There were many other manifestations of refo ·m. Not the least 
notable was the selection of Prince Su, one of the most popular with 
foreigners of the Manchu clansmen, to reorganize the ?eking gendarmerie 
and to repair the roads of the capital, a troublesome task from which he 
soon tried to resign. 28 Police forces on the Western •>r, rather, Japanese 
model came into favor as a result of the example set by Yuan in Chihli, 
and every province was ordered to organize a simi ar body of men.29 

In 1903 a new Board of Commerce was formed, amon~ its members being 
vVu Ting-fang as vice-president.30 A move was made toward the elimina
tion of the eunuch system, but the memorial advocating this salutary 

24 NCH, February 5, 1902. Another translation will be bund in United States 
Foreign Relations, 1902, pp. 208-209. 

I 

25 NCH, February 5, 1902; Bland and Bac~house, op. cit., I· 429. 
26 NCH, March 5, 1902. 

27 Ibid., September 17, 1902. 
2Bibid., February 5, July 30, 1902. 
29 Ibid., October 22, 1902. 

:lO The Times, October 20, 1903. 
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change was quashed, partly owing to the intrigues of the immensely 
influential chief eunuch, Li Lien-ying, but possibly also to a feeling that 
Tzu Hsi would prefer to have this particular modification wait till after 
her death. 81 

These then are the beginnings of reform, small enough, yet the pre
cursors of an effort on a grander scale. In time the policy which when 
guided by the weak and visionary Kuang Hsu had been blandly disre
garded revived under the aegis of Tsu Hsi and won consideration and 
respect. "The keynote of her policy was the maintenance of the prestige 
and position of the Manchu dynasty, and its hold, unimpaired, on the 
magnificent inheritance which the great founder of the dynasty, Nur
hachi, had won by the sword."32 This could be achieved only by remodel
ing the institutions of China. In the next chapters we shall trace the 
great lines of reform which were intended by Tzu Hsi to attain that 
consummation. The outcome was the destruction of the Manchus ; but 
during Tzu Hsi's lifetime the struggle for a strong, unified state under 
the control of the Manchu house was a gallant 'one. 

81 Bland and Backhouse, op. cit., pp. 107-108. 
82 Kent, The Passing of the Manchus, pp. 30-31. 
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The people of China had long been imbued with profound respect for 
learning, but learning in the sense of a mastery chiefl:r of tho!;e writings 
of and about the sage Confucius comprehended undc:r the name of the 
"Four Books" and the "Five Classics .. " For centuries the scholars of the 
empire had been engaged in a retrospective contemrlation of the great 
precepts laid down in the fifth century, B.c., and elaborated by later com
mentators, and the school boys of the land had bus .ed therr.,selves with 
learning by rote the lore of the sage. For centuries 1here had existed an 
intimate alliance between learning and civil office. The one royal road to 
government employment (at least in the better times when money would 
not procure entry) was through a series of civil ;ervice (:xaminations 
based squarely on the classical books. All who aspire i to office must steep 
themselves in_ the classics, and the product of the system, the average 
mandarin, shared with all of his kind a mental equif ment which owed its 
distinctively conservative color to prolonged and e;;clusive study of the 
Confucian books. No matter what the particular tafk to which an official 
might be assigned, almost no professional training ·.vas required, for, ac
cording to the prevailing theory, the essential of an official's preparation 
was the infusion of right principle rather than of ;pecialized knowledge. 
The fact that the curriculum which was the key tc power was restricted 
in its scope did not mean, however, that the kno\\ ledge of it was wide
spread. Indeed, looked at in the mass, the Chine!.e people presented an 
almost unrelieved spectacle of illiteracy. In this cc unt-g of general igno
rance the scholar was viewed with greatest awe, < nd 'even paper bearing 
the precious written word was treasured as of espf cial merit. 

Despite its interest in the Confucian knowledg·! secured by candidates 
for governmental position, the government concer:1ed itself little with the 
method by which that knowledge was' obtained. There was no public 
school system in the Occidental sense. \Vomen, as a group, were free from 
any trace of education. Only those youths who sh )Wed evidences of talent 
and could thus secure patronage on their hopes of a future career or those 
whose families could afford to give them schoolin:~ could even start on the 
way to the metropolitan degree which was the: crown of scholarship. 
These fortunate ones received their initiation in1o learning from a peda
gogue hired by a group of families, or in a !.chool founded by some 
philanthropic citizen. The teachers were often sad illustrations of the 
f>roverb that those who cannot do a thing teach it, for they were fre
quently men who, although they had displayed C•)mmendable zeal in going 
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again and again to the examinations, had failed except perhaps in the local 
tests. This display of effort gave them good title as educators, and the 
bulk of the people were glad to secure their services as instructors for 
their children. 

The arrival of the "foreign devils" with their strange learning marked 
the beginning of the end for the pedagogue of the strong voice and the 
strong cane, the conservative and Confucian-trained mandarin, and the 
whole system of private education regulated by public examinations which 
they represented. At first only a few young Chinese enrolled in missionary 
schools. The great majority, even if they had felt any impulse to attend 
these institutions, would have hesitated from motives of self-interest, for 
to products of such schools the road to civil office, the objective of every 
ambitious Chinese, was closed. As time passed, however, the Westerners 
had ample opportunity to demonstrate that they were possessed of certain 
secrets of power against which China was waging a losing battle. To the 
evidence furnished by military engagements was added experience with 
such devices as the railway and telegraph, which showed possibilities of 
great usefulness to China. Missionary schools, slowly growing, served as 
a leaven. After the Boxer fiasco there was a remarkable popular swing 
toward the adoption of the learning of the West. Everywhere it was 
talked of, not as a thing worthy in itself, but as a sort of magic elixir 
which would bring China strength and security. When the Empress 
Dowager issued at Sian the first of the long series of decrees destined to 
alter beyond recall the educational system of China, she was demonstrating 
the truth of the verdict that the chief function of the Dragon Throne was 
to crystallize public opinion in the form of imperial edicts. Her changed 
attitude was in line with that of many who realized that China, in order 
to continue to exist in the new world in which she found herself, must 
adopt its methods and standards, at least in externals. "Let us learn their 
tricks before they make an end of us."1 

The conclusion of the Boxer episode left in existence three universities, 
Peking, Peiyang (at Tientsin), and Nan yang (at Shanghai). To feed 
them there were only the scattered missionary schools, and the universities 
themselves were under missionary influence.2 The missionaries were not 
slow to realize that circumstances had given them an excellent opportunity 
to press the cause of their schools and of Occidental learning in general. 
Few did more in the cause of educational reform along Western lines 
than the veteran educator and friend of Chinese reformers, Dr. Timothy 
Richard. After the Boxer troubles he was asked to act as mediator be-

1 Kendall, A Wayfarer in China, p. 28. ' 
2 Morse, International Relations, III, 414-415. 
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tween the foreign powers and the province of Shansi, where he had 
labored for years. He proposed that Sha 1si pay :'or her offenses against 
the foreigners by allocating 50,000 taels :t year to the maintenance of a 
college of Western learning. The Chinese willingly accepted this easy way 
out of their difficulties, and despite oppo>ition from the provincial gov
ernor, the institution was soon in operatilln with a staff of foreign edu
cators.3 Richard's example was reinforced by the provision of the protocol 
of 1901, which suspended for five years the examinations in those cities 
where foreigners had been maltreated, and thus made a great breach in 
the old system.4 The chief factor in influmcing the government to revise 
the time-honored educational methods, however, was the genuine and 
widespread interest in a Westernized curriculum which was manifested by 
the Chinese themselves. Yuan Shih-kai, hen governor of Shantung, ap
proached Richard for a list of the best books in Chinese on Western 
affairs, planning that all his expectant offici :tls should acquire some knowl
edge of Occidental subjects before appointnent. Hunan, long the strong
hold of anti-foreign feeling, was swept by a liberal movement and students 
by the thousands consulted missionaries fo. · information which would aid 
them in passing the new examinations instituted late in 1901. The litera
ture of the various missionary publishing co 1cerns took a bound into public 
favor, and Chang Chih-tung's Learn en. oyed great popularity.5 The 
change which Kuang Hsu had tried to e teet from above was making 
itself felt from below, a short three years hter. 

The Empress Dowager soon sensed the change of the popular mind, 
and in July and August, 1901, issued a series of edicts designed to provide 
her with servants better fitted to cope with the problems of the times. 
Special provincial examinations were deere ~d to di~;cover men of ability. 
Chinese representatives in foreign countries were ordered to send back to 
China Chinese youths raised abroad and conversant with Western studies, 
with the promise that they would be gran :ed official rank after special 
examination. Another edict ordered provin< ial authorities to send abroad 
at provincial expense young Chinese of talent who, after receiving a foreign 
education, would be admitted to a special ex:.mination for civil office.6 

Such schemes would supply only a few c fficials with modern training; 
the great bulk would necessarily continue to be products of t :e traditional 
system. The edict of August 29, 1901, we 1t closer to the 1eart of the 

s Ibid., p. 415; NCH, July 23, 30, 1902; The Tines, Novt~mber 15, 1901. 
4 MacMurray, Treaties, No. 1901/3. 
5 The Times, November 15, 1901; Sites, "The Educational Edic ; of 1901" in 

;vcH, April 30, 1902. 
6 This account is drawn from Sites, "The Educational Edicts of l 101" in NCH, 

April 23, 1902. 
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matter. It opened with a preamble deploring the degeneration of the 
examination system and urging that "we widen our thought to all lands 
in order to develop latent abilities." Then followed a new plan for testing 
the acquisitions of aspirants for office. Hereafter the Confucian books 
must share their pre-eminence with two other branches of knowledge, the 
government and history of China and the government and sciences of 
foreign nations, the three divisions to be given equal weight in judging 
the fitness of candidates. The eight-legged essay, the pi?ce de resistance 
of the old-style scholar, was banned. The edict also declared that military 
rank was no longer to be based in part on tests of strength. 

These first alterations in the educational scheme were far surpassed in 
the edict of October 10, the most remarkable of those issued by the court 
in exile. It broke with tradition by providing for a national school system, 
and thus extending government control over the method and extent of 
instruction. Provincial examining agencies were to be transformed into 
colleges, middle schools were to be set up in every prefecture and depart
ment and elementary schools in every district, and primary schools were 
to be increased in number. Instruction was to be chiefly in the Confucian 
classics, but with attention also to the history, science, and government of 
China and of the West, i.e., the subjects called for by the new examination 
arrangements. A later decree endorsed the new college established at 
Tsinan under the leadership of Yuan Shih-kai as a model for the Empire, 
and on December 5 the Board of State Affairs was directed to draft a 
regular plan of promotion and examination in the new schools so that 
students might attain ranks parallel to the established degrees in the old 
examination system. 

Thus China was within the space of a few months supplied with the 
outline of a national school system, liberalized civil and military examina
tions, and provision for the sending abroad for study of those young men 
who seemed most likely to repay the government by able service on their 
return. No one familiar with Kuang Hsu's plans can fail to be struck by 
the practical identity of these projects with those he had previously an
nounced. It remained to be seen whether the same program in different 
hands and under changed conditions would go farther toward realization 
than in 1898. 

The educational system of 1901 remained in force till 1904, when it 
was superseded by a more complete proposal. In the intervening years 
educational reform under governmental auspices went through its first 
struggles, and varying verdicts were passed on its chances of survival. 
Activity in fulfillment of the new orders was most noticeable in Peking, 
under Chang Po-hsi, a former disciple of Kang Yu-wei, who in 1902 wa~ 
appointed Chancellor of the Imperial University. His program was set 
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forth in a memorial to the Empress D<•wager soon aftt · his appointment. 
In it he advocated the development of secondary educa ion, the establish
ment of a bureau to translate Japanese works into Chi .ese, the dismissal 
of "priests (missionaries) who have cone to China to p: ~ach, or dismissed 
officials taken from the Customs servicP," and the hirin · in their place of 
competent foreign educators.1 Under h s direction Tun. wen College, that 
pioneer of Western learning institutious, was merged .nto the Imperial 
University, and a more suitable site for the resultin ; institution was 
selected outside the walls of the city. H1~ inspired an ord r of December 1, 
1902, requiring all successful candidateE in the metropo tan examinations 
and all members of the Hanlin Academy to take a courst of modern study 
at Peking University as a prerequisite to officeholding 1 The aspect of 
Chang's policy which received most notce from foreign rs was undoubt
edly his dismissal of the Western facul y of the univer ity. Xuang Hsu 
had placed at its head Dr. W. A. P. Martin, who had se1 :1 long service as 
the head of Tungwen College. Chang, however, was de ermined to have 
a faculty of foreigners with no religiots connections. ;oon the foreign 
press was carrying stories of the impending ruin of the niversity by the 
removal of Dr. Martin and his colleague;, who were rep 1ced by a group 
of Japanese professors.9 The opposition :o this move wa~ heightened by a 
similar incident in Shantung, where the nissionary who 1ad been chosen 
as the head of Tsinan College resigned in protest again t the regulation 
that all students do veneration to Conft:cius.10 The go' ernment plainly 
intended that the new education movemt:nt, though it ov ed much to the 
past work of missionaries~ should not remain und•er their ~uidance. 

Outside Peking itself new-style schools were establisf. ~d, especially in 
the central and southern parts of the E:npire.U Studen s went abroad, 
not from any great respect for governmer tal command, b1 t because many 
young Chinese were eager to taste for themselves the ~arning of the 
West. Early in 1902 there were in Japa 1 271 young mt 1 and 3 young 
women, of whom the provincial governme 1ts maintained 1 )1,12 On Octo
ber 31, 1902, the Chinese government recognized the grov :ng importance 
of this student migration by appointing a special commis~ oner to super
vise the interests of the Chinese students i1 Japan.'3 

1 United States Fareign Relations, 1902, pp. 181-182; NCH, M< ·ch 12, 1902. 
8 United States Foreign Relations, 1902, p. 1:\2; NCH, January 15, December 3. 

1902. 
9 NCH, February 12, 26, 1902. 

1o Ibid., April 9, May 21, 1902; Fu Lan, "The Chi-nan-fu Col ~ge" in Chinese 
,Recorder, May 1902. 

11 Sites, "The Educational Edicts of 1901" in NCH, AI•ril 30, 1~ 12. 

12 NCH, FebruarY 19, 1902. 13 J'Jid., November 5, }02. 
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So much for evidences of progress. The other side of the balance 
sheet was more formidable. The great changes projected had been an
nounced to the Empire in the briefest of fulminations. How were the 
new schools to be financed? Whether from oversight or utter lack of 
inspiration, the edicts preserved silence on this vital point. They were 
equally uncommunicative on the problem of securing teachers. For the 
elementary schools, especially, hardly an instructor competent to elucidate 
the new subjects was to be found. Textbooks were few and poor. The 
officials, trained in the studies which were now being crowded into the 
background, naturally· felt a conservative prejudice against the change. 
Most of them were ignorant of the nature of the institutions which they 
were called on to establish. There lingered in the minds of many of them, 
also, a very natural doubt of the genuineness of the Empress Dowager's 
conversion to reform, since a short time before she had been full of as
surances that the old ways would not be altered. A certain ambiguity in 
the wording of the edicts led to the convenient assumption that one school 
of each variety in each governmental division would be ample to gratify 
the imperial desire, and many of the new schools were produced by a wave 
of the official wand over an existing Chinese college by which it became a 
school of Chinese and Western learning with a few indigent and unquali
fied relatives of officials as teachers.14 There were symptoms of unrest 
among the students; for example, in 1902 the students of Nanyang College 
went home in protest against having been forbidden to read the writings of 
the exiled Liang Chi-chao.15 There was also discontent among the S{;holars 
of the old dispensation, who saw the learning to which they had given so 
much time subordinated to studies of a new sort; at Sian there came into 
being an anti-foreign society made up of literati who despaired of being 
able to pass through the new schools of Western learning and the examina
tions based upon them.16 They had little cause for concern, for it was 
soon apparent that the new examination system was almost a dead letter. 
Even when papers in accordance with the new specificatioQS were turned 
in, there was no one competent to judge them. The frequent result was 
that the forbidden eight-legged essay was still submitted and acceptedY 
Even Peking seemed to fall under the sway of more conservative counsels 
and the Imperial University went into a decline.18 Many foreigners, chief 
among them the missionaries, accepted these indications of failure as no 
more than could have been expected at the outset.19 A more just verdict 
was that of E. T. Williams, then Chinese secretary to the American Lega-

H The Times, January 7, 1903. 

1s Ibt"d., January 29, 1902. 

1s The Times, August 28, 1903. 
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tion, who recognized the astounding magnitude of the tas the sincerity 
of the Empress Dowager and her chief ~ dvisers, and th• fact that the 
progress made was all that could reasonab y be hoped for. ' 

The government did not intend that the loosely worded ~diets of 1901 
should continue to direct the educational ;ystem, and Ch: ng Chih-tung 
and Chang Po-hsi were chosen to draft a S( t of regulations 1t full length. 
On January 13, 1904, they presented to tt e Throne their ·eport, which 
was subsequently issued in eight volumes. This compendi, us document 
was based on the ] apanese educational sy ;tern, with mod ~cations and 
omissions to suit Chinese conditions.21 Muc\1 as Occidental ations might 
Batter themselves that China in her regenera :ive process wot: d copy them 
direct, she turned instead to Japan, a stranre revenal of t1 ~ process by 
which centuries before Japan had taken China as her teac 1er. As the 
report of the Board of State Affairs in 1901 stated: 

Japan is of the same continent with ourselves; her change of mt hods is quite 
recent, and she has attained to strength and prosperity. Her experien< : has been so 
nearly like our own that we may derive instruction f. ·om it.22 

The school system approved in 1904, with 1lterations made 'lP to 1911, 
may be outlined23 as follows: 

Kindergartens (or Lower Primary Schools).-At first one for evet ·community 
of 100 or more families, the aim being to have ultima :ely an average of •ne for each 
200 families in the country. Boys up to the age of seven were to be a mitted free. 
The chief subjects of. study were to be Chinese classics and literature, sup lemented by 
morals, reading and writing, arithmetic, geogra?hy, history, and gymnas cs. Private 
persons were urged to found schools of this and the following types tc supplement 
those opened by the government, such private schools l·eing allowed to cb rge fees. 

Higher (or Second-Grade) Primary Schools.-On~ of these was to ·e provided 
for every district (hsien), with a maximum of 400 fa nilies to any one : 1ch school. 
The five-year course of study was to be a continuatio.1 of that in the k tdergarten, 
plus drawing and the learning of patriotic songs. A sn all tuition was to e charged, 
even in government scho.ols. Where desirable, the kin~ lergarten and higl: r primary 
school might be united to form a double primary school. 

Middle (or First-Grade Primary) Schools.-The sy~tem provided for< 1e in each 
prefecture (fu). Here the chief emphasis was to be pla<ed onforeign lang ages dur
ing the four-year course, Japanese or English being compulsory. The Iegree of 
hsiu tsai (B.A.) was to he conferred on students who con pleted this course . 'ld passed 
the final examination. 

2o United States Foreign Relations, 1905, pp. 198-199. 
21 Ibid., p. 199; Richard, Forty-five Years in China, p 304. 
22 United States Consular Reports, January 1902, p. 3 ). 

• 23 This acount is drawn from E. T. Williams' "Re{:ort on Recent Ed cational 
Reforms in China" in United States Foreign Relations, 1905, inclosure in ~o. 180, 
and China Year Book, 1912, pp. 315-319. 
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Provincial Colleges (or High Schools).-Of these there was to be one in each 
provincial capital. They were to offer a three-year course, with a choice of three 
courses of study-arts, sciences, or medicine. English, French, and German were to 
be taught. Those who finished the course and passed the examination were to be 
given the degree of lin sheng (distinguished B.A.). 

The Imperial University at Peking.-The work here was to be divided into a 
three-year course of study for the degree of chu jen (M.A.) and a four- or five-year 
post-graduate course at the end of which or after the imperial examinations the 
degree of chin shih (Ph.D.) would be granted. There were to be eight faculties
classics, jurisprudence, arts, medicine, science, agronomy, civil engineering, commerce. 
Tuition was to be charged for the three-year course but not for the post-graduate. 

Special Courses.-There were to be industrial schools, schools of agriculture, a 
special school of foreign languages to train interpreters and translators, special schools 
of law and political science for prospective officials, and a three-year course for those 
who had just won the chin shih degree under the old system. Every departmental city 
was to establish a second-grade normal school, and every provincial capital a first
grade one. 

Certain special regulations for the conduct of teachers and pupils were also set 
forth. No instructor was to be permitted to teach his religious views, the ethics 
taught to be those of Confucianism. This eliminated the missionaries per se. The 
students were forbidden to use opium and to interfere in governmental affairs, which 
latter prohibition was not too strictly obeyed. In all 'Schools uniforms were to be 
worn and military drill taught, a most significant indication of the rise of things 
military in general estimation. 

There were certain omissions in this grandiose plan. Small regard was 
paid to the education of women. For them no more training was provided 
than elementary schools and first-grade normal schools could supply.24 

In this, the commissioners did not copy the Japanese, who had arranged 
for the education of both boys and girls. Perhaps it was well that the 
government did not contemplate any greater degree of education for 
women at the time, as the task of setting up adequate schools for men alone 
was extremely difficult. No effort was made to introduce compulsory 
education; any such fiat would have produced a throng of students out of 
all proportion to the institutions then prepared to receive them. The 
criticism was brought that the courses planned were unduly long in view 
of the need of the rapid dissemination of knowledge/5 but thoroughness 
is likely to require time. The new educational structure also failed to 
include the mission schools, whose graduates were apparently to have no 
place in the official plan. 

It was well enough to outline this great system of schools, but as long 
as the civil service examinations held sway, many were inclined to cling 
to the old ways. The 1904 regulations provided for the gradual elimination 
of the examinations during a three-year period, but even this short lease 

\ 

u China Year Book, 1912, p. 319. 25 Richard, op. cit., p. 305. 
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on life left the examination system with su ndent s~:rength 0 cripple the 
new plan.26 The final proclamation of its abolition came n September 
1905, when the Russo-Japanese War had inllamed reform at lor in China. 
Soon afterwards the Empress Dowager am:ounced 1:he appt :ntment of a 
traveling commission to study the governmeuts of foreign na ions with an 
eye to remodeling that of the Middle Kingd Jm itself. Yuan Shih-kai led 
the agitation to do away with the venerable < xaminations, an his petition 
had the support of the strongest officials of tl.e realm, all of tl em products 
of the method which th~y now united to cone emn as no long( · desirable.27 

The resulting edict stigmatized the system of examinations a~ a hindrance 
to the spread and progress of the new educa :ional design, ha ked back to 
the perfect monarchs of antiquity for exampl ~s of the selectic 1 of officials 
from the products of schools, and declared :hat the examin; tions would 
cease in 1906. This important enactment wa; supplemented y the order 
that the provincial chancellors, thus relieved of their former d ties, should 
assume those of inspecting schools in the regions under their jurisdiction 
and consulting with viceroys and governors en educational af airs. 28 

Ambitious reform projects could not be made effective un. er the very 
loose control which Peking was accustomed · .o exert over th provinces, 
and the proposed changes in the school system soon proved n exception. 
Centralized, unified control must be instituted. The aboli- on of the 
examination system led to a great access of ir terest in the scl )Ol system, 
and the central government was deluged with suggestions or its im
provement. The most influential of these nemoriab was t mt of the 
Manchu, Pao Hsi, who advocated the abolitiJn of the Boar· of Rites, 
which had formerly been in control of the no¥. defunct examir ttions, and 
the formation of a board of education on the ~ apanese model, rith which 
were to be amalgamated the Hanlin Academy and the Imperia Academy 
of Learning. Prince Ching, reporting on this proposal for tht Board of 
State Affairs, refused to par~ with the Boar:i of Rites or t 1e Hanlin 
Academy but approved the rest of the propositic•n. On Decembe 26, 1905, 
the Board of Education was created, to contrcl the system of !ducation, 
maintain a standard, and direct the course of study, its presi· ent being 
the young Manchu, J ung Ching. In it was mer;ed the Imperial Academy 
of Learning, in consequence of which the Board acquired a 1andsome 
office building.29 

26 "Foreign Schools and the Chinese Government" in Chinese Recar er, March 
1906. 

• . 27 NCH, September 15, 1905 . 

2s United States Foreign Relations, 1905, pp. 181-18.?. 
29 Ibid., pp. 199-2~, 204. 
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Such, then, was the great design on paper-at the head the Board 
of Education; in each province a literary chancellor, now become provin
cial commissioner of education; and a hierarchy of schools ranging from 
the university in Peking down to kindergartens. As in the case of the 
1901 regulations, Yuan Shih-kai set the example for zeal. By 1905 that 
paragon of reforming officials could point to the existence under his 
charge of a well-trained army and a thriving school system, the two chief 
desiderata of China at that time. Yuan had as his educational adviser 
Dr. C. D. Tenney, a missionary who had been head of Tientsin University. 
By 1905 the modern schools of Chihli contained 86,000 pupils, of whom 
84,520 were in schools of less than collegiate grade.30 The educational 
pyramid was wisely being given a broad base, in contrast to the procedure 
common in other parts of China of establishing a few schools of higher 
rank and neglecting almost entirely the necessary substructure of ele
mentary institutions. Chang Chih-tung demonstrated the sincerity of 
his statements in favor of modern education in Learn by the opening of 
a considerable number of schools in his viceroyalty of Hunan and Hupeh. 
Shantung was also a center of progress, thanks in part to the start made 
when Yuan was governor of the province. In 1905 even the far south
western province of Yunnan had a normal school with two Japanese pro
fessors.81 

In general, however, progress was fitful and uneven. Educational 
reform had to face a host of problems, chief among them lack of finances 
and of teachers, obstructionism or indifference of officials, intransigeance 
of students, and vacillations of government policy. The wave of reaction 
which smote Peking late in 1906 is an instance of the latter difficulty. 
For a time court circles had been favorably inclined toward 'the great 
innovations in education. The Empress Dowager gave patronage to a 
school for girls at the instance of Tuan Fang, the leading proponent of 
education for women, and even curtailed her theatrical entertainments to 
secure money for the erection of schools.82 Peking underwent quite an 
epidemic of the conversion of temples into schools. Then reaction, in the 
persons of Chang Chih-tung and Tieh Liang, became dominant at court. 

· Chang, author of the educational plan of 1904, now appeared in the role 
of a devout Confucianist, and his views were reflected in an edict of 

so These figures are taken from those sent by Dr. Tenney to E. T. Williams, and 
printed in United States Foreign Relations, 1905, p. 203. Borel, The New China, p. 122, 
also gives figures on educational progress in Chihli, drawn from the report of the 
provincial educational authorities. He sets the number of students in 1905 at 88,000 
and in 1907, at 173,352, an indication that progress continued. 

s1 United States Foreign Relations, 1905, p. 201. 

s2 NCH, September 15, 1905; United States Foreign Relaf#ons, 1905, p. 203. 
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December 30, 1906, which raised the sage to a rank equal v. th that of 
heaven and -earth in the official hierarchy. This ~as JoUowed b1 the decree 
of lanuarx 11. •. J9QJ .. wh_idut..tessed..t;l:u! s.upe.riotity of,,Chines< studies to 
those of the West and ordered ;;chools and col:eges to i:,ncqlcat< loyalty to 
the Throne, reverence for Confucius, and martial spirit,this las1 an indica
tion of how far new attitudes had invaded evm profeE.sedly c1 nservative 
thought.83 At the same time Yuan's efforts t) develop a mo ern army 
underwent sharp criticism and he was forced to surrender rr )St of his 
troops to Tieh Liang. His chief disciple, Tang Shao-yi, was m de gover
nor of Mukden, a move which was variously interpreted as a bona fide 
promotion and as a device to shift him from the capital to a spot where his 
advocacy of reform would be less troublesome.34 Fortunately fot the cause 
of reform, the wave of conservatism soon pa3sed, thanks to 1 shrewd 
memorial which pointed out that the practical Confucius wouk not have 
been too appreciative of deification, and to tte stout liberaliE n of the 
"Holy Duke," the descendant p£ the sage.35 

The interruptions which the development of :he school systen suffered 
from such outbreaks of conservatism in high places were few in compari
son with the difficulties caused by local official;. Centralizatim was in
finitely more easily decreed than effected. The Board of Educ: tion, de
spite the duties with which it was charged, did n ::>t come to exen se much 
positive control.36 The success or failure of tht! reform rested with the 
local mandarins. That they were hardly fitted by training anc attitude 
to be leaders in such a change is sufficiently obvicus not to requir1 amplifi
cation. Many confined their efforts to the erectic n of handsome uildings 
in Occidental style-it was a common conviction that Western t lucation 
would flourish better in its natural architectural 1abitat37--but w re little 
concerned when these buildings remained unused for lack of teac ers and 
students. In most localities elementary education was neglec ed, the 
officials preferring the greater prestige which came from the settit g-up of 
colleges .. The weakness of this method is well illustrated by the c• urse of 
technical education up to 1911. A number of sc1ools professed o offer 
engineering courses but soon had to give preparatory work of several 
years' duration, finding that they could procure no pupils comp tent to 
receive advanced technical training. The railwa:r school at Che tgtu at 
the end of its fourth year had not yet taught any te ~hnical subjects or lack 
of pupils prepared to study them.38 

as NCH, January 11, 18, 1907. 
• 34 The Times, January 18, April 2, 12, 1907. 35 NCH, January 5, 1907. 

: 36 Reinsch, Intellectual and Political Currents in the Fa,· East, p. 198. 
a1 Cecil, Changing China, p. 144. 
38 NCH, August 2' 1909; United States Consular Rep,•rts, April 8, 1911. 
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To scatter schools broadcast over the land was certain to necessitate 
additional governmental expenditure. A new national tax was out of the 
question; the alien Manchu dynasty was not securely enough entrenched 
in the hearts of its subjects. To persuade the officials to devote part of 
their "squeeze" to the cause was also impossible. In consequence the 
problem of school finance was passed on to the local officials, with appro
priate suggestions, such as the conversion of temples and monasteries into 
school buildings and the use of funds formerly employed for such diverse 
purposes as provincial examinations and village theatricals.39 In Chihli, 
Yuan secured the funds of his schools by a combination of taxes on 
certain articles of local consumption, the endowments of old schools and 
temples, and a tax on all deeds for the transfer of real estate.40 The 
methods most commonly used to secure support for the new school system 
are well described in a comment written in 1906 : 

The matter of support is left to the officials of the several Provinces to pass 
upon as best they may. The provincial officials in turn leave the matter to the officials 
of the several districts and subdistricts. What schools now exist in line with this 
plan of 'education are supported largely by tuition charged pupils, by special local 
taxes, by gifts from wealthy people, and by any other means which may be possible. 
In some Provinces a certain portion of the general taxes are set aside for the estab
lishment and maintenance of these schools. Tuition is charged in practically all 
schools, however, and the support of nearly all these institutions is more or less pre
carious and unsatisfactory.41 

The learning in fashion before the changes of the post-Boxer period 
had not been such as to produce teachers capable of imparting the in
formation called for under the new system. The old-fashioned pedagogues 
were useless. The only groups in China likely to be of service were the 
missionaries and the graduates of mission schoolq. The rule against the 
teaching of religion deterred the missionaries from service in the govern
ment schools, and the number of their former pupils was not enough to 
provide more than a very small part of the many teachers now needed. 
One way of filling the void was by bringing in teachers from abroad. 
Again the influence of Japan on China's reforms was demonstrated, this 
time by the importation of Japanese teachers, who were more acceptable 
to the Chinese than instructors of other nationalities. Teachers could be 
brought from Japan cheaply and asked smaller salaries than did Europeans 
and Americans, a potent argument to the ordinary official desirous of 
producing something resembling reform without too great cost. Lin-

39 United Sta.tes Foreign Relations, 1905, p. 202. 

4o United States Foreign Relations, 1905, p. 202; "Education in Chihli" in Chine~e 
Recorder, September 1906. • 

41 United States Consular Reports, June 1906, pp. 134-13,5? 
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guistically and racially the Japanese we ·e at an advanta e. Their written 
language was derived in good part f ·om the Chines , and as fellow 
Asiatics they more easily adapted thems~lves to Chinese ways of living.42 

That the Japanese were clearly conscio 1s of their oppc tunity to be the 
teachers of China is shown by the estab ishment at Shar ;hai of a college 
where young Japanese might learn Eng:ish and Chinese ~a By 1905 this 
institution had an enrollment of 320, aud its lEO gradt 1tes were either 
teaching in China or engaging in the Chinese governmen service in some 
other capacity. The Chinese governmeut had also rna< ~ an agreement 
with the Department of Education in Tokyo for fifteen apanese profes
sors to serve in China, three of whom were placed in P( <ing University 
and the rest in normal schools. Howev(~r great may ha re been the in
fluence exerted by the Japanese educators in Chim., numet cally they were 
hopelessly inadequate to the situation; in l904 they- totab only 174.44 

Shortage of teachers was not the Ollly instructional problem. The 
quality of the teaching in the n{!w schooh was very poor As usual, the 
elementary schools suffered most. With tee: chers at a premi rm, who would 
labor in a kindergarten when he could con tmand a larger : ipend and im
proved social position as "professor" in a provincial colle1 ~? China was 
inevitably the victim of educational adven :urers, deliberat. or otherwise .. 
Many of the officials in charge of the new schools were UJ willing to pay 
the salaries necessary to secure competent men, and so were mposed on by 
many who made a show of Western learnin,; but were far f )ill possessing 
the reality. "Unlike the Japanese, who e 1gaged the best teachers that 
money could procure, the Chinese are co 1tented if the t achers are a 
little superior to the taught."45 Some call eges were very pretentiously 
equipped with foreign instructors; the university at Chen, tu boasted a 
professor from Cambridge, two English assistants, and a :C .ne.46 Often, 
however, foreigners thus employed would bt: asked to leave tt the end of 
a year or two; there was no need of retahing them longc · when their 
pupils were ready at much lower salaries ~o reproduce w: at had been 
taught themY 

The Throne's main object in promoting 'Vesternized edw 1tion was to 
develop a class of public servants able to stn~ngthen China's esistance to 

42 United States Foreign Relations, 1905, p. 199; Parker, "A NeV\ Japanes,e In
vasion of China" in Chinese Recorder, July 1901. 

43 Ibid. 
H Har;tda, "Japanese Educational Influence in C1.ina" in Chinese 1 ?corder, July 

1905 . 
: 45 The Times, March 8, 1910. 

46 Kemp, The Face of China, p. 140. 
41 Rodes, Le Cele~ empire avant la revolution, :>p. 97-98. 
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foreign pressure and to maintain the supremacy of the Manchu dynasty. 
With the new educational system still in a formative state, thanks to the 
difficulties just mentioned, the government came to believe that education 
abroad would be the most effective method of training leaders for the 
government and the new hierarchy of schools. From the days of Yung 
Wing, a few Chinese had sought education in foreign lands. The Sino
Japanese War made the need of Western-trained men more obvious, and 
such viceroys as Chang Chih-tung and Liu Kun-yi sent groups of students 
to Japan at the expense of the provincial exchequer.48 Japan was near, 
she had shown herself the successful pupil of the West, and she was 
willing enough to act as teacher to China. Edicts of 1901 and 1903 ordered 
the sending abroad of young Chinese and Manchus, and, as the years 
passed, more and more students, even a few women, made the journey to 
the Island Empire. Not until the Russo-Japanese War did the great migra
tion start. Japan's victories over Russia stirred all Asia profoundly, and 
among those who looked eagerly to her as a pattern worthy of imitation 
were most of the students of China, dissatisfied with the sort of education 
which they could get at home. The Empress Dowager and her advisers 
caught the spirit of the times. Hitherto, students returning from abroad 
had been required to go through the examination mill (not till September 
1905 was that system abolished), but in August 1905 the degrees of chin 
shih and chu jen were conferred on fourteen students who had studied in 
Japan, and as concrete evidence of the value which the government was 
now inclined to place on foreign education, they were one and all assigned 
to official posts.49 On September 1, 1905, Tzu Hsi made her attitude even 
clearer by a decree urging students to go abroad and there master definite 
branches of study, and ordering Chinese ministers abroad to superintend 
these students and treat them with all kindness. The edict made the sug
gestion that since there were already a great number of students in Japan, 
more should go to Europe and America. 50 It was unheeded; Japan was 
the mecca for nearly all young aspirants for Western learning. 

How many students responded to the appeal of Japanese training in 
these years is not entirely certain. It has been stated that at one time as 
many as 40,000 Chinese students were in Japan, 51 but the more usual and 
credible figure is 15,000.52 Even this number taxed the educational facili
ties of Japan, with the result that many of these young pilgrims fell into 

48 Chang Chih-tung, China's Only Hope, footnote on p. 93. 
49 United States Foreign Relations, 1905, pp. 179-180. 
5o Ibid., pp. 180-181. 
51 United States Consular Report, April 8, 1911. 
52 Brown, The Chinese Revolution, pp. 79-80; Clinton, "Chinese 

Japan" in Chinese Recorder, October 1909. f 
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the hands of charlatans and received a much diluted form of ' /estern 
learning. Many of the Chinese students themselv ~s belonged in t e cate
gory of adventurers, having come to Japan simply to obtain the restige 
of being "foreign-trained students." Two or thr·~e months' resid nee in 
Japan was sufficient to supply this glamor, and .i 1deed in some c .ses, if 
one were personally disinclined to go to Japan, a r.eedy relative W( 1ld act 
as proxy.53 In. most cases the chief fruit of a stay in Japan ' as the 
acquisition of a few ideas calculated to inflame ·ather than infc m the 
mind. In short, Japan had become a center of re' olutionary prop; ganda. 
It was the haven, on the one hand, of Liang Chi-chao and Kang ~ u-wei, 
who, after their exile from China in 1898, spent tl.eir time in othe lands 
advocating constitutional government under the inprisoned Kuan Hsu. 
On the other hand, Tokyo was headquarters for a group destined 1 1 have 
far greater influence than the moderate organizati(•n of Kang and :..iang. 
In that city Sun Yat-sen, after wandering about i he world in thf effort 

...,4:,-· ~-·· ..¥.:S....~ .... 

to collect funds and support for a revolution aga nst the Mancht ;, had 
centered his operations. The People, his organ, fa1 eclipsed in pop tlarity 
The New People, published by Liang, attaining at one tim= a eire lation 
of 150,000. In this publication the young Chinese who came to Japan 
read highly colored accounts of the political pltilosophy of v, :taire, 
Montesquieu, Rousseau, et al. On every hand tl.ey heard talk ' f the 
virtues of revolution as a purge for a decadent ar d effete land, s· ch as 
France had once been and China had now become. H.epublicanism w .s ex
alted, and monarchy, especially that of the Manchus, denounced. \1:any 
of these young men, enjoying for the first time government supf 1rt, a 
sufficiency of time for discussion, and release from 'amily control, q ickly 
acquired the catchwords of this milieu and becam·~ themselves vi§ 1rous 
proponents of republicanism for China. All this was grist ·:o Sun'! mill. 
He had formed some years earlier an organization known as the rung 
M eng H ui (Alliance Society) as a liaison agency to 1: ring into co::ope :ttion 
the mu1tiTarious secret societies of an anti-Manchu cltaracter which e: isted 
among the Chinese, and in this society he enrolled :nany of the stu Ients 
who came to Japan. Thus a considerable number of the students sent 
abroad to acquire learning which should make ther 1 the T;1rone's ·hie£ 
aides in the building of a new China were transfc rmed into vind :tive 
critics of the imperial government. 54 

The Manchus soon perceived that education in J a )an was not a su cess 

u Bland, Recent Events and Present Politics in China, p. 84; NCH, Februa 'I 21, 
1908. 
• u This account of Chinese students in Japan is drawn from Reinsch, op cit., 
pp. 216-217, and Tsao, "The Relation of the Returned Studer ts to the Chinese . evo
lution," in Blakeslee, 'cent Developments in China. 
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so far as their interests were concerned. In 1906 the Chinese government 
called on the educational authorities of Tokyo to exercise strict control 
over the Chinese students there, and the threat of such restnint caused 
more than half of them to take their departure. 55 Their return to China 
was followed in 1907 by constant reports of revolutionary activity through
out the Empire. Sun Yat-sen was credited with being the guiding force 
in these disturbances, and his agents in almost all cases were young Chi
nese who had studied in Japan.56 The People was finally suppressed by 
the Japanese government at the request of China, and Sun Yat-sen was 
expelled from Japan. 57 }J evertheless the students remaining in Japan 
were still so mutinous a group that in July 1907 the Chinese minister to 
Japan resigned because he could not get on in peace with the young men 
who were supposed to be his charges. 58 Japan's influence over China 
waned as the admiration ·aroused by the Russo-Japanese War faded and 
her policy in Manchuria aroused against her the same spirit of Chinese 
patriotism to which her suc<;ess had given such an impetus. 59 In the mean
time, the Chinese government had found a means of sending students to 
a more distant and less dangerous spot. 

In June 1907 the Chinese government was informed of the American 
government's intention to release China from all payments on the Boxer 
indemnity beyond what was necessary for actual reimbursement to the 
United States and its citizens, a tacit recognition that the original bill, 
like those of all the powers involved in the protocol of 1901, had been 
considerably inflated .. 60 Almost a year later, Congress passed a joint 
resolution authorizing President Roosevelt to reduce the indemnity from 
$24,440,000 to $13,655,492.69 with interest at 4 per cent, with the possi
bility of a further reduction of $2,000,000 unless that sum were needed 
to satisfy private claims.61 China's payments by 1907 had amounted to 
$6,010,931.91.62 The Chinese government was asked to express its 
opinion as to times and method of remission. Prince Ching, representing 
the Waiwupu, answered that China had no such suggestions to make, but 
gave a statement of intention on the part of the Chinese government which 
finally determined th.e form which remission was to take: 

55 Bland, op. cit., pp. 84-85. 
56 NCH, January 25, May 31, June 28, 1907. 
sr Tsao, in Blakeslee, op. cit., p. 167; NCH, March 28, 1907. 

ss Ibid., April 12, July 19, 1907. 
59 Ibid., May 15, 1909. 
60 United States Foreign Relations, 1907, Part I, pp. 174-175. 

61 Ibid., 1908, pp. 64-65. 
62 Ibid., 1907, Part I, p. 174. 
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Mindful of the desire recently expressed by the P :esident of the Un ed States to 
promote the coming of Chinese students to the United States 1:0 take c 'lrses in the 
schools and higher educational institutions of the coun :ry, and convinced y the happy 
results of past experience of the great value to Gina of education 1 American 
schools, the Imperial Government has the honor to ;tate that it is its intention to 
send henceforth yearly to the United States a considerable number of s 1dents there 
to receive their education. 

From the time that the indemnity returns s 1ould bt~gin, on hundred 
students were to be sent to the United States e"ery year for th• first four 
years, and thereafter fifty a year during the pe,iod of the inde: mity pay
ments.63 Regulations were .issued providing for the support of tl ~students 
out of the remitted indemnity, and for their selection on th basis of 
general character, social standing, and knowledge of Chinese an• English; 
they were to be chosen after a special examina :ion and were t• be given 
a preliminary course in a school established i or the purpose. 4 In the 
United States most of them were to specialize in indu:;trial, n ~chanica!, 
scientific, and financial studies, and only a fifth in law and gc ·ernment. 
On their return they were to undergo a government exarriir 1tion for 
official rank.65 The American government fell in readily with this pro
posal and agreed that China should continue to make her payme: ts on the 
indemnity as before, with the difference that hereafter $:i39,588. 76 a year 
would suffice toward her indebtedness to the l"nited States, ar l the re
mainder would be returned for the support of the student! sent to 
America.66 

Even before this arrangement was made there were in th United 
States some 395 Chinese students, of whom 30 wtre women. The •rovision 
for the support of students by the remitted indt mnity payments meant a 
steady increase in this number.67 The group thm formed was m re likely 
to prove serviceable to the imperial government than the larger but less 
controllable group in Japan. The work required in American ins itutions, 
coupled with the difficulty of mastering English, :nade Chinese sb dents in 
the United States more industrious than their fellows in Japan. Vhereas 
the latter were exposed to a wave of revolutionary propaganda, tl e young 
Chinese in America, more widely scattered and among people w o knew 
little or nothing of Chinese history, were more ap: to escape this i fluence. 

63 United States Foreign Relations, 1908, pp. 67-68. 
6 4 Tsing Hua College was founded for this purpose H 1911 and in 16 J :ars sent 

1,100 students to the United States. (China Year Book, 1126-1927, p. 419.) 
66 United Stat~s Foreign Relations, 1908, pp. 71-72. 

• 66 Ibid., p. 75 . . 
67 Merrill, "The Chinese Student in America," in Bl.tkeslee, China. and •he Far 

East, p. 200. ) 
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The same was true in the case of Chinese students in Europe, who just 
before the revolution numbered 400, as compared with 800 in the United 
States at that time. These students were on the whole of a better social 
class than those who went to Japan and therefore had much to lose and 
little to gain by revolution.68 Had more students been diverted from 
Japan to points farther from China and more thoroughly Occidental, the 
Manchus might have been spared some of the force of the blow of 1911. 

The foreign-trained students, on their return, proved a dubious bless
ing. Most of them were disinclined to enter the teaching profession, to 
which there still clung a faint aroma of failure as the fitting career of 
those unable to attain the joys of civil office. They considered themselves 
fitted for something more conspicuous than the hard task of teaching 
children to read and write. The old idea that education was undertaken 
with civil office in mind was not easily downed, and the government found 
it necessary to beguile students into teaching by making the positions of 
high-school teachers and college professors substantive official appoint
ments.69 Th~ majority of those who did become teachers had been "trained" 
in Japan, and the superficiality of their learning, their penchant for graft, 
and their revolutionary tendencies soon discredited them in the eyes of 
the more solid sections of the nation. 70 The government tried to hold them 
to some standard of attainment by examinations, on the passing of which 
official rank would be granted. The first was held in October 1906; 360 
competed, five received the Ph.D. degree, and twenty-seven the M.A. 
Among those in charge were Tang Shao-yi, who had been educated in the 
United States; Yin Chang, later to be minister of war just before the 
revolution; Yen Fu, famous for his Confucian and Western scholarship; 
and Jeme Tien-yew, engineer-in-chief of the Peking-Kalgan Railway. 
Candidates were graded on their foreign degrees, their achievements since 
graduation, and the papers submitted to the examiners. Of the twelve 
highest places, eleven were taken by students from the United States. 
Many who received the Master's degree had studied in Japan. The candi
dates were allowed to write their papers in any language. The fact that 
many of them proved unable to write creditable Chinese was symptomatic.71 

The process of education abroad was tending to produce a class of exotics 
who had acquired some modicum of Western knowledge but had been 

68 Tsao in Blakeslee, Recent Developments in China, pp. 171-173. 

69 NCH, June 20, 1908.' 
70 Bland, op. cit., p. 86. For a confirmatory statement, see Clinton, "Chinese 

Students in Japan," in Chinese Recorder, October 1909. 
n NCH, October 26, 1906; Reinsch, op. cit., pp. 211-212; Bland, op. cit., pp. ~-

82; Yen, "The Recent Metropolitan Examinations," in Chinese Recorder, January 
1907. ( 
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cut off from gaining an understanding of Chba, for rhose benefit that 
knowledge was supposedly secured. T:1e Chinese gove 1ment, displeased 
by this state of affairs, declared that th1!reafter an essay in Chinese would 
be required.. In the second examinatic n, held under t e supervision of 
the Japanophile, Chang Chih-tung, the Japanese studen ; emerged ahead, 
amid a chorus of accusations of favoritism.72 Tiie devic of examinations 
proved unsatisfactory; those who passed did not alway. receive appoint
ment, and those who failed became more dis!;atisfied than ever. The 
government redoubled its efforts, howev~r, ordering that all returned stu
dents be required to take an examination before receivir : government or 
other employment, the object being to prevent them £r m drifting into 
revolutionary careers.13 Education abro;,d had produced results contrary 
to that loyal support of the evolutionary reform moveme t for which the 
Throne had hoped. 

In the meantime, the_eQ.qcatto!l of womep, l}_eg,lected it tJle government 
plan, w;1s ITI<Lkiqg hea_d~ay. The pionee! ~~!_<jn th}~ di; ~sili>n had been 
d_qne ~Y-I!l!.~sjg_nar_ies,_i~.~?e fa~e of stubborn conservative< )ppsition. Girls, 
it was presumed, were not worth educatir g; they were m. 1tally incapable 
of appreciating the riches of learning, ar:d the Ct:'$tOm oi early marriage 
meant that any great degree of education \vould be waste f )m the father's 
point of view, The first conspicuous schooL .for. gids .. est blished by the 
Chinese themselves was ppene"d in.Shanghai ip1~97, with 1 1e co-operation 
of Dr. and Mrs. Timothy Richard.74 It ..vas closed duriJ ~ the wave of 
reaction which_fol.l<?.-..ve_d_ t}le ;Hundred Days._ It was not mtil after the 
Boxer Rebellion that education for women really ;·Jegan tc win attention. 
Although the official school system practic~ lly excluded wo1 en, the move
ment for their education went on under private patrona1 ~- Thanks to 
Tuan Fang, the Empress Dowager was j:fevailed upon t1 order that a 
large lamasery in Peking be transformed into a school for e rls.75 Several 
princesses founded so-called gentry school; for girls of g• Jd family, in 
which the subjects taught were arithmetic, needlework, Jal anese, music, 
calisthenics, drawing, and Chinese languag= and history. ' he Board of 
Education was stirred to action, and in 19C7 drew up regul tions for the 
establishment of primary and normal sch<,ols for girls tt ·oughout the 
Empire, emphasizing simplicity of dress and the abandonr ent of foot
binding.76 By 1907 there were in Shanghai 12 girls' scho< s under the 

1z Reinsch, op. cit., p. 213. n N!-:H, June 19, 1909. 
74 This sketch of the development of education ior womer is drawl 

.wise indicated, fr!Jil!_Bu._rto!',_ The ]jdu_cation of W£ men, in C~ina.,, 
• 75 United States Foreign Relations, 1905, p. 203. 

76 The Times, A~il 2Q, 1907. 
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control of Chinese. In 1908 Peking and Tientsin each had 26 such schools 
and the province of Chihli outside of Tientsin possessed in 1907 121 
government and gentry schools for girls with a total of 2,523 pupils. 
These schools faced the same problems which confronted government 
schools in general, but suffered especially from the dearth of competent 
teachers. There were only a few Chinese women fitted to teach, and the 
Japanese imported in the first few years of the movement were unsatis
factory. The normal schools soon began to turn out teachers in record time 
but with very scanty preparation. It was doubtful if any of the gentry or 
government schools were fitting young women to go on to work of more 
than high-school grade. Despite the defects of these schools, their very 
existence was an amazing change. Chinese women began to make them
selves heard. As early as 1903 the Chinese women students in Tokyo had 
formed themselves into a Red Cross corps and offered their services to the 
government in case of war, a proposal which must have been enough to 
gray the hair of many an old-fashioned Chinese gentleman.17 During the 
boycott on American goods in 1905 many women attended political meet
ings. In 1906 a Mrs. Chang founded in Peking a daily paper for women 
which gave general news, plus information of special interest to women. 

The relation of the missionaries and their schools to the government 
system is worthy of notice. The government, when it took over the direc
tion of educational reform, was not disposed to allow the missionaries to 
continue as leaders of the movement toward Western learning. The 
missionaries on the faculty of Peking University, pioneers in the introduc
tion of modern education in China, were called on to resign in 1902. In 
1904 the teaching of religious views other than the ethical concepts of 
Confucius in public schools was forbidden. Since the primary purpose of 
the missionaries in China was to propagate Christianity, this order effec
tively excluded them from service in the public schools. The mission 
schools were not accorded recognition in the general educational plan and 
their graduates were barred from the examinations for office given at 
Peking and were excluded from the lists of those privileged to vote for the 
provincial assemblies which were inaugurated in 1909. The missionaries 
realized that such handicaps plus the increased competition offered by 
government schools would soon lessen their influence, even though the 
general level of instruction in their institutions was above that in the 
schools under government control. In 1905 missionary educators attempted 
through Rockhill, the American minister to China, to secure governmental 
recognition of mission schools, but obtained no results.78 In fact, the 

77 The Times, August 13, 1903. 

78 United States Foreign Relations, 1906, Part I, pp. 341-:{s. 
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policy of the Board of Education had already bet n stated in respc 1se to an 
application from Fukien for the registration of mission schools t ere. No 
school, mission or otherwise, which was controlled by foreignet was to 
be registered nor were its graduates to be accorded recogniti' n, since 
China was desirous of minimizing foreign inter£ ~renee in her ed cational 
system, viewing it as a possible hindrance to the abolition of e: :raterri
toriality.79 The missionaries were inclined to view the governmen· s policy 
as a direct attack on Christianity, but in reality the chief ')bjectio: > to the 
mission schools were that they were controlled by foreigners and hat the 
standards which they observed varied from one mother a.nd wer not in 
agreement with those set by the Board of Eduntion.80 I~ the nd, the 
Christian educators realized the necessity of contorming to the s ecifica
tions set by the government, and in 1911 it was quite noticeable tha1 certain 
missionary educational bodies were trying to obt2 in a greater uni ormity 
of curriculum. That the Chinese government was willing to appro e such 
efforts was evidenced by the official recognition of the Union : fedical 
College at Peking and the Y.M.C.A. middle school at Tientsin : 1d the 
announcement that the Peiyang University would f1ereafter receive ~radu
ates of mission schools.81 

The inauguration of the extensive program of educational ext msion 
and change was faced with such great difficulties as lack of fi1 mces, 
paucity of trained teachers, and the restive attitude of the students Per
haps the best evidence of the results achieved in the face of :hese pr• 9lems 
is to be found in the number of schools and studmts which this - aliant 
attempt at reform produced. The Board of Educa·ion from time t time 
issued general reports on the growth of the school system, and frc n the 
figures thus collected we can form some estimate o ~ the progress, q :anti
tatively speaking, of the new schools. At the beginning of the last y ar of 
Kuang Hsu's reign there were in Peking 206 schools with :ll,417 p pils; 
in the rest of the Empire the government schools numbered 35,597, with 
an enrollment of 1,013,571. Two years later the s :hools in Pekin! had 
increased to 252, with 15,774 students; and in the whole Empire here 
were 42,444 government schools, with 1,284,964 s1 udents.8 'l For 1 >09-
1910, the last period reported on, we have quite full figures which m. y be 
summarized as follows ;83 

79 "Foreign Schools and the Chinese Governm·ent" in Ctinese Re~oraer, II uch 
1906; "The Government and the Schools," ibid., February 19~7. 

so NCH, November 13, 1909. 
81 United States Consular Reports, April 8, 1911. sl NCH, 1Iarch 3, : •11 . 

• 
• 83 These figures in full, giving the reports for individual 1 rovinces, will be £ :md 
in China Year Book-.t9I2, pp. 322-324. 
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Type of School 

Universities ................................. . 
High schools ............................... . 
Colleges of literature ........................ . 
Colleges of chemistry and physics ............. . 
Law colleges ............................... . 
Medical colleges ............................ . 
Industrial colleges .......................... . 
Normal schools and colleges .................. . 
Middle schools .............................. . 
Higher primary schools ..................... . 
Two-grade primary schools ................. . 
Lower primary schools ....................... . 
Elementary schools ......................... . 
Half-day elementary schools ................. . 
Girls' schools ............................... . 

No. of 
Schools 

3 
21 
17 
4 

46 
8 
7 

415 
429 

2,035 
3,4S7 

44,549 
92 

965 
298 

No. of 
Students 

549 
3,287 
1,983 

211 
111,641 

336 
485 

27,573 
37,611 

111,510 
199,019 

1,148,297 
2,674 

25,251 
13,489 

The gross totals for the Empire for government schools alone, which 
include the figures above, plus those for a few industrial and other special 
schools, were as follows: schools, 57,267; students, 1,626,529; teachers, 
89,362; revenue ( taels): 24,698,639; expenditures ( taels), 24,334,305. In 
addition to the schools under government control, there were very many 
private institutions of the old type, but of their exact number it is difficult 
to find any record.84 Before one disparages too much the results obtained, 
even from the quantitative point of view, one must consider the immensity 
of China in size and population, her lack of teachers and funds, and the 
difficulties which Peking encountered in enforcing its will in the provinces. 
The population of China in 1910 was estimated at 438,000,000, out of 
which number there were, as a rough guess, perhaps 65,000,000 children 
of school age. It was hardly to be expected that in less than ten years this 
immense group could be rendered literate, especially when the government 
was trying not only to extend education but to change its content. Even so, 
when set off against the total number of potential pupils, the 1,626,529 
actually enrolled in government schools in 1910 is disappointingly few. 
Even the much-lauded achievements of Chihli province amounted to 
242,247 students in school out of a population of 29,400,000. In Shan
tung, with an estimated population of 39,000,000, the schools contained 
only 60,765. It is interesting to note by way of comparison that Japan, 
two years after the reorganization of her educational system in 1872, had 
in schools 1,590,115 out of her 4,923,272 children of school age.85 The 
difference may be accounted for by a cumulation of factors of a political 
and social nature which aided the Japanese, such as the great se~timent of 

84 United States Consular Reports, January 1910, p. 238. 
85 United States Foreign Relations, 1876, p. 382. 
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loyalty to the restored government and tht energy in the c use of reform 
of the samurai class, nothing comparable to which was 1 , be found in 
China. The Empress Dowager and her ad,isers judged wt l the slowness 

. with which educational change would come in China wh~ t they set a 5 
per cent literacy as all that could be hoped for in 1917, tht year in which 
the constitution was to be proclaimed. 

In estimating the qualitative results obtlined in the ten ·ears after the 
Boxer outbreak we are on more uncertain ground. Figun , give at least 
the appearance of certainty, but here we must leave them bel ind and r~sort 
to generalizations. From the caliber of teachers availabl· it should be 
evident that much of what was passed out to yourg Chim e as Western 
learning was but a flimsy imitation .. In the learning ·~ven of urely Chinese 
subjects there intervened the barrier of tht~ very difficult C tinese written 
character, which necessitated that the stu de 1t spend a much onger time in 
the mastery of the instrument of languagt: than would be necessary for 
Occidental schoolboys. The general state of affairs is indica ~d by a report 
sent in from Mukden by Willard Straight, American consul seneral there, 
in which he declared that the majority of · eachers were kr lWn for their 
energy rather than their erudition and that far more time 1 td been spent 
in inaugurating the system, erecting buildin~s, and dc!velopin. military drill 
than on the more solid fare of book-learning.86 In the ne · government 
schools the new spirit of militant patriotisr.t found its mos· vigorous ex
pression. By 1911, reports of student stril•es had become ·ommonplace. 
Students took the lead in the boycott movements, st:.ch as tl tt against the 
United States in 1905 and in the "rights recc)very" agitation ver railways. 
They incessantly clamored for a strong fon ign policy and f r more rapid 
reform at home, and in these pleas they we:·e inspirc~d and t tcouraged by 
the returned students from Japan. If the government se· ned slow in 
granting a constitution, students would give up all pretense a school work 
and spend their time in agitation. When Great Bri.tain an· China were 
attempting to arrange for the gradual abolition of the it portation of 
Indian opium into China, the students came (•Ut in vigorous d monstrations 
in favor of immediate cessation of the traffic, demonstratior as futile as 
they were ill-timed. All these incidents, which have place in , ther parts of 
this account, are mentioned here simply to ir .dicate that whet the Manchu 
sponsors of the new education surveyed its product:;, they , mld not but 
realize that a little learning is a dangerous thing. Educatic ., instead of 
creating a group of moderate liberals willing to support the n ing house in 
an attempt at gradual reform, had produced ;: group cf veherr nt agitators, 
the sacrifice to whose zeal was to be the weakened d:rnasty it elf . 
• 

86 United States ~nsular Reports, December 1~07, p. 224. 
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Nails were hammered out of scrap iron, and soldiers gathered from the human 
scrap-heap. Before the war with Japan the Chinese army, for the most part, was a 
rabble. To a considerable extent it existed on paper only. When the inspector was 
about to visit a camp he sent notice in advance, so that the commanding officer would 
have time to send out into the highways and hedges and, for a few cents a day, line 
up a sufficient number of idle men to fill the ranks. A military jacket was loaned to 
each one and a musket or spear placed in his hands. He could then stand up and be 
counted. After the inspection many were discharged, and the monthly pay of the 
missing found its way into the pockets of the officers. 

Often prior to the war between Lnina and Japan I watched the drilling of the 
troops. Every fifth man carried a long bamboo spear decorated with a red pennon. 
The rest were armed with muzzle-loading muskets. When these had fired their guns 
they would fall back a few paces to give place to the spearmen, who rushed forward 
with blood-curdling yells and brandished their weapons to hold off the enemy until 
the muskets were re-loaded. The Manchu bannermen formed a separate organization. 
They were descendants of the conquerors of China, and prided themselves on their 
horsemanship and archery, but they were as unfit for modern warfare as the bowmen 
that followed the Black Prince would have been.1 

Thus E. T. Williams has described the old-style Chinese army. In 
Japan the military men were the flower of the land; in China the soldier 
was viewed askance. In every family those sons who showed promise of 
ability were dedicated to the civil service, and as a rule only men of lesser 
endowment or inferior parentage entered upon a military career. The 
army suffered from a total lack of spirit, natural enough considering the 
low regard in which military service was held and the fact that there was 
no unified control, each province raising its own levies and arming and 
paying them as it saw fit. Officers were chosen by a system of examinations 
in which the main requirements were detailed knowledge of manuals 
centuries old and skill in archery. In 1841 the Chinese military forces, 
undisciplined and poorly accoutered, often conscripted for the day only, 
were brought face to face with the trained fighting forces of the West. 
Courage, unsupported by proper armament and drill, proved a fruitless 
virtue .. To the encounters with European armies was added the disastrous 
Taiping Rebellion, which all but swept the Ta Ching dynasty from the 
Dragon Throne. If the descendants of the Manchu conquerors were to 
maintain their control of China, they must have at their command a well
drilled and loyal army to combat both the aggression of the foreign 
powers and possible risings of the restless elements in China who were 
feeling the force of the slogan, "Down with the Manchus!" • 

• 
1 Williams, China Yesterday and Today, pp. 446-447. 
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Under the leadership of Li Hung-chang, who had been :me of the 
chief imperialist generals in the Taiping Rel1ellion, an effort was made, 
between 1860 and 1894, to provide China wi1 h a better army a.nd with a 
navy of some sort. These beginnings of a modern defense fc ce went to 
defeat in the Sino-Japanese War, and the real helplessness ol China was 
made apparent to the Western powers, who promptly acqui ~d all they 
could in the way of concessions and sphere; of inf.uence. fhe Boxer 
episode added one more bit of evidence to tht mounting testit ony of the 
dynasty's incapacity. Its Heavenly mandate vras all but exha• sted. Only 
the energy of Tzu Hsi and the support of ~uch abk and lc al Chinese 
viceroys as Liu Kun-yi, Li Hung-chang, C 1ang Cbih-tung, and Yuan 
Shih-kai enabled it to prolong its grip on the mpreme power · 11 the fatal 
year of 1911. 

The man who s-i1owed the way to a bette: army was Ym 1 Shih-kai, 
the inveterate reformer. His first opportunity to show his abi ty in mili
tary organization came in January 1896, whn he wa:; made ead of the 
modern brigade which had been formed during the war by : :u Yu-fen, 
the Director-General of the Tientsin-Peking Railway. 2 At tl: .t time the 
force consisted of 5,000 men, and was being dt illed by a. Germ< 1, Schaller, 
and a Norwegian, Munthe, who later beca11e aid-de-camp to Yuan.3 

Under Yuan's direction this force prospered and when he ras chosen 
as governor of Shantung it accompanied him there. During the Boxer 
trouble it had an opportunity to show its metal and performe' creditably 
enough. When Yuan was elevated to the highest of provinci< posts, the 
viceroyalty of Chihli, his army again went wi :h him.4 In 190 and 1902, 
after the lesson of the Boxer rising, the Em;Jress Dowager ·as full of 
interest in army reform. China's integrity would be better ob erved if it 
were better defended. Among the first reform decrees to b issued in 
1901 was one ordering viceroys and govern)rs to reorgani;; on more 
modern lines the troops under their control. 5 The military e: 1minations 
were to be modernized and military schools established.6 C 1ly Chang 
and Yuan obeyed to any appreciable extent t 1e imperial beht t, and the 
zeal of the latter in reform, educational, mi: itary, and othe: vise, soon 
made him the chief adviser to Tzu Hsi. All luring the year 902 Yuan 
busily put forward suggestions of one sort or another for the in ?rovement 
of China's military forces and for the bettering of financial and ducational 
conditions. The scope of his plans is illustrat ~d by the projec which he 
submitted to the Empress Dowager in February 1902. T: e hitherto 

• • 
2 NCH, January 24, 1896 . 
3 McKenzie, The Unveiled East, p. 214. 
5 Chi11a Year Eo~, 1912, p. 244. 
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autonomous provincial forces were to be put under the central control of a 
director-general of all armies in Peking; all able-bodied men were to be 
liable for military service ; each province was to have an army and each 
prefecture a volunteer corps, though under unified control ; and military 
colleges were to be set up in Peking and Wuchang with German and 
Japanese instructors.7 The plan was not adopted, but Yuan, not daunted, 
continued his efforts. Chinese military graduates and officers of provincial 
armies were ordered to modernize their military knowledge by study at 
the Peiyang or Hanyang military academies.8 Three thousand Manchu 
bannermen were to be selected and turned over to Yuan for training which 
would make them soldiers in fact as well as in name.9 Yuan secured a 
number of Japanese advisers for the Peiyang army, but this move brought 
a protest from Russia on the ground of agreements which she had reached 
with Li Hung-chang, and for the time being Yuan gave up the idea.10 

Altogether, the year 1902 was one of agitated even if somewhat ineffective 
interest in military affairs, and not without reason, for the Boxer leaders, 
Prince Tuan and Tung Fu-hsiang, were reported as massing forces in the 
west for a hostile move in favor of Tuan's son, who had been removed 
from his position as heir apparent after the collapse of the movement of 
which his father had been so prominent a supporter.11 

However, as long as the army depended for its development on the 
interest and energy of individual viceroys, no truly national reform could 
be expected. The curiously decentralized state of affairs is exemplified by 
the fact that at the German maneuvers of 1905 China was represented by 
three delegations, one from Yuan Shih-kai, one from Chang Chih-tung, and 
one from the Army Reorganization Department in Peking, which was 
nominally in charge of the formulation of projects for army reform.12 

Indeed, Yuan, Chang, and the officials of the Peking office were the only 
persons who took a vital interest in the bettering of China's defense forces. 
Yuan was hard at work in Chihli, exerting his customary energy to make the 
·Peiyang army a force worthy to be compared with European troops. 
Although a product of the old methods and standards, Yuan proved an 
admirable military leader. He was a strict disciplinarian/3 but nevertheless 
was popular among his troops, and chose to consider himself one of them 
to the extent of appearing in the modern uniform which they wore, a pro
ceeding which would have definitely declassed him in the China of the past. 
The real secret of his hold over the soldiers of the Peiyang army was that 

7 NCH, February 19, 1902. 
s Ibid., October 15, December 17, 1902. 9 Ibid., December 10, 1902. 

10 Ibid., January 15, 1902. 

12 Ibid., July 14, 1905. 

11 Ibid., December 24, 1902. 
1a McKenzie, op. cit., pp./216 ff. 
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he paid them adequately and regularly, a near-miracl! in a country w tere 
soldiers' pay had always been small and hopelessly in arrears.14 In ;106 
Yuan's force consisted of 80,000 men,15 very nearly t1e same figure a the 
enrollment of the Chihli schools at the time. The province of Chihli .vas 
not required to meet all the expenses of this achievement. Other prov: tees 
were called on to send to Peking money for the support of Yuan's arr y, a 
practice which brought forth a remarkable protest in 1904, when a g oup 
of high provincial officials united to petition the Thrrme that each vi< :roy 
or governor be made responsible for the creation an :l maintenance o his 
own troops, since the country was being bled to supply funds fo1 the 
development of the army in Chihli. Local autonomy :lied hard, in arn r as 
in other matters.16 

With the army maneuvers of October 1905 Yuan's influence reel hed 
its high mark. The Peiyang army went through its paces before cr :ical 
foreign observers and most of those who witnessed the performance vere 
pleased with the equipment and discipline displayed. 17 The !irst wa• ! of 
praise soon passed over. Before long Yuan's troops were being com] tred 
with those of the great powers to the obvious disadv:mtage of the fo: ner. 
A sample of this style of criticism was afforded by m interview giv n to 
the Times correspondent by one of the Japanese ad~Tisers to the Pe: •ang 
army, who complained that praise was tending to rr ake both officen and 
men only too well satisfied with themselves. He declared that then had 
been little real progress except in numbers, that cort uption was as ri e as 
ever, that there was even yet no real uniformity of c.rmament, and tl 1t if 
the cohesive influence of the Japanese advisers (of whom be it note , he 
was one) were removed, the whole sham would crun: ble.18 In conseq· ence 
of this change in the general attitude, the maneuvers )f 1906 were rec ived 
without great enthusiasm, and Yuan had reason to feel that his sta1 was 
waning. His fears were borne out by events, for !arly in 1907 ht was 
required to turn over to the president of the Board of War, Tieh I ang, 
the direction of the greater part of the army to which he had giv n so 
much care.19 

This unfortunate development was hastened by the peculiar st~ e of 
affairs in Peking. The latter part of 1906 had w tnessed the mo: re
markable outburst of reform edicts. The Em pre! s Dowager had pro-

14 Eliot, Letters from the Far East, p. 107. 
15 Swift, "The Olinese Army, Its Development anc Present Strengt " in 

Blakeslee, China and the Far East, p. 177 . 
• 16 The Tlmes, September 5, 1904. 

• 17 NCH, November 3, 1905. 

1s The Times, Au~ust 14, 1906. 
I 

19 NCH, Jam ary 18, 1907. 
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claimed her intention to grant her people a constitution in a few years ; 
opium cultivation and smoking had been given a brief ten years of grace; 
and there was great agitation in Peking over the proposed reform of the 
official organization, which would rearrange Peking officialdom to suit the 
new functions which the government was extending itself to perform. 
This unwonted zeal for reform soon had its natural consequence in a wave 
of reaction. The vested interests, threatened by the planned improvements, 
were growing genuinely alarmed, and the swing of court sentiment was 
well indicated by the movement for the deification of Confucius. Yuan, 
as the liberal leader, was the object of intrigue and jealousy fostered by his 
old enemy and rival, the Manchu, Tieh Liang. Tieh Liang's ambitions 
fell in well with the policy of centralization which was the government's 
most ardent desire. In September the Council on Army Reorganization had 
called on the viceroys and governors to turn over to its control all arsenals 
and arms and powder factories. 20 Logically, the next step was the taking 
over by the central government of the troops which hitherto had been raised 
and drilled by the provinces, and of such forces that of Yuan was easily 
first in size and discipline. The break between Tieh Liang and Yuan came 
during a series of military conferences held at Eho Park in the latter part 
of 1906, after the second maneuvers. Tzu Hsi gave her support to Tieh 
Liang. It may have been that she both feared and distrusted Yuan as her 
accomplice in 1898 and was alarmed at his growing power. He had come 
to occupy the predominant place which had formerly been held by J ung Lu. 
There was talk that he was using the power which he possessed as viceroy 
of Chihli, head of the Peiyang army, director of northern railways and 
mines, and so on, to strengthen himself against the day of Tzu Hsi's death, 
when Kuang Hsu would resume the imperial power and have opportunity 
to vent his long-accumulating hatred of the man whom he considered 
responsible for his downfall. Whether Yuan's growing strength and in
fluence aroused Tzu Hsi's apprehension-and this seems somewhat un
likely in the light of the excellent service he had always given her-or 
whether it was deemed advisable for the sake of greater centralization to 
relieve this most powerful of provincial satraps of the control of so con
siderable a military force, the fact remains that in January 1907 Yuan was 
required to give over to the Board of War, of which Tieh Liang was 
president, the control of four of the six divisions of the Peiyang army.21 

To limit Yuan's power still more, his revenues were reduced by the transfer 
to the Peking administration of the annual subsidies of the China Mer
chants' Steam Navigation Company, the telegraphs, and other administra
tions.. Later in the year he received a sop to his pride by appointment as 

• • 
20 NCH, September. 28, 1906. 21 NCH, Januar9 18, 1907. 
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president of the vVaiwupu and member of the Grand CoJncil, bt · these 
dignities were commonly considered insubstantial, as in both bodies 1e was 
sure to suffer from the obstructionism of conserva~ive colleagues" to had 
the advantage of seniority.22 

The Peiyang army was not too well pleased at the change t Tieh 
Liang's administration and the prospect of a Man<hu commander. There 
was fear that the Board of War would abjure Yuan's cu~tom of •aying 
the troops promptly and that dissatisfaction would grow to dan erous 
proportions.23 However, despite the fact that Yuan had ceased to be 
the guiding genius in things military, interest in tbe army reached high 
point in the year after his displacement. The first achievement f the 
Board of Vvar, at last in charge of an army worth) of the 1ame, w s the 
formulation of an ambitious plan for the organization of the Luch n, or 
National Army. 

This project provided for the creation of thit ty-six divisions, each 
comprising from 12,368 t~ 12,512 officers and men n times of peact and 
in times of war about 20,900, or, in other words, a f )rce which on a eace 
footing would amount to nearly 450,000 men. In :ontrol was to l · the 
Board, or, as it was more appropriately called after the reorganizati n of 
the official system, the Ministry of vVar, and the General Staff. As 1 mal, 
the desire for centralization far exceeded the fulfill.nent. Finances vere 
left in the hands of the provincial officials and only~. few of the clivi ions 
formed were in reality 9irectly under the ministry itself. For exat ple, 
of the divisions existing prior to 1908, only the four t.tken over from' uan 
were controlled from Peking; Yuan himself retained direction of two, and 
the viceroy~ of Liangkiang and Hukuang were each in charge of me. 
The date set for the completion of the new army was 1916, )ut this vas 
soon, with undue optimism, advanced to 1912.24 In the new army, se1 ·ice 
was to be voluntary; and conscription was not to be resorted to unle ; it 
proved impossible to get sufficient recruits without it It was soon in ro
duced in a few provinces. Enlistment was for a period of three yc rs. 
The soldier next passed into the first reserve for < nother three ye rs, 
during which time he was supposed to put in one mon1h's drill per ann m. 
He then served a three-year term in the second reserve, with drill only ne 
month every other year. With the army at full strength, the re~.erve we ld 
receive about 150,000 men a year. Those eligible for Eervice were men of 
between twenty and twenty-five, in good health, residents of the loca. ty 

22 Ibid., September 6, 20, 1907. 

: 23 The Times, February 9, 1907; Eliot, op. cit., p. 107. 
24 China Year Boo~, 1912, pp. 244-246, 251; Swift in Blakt slee, op. rit., pp. 1: '-

178. 
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where they enlisted, of satisfactory family, and of good character. The 
government humanely provided for payment of a certain portion of the 
soldier's stipend direct to his family and a pension to them in case of his 
death, or to the soldier himself after long service or if wounded. Families 
of soldiers on service were to be exempt from certain taxes and to be the 
objects of special care by local officials.25 Elaborate provision was made for 
the education of officers. In theory each commissioned officer was first to 
complete a three-year course at a primary military school, one of which 
was to be opened in each provincial college. Next came two years at a 
military middle school, of which four were finally established; then six 
months with an army division. Finally, the prospective officer was to go 
to the military high school, which was to be opened in 1912 at Paoting 
with a staff of German officers. Special advanced training was to be sup
plied at the preparatory staff college, also at Paoting.28 Orders also went 
forth for the establishment of machine shops and cartridge factories in 
each province and for the establishment of three new arsenals. The 
ministry was already planning for the day when all the materials of war 
would be manufactured in China.27 

There was the usual discrepancy between proposal and performance. 
The formation of thirty-six divisions by 1912 proved an impossibility. In 
1909 about nine divisions had been completed. Major Eben Swift, U.S.A., 
estimated that at that time a little more than half the infantry expected 
had been recruited, somewhat less than half the cavalry, and only a small 
part of the engineering, telegraph, transport, and medical services. He 
put the number of well-trained men in 1909 at 120,000; about 80,000 more 
had received training of some sort. In 1910, only two years before the date 
set for the completion of the thirty-six division plan, twelve divisions and 
nineteen mixed brigades had been formed, each of the latter consisting of 
an infantry brigade, a battalion of artillery, a squadron of cavalry, and a 
company of engineers' army service corps, amounting in all to between 
5,000 and 6,000 men. One division of the Imperial Guard had been 
formed, enlistment in it being thrown open to Chinese as well as Manchus 
in November 1910. Undaunted by failure to complete thirty-six divisions 
in the time set, those in authority already looked forward to an army of 
forty-five divisions full strength. 2a 

The system of military schools was fairly well carried out. By 1912 
twenty-seven primary schools, fifteen surveying schools, four middle 
schools, one nobles' military college, and the staff preparatory school were 

2s China Year Book, 1912, p. 246; Swift in Blakeslee, op. cit., p, 178. • 

26 China. Year Book, 1912, pp. 246-247. 21 Swift in Blakeslee, op. cit., p. 1;?!), 

2s Chitta Year Book, 1912, pp. 245-246, 253; Swift in Blalfeslee, op. cit., p. 180. 
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in existence. The majority of the teachers in the~e schoo were Chinese 
who had had some military training abwad, but there " :re also a few 
German and Japanese instructors, repres·~ntative of the IVO nations on 
which China was most eager to model herself in her milit< ·y renaissance. 
The chief source of foreign-trained Chin·~se officers and 1structors was 
Japan, where in 1909 there were still in rr ilitary s•:hools s me 700 young 
Chinese.29 In addition there were fifteer. Chines·~ being rained in the 
French army, permission for them to gtt this instructic having been 
secured through the efforts of Tieh Liang 30 Education w; ; not confined 
to officers.. The common soldiers were rec uired to attend :hool for two 
hours a day, to be taught elementary studi ~s. and to be dri ed in patriot
ism.31 

The equipment of the troops was far from uniform. Tl ! last minister 
of war under the Empire, the Manchu, Yic Chang, as Chin se minister at 
Berlin had enjoyed the personal advice of Wilhelm II on t ings military, 
had married a German woman, and was a determined su: porter of the 
house of KruppY He was distressed to dis:over that the ar 1ament of the 
National Army varied from division to divi~ion and ·:hat mar 'of the rifles, 
which had been carelessly purchased, were practically ust ess. He had 
patterns of proper weapons prepared and sent to the arsena ; at Hanyang 
and Shanghai with instructions for them to turn out product in imitation. 
These two arsenals had a capacity of 30,000 rifles and 10( guns a year, 
and it was planned to supplement them with two or three ot er arsenals.83 

The revolution came before these schemes could be carried •Ut. 
Whatever criticism there may have beer. of the progres: of the army 

under Yuan's regime, there was more after the troops pass d out of his 
hands. It was asserted that the officers 'vere incompeten , the troops 
without enthusiasm, and the whole machine handi:apped y a lack of 
money. Tieh Liang himself came in for his shan: of crit :ism on the 
ground that, while an able executive, he ha·i no military tn ning.34 The 
new system had failed to eliminate the old provincial troops, .vho were to 
serve as second line of defense until the reseri'es were full an< in addition, 
were to perform the duties of constabulary.3' Yet despite tht e strictures, 
the Manchus seemed to have acquired at last an army in whi< 1 they could 

29 CMna Year Book, 1912, p. 247; Swift in Blakeslee, op. cit., p. 18 
3o NCH, April 19, 1907. 

31 Swift in Blakeslee, op. cit., p. 182. 
32 Thomson, China Revolutionized, p. 320; Ro ies, Le Celeste et. '>ire avant la 

rjvolution, p. 206. 
• 33 NCH, June 10, 1911; Swift in Blakeslee, op. , it., p. 181. 

34 Swift in Blake\lee, op. cit., pp. 184-185. 1 5 China Year Book 1912, p. 248. , 
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place some fair amount of confidence. Subsequent events were to show 
to what extent this hope was well-founded. The Peiyang army served as 
the bulwark of the dynasty against the revolutionists chiefly because Yuan 
Shih-kai was recalled to act as its commander, while the most conspicuous 
contribution of the troops trained under Chang Chih-tung was the giving 
of a generalissimo to the rebels, the well-known Li Yuan-hung. 

The true significance of army reform cannot be expressed in a 'mere 
discussion of projects and their operation. The great result of this revived 
interest in national defense was in a sense a by-product. In a word, the 
military spirit appeared in China. Earlier the soldier had been a con
temptible creature, and people of any real standing would have disdained to 
appear in military garb ; but in the days of reform young China went to 
school in uniform and sons of good families did not hesitate to enter the 
military service. The ardent nationalism of the time was closely bound 
up with this increased respect for the military. China, long too weak to 
resist her enemies, must be strengthened. Even conservatives were willing 
to acknowledge the necessity of a better system of national defense as a 
protection against Westernization of other sorts.36 The great officials of 
the realm, such as Yuan and· Chang, were glad to appear as the leaders and 
exponents of this most popular reform.. The greatest move to increase the 
prestige of the army was the occupation of the position of commander-in
chief by the Son of Heaven himself. The principles of the constitution 
which appeared in 1908 had declared that the command of the national 
forces should be vested in the Emperor, and on July 15, 1909, a decree 
made effective this provision.37 By that time, both the unfortunate Kuang 
Hsu and the powerful Tzu Hsi were dead, and the Emperor who thus 
became the titular head of the army and navy was the child Pu Yi, reigning 
under the name of Hsuan Tung, and with his father Prince Chun, brother 
of Kuang Hsu, as regent. This assumption by the Throne of the headship 
of the national forces was repeated in a remarkably declamatory and 
tactless edict of April 1911. It opened with a long preamble in the best 
official manner, reviewing the history of the world to the conclusion that 
only those nations progressed where monarch and people were of one 
mind. Then, unwisely enough, came a rehearsal of the military exploits 
of the Manchus in their conquest of China. The high point of the edict, 
the supreme appeal to the loyalty of the inhabitants of the kingdom, was 
the proclamation in due form that the Emperor himself would assume 
the position of commander-in-chief, which would during his minority be 
exercised for him by Prince Chun. The closing statements stressed mili
tarism as the only way to save China and urged all to remember that thei.-

• 
sa Cecil, Clta.nging China, p. 14. 37 NCH, July 17,

11
1909. 
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ancestors had served former emperors as soldiers and to em e forward and 
do likewise.38 These sentiments were ho;>elessly ill-time< presented as 
they were to a country whose nationalism and military spir : were already 
too prone to take the form of resentment against an alien lynasty which 
had won its position by force. "No occadon less favoura •le could well 
have been chosen for insistence on Man::hu virtues."39 [he Empress 
Dowager had made an effort to allay anti- Manchu feeling y a series of 
decrees urging the elimination of racial differences, but the diet of April 
3, 1911, did much to neutralize her efforts. 

Another phase of Prince Chun's army policy also ser ~d to arouse 
popular dislike. Every new army or navy l1ody served as a happy haven 
for imperial princes in need of comfortablt~ positions, and rom time to 
time, some Manchu princeling was given a :rip abrc·ad, sup1 )Sedly to in
vestigate military or naval affairs. In 1910 :::~rince Tsai Tao, a brother of 
the Regent, went to the United States and Et.rope at (he head )f a mission 
to investigate army affairs.40 Shortly before this Prince Tsai f ;un together 
with Admiral Sah, the chief naval officer in China, journeyt I to Europe 
for observation of naval conditions.H The Military Council, ! ~t up by the 
decree of May 8, 1911, had as one of its hea•is Tsai Tao, wh e the Navy 
Bureau which had been formed in 1909 we: s under Tsai f mn.42 The 
ubiquity of these young and not too compett nt princes may ave served 
to increase the prestige of the army and navy, but it also did rr tch to raise 
the cry of nepotism. 

Grandiose schemes for the creation of a navy occupied 1 mch paper 
but bore few concrete results. China's first "modem" nav: had been 
destroyed in the war with Japan, an<l: from hen unti; 1906 r •thing was 
done to replace it. In that year, inspired by ·:he great naval · ~ctories of 
Japan over Russia, the government again took steps toward tht formation 
of a fleet. The usual device of a mission abroa 1 under the lead rship of a 
Manchu prince was arranged. In this case the titular head was =>rince Pu 
Lun. Most of his companions were foreign-trained naval stud 1ts, for a 
few young Chinese had been allowed to study with the British navy. At 
the same time, discussions were undertaken with Yuan Shih-ka as to the 
reopening of the Tientsin Naval College, which had bee:1 destro ed in the 
time of the Boxers.43 A naval department was created within tht Ministry 
of War in 1907, with Wang Shih-keng, a grac.uate of the nav I college 

ss NCH, April 8, 1911. s9 rbid., April15, 19L 

40 For items regarding this journey see The Times, :May 17 to August 2 1910, and 
CJnited States Foreign Relations, 1910, pp. 338-339 . 
• 41 NCH, November 27, 1909. 

43 Ibid., Novembe~ 16, 1906. 
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4 2 Ibid., May 13, 1911, Septembe 4, 1909. 
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at Tientsin, at its head. Four squadrons were planned, those of the Gulf of 
Chihli, the Yellow Sea, the Chusan Archipelago, and the South China Sea.44 

There were reports that China even hoped to repurchase W eihaiwei from 
Great Britain for use as a naval station, but such a step was out of the 
question with the national treasury in its chronically lean state.45 Actual 
progress was confined to the sending to England of eight members of the 
imperial clan and twenty Chinese to train as midshipmen in the British 
navy, and the conclusion of a contract with the Japanese Dock Company 
for the construction of ten or twelve light gunboats· for patrolling service 
along the Yangtze.46 In 1909 there was another epidemic of ambitious 
proposals. Naval reform was popular with many of the people, even to 
the extent of voluntary contributions such as the offer of 3,000,000 taels 
from a Chinese in Singapore on the significant condition that a detailed 
account of the way the money was spent should be issued.H The govern
ment determined to establish a national navy under central control ; in the 
past government vessels had been under the control of the provincial offi
cials. As earnest of its intention a commission consisting of Prince Su, 
Duke Tsai Tse, Tieh Liang, and Admiral Sah Chen-ping was appointed to 
draw up plans for the nucleus of a navy.48 Before long they had presented 
a program calling for an expenditure of 27,000,000 taels, emphasizing 
unity of command over ships, reform in naval education, encouragement 
of ship building and arms manufacture, the improvement of communica
tions, and the construction of coast defenses.49 

The ever-troublesome question of finances was answered, in theory, 
by the determination to increase the salt and land taxes, impose an inland 
navigation duty, and draw a certain portion of the funds needed from 
the privy purse.50 In September 1909 the navy was withdrawn from the 
control of the Ministry of War and placed under a Navy Bureau, to the 
headship of which was appointed Tsai Hsun, a brother of the Regent.51 

This prince, in company with Admiral Sah, had made a tour of the Chinese 
ports in August, and the two soon left for England, where they were 
given opportunity to observe the greatest navy of the world.52 On their 
return they were full of plans for sending many naval students abroad, 
and establishing naval schools in China. Considering this more necessary 
than the construction or purchase of many large ships at the time, they 
were willing to limit the quantity of actual vessels to a few cruisers and 

44 NCH, January 18, 1907. 
46 Ibid., April 12, July 19, 1907. 

48 Ibid., February 27, 1909. 

5o Ibid., August 28, 1909. 
52 Ibid., November 27, 1909. 
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torpedo boats.53 An edict of December ·t, 1910, :recogniz d the importance 
of naval plans and expectations by the creation of a sep rate Ministry of 
the Navy.54 

In 1911 China had accumulated a na"y of 45,070 ton. counting every 
sort of war vessel. Of the three squadrons into which it v. .s organized the 
most important was an amalgamation of the Peiy;mg and Janyang squad
rons and comprised four cruisers and a few dEstroyers gunboats, and 
torpedo boats. The Yangtze squadron contained twelve gu boats for river 
service, and the training squadron had 1 wo cruisers am ten gunboats. 
This brief muster roll was but a small part of the who ! design as it 
existed in the minds of those in control. In 1915 China •as to possess 
eighty-one first-class battleships, twenty or more cruisers, t ·enty or more 
gunboats, and two flotillas of torpedo boats, a total tonnage )f 250,000 or 
so. The cost of this equipment was to be ab::>Ut 158,400,000 tels, no small 
item. In addition there would be an outla) for naval base~ The yearly 
cost from 1911 to 1915 inclusive was to be 25,222,679 taels, llus costs of 
maintenance, rising from 36,245,925 taels to 46,109,650 taeh in the same 
period. Prior to 1911 the expenditure on bob old and new n; ral accounts 
was only about 40,000,000 taels annually. 1he new progran was apt to 
mean a considerable strain on the treasury, but the financ tl problem, 
despite various paper solutions, was left in the ·old s.:atus, th source of 
support for the navy being provincial cont:"ibutions, which were only 
too often very slow in arriving.55 

The plans for naval reorganization were the butt of a gn tt deal of 
well-founded criticism from foreigners. The chief argument a ·ainst this 
particular innovation was the impossibility o:' China'.> develc ting in a 
short time a navy vast enough to meet her neec s. In the meant ne, while 
her naval force was small, it would be only a juicy tidbit for 1e larger 
fleet of a predatory power. Money, which v. as none too plt 1tiful in 
Peking, could well have been expended on some more m;eful if . ·ss spec
tacular and "patriotic" reform. As it happened, time wa.> not vo chsafed 
to the imperial government to carry out its high· reaching schemt and to 
spend the funds thus optimistically allotted to na\ al constmction. ~n 1911 
the blow against which the dynasty had been trying to accumulat forces 
of defense fell, and in the ensuing struggle the nt!W army and na' r dem
onstrated once again the bitter truth that in many .:ases the reform. begun 
under imperial auspices were veritable Frankensteir. creatior . .s which urned 
against the authors of their being. 

• 5s NCH, February 18, 1910 . 
• 

54 Ibid., Decemb~r 9, 1910. 
65 NCH, March 3, 19~1; China Year Book, 1912, p. 259. 
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Four phases of Western civilization were calculated to make-the greatest 
impression on the Chinese mind as differing radically from anything to be 
found in the Middle Kingdom. The mechanical devices of the Occident 
were striking and useful and before long had won for themselves an open
ing in China; the great armies and navies of the West, a contrast to the 
disdained troops of China, soon served as the model for a reorganized 
defense force; the lt;arning of the foreigners was in time grafted on the 
ancient Confucian curriculum. There remained the governmental systems 
characteristic of Europe and America; and in 1905 the Empress Dowager 
took the first step toward the renovation of the imperial government after 
the models of the West. No phase of her reform is more amazing than her 
appearance as sponsor· of constitutionalism, considering the inherent abso
lutism of her character and her long acceptance of paternal de5potism as 
the ideal of government. In China from time immemorial the people had 
been the subjects of the Throne's compassion, but by no means its assistants 
and advisers in the art of government; only superior men, those who had 
improved themselves by conscientious study of the Confucian principles, 
were fitted for that task. Consequently the prevalence of popular partici
pation in government in the West was provocative of much thought among 
those at the helm of the Chinese government. A few years before, any 
proposal for the diminution of the imperial prerogative would have been 
viewed as heinous, but China enfeebled by foreign aggression and internal 
rebellion must rejuvenate herself by any methods which seemed likely to 
promise success. 

Japan was the pattern, the strongest of all Asiatic powers; what was 
the secret of her newly found strength and indeed of the puissance of 
Occidental nations with which China had had such unhappy contacts? 
Pondering this question, many were inclined to answer that the formula 
was Western education and based on it a new method of governmental 
organization-constitutionalism. By some coincidence all the powers which 
were flourishing and great had constitutions, while those which were sickly 
and unimportant had not. Of the major nations with whom China had 
extensive dealings, the only one which had resisted the tide of political 
liberalism in the nineteenth century was Russia, and in 1905 that mighty 
Goliath had fallen before the attacks of Japan. China wished to be strong. 
Very well, she too must have a constitution.1 

That the EmQres_s_QoJVag~ was willigg_in 190SJQ we!~me ~lJ:eJ..1!ti.orr~. 

1 Bland, Recent Events and Presmt Policies in China, p. 110~ 
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in the government did_I!ot m~~n_th<!Csl'l_~_)]ad been convelj:J l to democra<;y 
O_L.eYf.U to limited mona_rchy, She W-~ too canny and 1 tO tenacious of 
power to support radical_ changes for which China was not [!!epared~ But 
J ~an held forth a pleasing prospect, for there "a despot ;m strict com
bined with absolute equality" had all but been a1:hieved. The Japanese 
constitution seemed to combine an almost · mimpaired impe ial prerogative 
with the institutions characteristic of Western government . Under such 
a system, the Throne could summon to it! aid the opinion of its people 
without sacrificing its own power of final d,:cision. Here wa the prototype 
of the C!:I}nese_governmental.refq_r!!JS _gf_tt ~years 1905 to 9_11, and how 
closely it was imitated even in details we shall see a.s we tal ! up the steps 
by which the imperial intention to liberalizt the government was divulged. 

The outcome of the Russo-Japanese WH aroused those lements in all 
Asiatic countries which wished for a more liberalized or mo ~ independent 
regime, as the case might be. China could w>t hope to escape :his epidemic. 
To forestall such agitation it was proposed that the goverm .ent promptly 
grant a paFliament, a suggestion which w<ts referred to \ tan Shih-kai, 
Chang Chih-tung, and Tsen Chun-hsuen. Their reply d :Jared China 
unready for a parliament, but favored th,! formation, on the Japanese 
example, of provincial assemblies to advise the viceroys and, e~vernors, the 
course which was ultimately followed. 2 lli ball th!J~Ls~U:.oJ 'ng.Jh.e.&dict 
of JJI1yJ.5..~ J90~,_gave_itl1perial approval to __ :lie_tr5!1ldJow'!J;"..Q C~,_r.nision Qf 
th_e_gQ._v~rnli!:~ntal m~chin~ry. It opened with the customary and justified 
complaint that though the Throne had decreed re:torms o many sorts 
the officials on whom their execution devalued had from ig orance done 
nothing to carry them out. The decree orde:·ed that a comm sion be sent 
abroad to various foreign countries to deterrrine what form o government 
would best suit the needs of China. Four commissioners wet named, but 
the composition of the party was changed several times b fore its de
parture. The two most important memben., who were als· among the 
original appointees, were Duke Tsai Tse anc. Tuan Fang, be h Manchus, 
but liberal and enlightened men. The group was divided into No sections, 
one, under Tsai Tse, to visit Japan, Great Britain, France, a d Belgium; 
the other, under Tuan Fang, to go to Germany, Rus:>ia, Aus ·ia, and the 
United States.8 September 24, 1905, was the day set for the eparture of 
the delegates, but when they were assembled <.t the station, at 'mb injured 
Tsai Tse and Shao Ying, two of the commissioners, and Wt Ting-fang, 
who had come to see the party off, and killt d three bodyser ants.4 The 
departure of the commission was delayed unt: 1 the end of the rear. 

• 
• 2 NCH, July 7, 1905 . 

3 United States {oreign Relations, 1905, p. 179; NCH, September 

• NCH, September 29, 1905. 
I 
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During the months of the commissioners' absence the government was 
not idle. An edict of November 25, 1905, ordered the establishment of a 
department for examining foreign political conditions with an eye to 
determining which were most suitable for China.5 In the capital there was 
much discussion of the proposed changes. In August 1906 the commis
sioners returned to Peking, with very sanguine views as to the value of 
Western political institutions for China. Their admiration had been 
aroused particularly by the British and German governments, a strange 
enough pair, but both monarchies which had been able to assimilate popular 
institutions. They wisely recommended, however, that the Japanese con
stitution serve as the model, conditions in that country being far more 
comparable to those in China. As in Japan, so in China, the liberalizing of 
the government was to be the result of imperial abnegation, not of popular 
demand.6 

That the commissioners' study of Western institutions had not been in 
vain is indicated by the supposed memorial of Tsai Tse, published in Octo
ber 1906, in which he defended constitutionalism on the ground that it 
would perpetuate the power of the dynasty by shifting responsibility to 
ministers responsible to the people while the Throne remained outside 
criticism; that it would remove the reproach of semi-civilization which 
absolutism incurred and would thus lessen the aggressiveness of the foreign 
powers toward China; and that by strengthening the internal administration 
of the country it would help to prevent disturbances-a penetrating and 
cogent set of arguments. Not even this firm advocate of limited monarchy 
desired these changes to come at once, however ; China was not yet pre
pared.7 

On August 27 a royal commission was chosen to examine and report 
on the memorials submitted by Tsai Tse, Tuan Fang, and their colleagues .. 
At the head of this imposing body was placed a young and inexperienced 

. ~ Manchu, Prince Chul1,.th~ brother of Kuang Hsu. This appointment was 
not dictated wholly by favoritism or bad judgment. Chun was one of the 
few princes who had been abroad, having gone to Germany in 1901 to 
present the formal apology for the murder of Baron von Ketteler in 1900. 
More significant for the future was the fact that he was married to the 
daughter of Tzu Hsi's old friend and servant, Jung Lu, and that in the 
event of Kuang Hsu's death their infant child would be almost certain to 
have the Empress Dowager's support as a candidate for the Throne, in 
which case, Prince Chun would assume the regency. Such was the actual 
course of events in 1908. The experience which Chun would gain as head 
of the commission to report on governmental reform might serve him well 

5 NCH, December 1, 1905. 

e Ibid., August 10, 1906. 
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in the future. Among the other members of th s body were Pri 
Yuan Shih-kai, Hsu Shih-chang, Tieh Liang, Sun Chia-nai, tl 
of the 1898 reforms, and others to the number of twelve.8 

Four days after the announcement of this commis>ion, an• 
prompted by the advice and urgings of many of its members 
issued one of the greatest of the reform edicts c f her reign, the 1 
ment of September 1, 190?, whi_ch_ proclaimed the Throne's"""ad 
the principle of constitutio'nalism 'while postp•ming the prod~ 
definite constitutional institutions until the cot ntry was ready 
them. This edictJoUows : 

From the founding of our dynasty to the present 1 ime the wise meas1 
by the holy monarchs who have succeeded one anothe · upon th•~ throne 
without exception been taken with due regard 'to the e2:igencies of the tirr 
been embodied in the Statutes of the Empire. 

At present all nations are in free communication with each other, ; 
methods of government and their laws are influenced one by another. ( 
institutions, however, remain as of old, a cendition of affairs which thre~ 
and disaster, day by day becoming more imminent. Un ess we broaden ou 
by a more comprehensive study of the institutions of other lar.ds, and i 
laws accordingly we shall fail to keep the path of progress marked 
imperial ancestors, and there will be no hope of sec1ring that just ad 
which the welfare of ministers and people alike demand. 

Some time ago, therefore, we appointed certain n inisters b> visit fc 
tries to inquire into their methods of government, and [ uke Tsai-tse and h 
haye .now returned and,!l1ade tP.eir_reports. All axe .<~.g; eed that 1he-l~-() 
in the state is due to the separationbetw;;;;;- the off.cials and the peo1 
lack of co-operation between the capital and the provir ces. The officials : 
of the needs of the people, and the people do not understand what is r 
the safety of the state. The wealth and strength of o her countries are ' 
practice of constitutional government, in which public questions are de1 
consultation with the people. The ruler and his peop!t are as one body ; 
one spirit, as a result of which comprehensive consideration is given to 
welfare and the limits of authority are clearly defined. Even in securing 
priating funds for public use, as well as in all political measures, there 
which is not made the public concern of the people. Moreov·~r, these 
learn from one another, and are constantly improving their methods so 
the highest degree of prosperity. The success of govet nment and the con 
people have their origin here. 

Under these circumstances we can but consider cuefully the form 
ment best suited to the needs of the times, and adopt a constitutional poti' 
the supreme authority shall be vested in the crown, btt all questions of 
shall be considered by a popular assembly. 

These are the foundation principles upon which tb: perpetuity of the 
rest. As yet, however, the constitution is not prepared, and the people, t 
properly equipped with the necessary knowledge. If ·IVe adopt hasty mt 
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simply issue specious and pretentious documents, how can we secure the confidence 
of the people? 

If, therefore, we would get rid of accumulated evils and fix responsibility, we 
must first of all begin with the offu::ial organization. The first thing imperatively 
necessary is that the regulations relating to official functions be taken up and con
sidered one by one and successively amended, and that the various classes of laws 
likewise be carefully arranged. 

We must extend education, put the finances in order, improve the military system, 
establish a police organization throughout the Empire, cause the gentry and people 
to thoroughly understand political affairs, and thus by such preparation lay the founda
tions of constitutional government. 

Let the ministers and officials in the capital and the Provinces give thorough 
attention to these matters and exert themselves to insure success. 

In a few years, when the system shall have been roughly outlined, we can, after 
due consideration of the circumstances, collate and compare the methods of other 
nations and adopt a satisfactory form of constitutional government as well as fix a 
date for putting it into operation. That date will depend upon the rate of progress 
being made, and will be proclaimed accordingly to the Empire. 

Let all the Tartar generals, viceroys, and governors of the Provinces instruct the 
literary classes and the common people to rouse themselves to earnest efforts in behalf 
of education, in the hope that everyone may come to understand the real meaning of 
patriotism, and comprehend those principles by which the nation is to be united for 
the promotion of civilization, that private interests are not to be pursued to the injury 
of the public welfare, that petty jealousies must not be allowed to defeat national 
policies, and that respect for authority is the preservation of peace. 

Thus we may hope that the people will accumulate the stores of wisdom needed 
for the establishment of a constitutional form of government.9 

This edict well illustrates the curious mixture of naivete and shrewd
ness in many borrowings from the West made during the last years of the 
Manchus. There was no evidence in this or later edicts that Tzu Hsi had 
more than a most general knowledge of the institutions and conditions 
which the adoption of constitutionalism would bring. She cherished the 
hope that a parliament, once established, would not attempt to infringe on 
the authority of the Throne, and that when a constitutional regime was 
instituted China would somehow attain to a sort of millenium in which 
ruler and ruled would live in complete harmony. Combined with these 
sanguine conceptions were a number of very sound ideas. Very properly 
the establishment of the new order was delayed till the essential prerequi
sites. of education and proper finances should have been dealt with. The 
whole plan of a constitution and a parliament seemed to blend harmoniously 
with the veritable leit motif of the reforms of this period-the desire for 
greater centralization. Gone were the days when freedom from foreign 
complications and domestic restlessness made the comparative independence 
of the provincial and local authorities a matter of little moment. In the new 

• 
9 United States Foreign Relations, i906, Part I, pp. 349-350.' 
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era, Peking must be able to exercise a more immediate and unified control, 
and a parliament, representing the whole nati•m and obedien: to the 
Throne's final command, might assist in the attaining cf this o jective. 
The policy of centralization, essential as it was fc r the continuanc of the 
central authority, was certain to arouse sharp opp)sition from the titherto 
semi-autonomous provinces and especially from tl e officials who s w their 
freedom of action in danger of being diminished. N"evertheless, tht procla
mation of the Throne's benevolent intention to grant to its subjects Jartici
pation in the task of government met with a friendly reception .• 11 over 
the country there were celebrations and speeche! .10 Ail those gt minely 
interested in evolutionary reform were gratified by the decision. An mg the 
disaffected, ho;wever, were those to whom no promise of reform w s valid 
and acceptable provided it had on it the damning mark, "Manchu nade." 

The edict of September 1, 1906, had promised a revision of tht official 
system, and the Peking boards were the first to undergo this proce: :. The 
day after the appearance of the great edict on constitutional govt nment 
the Throne appointed a commission for the revis:on of regulatior as to 
officials. Its membership consisted in the main of the same men \\ to had 
been chosen to pass on the reports of the returned commisdoners, ; 1d the 
results of its deliberations were to receive the fiml inspection of ?rince 
Ching, Chu Hung-chi, and Sun Chia-nai.U 

The proposed modernization of Peking and provincial offic 1ldom 
aroused stubborn opposition from officials of all ranks, but parti ularly 
from the Hanlin Academy. The contagion spread even t::J the c< nmts
sioners themselves, and two refused to serveP This effort to rotect 
personal interests at the expense of public welfare ~eached its culm tation 
in a stormy scene in the Grand Council, where four of the six me tbers, 
Lu Chuan-lin, Jung Ching, Hsu Shih-chang, and Teh Liang, pitted :hem
selves against the "Old Buddha" and were dismisst:d from their po itions 
as councilors as a resultY 

The opposition thus bludgeoned into silence, the revised regulatio s for 
the metropolitan administration were published on Kovember 6, 1906 The 
six boards which, with the addition of a Board of F Jreign Affairs in l901, 
of Commerce in 1903, and of Education in 1905, had so long canst :uted 
the mainstays of the central administration were reorganized as ten 1 tmts
tries.l' The Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of Civil Ap oint-

1o NCH, September 21, 1906. 
11 United States Foreign Relations, 1906, Part I, p. 351 
12 NCH, September 28, 1906. 1a Ibid., November 9, Hi, 1906. 

• 14 The Chinese term, pu, which may be translated "board'' or "ministry," wa used 
~n both cases, but to ,fall the reformed departments "ministries" may serve to ir icate 
their somewhat modernized character. 
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ments remained as before. Constabulary affairs and other civil matters 
were placed under a newly created Ministry of Civil Affairs. The old 
Board of Revenue, rechristened the Ministry of Finance, absorbed the 
Council of Finance. The Board of Rites was expanded to include the 
Courts of Sacrificial Worship, Banquets, and Court Ceremonies. The 
Ministry of Education, created in 1905, was not altered. The old Board 
of War became the Ministry of War, including among its duties those 
formerly performed by the Board of Army Reorganization, and the Court 
of Imperial Stud. It was also given control of naval affairs until the 
setting up of a special Navy Department not long after. The Ministry of 
Justice was the new form of the Board of Punishments, and the- Grand 
Court of Revision was renamed the Court of Cassation. Two of the old 
boards, those of Works and of Commerce, were fused to form a Ministry 
of Agriculture, Industry, and Commerce. A new organization, the Ministry 
of Communications, was brought into being to deal with affairs concerning 
railways, telegraphs, steamships, and posts. To conclude the list, the 
Mongolian Superintendency was renamed the Ministry of Colonies. The 
edict also made brief reference to a Court of Auditors to audit revenues 
and expenditures, and to a new Tzu Cheng Yuan or Government Council 
where prominent officials were to assist in state affairs. This latter proposal 
proved to be the germ of the National Assembly. 

This rearrangement of organizations and functions was most necessary, 
for until this time, the government, when some new line of innovation was 
hit upon, had been content to create impromptu some species of board of 
commission to care for it, the members thereof usually being members of a 
large number of other bodies besides. The consolidation of minor depart
ments with ministries was an excellent step, but one unfortunately not 
carried far enough, for many decorative and outworn institutions, such as 
the Imperial Board of Astronomy, the Imperial Clan Court, the Imperial 
Equipage Department, and others of their ilk, were pronounced not in need 
of reform. The edict, in addition to its rearrangement of posts, announced 
certain principles to which the government would thereafter adhere. Dis
tinction between Manchus and Chinese in the making of appointments was 
to cease and the old system of having two presidents and four vice-presi.:' 
dents for each board was abandoned except in the case of the Waiwupu or 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs.u Despite this declaration, the actual appoint
ments made after the reorganization followed the old system of a half-and
half division of office betwee.t Manchus and Chinese, with the significant 
exception of the Ministry of War, which was placed almost exclusively in 

1 5 The text of this edict will be found in NCR, November 9~ 1906, and in Morse,• 
The Trade and Administration of the Chinese Empire, pp. 395-397. 
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the hands of the Manchus.16 The Throne also conderr. ted pluralism, but 
the only one who took this sentiment seriously, the go\ rnment itself not 
excluded, was Yuan Shih-kai, who res :gned se'len post in order to con
centrate upon his work as viceroy of Ch hli.H The other •luralists retained 
their extra positions, and in subsequent edicts the Th1 me continued to 
appoint to important tasks those official:; who were alre< 1y overburdened 
with office and honor. 

The promulgation of the scheme for metropolitan ofi ~ial reform was 
followed by a grand reshuffling of posts in Peking. The :overnment had 
promised that those removed from office by the changes s ould be shifted 
to positions in the provinces, and after the new ministries h: i been officered 
there was a residuum of no less than 1,40( unemployed. T e new appoint
ments did not arouse much enthusiasm among observers. " n undue num
ber of Manchus was chosen. Moreover, all except two of 1ose named as 
vice-ministers were men trained in the old classical educati( 1al system. It 
was deplored that the problems of the eunuch systerr:, the Ha din Academy, 
and the Manchu banners had not been discu::sed.18 The Japa ese press was 
particularly stringent in its criticism, pointing out that, wh1 ~ the depart
ments in Peking had been rearranged, their: power was still 1ampered by 
the great freedom remaining to the provincial heads, especia 'y in finance 
and military affairs.19 The whole situation was made more liscouraging 
by the prompt appearance of a conservativt reaction which Jwed much 
of its impetus to the dissatisfaction of tho >e who had lost their posts 
and the apprehension of others who feared that their sine1 tres would 
be the next to go.2° Fearing to arouse intens~~ opposition the 'hrone had 
taken halfway measures, and had thus pleased no one. In ext nuation of 
its timorousness, the alarmist reports from the Chinese min: ter in St. 
Petersburg on the difficulties which the Russian government was then 
facing must also be noted.21 The edict of reoq:anizatioct admitt d its own 
partial and tentative character. In a matter where so many veste interests 
were concerned, the Throne had to move wi :h caution. The wave of 
reaction which followed even this incomplete t eform and the ~ ·eat pro
nouncement on the elimination of the production and use of opi1 n whicl;l_ 
came at about the same time, showed the wisdom of making has: ~ slowly. 

The special commissioners next turned to the problem of resh: )ing the 
provincial governments. Manchuria was chosen as the field fot experi-

16 Hsieh, The Gavernment of China (1644-1911), p. 3.i0. 

17 NCH, November 23, 1906. 
18 The Times, November 10, 1906; NCH, October 19, November 16, 19()( Hsieh, 

oj>. cit., p. 350. 
• 19 The Times, No1ember 12, 1906. 

2o NCH, January 18, 1907. 

• 
21 The Timer, November 10, 1~ 6. 
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mentation. The real value and importance of this homeland of the dynasty 
had been brought sharply to its notice by the Russo-Japanese War and by 
the increasing interests of Japan as well as Russia there. The government 
of the region had long been a Manchu monopoly and had been notably 
unsatisfactory until the appointment of the Chinese bannerman, Chao 
Erh-hsun, as governor-general in 1905. Late in 1906 Prince Tsai Chen and 
Hsu Shih-chang were chosen to investigate conditions in Manchuria, and 
on their return in January 1907 they recommended the reorganization of 
the finances of the region, the dissemination of education, the creation of 
military forces on the model of the Peiyang army, and in general any 
steps which would tend to counteract the power of Russia and Japan. 22 

In April 1907 the first step in governmental reform was taken by the 
metamorphosis of the old governor-generalship (or Tartar-generalship) of 
Fengtien into the viceroyalty of the three Manchurian provinces, with Hsu 
Shih-chang as the first incumbent of the post. Under him were to be the 
three governors of Fengtien, Kirin, and Heilungkiang. To the post of 
governor of Fengtien with headquarters at the city of Mukden, Tang 
Shao-yi was appointed. These two selections promised well for the success 
of the project.23 

In the meantime the commission on the reorganization of the provincial 
administration was hard at work. In July, Prince Ching and Sun Chia-nai 
submitted its report in the form of a critique on a previous plan of Duke 
Tsai Tse.24 This document was one of the most thoughtful and judicious 
state papers of this period. It recognized the cardinal necessity of beginn'ing 
reform with the officials at the bottom of the ladder. It mattered little who 
sat in Peking and delivered pronunciamentos if the local officials, incompe
tent and overburdened with duties of all sorts, turned a deaf ear. Morse 
has thus described the traditional theory of official competence: 

Every Chinese official is supposed to be able to undertake every branch of human 
enterprise, from railway engineering to street scavenging, from the interpretation of 
the law to the execution of criminals, and to accept full responsibility for the conse
quences of his acts or the acts of his subordinates.25 

With the changing order of things, the prefects, department magis
trates, subprefects, and district magistrates must be given limited and 

22 NCH. January 11, 1907. 
23 United States Foreign Relations, 1907, Part I, pp. 178-179. For a more extended 

discussion of the reorganization of Manchuria, see Hsu, China and Her Political 
Entity, chapter vi. 

24 Its text witt be found in United States Foreign Relations, 1907, Part I, J'P. 
181-184. • • 

25 Morse, op. cit., p. 68. 
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stated duties. For the old principle of versatility- the new one of ;pecializa
tion was to be substituted; indeed, if one of the watchwords of 1e reform 
campaign was centralization, specialization wa~. the other. The plan pro
vided for the retention of two commissionerships already in e: istence in 
each province, those of justice and of education, the latter createc in 1905.26 

The control of judicial administration and courts was to be conct 1trated in 
the hands of the provincial judge, a step which it was hoped mi ·ht aid in 
the removal of extraterritoriality. The multifari•JUS functions wh ~h apper
tained to the taotais, or officers on circuit, were to be reap ortioned. 
Henceforth, there was to be at each capital a taotai of police a ~airs and 
one of industries, the latter in charge of agriculture, industries, < •mmerce, 
communication, and the courier service. The tao~aiships of the sa t gabelle, 
grain transport, customs, and river conservanc) were to be ret1 ned, but 
all others were to be abolished, except in outlying districts ' here the 
provincial authorities might deem them necessary. The memorial ;ts them
selves analyzed their proposal, noting the especia. significance of 1e estab
lishment of a separate judiciary. Until this t;me, there had een two 
commissionerships in each province, one of justice and one of dvil ad
ministration, but the department and district magistrates had nited in 
their persons both these functions. Relieved of the nec·~ssity o hearing 
lawsuits by the transfer of this task to the judicial commissioner, :he local 
officials might at last have time to discover the precise nature of 1e inno
vations they were being called upon to introduce :tnd to see to th• r incep
tion. Deliberative councils were advocated to ad'rise the .!ocal m: :istrates 
a~ to the desires of those under their jurisdictior., and certain d nges in 
the list of assistant officials in local yamens were nade to prepare ·he way 
for local self-government. The commissioners cbserved that re :>rts on 
the progress of reform had run to words rather than facts. Th r plan, 
combining specialization of functions and the beginnings of lo 1l self
government, was proposed as a way to "escape the present evil o merely 
pretending to discharge the public business." The memorial closed ·ith the 
advice that the higher provincial officials "must ex· .end the benefits >f edu
cation everywhere, that a generation of able men may appear." 0 ly thus 
would it be possible to make ready for a constitutional government .• n edict 
of July 7 accepted these excellent suggestions, wi:h the exceptior of the 
provision for local deliberative bodies, which wer ~ not decreed ti later. 
Following the suggestion of the memorialists, the r ew organization was to 
be applied first in Manchuria, which was already in a state of gover: nental 
transition, and in Chihli and Kiangsu, where intercourse with fo1 igners 

• • 26 Later, provincial commissioners of foreign affairs w< re added--an anon ly in a 
government which aspired to centralization. Chang, "The Provincial Organs r For
eign Affairs," in Chinese Social and Political Science Revi1w, October 1916 . 
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and the spread of new ideas had prepared the way.27 The changes to be 
instituted were embodied in one of the sets of prolix regulations which so 
often served as monuments of clerical industry but administrative in
action.28 

The proposal for the formation of advisory bodies, while not adopted 
at once, was not forgotten. To the Empress Dowager the chief benefit 
which government of the Occidental variety could confer was the better 
opportunity afforded the Throne to learn what was in the minds of the 
people. The great edict of September 1, 1906, had lauded the supposed 
unanimity of ruler and ruled in countries which possessed constitutional 
government. The introduction in China of a parliament and subordinate 
representative bodies might well bring about this consummation by putting 
the Throne in closer touch with the pulse of public opinion. The only 
organ of the government which had been performing functions of organ
ized public opinion was the Censorate, and its members were critics of the 
regular officials rather than channels for the vox populi. On July 8, 1907, 
the Throne granted to all its subjects the privilege of preparing suggestions 
as to the future government of the state, which they were to submit, 
through certain spe'cified channels, to the Throne, a step reminiscent of the 
extension of the right to memorialize which Kuang Hsu had granted in 
1898.29 Whether this step was unproductive of results or was the conscious 
preliminary of a more definite device for the gathering of the popular will, 
on September 28, 1907, an edict appeared in the following terms: 

The first thing to do in establishing a representative government is to get a con
sensus of opinion in the matter. Upper and lower houses of representatives are cer
tainly essential factors in governmental administration. China cannot establish such 
houses of representatives in a moment. We should immediately, however, establish a 
"constitutional assembly" (Tzu Cheng Yuan) that a foundation may be laid for a 
parliament.~o 

Thus, in language which resembled in clearness that of the Delphic 
oracle, the Throne proclaimed the creation of the first deliberative assembly 
in the Empire. The edict announced the selection of Prince Pu Lun and 
Sun Chia-nai as its presidents and directed them, with the Grand Council, to 
prepare detailed regulations for it. To prevent confusion as to the intention 
of the Throne, an edict of September 30 emphasized the fact that the aim of 
all these preparations was the attainment of a constitutional monarchy. 

This is the form of government which is especially suited for China, and the offi
cials and people throughout the Empire should most carefully distinguish between that 
and other forms, in order to avoid confusion.81 

27 United States Foreign RelaHons, 1907, Part I, pp. 179-180. 
• 2s For the text of these regulations see ibid., pp. 184-189. •9 NCH, July 12, 1907. 

30 United States Foreign Relations, 1907, Part I, p. 192. 31 Ibid., p. 196. 
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In Japan, during the period of preJaration for cc stitutionalism, 
various assemblies of assorted composition had been forme• all serving to 
train in parliamentary methods the men who later took tl ir part in the 
Diet proper. This preliminary assembly ill China was likt vise to act as 
a training-school for a number of future parliamentary 1 1.ders. How
ever, it could not furnish much experience to any adequ; e number of 
men. Therefore, the next edict of importa:1ce, that of Oct ber 19, 1907, 
declared: 

.... the provinces should also have some mea 1s whereby an exp ·ssion of public 
opinion could be obtained. The people should be gi ;en an op.portunity J point out and 
explain in what way the province is weak and in •vhat way it is strc g; they should 
discuss means of maintaining the public peace; an•l they should have :orne organiza
tion that would serve as a stepping stone to the in perial constitution; assembly. 

Therefore it is hereby ordered that the viceroy! and govt:rnors im ediately estab
lish deliberative assemblies (Tzu-i-chu) in their res1ective prcvincial c; itals, selecting 
honest and admittedly clever officials and gentry to assist in the orga.r ~ation thereof. 
These officials and gentry selected from various pl1ces for their han• ty and ability 
shall elect competent and efficient men to act as m~mbers of the deli :rative assem
blies; and under no circumstances shall men of evil reputation or loca ''bosses," who 
seek only their own advantage, be chosen by them. 

These carefully chosen bodies were to di >cuss matters re Lting to the 
new institutions and to present their decisions to the provincia authorities, 
who were to take them into consideration or memorialize tht: Throne re
garding them. Members of these provincial assemblies were 1 be chosen 
to serve in the National Asembly, the first ind: cation of the cot position of 
that body. There were also to be councils fot deliberation in refectures, 
departments, and districts.32 In this plan the old blended wi 1 the new. 
The Confucian belief in moral superiority as the one meet qual ication for 
governmental power was conspicuous. Desinus as the Thr• 1e was of 
giving the "people" an opportunity to expre~s themselves, t1 "people" 
were to be only those of undoubted substance c.nd worth. 

The inspiration for the greater developmellt of local self-~ •vernment 
came from the quarter where reform of all sorts flouri!>hed bes the vice
royalty of Yuan Shih-kai. Tientsin had becom:! the leading ex nple of a 
Chinese city with a municipal organization on the Western m del. The 
first elections for the new city council had bem held July 24, mder the 
system of indirect election which had been adopt.~d in the regulati ~s drawn 
up to control this new arrangement. Early :n August, Yua himself 
memorialized the Throne recommending that the Tient>in regu ttions be 
copied throughout the Empire. Provincial heads were therefore tstructed 
t9 set up self-government bureaus for the study of local self-go !tnment, 
• 

• 
3 2 United States Foreig1~ Relations, 1907, Part I, pp. 197-198. 
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with the Tientsin regulations recommended as a model,33 and the edict of 
October 19, 1907, approved local government councils. Although the year 
1907 saw the official proclamation of this whole series of assemblies, local, 
provincial, and national, not till 1908 and 1909 were detailed regulations 
for their formation and operation ready, and the bodies themselves were 
organized in the years from 1909 on. 

The edict of December 24, 1907, is a most enlightening commentary on 
the atmosphere surrounding these imperial plans and projects for the 
liberalizing of the patriarchal regime. The government was constrained to 
admit that it was between the horns of a dilemma. Should the Manchu 
dynasty confine its reforms to paper promises, all the student class and 
revolutionary agitators would rise in denunciation; should it attempt 
reforms, every increase in education and in opportunities for the expression 
of opinion would increase the group who looked on the Manchus as hypo
crites or laggards. Indeed, in these last years of their hegemony, the 
Manchus were engaged in a most delicate and hazardous game. Reform 
either too slow or too rapid would mean their destruction, and unfor
tunately only reform which was in reality far too precipitate would satisfy 
the most vocal and active group of their subjects. All the dangers which 
the increased talk of constitutions and assemblies and popular government 

·were raising were described by the Throne itself in these terms : 

The Throne is most sincere in attempting these reforms. There have, of late, been 
not a few among the governing classes, the merchants, the literari [sic], and the popu
lace who have intelligently performed their individual duties;. but there have been also 
many fickle, deceitful, ignorant ones entirely lacking in insight. People have made 
these constitutional reforms a pretext for meddling with the internal and foreign con
cerns of the Government. When one has raised his voice a hundred have flocked to 
him and added their quota to the general chorus of interference ..... The national 
ideals begin to be shaken. This all serves to interrupt the laying of the foundations 
for a constitutional government. The peaceful rule of the country is disrupted and, 
most important of all, the real establishment of a constitutional government is post
poned to an indefinite date, as is also the day when the Empire will regain its strength. 

The people must be allowed to understand these things and express themselves, but 
they must not indulge in disorderly discussions. Under constitutional forms of gov
ernment ministers and people are mindful of distinctions of rank and maintain peace
ful relations.B4 

The place for discussion, urged the Throne, was in the national and pro
vincial assemblies, and a set of regulations controlling unruly public dis
cussion was promised. The government was beginning to taste the diffi
culties of a period of transition, when restlessness and truculence seized 
many of its subjects. Already the controversy over provincial control of 

as United States Foreign Relations, 1907, Part I, pp. 189-190; NCH, August ~. 
9, 1907. 34 United States Foreign Relations, 1908, p. 177. 
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railways as against central control and foreign l(•ans was in full 
~ationalism was becoming stronger and, as it grew, constituted an 
ing threat to the alien dynasty. "China for. the Cb inese" was a cr~ 
could be turned not only against f'oreig~ enterprise l•ut ~gainst Mane 

Despite these ominous symptoms of intransige<.nce, the goverm 
Au[ust 27, 1908, proclaimed the so-called ·~:edudp,l~s, o;c. the C 
ITou.''35 In- July a body consisting of the bureau for the collation 
ministrative· methods and the constitutional comm ssion had been 
to present to the Throne the basic principles of a C·mstitution, the r 
for election to the projected parliament and its powers, and the 
measures to be t'aken each year in carrying out a :::omprehensive t:: 
of reform.. The next month their report on tbese veritable lal 
Hercules was. ready. No phase of the reform effo~ts of the later) 
the Empire is more open ~o criticism than the hast:r and uncritical • 
of Western, and especially Japanese, institutions, which in many ca~ 
the place of hard study of Chinese requirements and needs. It ha 
Ito, the great constitutional reformer of Japan. some seven y 
formulate a constitution for his country. The :hinese commis 
called on to perform a task of even greater magnitude, bri~;kly rep( 
a few weeks, for the "principles" which they submitted were dra\\ 
minor changes, from the very constitution which had cost Ito s• 
thought.36 The resulting document was strongly mJnarchic in tone. 
hill, the American minister to China, said of it: 

The principle [ s11c], the only preoccupation of the memorialists has beet 
serve undiminished the autocratic powers of the Sovere gn, while bringin~ 
closer relation with the people through the medium of th~ provinc:at asseni 
the Imperial Parliament, which are to be purely consultati1e bodies without a1 
whatsoever, not even that of choosing the subjects of thei · debates.H7 

Because of its conservative and anti-democrati ~ tone, this outli 
constitution has served as the basis for accusations that the M 
insincere in their promise of constitutionalism, we:·e attempting to 
the people with paper promises.38 It must be rerrembered, howev 
in none of the edicts relating to constitutionalism had there ever 
promise to transform China into a democratic mmarchy on the 
model. To the Empress Dowager and her advisers, constitutional 
not mean relinquishment of power by the Throm. As the edict , 
tember 1, 1906, had declared, the new governmen: was to be "a c· 

85 Ibid., 1908, pp. 191-196; also given in part in Hsieh, op. cit., pp. 371-37 
36 For a tabulation of the similarities between this set of principles and t 

nese constitution see Hsieh, op. cit., pp. 353-354. 
• 31 United States foreign Relations, 1908, pp. 189-190. 

88 Hsieh, op. cit., pp. 353-355. 
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114 THE REFORM MOVEMENT IN CHINA 

tional polity in which the supreme authority shall be vested in the crown, 
but all questions of government shall be considered [but not decided] by 
a popular assembly." The authors of the "principles" of 1908 adhered to 
this. conception. The aim of the constitution was stated to be "to conserve 
the power of the sovereign and protect the officials and people." They 
divided the constitutions of the world into two classes, those granted from 
above and those won by pressure from below. That of China was to be of 
the former class. In short, "The parliament must grow out of the con
stitution, not the constitution out of the parliament." The "principles" set 
three fundamental axioms for the proposed constitution: ( 1) that the 
sacred majesty of the Throne may not be offended against; (2) that the 
sovereign has absolute power, which he chooses to exercise in constitutional 
forms; and ( 3) that officials and people, according to the laws, have 
privileges to which they are entitled and duties which they owe. Such 
"principles" were, of course, unsatisfactory to the radicals in that they 
promised no limitation of the Throne's prerogative. However, a constitu
tion on paper and in practice are often different matters. In Japan the 
great powers of the Throne have been exercised through the ministers and 
parliament, and it was conceivable that such a development might take 
place in China. 

The "principles" did not comprise the total of the suggestions submitted 
to the Throne on August 27, 1908. In their memorial the commissioners 

• emphasized the" necessity of careful preparation for the inauguration of a 
parliament, stressing the need of census statistics as an aid in elections, the 
codification of laws, the extension of education, and practice in local self
government. Such tasks would necessitate time; the question was how 
much. There had been agitated discussions on this point. A considerable 
number in the nation at large wanted a parliament at once, and in time 
this urgency was to spread. But in 1908 the members of the body for the 
examination of the principles of the constitution were not so hasty. A 
number favored five years as a sufficient time, a greater number considered 
ten years advisable, and one voted for a twenty-year period.39 The result 
was a compromise on a nine-year interval, during which the country could 
be made ready to receive constitutionalism. _Qu=Au~:::us.L2Z, 1908, this o 

nine-year period was approved by the Empress Dowager, together with a r 

detailed program of the special progress to be made during each year of 
that time.40 It was a remarkable piece of official optimism, considering that 
the Throne found it chronically necessary to reproach its servants for their 
delay in putting into effect the reforms which had already been decreed. 

aa NCH, July 4, 1908. 

40 For the nine-year program, the best evidence of how mu~ China had to do, s~e 
Appendix A. 
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During the first year, corresponding app ·oximately to thE 
of 1908, inter alia, provincial assemblies wEre to be decreed 
local self-government and for the reorganization of the fir 
municipal laws, mercantile laws, and court procedun:, were b 
and easy lesson books for the compulsory use of the peoJ 
prepared. The greater part of the first )ear's program ' 
carried out, perhaps because it consisted largely of the f 
rules and regulations, that comparatively st·~rile phase of re 
the government attained its greatest success. In the follm~ 
tions for the provincial assemblies were to t<.ke place, local sE 
bureaus were to be established in every plac:e of importance 
to be taken in every province, and in addition a vast amount 1 

functions and drawing up of rules and regulations was to be 
Thus the plan went on, each year suppo~.edly to 'witness 
chiefly in the extension of deliberative bodies in provincE 
units, the spread of education, the codificat .on of laws, and 
of an adequate judicial system. The last o:' the nine years 
culmination of this process, for then the con;titution was to l 
and elections for parliament were to be held. It has been no 
it is worthy of further emphasis here, that i1 1916, at the en 
of preparation, literacy was to reach the tigh-wat<:r mark 
every twenty. 

In 1908 critics of the government's effo::ts could look w: 
progress to date, declaring that grandiloquent decrees and 
regulations did not constitute reform, and even intimating tl 
had no intention of converting its paper reforms into facts. 
of constitutionalism had progressed betwee 1 1906, when it 
only by an edict promising its installation in "a few years," 
part of 1908, when plans; for its inception had att<.ined to 
extent indicated above. Future events were to evidence tl 
the Throne's intention to carry out the nine-year program, a 
to do so. After the almost feverish activity of July and At 
the work of formulation and planning, th·~ stage was set 
inauguration of such novelties in China as the provincia 
assemblies. 

Bland and Backhouse, in their life of the Emp::ess Do' 
that there may have been a special reason for this haste 1: 
illness of the Empress Dowager. In the summer of 1908, he 
to fail, and in August she suffered a sli1~ht paralytic str 

• 41 This account of the illness of the Empress Dowager and the : 
• choice of an heir \.'; drawn from Bland and Backhouse, China tm£ 
~qgp:, p~4~63. " ' ' 
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116 THE REFORM MOVEMENT IN CHINA 

apparent also that Kuang Hsu had not much longer to live; indeed, intima
tions were not lacking that more than mere coincidence accounted for the 
parallel between his state of health and that of his aunt. He was a victim 
of Bright's disease and, owing to the sacredness of the imperial person, had 
never received proper care. But it has often been asserted that his death 
was due not so much to that disease as to poison administered with Tzu 
Hsi's consent, an assertion which has recently been supported by Princess 
Der Ling in_her work,_Old $'lU}dha. Tzu Hsi recovered from her stroke, 
but Kuang H:su grew steadily worse. The choice of an heir became im
perative. On November 13, Tzu Hsi summoned to her presence the chief 
advisers of the Throne. Prince C~ing and Yuan Shih-kai backed the claim 
of Prince Pu Lun, but others supported the infant son of Prince Chun. 
The Empress Dowager made the final decision ; indeed, her mind had been 
made up for more tha'n five years. She cast her deciding lot in favor of the 
child Pu Yi, Prince Chun's son, because he was the grandson of Jung Lu 
and his elevation would be a posthumous recognition of the great services 
of that councilor to China in general and to Tzu Hsi herself. Yuan ven
tured again to push Pu Lun's claims but was silenced by the Empress 
Dowager. What if the new Emperor, not three years of age, would be 
incapable of conducting the government for many years? His father, 
Prince Chun, and, more important still, Tzu Hsi herself, would tend to 
that for him . 

• On.N.o:v.elllher l4 Kvat;tg,Hsu died. The appropriate _valedictory decree, 
praising the virtues of his reign and rehearsing the reforms which he had 
instituted for the good of his country was drafted by Tzu Hsi, the last of 
many documents in which the Emperor's name had cloaked her own ac
tions. That unfortunate and thwarted ruler thus removed, Pu Yi assumed 
the Throne with the reign name of Hsuan Tung, and became heir by 
adoption to both Tung Chih and Kuang Hsu, thus settling at last the old 
question of the sacrifices to the former. Prince Chun was made Regent 
with control over ordinary affairs but with the obligation of consulting 
the Empress Dowager on all important concerns of state. The next day 
Tzu Hsi herself became severely ill, and this time it was her own farewell 
decree which must be drafted. In it were sketched the strange vicissitudes 
in China's history which she had witnessed and in many of which she had 
played so significant a part-the Taiping rebellion, her regency for Tung 
Chih, the elevation of Kuang Hsu, her "inevitable and bounden duty to 
assume the regency," and of late her adoption of the constitutional prin
ciple. She died soon after the completion of this last word to her people. 

This sudden clearing of the stage brought a general sense of stupefac-• 
tion and apprehension. The strong hand in Peking was gone. Who hence-. 
forth would be the chief advocate of reform? There ~as little sense of 
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loss at the passing of Kuang Hsu, unless it might be among :ang Yu-wei, 
Liang Chi-chao, and their followers, who tad long urged t ~ removal of 
the Empress Dowager and the restoration of the imperial refc mer of 1898. 
For years Kuang Hsu had been a mere sha 1ow ; the real dr ·ing force in 
the administration had been the domineeri11g and able wot an who had 
snatched from him the supreme power. Ir her pkce now tood J):ip.s;e 
Chun, young, reasonably enligh,tened, but itlexperienced anc unfitted for 
the great responsibility which, contrary to Tzu Hsi'1; intentit 1s, had thus 
devolved on him. It soon became only too plain that with the accession of 
the infant Hsuan Tung the twilight of the c ynasty had begt . in earnest. 
With the steadily growing anti-dynastic sent ment, fostered t every sign 
of dilatoriness on the part of the Manchus, Chun needed wis advisers if 
he wished to succeed in carrying on the great work of Tzu H1 ; yet it was· 
not two months before the ablest of all the ouncilor1; of the ~hrone was 
summarily dismissed. 

In September 1908 Yuan Shih-kai had ce ebrated his fiftit h birthday, 
amid a shower of presents and felicitations. Prince Chun al :1e paid no 
congratulatory visit and sent no gifts.42 Wh:r? For the reas :1 we must 
go back to the time ten years before when Yuan had "betra3 ~d" Kuang 
Hsu and won the eternal hatred of that sov~reign. This bit ~rness was 
shared by Kuang Hsu's less cloistered brothet, ~..chun,, ho now in 
1908 became Regent. It was hoped that whatever l:.is persc •al feeling 
toward Yuan, Chun would be forced by the exigenc:'.es of tl ~ times to 
retain him in office.43 But Kuang Hsu had le :t behind him a ·ill, which 
declared: 

We were the second son of Prince Ch'un when th{ Empress Dowaget 5elected Us 
for the Throne. She has always hated Us, but for 011r misery of the p; t ten years 
Yuan Shih-k'ai is responsible, and one other (the sec:md name is said t have been 
illegible). When the time comes I desire that Yiian be summarily beheade .H 

Unhappily for the dynasty Prince Chun <.!lowed ;)rotheri: piety to 
triumph over the necessities of state. He did,nc·t decapi·:ate Yua , but did 
dismiss hiro.!n>m qffice in the..~t.PtJan.Wlt.Y Z"'.l9QQ,,.~ mode for state 
papers in the ironic vein: 

Yuan Shih-kai, Grand Councillor and President of the Wdwupu, h ving been 
repeatedly promoted and appointed to high office in th<~ last rei~;n, We h: ·e on our 
ascension to the throne bestowed a reward on him for h s useful abilities a1 1 in order 
that he may exert himself. Unexpectedly he is sufferin1: from leg· disease nd walks 
only with difficulty. H~ _i~-.fu~eforlO.~ incapacitat.eQ. fq: qffice. Let him acate. his 
post and return to his native place for treatment of his 1isease. This is to how Our 
compassion and consideration of !;lim. 45 

42 Bland and BacJ<;house, op. cit., p. 451. 43 NCH, Hovember 21, 1908. 
44 Bland and Backhouse, op. cit., p. 460. 45 NCH, January 9, 1909. 

-~.;;:;;. ·-· .,.~·~.~~ ~ ·- 'il 
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Yuan had received warning of his imminent downfall when he had 
been refused admittance to the Grand Council, and had thereupon fled to 
Tientsin. He soon was assured of his personal safety and left Tientsin for 
his home in Honan, there to remain till the last act of the drama of the 
fall of the Manchus.46 Tang Shao-yi, Yuan's disciple, then in the United 
States on an important financial mission, was unable to carry his negotia
tions to a successful conclusion, largely because the expulsion of Yuan 
made it uncertain that Tang himself would be supported by the new 
n§gime.47 In China, Yuan's forced retirement was followed by the resigna
tion of a few of his followers; but, contrary to the old custom, many of 
them remained in office, and Liang Tun-yen, for example, even assumed 
one of the posts vacated by his former patron.48 The foreign representa
tives1 considerably exercised by the removal of the chief reformer, were 
quick in making friendly representations to the Chinese government, not 
to secure Yuan's recall, for that was outside their competence, but to urge 
that the policy which he represented should not fall with him. They were 
met by assurances from Prince Ching that reform on the lines laid down 
under Tzu Hsi was still the policy of the administration.49 It was prob
lematic, however, how well reform would succeed without its chief ex
ponent. Kuang Hsu had been avenged, but at an exorbitant price. Chun, 
like another monarch, had indeed "dropped the pilot." 

Tzu Hsi was dead and Yuan Shih-kai in disfavor. The next to dis
appear was Ch<inz..C:hih:tlJXJ,g, .that veteran servant of the state, who died 
on October 5, 1909. Enigmatic and variable as he had shown himself, on 
the whole he had been a proponent of modernization and especially diligent 
in connection with the changes in education and the extension of railway 
facilities. With the exception of Yuan, most of the Grand Councilors in 
the last years of Tzu Hsi's life had been old men, more accustomed under 
her strong hand to take orders than to make suggestions.50 The Throne's 
best advisers were now gone; only a few elderly gentlemen, not astonish
ingly able, but in some cases amazingly corrupt, were left. The Empress 
Dowager's state funeral in November 1909 was indeed an occasion for 
gloomy reflections. It was made more so by the second great blunder of the 
Prince Regent. The funeral ceremonies supplied the pretext for the re
moval of the ablest of the Manchu officials, Tuan Fang. The reason for his 
dismissal may seem to Westerners better fitted to adorn a farce by W. S. 

46 NCH, January 16, 1909. 
47 Straight, "China's Loan Negotiations" in Blakeslee, Recent Developments in 

China, p. 127. 
48 NCH, January 9, 1909; Tsao, "The Relation of the Returned Students to th~ 

Chinese Revolution" in Blakeslee, op. cit., p. 165. • • 
49 The Times, January 4, 16, 1909. 50 NCH, September 25, 1909. 
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Gilbert than a serious state document, for the decree cf Nover Jer 20, 1909, 
referred Tuan Fang to the Ministry of Civil Office: 

.... for determination of a penalty for taking ?hotographs on the ll'ay, for mov· 
ing about in his sedan chair with undue freedom a 1d for making use ,f the trees at 
the Mausolea for telegraph poles.s1 

The punishment was dismis~;al. In reality tl:.ese irrelevant at I flimsy ex
cuses cloaked the animus of the new Empre! s Dowager, the ieee of Tzu 
Hsi and widow of Kuang Hsu, who was earer to gain the p wer as well 
as the title of her deceased aunt. The Rege 1t, entangled in ~e mesh of 
court intrigue, was forced to sacrifice his pr<•h~ge, Tuan Fan1 52 A series 
of deaths within the next few months stripped the Throne · t other ex
perienced 'advisers, as Sun Chia-nai, Tai Hurg-tze, and Lu C uan-lin one 
after another vanished from the scene. 

With the passing of most of the conspicuc •US figur.es in Ch 1ese official 
life, the personality and policy of the young Regent became < • great im-
portance. Time did not dispel the impression-~J::l.~_htc_e_ C~,tll was pleas
ant, accessible, and desirous of pursuing < 'liberal policy, ':>ut it did 
demonstrate that he was devoid of both ability and tact. Morea' r, with the 
end of the Empress Dowager's long contrcl, party politics in Peking 
flourished vigorously. Against the Regent was soon pitted a fa tion under 
the young Empress Dowager.53 By the terms of Chun's rege :y he was 
in control of all ordinary affairs, but a provision, originally ~signed to 
benefit Tzu Hsi, now served to give her niec( a claim to sUpi macy, for 
Chun was not to decide matters of great importance without r terence to 
the Empress Dowager.54 

The Empress' faction was strengthened b) the adherence f all who 
disliked the pronounced preference shown by C 1un for ·:he merr: ers of his 
immediate family. Honors and posts of importmce were show( ed on the 
young princes, to the dismay of other aspirants for preferrr nt. This 
nepotistic policy was widely denounced by all thE: opponents of th dynasty; . 
it had a more general and more serious phase :n the favoritism ;hown to 
Manchus as against Chinese. 56 Chun was p ·olific ir·. protes ;tions of 
earnest determination to follow m the footsteps of Tzu Hsi, but his 
inexperience and_~is r.a,<:ja\,..bias J;llad.eit impossil•le for him to ol: 1in from 
the rank and file of officialdom even that lirr:ited obedience ' hich the 
Empress Dowager had been able to command. Even under h r strong 

• 

61 Ibid., November 27, 1909. 

sz Ibid., September 30, 1910. 63 Ibid. 

• 64 United States Foreign Relations, 1909, p. 126. 
55 NCH, August j1, 1909; September 30, 1910 . 

66 United States Foreign Relations, 1909, p. 125. 
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hand, the reform program had not been carried out as scheduled, and in 
the first year of the Regent's administration the disparity between reform 
on paper and in practice was great. By June the commission on constitu
tional reform had discovered that only in Chihli, Shantung, and Kiangsu 
was the reform program anywhere nearly up to schedule. Later in the 
year the Throne itself reviewed the reports sent in on the progress of the 
nine-year program, and referred in scathing terms to the attempts of many 
officials to cloak under a plethora of words an insufficiency of achieve
ment.57 

One of the least successful reforms was the foundation of bureaus for 
local self-government. Regulations for these institutions had been ap
proved on January 18, 1909.58 Participation in these new councils and 
boards of supervisors was limited to "reputable literati," who usually 
became tools of the local mandarins. ~either local nor central officials 
seemed much concerned by the failure of these "stillborn regulations."59 

Other phases of reform, such as the elimination of opium and the increase 
of education, were more successful during the regency, but it was largely 
their own impetus which carried them on. Many edicts on army and navy 
affairs and that will-of-the-wisp, currency reform, were issued. But 
Prince Chun's first significant effort to carry on the plans of Tzu Hsi was 
the summoning of the provincial assemblies. 

These bodies had first been decreed in October 1907, but so vague 
were the provisions then made that for the time being nothing was done. 
By the middle of 1908, however, the necessary set of regulations was 
ready.. The draftsmen were two Chekiang students educated in Japan, 
who based their production to some extent on the Japanese regulations for 
prefectural assemblies.60 The regulations were approved on July 22, 1908, 
and in August the Throne announced that the provincial assemblies would 
convene within a year. The regulations at the outset made plain to these 
new bodies just what their role was to be. 

The provincial assemblies, while concerned with local government and designed 
to voice popular opinion, can not be held to diminish the supreme authority of the 
Central Government. It must not be forgotten that all deliberative bodies are re
stricted in their functions to debate. They have absolutely no executive powers ..... 
The provincial deliberative assemblies shall conform with the imperial edicts and act 
as places where the public opinion of the respective Provinces may be ascertained ; 
they shall also deliberate as to what would seem to be beneficial for the Province and 
shall advise their superiors of their opinions. The above shall be their principal 
function. 61 

H NCH, June 19, 1909; United States Foreign Relations, 1910, pp. 328-329. 
68 United States Foreign Relations, 1909, pp. 129-144. 
69 Bland, op. cit., pp. 127-128. 6o The Times, Oct~ber 15, 1909. 
61 The text is given in United States Foreign Relations, 1908, pp. 182-188. 
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Following this general statement, the number o~: membt ·s for each 
assembly was specified, apportioned on the basis of the figure for the old 
literary examinations and the tax rolls, in lieu of ctny cens s statistics. 
Elections were to be indirect, as in the cas~ of the Tients: municipal 
government regulations; that is, the voters were to choose n electoral 
college, which would select the members of ·he' assembly. T e qualifica
tions for suffrage and officeholding were als:> reminiscent ol those used 
in Tientsin. Males of twenty-five years or over and natives of 1e province 
in question might vote, on meeting one of :he following re uirements: 
three years spent in some occupation for the p 1blic gocd, such ;; teaching; 
graduation from a middle school or better in China or abroad possession 
of a literary degree under the old examination syskm; pas tenure of 
government office; ownership of a business Ol' property worth $5,000. If 
the would-be elector was not a native of the province he mu.s· have lived 
there at least ten years and have a business or property valued 1t $10,000 .. 
Men of bad character, opium-smokers, lunatics, and other mdesirable 
groups were excluded from the franchise. Only males of thi ty or over 
were eligible for election. Certain employments debarred men ·om voting 
or holding office, among them being public office (voting·), milit ry service, 
police service, priesthood in the Buddhist or Taoist churches r work as 
a religious teacher in any other creed, and et trollment as stw ~nt in any 
school, these being viewed as pursuits worthy in themselves b t not con
sonant with political privilege. Teachers in primary schools w ·e entitled 
to vote but not to serve. The considerable powers and duties 1llotted to 
these assemblies were offset by the provision tl1at none of their acts could 
become official without the· approval of the viceroy or governc . In case 
of dispute between the assembly and the provin:ial head either 1 rty might 
lay the matter before the National Assembly; v. hich, as we shal see, how
ever, had no more independent power of decisiou than the provin al bodies. 
The viceroys and governors were given the pow•~r to dissolve the ssemblies 
if they transgressed the limits of their power anc proved disobedi 1t, if they 
arrived at decisions of an illegal character, or if they la.psed in1 disorder 
too serious to be controlled by the chairmen. For a variety of re~ ons, such 
as lese majesty or refusal to adjourn on order, 1 he viceroy migh appeal to 
the Throne to order dissolution. 

Such were the rules to govern the first real d ~liberative bodie~ in China. 
The a~sen,J.bjies were obviously meant to be cc nservative in to e, as the 
"silk-gowned" franchise indicated, and were restricted in their fu ctions to 
debate. In placing such limitations on these nevr organizations t e central 
government was acting not without wisdom. .\n unrestricted lectorate 
.was out of the question, considering the igno ·ance of the bu ~ of the 
people, while thee members of the new bodieE would need tr ining in 
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parliamentary procedure and the affairs of provincial government before 
they could be considered competent to exercise a more extensive control. 
Yet despite these precautions designed to secure for the Throne decorous 
and helpful counsel, as the North-China Herald stated: 

The first session of these bodies can hardly have increased the feeling of security 
in the capital. Their attitude towards the Central Government was in many instances 
more than merely critical; they denounced the stamp tax in such unmistakable terms 
that its enforcement has had to be postponed, and generally speaking they find more 
subject matter for debate in the actions of the provincial and central authorities than 
in abstract principles of constitutional government.62 

How did it happen that these members chosen by indirect election by 
an electorate made up of the propertied and literate classes proved dis
tinctly importunate and truculent? Bland has suggested an answer for this 
seeming paradox. Many of the gentry and merchants were disinclined to 
enter the new game of politics, so that often the candidates were from the 
returned-student class, many of whom were politicians by profession.63 In 
most of the provinces only a small part of those entitled to exercise the 
suffrage did so, owing to indifference toward or distrust of the innovation, 
which served still more to throw the control of the new organs into the 
hands of the politically minded returned students. In some provinces, 
however, such as Shantung, Shansi, and Yunnan, the voters were pre
pared for their task by lecturers sent through the country to explain the 
purpose of the new institutions. How small a number used the franchise 
is shown by the fact that in Shantung with a population of 38,000,000 only 
119,549 went to the polls, and in Hupeh, with 34,000,000 inhabitants, the 
voters numbered 113,233.64 

v_ Octo~er _14, 1909, was the date set for the opening of the provincial 
-•r asse-mblies. On the 13th, the Throne made suggestions for their conduct, 

recommending that : 

They should not entertain selfish motives to the detriment of public welfare, or 
adhere to obstinate views to subvert the established order of things. Neither should 
they under-rate any measure and give way to clamour in discussion, nor should they 
misunderstand the limits of authority and establish regulations which overstep the 
proper bounds.65 

The assembli~_s <;:pnformed to the imperial admonition to the extent of 
carrying on their deliberations with a dignity and good order which sur
prised foreign observers. Members received pay for their services, rules 
of order like those prevalent in the West were followed, and the debates 
were open to the public. In general the same subjects came up for dis-

62 NCH, December 11, 1909. 

64 NCH, February 18, 1910. 

63 Bland, op. ci~, p. 125. 
65 Ibid., October 16, 1909. 
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cussion in every province, among them local stlf-government, ' lucation, 
trade and industry, police affairs, opium, the' sitnplification of t1 written 
character, and societies to spread among the pee ple the principle of con
stitutionalism. The assemblies showed no tendency to bow b• :ore the 
commands of the provincial heads and in a fev. cases came intt conflict 
with them, as in Kwangsi, Kwangtung, and especially Szec~wa , where 
many of the members were returned students from Japan.66 Ir general 
they kept within the letter of the edict, but trans;~ressed the spiri1 in that 
"their efforts were clearly directed, not to war is the elevation of the 
masses, but towards curtailment, of the powers of the metropol an ad
ministration."67 In part this was the result of ter sion between tht central 
government and the provinces resulting from th·~ policy of railVI y cen
tralization, which had roused provincial loyalty anc self-interest. M, :eover, 
these new assemblies, composed in part of retu1 ned students, h: l been 
impregnated with the eagerness and haste charac1eristic of that c: ss. If 
provincial assemblies had been so successful, wha1 reason was the1 ·, they 
argued, why China should not at once have a parliament and all th other 
appurtenances of constitutionalism? Their animus against the Pek tg ad
ministration therefore showed itself chiefly in agit<ttion for the imr ~diate 

granting of a parliament. 
Obviously the best way to force the government to this ste was 

through co-operation among the provincial assemblies themselves. . t the 
end of 1909 there was an informal gathering in Shanghai of del gates 
from many of the assemblies, with the result that in January 1910 :here 
were in Peking delegates from seventeen _provincial assemblies v th a 
petition asking the establishment of a parliament in 191 L They in isted 
on seeing the Regent in person, a request as unpre~edented as was :heir 
business.68 The Regent refused to receive them, b:.tt the petitioner did 
secure interviews with the chief officers of the government. Only F ince 
Pu Lun and Li Chia-chu were positively in their favor,69 and their re ttest 
was formally refused by the Regent in an edict of January 30, 191 , in 
which he said : 

But our Empire is of large extent. The measures of preparation are not com lete. 
The intelligence and attainments of the people have not bee11 made uniform. I the 
parliament should be hastily opened confusion and dissensi ::m might result, ' 1ich 
would hinder the success of constitutional government in its early stages ..... W are 
acting in a straightforward manner, without any concealment or pretense. Con! 'tu
tional government shall be established, a parliament shall be :>pened. But care ; ust 
be taken about the preparation and impatience restrained abom the SUCC<!ssive ste1 to 
be taken. Those who aim to travel far must tread firmly. Th,>se who aspire to g ~at 
thjngs must not wrangle over small gains .... We only desire our officids and pe lie 

• 6 6 Ibid., February.18, 1910. 67 Bland, op. cit .. p. 128. 
68 NCH, January 6, 1911, January 21, 28, 1910. 69 Ibid .. February 4, 1910. , [ 123] 
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to be zealous in fulfilling their duties day by day 11ot losing the substance in clutching 
at the shadow.1o 

The Regent's fair promises and counsels of slow and steady progress 
were unavailing to stop the agitation, however. In June there was another 
attempt to win a prompt grant of constitutionalism. The imperial edict in 
response was in the same strain as that of January 30.71 Again the repre
sentatives of the provincial assemblies prepared to plead their cause. Not 
much longer could the enfeebled administration hold out against the attacks 
of those whom it had at one time hoped would be its helpers in the task of 
government. The faction led by the young Empress Dowager, losing all 
sense of the danger to the dynasty in the joy of inter-clique struggle, took 
this chance to countenance any move calculated to embarrass the Regent.72 

And to swell the chorus of those who were unwilling to wait for the con
summation of the nine-year program, the National Assembly met in Peking. 

The regulations for this body ha~bee';{mbii;hed. in 1908, but on 
August 23, 1910, a revised set was approved. It was to consist of 200 
members, of whom 100 were to be chosen by the provincial assemblies from 
among their own membership but subject to the approval of the provincial 
heads. The remaining 100 were to be chosen by the Throne, as follows: 
imperial princes and nobles, 16; Manchu and Chinese nobles, 12; Mongol, 
Tibetan, and Mohammedan princes and nobles, 14; imperial clansmen and 
collateral relatives of the imperial house, 6; officials of boards, 32; dis
tinguished scholars, 10; those paying the heaviest taxes, 10. All members, 
no matter of what group, were to have equal powers and privileges. As a 
body they were to be competent to take action on the following matters if 
proposed by the Throne for discussion: provisional and final national 
budgets; taxes or loans; and new codes of laws. The Assembly was ex
pressly barred from discussing the adoption of a constitution. In no case 
was it given final power of decision; all its proposals must be presented to 
the Throne for endorsement. In regard to the provincial assemblies, the 
National Assembly was given certain powers, such as the ability to hear 
disputes between provincial assemblies and the authorities, but even here 
the final word rested with the Emperor.73 Its first meeting was the occasion 
for the edict of October 1, 1910, expressing the imperial pleasure at the 
formation of this new organ of government and advising the members to 
act in a public spirit and aid the Throne in carrying out the policy to which 

70 United States Foreign Relations, 1910, p. 330. This same edict will be found in 
NCH, February 4, 1910, given, through some error, under the date of January 20, 
1910. 

n United States Foreign Relations, 1910, pp. 336-337. 
72 The Times, November 2, 1910. 
1a United States Foreign Rela.tions, 1910, pp. 331-336. 
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it was committed.74 The Assembly was faced 'irith an agenda p >posed by 
the central government and comprising insuran ~e and transport: ion regu
lations, press laws, education, copyright laws, and industrial deve >pment in 
Manchuria. There were also a number of problems submitted 1 'the pro
vincial assemblies. The first to be dealt with was the quarrel h ween the 
governor and assembly of Kwangsi, where, when the governor l: d length
ened the period for the suppression of poppy-ct ltivation, the ass mbly had 
resigne.d en bloc. The National Assembly decidt din favor of its 1rovincial 
counterpart and won from the government an diet rebt,king tht governor 
of Kwangsi and telling the provincial assembl~, to restme its • 1ties. At 
first so exemplary and pacific was the conduct of the new Ass1 nbly that 
the administration was encouraged to submit tc it the very sub; ct which 
had been interdicted by the regulations, the ques :ion of the speed granting 
of a parliament.75 With half of its membershh imperial appoi tees, and 
the rest approved by the viceroys and governors, the Throne mig t reason
ably expect it to be conservative in its attitude and indisposed to ~rant the 
demands of the hotheads who were vigorously a1lvocating faster; terations 
in the government. History repeated itself, howtver. Just as the rovincial 
assemblies, chosen in a manner which seemed to guarantee their onserva
tism, proved to be distinctly radical, so the Na:ional A:;sembly, nade up 
to a large extent of representatives of privifeg;,'~;n()C'i:O'ber"Z±:l~ .Qtyoted 
unanimously in favor of the telescoping of the-tilne-y~~~rogr~ 1.76 The 
whole affair was a bitter farce in view of the situation of the go· ~rnment. 
The nine-year program was hopelessly in arrean.; only one of th changes 
scheduled for 1910, the calling of the National Assembly itself, tad been 
carried out effectively ;77 yet the administration was faced with ehement 
agitation which would necessitate the acceleration of the alread; delayed 
program, or the omission of any preparation fc r constitutionali n what
soever, either alternative being most unfortunate from the stand]: int both 
of the dynasty and of the nation. Even had a genuine attempt bo !n made 
to carry out the nine-year scheme, who was to fo )t the bills? The imperial 
finances had become a subject of grave concern. The first effort t• prepare 
a budget had revealed deficits all along the line, and the :Regent , as com
pelled to summon to the capital for a conferen< e a number of te chief 
provincial officials. Bankruptcy would be the re>ult of the sche1 1led re
forms. Foreign loans, which might have helped ·he situation, we ! anath
ema to all the nationalists, the very group who '"ere already hec ling the 
government over the· question of the parliament."8 

• 14 NCH, October 7, 1910. 

• 76 Ibid., October ,8, 1910. 

1s Ibid., September 9, 1910. , [ 125 J 
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·with the realization that reform was lagging and dissatisfaction was on 
the increase, the Throne had issued edicts inveighing against corruption 
among the mandarins and ordering more care in the supervision of those 
officials who came in direct contact with the people, but these documents, 
excellent .in intent, were too patriarchal in tone to meet with the approval 
of the class then in the ascendant.79 Moreover, the drama of court intrigue 
went on in Peking. On October 26, Dttke Tsai Tse, head of the Ministry 
of Finance, declared himself in favor of the immediate granting of a parlia
ment as a step calculated somehow to straighten out the imperial finances. 
His attitude Wfl.S taken in some quarters as a move on the part of the 
young Empress Dowager's group to annoy the Regent. To cap the climax, 
public demonstrations of a very disturbing order had become part of the 
campaign for increased political rights. When the third petition for an 
immediate formation of a parliament was presented, a throng of its sup
porters assembled before the palace, threatening to remain there until their 
demand was accepted ; some of the. crowd even cut off their fingers and 
wrote petitions in their own blood.80 One embittered foreign observer 
declared: 

It is indeed safe to say that no greater danger has ever threatened modern China 
than that to which she is now exposed-on the one hand a Government weak, corrupt, 
and torn by internal factions; on the other, a class of untrained politicians clamouring 
forthwith for the right to exercise powers for which they could only be fitted by years 
of patient preparation ..... It seems to matter little or nothing that the Constitutional 
Party is as ignorant as it is noisy. The one thing needful is a Parliament, which, as 
a panacea for China's present ills, promises to be about as useful as a pantechnicon.81 

The hard-pressed government yielded in the decree of November 4, 
1910. It announced the rather pathetic doctrine that "The Throne should 
examine arid ascertain the wishes of the officials and people, and adopt the 
public view of what is good and bad." The dynasty therefore gave in to 
the importunities of those who viewed themselves as the veritable vox 
populi and altered the date for the granting of a parliament to 1913, the 
intervening three years to be spent in somehow completing the preparations 
which had been originally planned to occupy nine years.82 The new as
sembly, called to give the Throne respectful advice, in a month had proved 
itself the master. 

Surrender did not stop the agitation. Outside the Assembly, demon
strations for the elimination of even a three-year preparatory period con
tinued. For example, on December 20, 2,000 students paraded to the 
viceregal yamen in Tientsin to testify to their desire for a parliament with-

79 NCH, August S, 12, 1910. .. 
so The Times, November 2, 1910. 81 Ibid. • • 
82 Chi11a Year Book, 1912, pp. 372-373; NCH, November 11, 1910. 
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out delay.83 As to the National Assembly, it now turned its ; 
concerted attack on that venerable and infhential institutio: 
Council. On November 9, the Assembly c•mdemned the cc 
their approval of the Hunan loan, which had been contracted 
suiting the Assembly. Later, other decisiom. of the Grand ( 
provincial matters further roused the Assembly's wrath, an< 
was prepared asking that the Grand Council either be made 1 

the people (i.e., the National Assembly) or replaced by a c: 
move was made toward the impeachment of the cour:cilors b' 
the ground when the Throne overruled the councilor;> on the 
pute. Nevertheless the Assembly continued tJ advocate the f< 
responsible cabinet, until the Council, in e:>asperation, resi~ 

The Throne, in great dismay, refused to ace ~pt the resignatic 
edict of December 18, 1910, accused the Na:ional A1;sembly 
its powers.84 The Assembly's answer was th ~ appointment oi 
to draw up a memorial impeaching the Grand Council m 
vidually. On December 22 the Throne insisted that the edict 
4 contained the utmost concession which it w 1s willing to ma1 
Assembly passed a memorial urging the instal ation of a respor 
ment. This document was held up by the President, Prince 
s;w that the government could resist no lnnger. On DecE 
government ordered that the preparations fot constitutional g 
hastened and that the regulations for a cabin=t be framed am 

After this surrender the Assembly completed its session 
fully. It occupied itself with a variety of tcpics, such as the 
the queue, the regulations for public gatherings, and the pre! 
haps the most important matter brought before it was the 
estimates sent in by the provincial authoritic~s were gone ov• 
mittee of the Assembly, which proceeded, Oil paper at least, 
a deficit of about 3,600,000 taels to a surf Ius of ~:,500,(){)( 

January 11, 1911, it was at last dissolved, \\ith exce:.Ien: ad' 
Throne: 
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You members shall, of course, endeavor to foste1 your pat::iotism ar truthfulness; 
to increase and extend what you have heard and S·~en; to view the p :sent situation 
with thorough intelligence and to watch public op nion witt tactitun ty ... ,81 

Taciturnity, however, was not a trait in rvhich the Assen lly members 
chose to excel. Their triumphant career ha :l made them cc sider them-

sa NCH, ] anuary 6, 1911. 
84 China Year Book, 1912, p. 374; NCH, DecemJ~r 9, 23, 1910. 
85 NCH, Decem~er 23, 30, 1910; January 6, 1911. 
"" Ibid., January 13, 1911. 87 lb1 d. 
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selves essential to the functioning of the government and they showed a 
distinct aversion to remaining dissolved. Soon agitation was on foot for a 
special session, on the plea that the difficulties of China's foreign relations, 
particularly with Russia and Great Britain, required the advice and energy 
of the Assembly.88 The administration, which undoubtedly had been only 
too glad to see the last of the Assembly in January, resisted this demand, 
but toward the close of 1911, the National Assembly convened again, to 
take its part in the last months of the Manchu dynasty. 

Soon after the dissolution of the National Assembly the Throne issued 
a revised constitutional program compressing into the period before 1914 
the reforms necessary in preparation for constitutionalism.89 That this 
program would be carried out was of course impossible; if a nine-year 
schedule had proved too great a strain, a three-year program was beyond 
all hope of fulfillment. On May 8, the Grand Council, the Supreme Coun
cil, and the Government Council,· the three bodies which for years had 
advised the Throne, were abolished, and in their place the promised Cabinet 
and a Privy Council were set up. The regulations for the Cabinet were 
carefully ear-marked "provisional," and its likeness to the old Grand Coun
cil was noticeable. The Cabinet was to be composed of the heads of the 
ministries in Peking, with a prime minister at their head, and was to assi.st 
the Emperor, assuming responsibility, though to whom was not stated. 
The Privy Council, a larger advisory body, was to consist of the cabinet 
members, and ten others chosen for special political qualifications.90 These 
regulations proved very unsatisfactory to the members of the National 
Assembly, who desired cabinet responsibility on the European model. The 
suspicious resemblance of the new cabinet to the old Grand Council was 
increased by the appointment of .:Prince Ching as .Prem~e~ .. As I~)r. Mor
rison wrote to The Times, "Whether Constitutional development can be 
guided satisfactorily by a decrepit old man, irresolute, wily, corrupt, and 
inefficient, is a question which may be disputed."91 Yet whom else could 
the Throne select? Of the advisers whom Chun had retained none was of 
transcendant ability, and, C~ing, despite his vices, had at least the merit of 
long experience. Ching's appointment was not the only one to arouse 
resentment. The Cabinet members included a goodly proportion of Man
chus, and as usual the imperial princes and nobles got more than their 
share. The Regent was showered with complaints, particularly from the 
Chihli Assembly, which repeatedly memorialized him urging the exclusion 
of imperial princes from the cabinet. He made a sharp reply, claiming the 
appointment of officials as a prerogative of the Throne.92 Yet there were 

88 NCH, April 8, 1911. ss For the three-year program, see Appendix If. 
90 China Year Book, 1912, pp. 222-226; NCH, May 13, 1911.. • 
01 The Times, May 17, 1911. 92 NCH, July 1, 8, 1911. 
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signs that Prince Chun was beginning to realize the folly of his policy. 
On May 18, Tuan Fang, out of office since his dismissal over tb Mausolea 
episode in 1909, was recalled to the governn ental se;~vices a. Director
General of the Canton-Hankow and Chengtt -Hankow railw: '5.93 The 
press carried reports that the government had made appruache to Yuan 
Shih-kai asking his return with the hope that ht~ would •:ountert lance the 
rising and rather ominous power of Sheng Kung-pao (or, to gi\ • him his 
name rather than his title, Sheng Hsuan-huai), who wa.; ·then e ;aged in 
enforcing the theoretically excellent policy of railway centraliz;; ion at a 
time when practical considerations made it uttwise to do so.1 Yuan, 
however, did not resume office at this time. Premmably;his leg v-as still 
bothering him. Not until October 14 was he will'ng to come to tl ~ aid of 
the Throne, and then only because by that time the pligh;: of the :overn
ment was desperate. 

In September the rising in Szechwan broke mtt, occasioned lat ·ely by 
Sheng's policy of central government control of ~ailways. The o tbreak 
at Wuchang followed. Revolution against the Man•:hu authority hac begun 
in earnest. Later we shall have more to say of tht•se events; here 'e are 
concerned chiefly with their effect upon the governmental .>ystem. iVhen 
the revolution began, the government reforms planued in the days c Tzu 
Hsi had given China a set of provincial assemblies and a Natiom As
sembly, intended by the dynasty as training-schools for a patliament o be 
opened when the nation at large had been prepared f Jr such c.n innov :ion. 
These bodies had already shown themselves unwl.ll ing to remain il the 
subordinate position allotted them. The revolution gave tht: recalci ·ant 
Assembly the courage to demand fresh concessions and to refL:se obedi nee 
to the limitations set upon it at its creation. 

The first conspicuous recognition by the Throne <•f the gravity of :he 
situation created by the rising in Hupeh was the reca 1 of Yu<~ Sbih- ai, 
who, on October 14, was made viceroy of H~ruf'iiup-eh and off er 
in charge of punitive and pardoning affairs.95 It was r o small humiliat m 
for the Regent to be forced to accept as his chief aide the very man wh n 
he had cast out of the government in 1909. Greater trials were ahe: I, 
however. On 0<;~1;>~ ??_ #~e N:ational.A,s:?ernb!Y ~onvtn_!!d .. inl~~ing f r 
its second session~ It was in an even more imperious nood than befot , 
for it now viewed itself as the mouthpiece of a people in arms against a 
oppressive dynasty. The focus of its wrath was the offending ministe 
Sheng Kung-pao. In endeavoring to bring the railway system of Chin 
under the control of the Peking administration he had iuterfered with at 
sorts of provincial aspirations and interests, and by advncating extensivt 
• 

• oa Ibid., May 27, 1911. 94 Ibid. 
95 Ibid., October 21, 1911. 
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foreign loans for railways, currency reform, and economic development 
had brought upon himself the hatred of all those who regarded borrowing 
from the foreigner as a betrayal of China's national integrity. On October 
25 the National Assembly asked that he be severely punished as the true 
author of the troubles then dividing the nation. On October 27 the Throne 
sacrificed Sheng in an edict which accused him of having misapplied a 
policy meant for the good of the people. Sheng, in danger of assassination, 
fled to the American Legation, and was later conveyed to safety in 
Tientsin.96 As before, the more the Throne yielded, the more was demanded 
of it. T_heNational Assembly next discussed the best means of ending the 
revoltftion and decided that the Throne must appoint to the Cabinet officials 
of a different sort, give the people a voice in the framing of the constitution, 
punish the oppr~ssive officials who had forced the people to revolt, issue a 
general pardon to all political offenders, and possibly open a parliament in 
1912, one year earlier than the date set in 1910.97 Then an incident occurred 
which served to enforce the demands of the Assembly, if indeed it was 
not the result of connivance with that body. A brigade of troops at 
Lanchow, ordered south to fight the rebels, refused to go to the front unless 
the government agreed to consult the National Assembly in the formulation 
of a constitution, to exclude imperial princes from the Cabinet and to 
grant an amnesty to such exiles as Kang Yu-wei and Liang Chi-chao.98 

The result was an amazing revelation of the weakness of the dynasty. With 
rebels in the south and troops of uncertain loyalty nearer at hand, and with 
an Assembly in Peking which had come to realize its strength, the Throne 
capitulated, granting all that had been demanded, in the hope of avoiding 
abdication. There are few documents more dramatic and pathetic than the 
penitential decree of October 30, 1911, in which the five-year-old Son of 
Hea~en. was made to take upon himself the blame for all the errors and 
faults of his relatives and advisers. 

I have reigned for three years and have always acted conscientiously, in the in
terests of the people. But I have not employed men properly, not having political skill. 
I have employed too many nobles in political positions, an act which has contravened 
constitutionalism. On railway matters someone whom I trusted fooled me. Thus 
public opinion was opposed to this policy. 

When I urge reform, officials and gentry seize the opportunity to embezzle. When 
old laws are abolished high officials serve their own ends. Much of the people's money 
has been taken, but nothing to benefit the people has been achieved. On several occa
sions ~diets have promulgated laws, but none have been obeyed. The people are 
grumbling, yet I do not know of it. Disasters loom ahead, but I do not see them. 

In Szechuan trouble first occurred, the Wuchang rebellion followed; now alarm
ing reports come from Shensi and Honan. In Canton and Kiangsi riots appear. The 

96 NCH, November 4, 1911. 

97 Ibid. 
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whole Empire is seething, the minds of the peop e are perturbed an< the spirits of our 
nine late Emperors are not able properly to enj )y the sacrifices m le to them, while 
it is feared that the people will suffer grievousl,r. 

All of these things are my own fault. Heteby I announce to the world that I 
swear to reform and with Our soldiers and peop e to carry out the )nstitution faith
fully, modifying legislation, developing the intere >ts of the people ar abolishing their 
hardships, all in accordance with the wishes and interests of the pe• 1le. 

Old laws that are unsuitable will be abo!ishe i. The union of 1 mchus and Chi
lese, mentioned by the late Emperor, I shall car: ·y out. 

As regards Hupeh and Hunan, for their gri.~vances, t:]ough pr ~ipitated by the 
l oldiers and caused by J ui Cheng, I only blame kyself because I ha mistakenly ap-
1 ointed him. The soldiers and people are innocent. If they return to heir allegiance, 
1 will excuse the past. 

Being a very small person standing at the head of My subjects I see that My 
h ~ritage is nearly falling to the ground. I regret j.1y fault and repen greatly. I can 
only trust that My subjects will support the soldie1 s in order to supp( t Me, to com
fcrt the millions of My people, to hold firmly th~ eternity of the l ynasty and to 
cowert danger into tranquillity. The patriotism )£ the Empire's s Jjects will be 
ap ?reciated and trusted forever. . 

Now finances and diplomacy have reached bed··rock. Even if all mite, there is 
sti:l fear of falling. But if the Empire's subjects wil'. not regard nor ho mr the State, 
and are easily misled by outlaws, then the future of China is 'lnthinkat ~. I am most 
am ious by day and night. I only hope My subjects will thoroughly u lerstand. 

Having admitted its guilt, the Throne then acceded to all tl ! proposals 
of 1he National Assembly and the troops. The preparat:ion oft e constitu
tion was made a part of the work of the Nati<nal Assembly. '. 1e Throne 
promised that when conditions became more se ~tled, a cabinet c, nposed of 
competent officials would be chosen. The reguations for that 1 1dy would 
be made definite rather than provisional, and no more imperial lrinces or 
nobl·:s would be selected for ministerial posts. Amnesty was gn tted to all 
polit cal offenders exiled since 1897, a classific<.tion which inch: led Kang 
Yu-¥·ei and Liang Chi-chao but not the more raCical Sun Yat-sen 9 A sup
plemt~ntary decree of November 4, also issued at the instan ! of the 

~~""·:-·,t>. ~ "'' -~- ~•-·' ---~...,..,.-~. 

Naticnal Assembly, "permitted revolutionists to form political p rties ac-
cording to law "so as to cultivate the accomplished faculty to be mployed 
for the benefit of the government,"100 a rather amazing and optim ;tic pro
vision if the translation faithfully reproduces the sense of the ori~ nal. 

The National Assembly, sure that the enfeebl{d Throne would 10t dare 
to resEt, ,o~ N ~~;ro£~r3: 1Q ll, hastened to submit for approval a 1eW set 
of "pr ndples ·of the constitution."101 The Assenbly was eager 1 wring 
~ -- ..... '~ -~ c ·.-"'.""'!"":.'.--~ , .... ,'- ... _;. __ ..._ ... ~ 

• 

99 NCH, November 4, 1911. For another translation of the edicts of 01 ober 30, 
1911, set China Mission Year Book, 1912, Appendix C, p:l. S-9 . 

loo},"CH, November 11,1911. 
101 F lr the "prittciples" see,,.NCH,.Npyember 4, 1911 ; . Hsieh, op. cit., pp. 

and Chin.! M1s.iion Year Book, 1912, Appendix C; pp. f0-11. 
'4-375; 
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concessions from the Throne with all speed possible, in order to restore 
peace by satisfying the revolutionaries that the government's future good 
behavior was guaranteed. The new "principles," which gave evidence of 
having been drafted even less carefully and with greater haste than those 
of 1908, differed radically from the latter in that they greatly increased 
the power of the proposed parliament and decreased that of the Throne. 
The British government was named as the model for this new project for 
a constitution, but a careful reading of the nineteen principles leaves con
siderable doubt as to whether any system based on them would have re
sembled its British prototype. The principles of cabinet responsibility, the 
union in the Cabinet of executive and legislative functions, and the role of 
the party system, all essential to any faithful reproduction of the British 
scheme, were only vaguely indicated, if at all. The chief resemblance of 
the "principles" to the British parliamentary scheme was the reduction of 
the monarch to the position of formal and decorative head and the exalta
tion of the legislature. Despite the Assembly's hopes this plan of limited 
monarchy failed to enlist the support of the revolutionaries. After all, little 
confidence could be placed in promises which the dynasty had been com
pelled to make by force majeure. 

On November 1, after the penitential e'dict and the acceptance by the 
Throne of the demands of the Assembly and the troops at Lanchow, Peking 
witnessed a wholesale resignation of the old advisers of the Throne. Those 
who were imperial princes were plainly persona non grata, while the others 
realized that their service to the Throne undoubtedly made them also 
undesirable to the Assembly. Many of them were given consolation ap
pointments to the Privy Council, of which body the ubiquitous Ching was 
made President/02 but their real influence had passed with the passing of 
the power of the Emperor. The next day Yuan Sbih-ka.L the one bulwark 
of the Manchus against rebellion and insubordination, was chosen Premier 
and ordered to return to Peking. His response, announced by the Throne 
on November 5, was that the duties and responsibilities were more than 
he was capable of bearing. Again the Throne urged upon him the task.108 

The National Assembly, which by this time, according to the "principles," 
po:.sessed the right to elect the Premier, chose Yuan for the position, and 
on November 9 this selection received the requisite imperial approval. 
Yuan was still shy, however, of assuming the task of chief scapegoat for 
the group which had once rejected him, and replied, "As my health is very 
feeble, I am unable to come to Peking to take up the Premiership."1114 The 
indisposition with which Prince Chun had credited Yuan in 1909 was a 
most difficult one to cure. At last, however, Yuan accepted the honor an<J 

102 NCH, November 11, 1911. • 

10s Ibid., November 4, 11, 1911. 104 Ibid., November 18, 1911. 
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tl: us assumed that central position in Chinese political affa ·s which he 
ntained till his death in 1916. On Novenber 16 his cab 1et was an
nc•unced, and included such liberalsas Liang TurFye11 a~ Pn ident of the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs; Chiang Chien as Presiden<; of ~e Ministry 
of Agriculture, Industry, and Commerce; a!t,~_Li<.!U.£:J::N:.c_l:); ),, !!.OW par
dotled for his 1898 offenses, as Vke-.Presideut of the. Ministr of Justice. 
w·th this announcement, the Throne receded still more fron power, de
clarin£ that thereafter .. memoria·l; were ·to 'fe adcl~essed to 1e Cabinet, 
which only in matters of special import would report to the ' hrone.105 

On Nove111ber 26 came the last scene in tl e humiliation of he Throne 
at the hands of its own creation, the Natiotml, As~e.mbly. On 1 .at day the 
Rerent, in the name of the Emperor, swore tefore th·~ imperi l ancestral 
tablets to uphold the nineteen constitutional ar ides and to obe) the advice 
of the National Assembly, and once more assumed re>ponsibi :y for the 
diss ~nsions which had divided the Empire.10'' The Throne, ragged at 
breakneck speed along the way to reform by ar Assembly wddt tly intoxi
cate•! with the sense of its own power as the spokesman for ~ rebellious 
natic·n, made a desperate effort to conciliate its subjects by abjt t submis
sion to each and every innovation presented to it. The effort fai: d utterly. 
By the end of November the Assembly itsell had faded inh oblivion. 
Ever when it had assembled in October 1911 only 117 of its members 
had l•een present, and before long, only 60 were active.107 Its lream of 
leadiHg China along the path to constitutional m::marchy was fru :rated by 
the opposition of the rebellious provinces wh< re those in con :ol were 
determined on republicanism and intended them selves to be lead rs in the 
millerium to come. Even the summoning to Peking of Yuan Shih-kai 
would not avail; the Cabinet he chose did not mal erialize, for mos of those 
appoir ted refused to serve and a number tool< posts in t:1e r· >ublican 
govemment at Nanking instead. The Prince Re;~ent mac1e a last :fforCto 
obtain peace through conciliation by tendering h~s resigm.tion on Decem
ber 6.llB It was futile; abdication was the only ~·ay. The young :mpress 
Dowager, at last possessed of the primacy which .;he so lo:1.g had i trigued 
to sect re, could only declare republicanism and constitutional ru narchy 
as the two possible alternatives and advocate a constitu·~nt asse 1bly to 
decide between them.109 The republicans did not agree to this p oposal. 

• 

T~_e Manc~u!....mu~~~ and .~t1X~~Jy~ryJ2, 191_2 .. !~e dn~ty.wJ: ;h had -;_c 
ruled ~ hina for almo~t_t):u:ee hu,n<;lJ;ed. y~;,~,rs ,catpe to,AA et;lp. 

105 Ibid . 
, 1oa T,te Times, November 27, 1911. 

1o1 M:Cormick,.The Flowery Republic, p. 160 . 
108 TJ e Times, December 7, 1911. 1oo NCH, January 6, 1912. 
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These last scenes in the drama of the fall of the Manchus have been 
briefly sketched to show the ultimate disastrous failure of all the imperial 
attempts to introduce a liberalized form of government by a process of 
gFadual reform. In the attempt to strengthen the nation and to render 
more assured the position of the dynasty Tzu Hsi and her advisers had 
been willing to adopt the conception of a regime in which the people 
should be better enabled to give voice to their desires and should even ulti
mately come to share in the responsibility of government. That they had a 
very clear idea of the essential nature of many of the reforms which they 
proclaimed is not evident. Certain great principles they had grasped, 
however. First, China must be welded into a governmental 'unit instead 
of a group of semi-independent "satrapies."11° For that reason a policy 
of centralization was adopted which had its most conspicuous and un
fortunate application in regard to railway affairs. Second, a new type of 
public servant was necessary, and education, particularly the sending of 
young men abroad for training, became a part of the government's method. 
Officials hereafter were to be given definite and limited duties for which 
they had received definite preparation, i.e., specialization as an ideal was to 
replace the versatility which had been expected of mandarins in the past. 
Third, China must have a constitutional government, that magical system 
which had spread over the Western world. Since, to the eyes of the 
Empress Dowager's commissioners and advisers, the chief and most desir
able feature of such a system was the closer harmony between ruler and 
ruled, the way must be prepared by a number of deliberative bodies 
designed to give representatives of the best Glasses in the nation an oppor
tunity to express themselves. In addition, before full-fledged constitu
tionalism could exist in China, education, codification of law, the formation 
of police forces, the institution of local self-government bodies, and a 
thousand and one other measures must be carried out. Such was the 
imperial program. Why did it collapse? 

The responsibility for the failure of reform has often been charged to 
the dynasty with the accusation that its aim was to deceive the people with 
fair promises.111 Such talk is of a piece with the republica,n propaganda of 
the days of the Revolution, when all of China's ills, even to plague and 
famine, were laid at the doors of the Manchus. There was reason for 
dislike of the dynasty. The Manchus were alien conquerors; they had 
taken steps to maintain their racial integrity; they preserved for them
selves about half of the chief governmental posts in Peking and a smaller 
proportion of those in the provinces; the Manchu "bannermen" were 
pensioners of the government; the imperial family had by the nineteenth • 

11o The term is used by Morse, op. cit., p. 59. • 
111 For such criticism, see Hsieh, op. cit., pp. 357, 360, 369. 
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century gone through the usual proces~ of degenera.tic , resulting in 
the elevation to the Throne of men of weak character, with the final 
necessity of a long regency by the resourceful and ~:tro.1g-rr :1ded Empress 
Dowager; J;llOreover, according to Chinese political the·Jry, omestic rebel
ion and defeat by foreign powers were sign; that the time ha come for one 
of the periodic anti-dynastic risings which have been a feat re of Chinese 
history for centuries. But to charge the Manchus with il \1achiavellian 
c esire to deceive their subjects is unjust The Throne 1 mld and did 
i::sue really exalted and noble edicts, whie1 went forth fr 11 Peking to 
the provinces. What then became of them? In many ca! s they were 
ir operative because the local officials, the rea rulers of China, from inertia, 
o:· prejudice, or ignorance, did not put them into eifect. \i\ ten the time 
c;;me to put through a new and radical policy, the ce:1tral go ~rnment did 
nc t possess the actual and immediate authori :y to make its w :hes obeyed'. 

· N•Jt duplicity but feebleness was the chief re:: son for the ineff :tiveness of 
reform. 

We must not neglect the usual claim tha: the nine-year 1 ogram was 
merely a design on the part of the Manchus to postpone the e' l day when 
they must surrender the reality of power. E"ents in Chi:1a si ce the col
lapse of the dynasty in 1912 provide the best answer to such ccusations. 
China was not ready for a constitution. As Jne edict . after :: tother had 
declared, preparation must come first, especia'Jy in a cou:1try ngaged in 
trying to renovate herself in so many ways at tl .e same time. Th Manchus 
may have been not unwilling to see changes in the gov~rnment 'Jostponed 
for a tim'e, but there is no good warrant for de( laring such a po :y wholly 
selfish when it had wisdom and prudence· on its side. The best e idence of 
the Throne's sincerity is the formation of the provincial 1ssembli sand the 
National Assembly. But the conduct of those yery bodies show d plainly 
that the most active and vocal portion of the :::hinese people t fused to 
accept reform at so measured and sober a pace. The naticnaHsm, hich had 
been rising in China was turning against the Manchus. To sharp ritics of 
the ruling house, prudence was but a cloak for self-inten.st, a d noble 
edicts which failed of their purpose did so becaw e of deliberate d sign. It 
was hard for many to believe that any real good could come out o1 Peking, 
from a group of elderly, corrupt, and intriguing Joliticians. But ~cessity 

is a hard teacher, and Tzu Hsi and some of those who aided er had 
learned their lesson. The weakness of the centra 1 administration .nd the 
mounting hatred of the Manchus did much to ·fc il their goo1 int ntions. 
But the greatest single blow to pre-revolutionary reform and bdee' to the 
qope of peaceful evolution for China was the death in 1908 of te one 
.person universally respected and feared to such at extent as bJ be ble to 
secure some modrcum of obedience, the Empress Dowager Tzu Hs 
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VII. THE CAMPAIGN AGAINST OPIUM 

The most successful of all the ::VIanchu reforms was the eradication 
of the cultivation and use of opium. The poppy from which the drug is 
prepared was introduced into China by the Arabs in the eighth century. 
For many years the plant was employed only for medicinal purposes, but 
with the arrival of Europeans in the East the habit of tobacco-smoking 
appeared and soon a mixture of opium and tobacco was being used for 
smoking purposes. In time, opium alone was employed. This vice became 
peculiar to China, and soon aroused the righteous concern of the Throne. 
In 1729 and again in 1796 imperial edicts forbade the sale of opium and 
the opening of opium dens. The edicts were ineffective; not till 1800 did 
the Chinese government, too late, take the one step which perhaps might 
have stopped the spread of the habit, the prohibition of importation. 
Little opium was raised in China, and the source of supply was the Ganges 
Valley. For many years the Portuguese had controlled the Indian opium 
trade, but in 1773 it passed from their hands to those of fhe British East 
India Company. The result of the change was a better quality of drug, a 
resultant increase of demand, and an augmented export to China. Produc
tion in China itself was on the increase, but then, as later, the Indian 
article proved superior to that which the Chinese could produce at home. 
The effort of the Chinese government in 1800 to end the opium trade was 
a failure. The British East India Company ceased to ship the drug to 
China in its own name but sold opium at auction in Calcutta, whence it was 
almost without fail carried by the purchasers to the China ports. What 
profit did the dealers in the drug expect if its entry into China was for
bidden? The answer is in terms of the habitual venality and greed of many 
Chinese officials. Despite orders from Peking, the mandaricys were willing, 
for the sake of a requisite amount of "squeeze," to permit the landing of 
the drug. The foreigners had few compunctions about their part in this 
illegal traffic. They were primarily interested in trade and profits, and had 
found in opium the one product brought by the Westerners for which the 
Chinese felt a great need. Unless opium continued as the staple of trade, 
the foreigners would be forced to pay in specie for nearly all the desirable 
wares which they could secure from China. Hence they reasoned that if 
the traffic in opium went on against the wishes of the imperial government, 
it had only itself, or rather the corruptibility of its servants, to blame. 
Smuggling on a large scale under official auspices went on until 1839 when 
Lin Tze-su, sent to Canton as imperial commissioner, made a determined• • attempt to stamp out the contraband trade by destroying the opium held in 
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stock by the foreign traders there. As a result of this and 1 her sources of 
disagreement, China and Great Britain w~re soon enragec in the conflict 
popularly known as the "Opium War," a term to wh:ch t e British have 
always objected as a misnomer. Be that as it may, th~ tre :y of Nanking 
of 1842 required of China a payment of :p6,000,000 for tl : opium which 
had been destroyed, although it had been smuggled intc Chi a. For sixteen 
years more the wholesale smuggling of OI>ium went on, Ul :il in 1858, by 
the revised tariff under the treaty of Tient>in, the trade wa legalized with 
the low duty of 30 taels a picul ( 133 )1 pounds). This :)rov ion was modi
fied by the Chefoo Convention of 1876 by which opium br llght to a port 
was to be placed in bond until there was c. sale for it, wht t the importer 
should pay the customs duties of 30 tael ;. a picul ard th purchasers a 
sum amounting to 80 taels a picul in lieu )£ liki1t ~ interna transit dues), 
after which it would be exempt from furtler levies in its t1 vels in China. 

Thus Great Britain assumed the obloquy of having for :d on China a 
traffic which was considered noxious in the extreme. h jm :ce the British 
government should be allowed to share tltis ill fame with those Chinese 
officials who for so many years disregar.Ied the .laws wl ch they were 
employed to enforce. After legalization t 1e opium habit >read rapidly. 
The importation of opium into China read ed its hi;'{h point n 1888, when 
77,966 piculs were admitted to the mainland of China,1 and thereafter de
clined until in 1906, the year in which the i!:mpress Dowage launched her 
campaign against the drug, the importaticn amounted to 4,117 piculs.2 

This decrease did not mean a similat: fallin:~-off in the ·1se c the drug but 
rather that the foreign supply was being ~eplaced to som~ extent by in
creased production in China. The Chinese government wntinued its 
opposition on moral grounds and made ftom time to timt a number of 
half-heart_ed attempts to persuade the Bri1 ish government o give up its 
share in the traffic.8 The Chinese governm:nt was in ~ ver3 difficult posi
tion. To prohibit the cultivation of opiur1 in Ch::na was llseless, since 
any reduction thus achieved would quickly he made up for c an increased 
import from India. And since the Indian opium trade was :ecured in its 
position by treaty, the Chinese government was powerless :o free itself 
from that means of supply. Moreover, d1:spite its moral islike of the 
habit, the Chinese government could hard y forego tre re enue derived 
both from the duty on foreign opium and t 1e taxes on the c 1mestic prod
uct, even though the bulk of the latter v·ent to fill the ~ 1ffers of the 

1 United States Foreign Relations, 1906, Part I, "Opium in Chit .," a report by 
E. T. Williams, p. 354. 

• 2 China Imperial Maritime Customs, Returns !'{ Trade und Trad Reports, 1909, 
•Part I, p. 30. • 

s Parliamentary Debates, Vol. 158 (1906), pp. ·195-496. 
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provincial officials, a circumstance which led them to encourage the grow
ing of opium as much as possible.4 The whole matter was in an impasse. 
The Indian government saw no reason to stop the cultivation of the poppy 
in India only to enrich the Chinese opium-growers, while the Chinese 
government was unwilling to check do):Ilestic cultivation, realizing that 
such a step would redound to the benefit of the Indian opium-farmers. 
The Chinese authorities were right in saying in 1881 that the only solution 
of the problem lay in the development of a real sentiment against the drug 
among the Chinese people. 5 

There were few signs of any such moral awakening. Domestic produc
tion of opium continued to increase, even to the extent of agitating the 
Indian government, which feared a reduction of its income, owing to the 
increased competition of Chinese opium. 6 The crop had proved .a veritable 
bonanza to many farmers in China, since it possessed the characteristics of 
great value and small bulk so necessary where trade is by slow and cum
bersome means. In some of the Western provinces, Szechwan for example, 
the poppy ·was a very important crop. It is most difficult to get satisfactory 
figures as to just what dimensions the cultivation of the poppy in China 
had reached by 1906. Statistics were nonexistent in old China and we are 
dependent for our figures on a number of estimates. The problem of re
ducing these assorted "statistics" to unity is illustrated by comparison of 
the 173,759 piculs given by E. T. Williams, Chinese Secretary of the 
American Legation, as the annual production of the eighteen provinces in 
about 1906 with the figure of 330,000 piculs arrived at by Stephen Leech, 
Councilor of the British Legation, in his report to the British government 
in 1907! Even though Williams' figure is admittedly a minimum estimate, 
the disparity is great. Difficulties multiply when one compares the esti
mates for individual provinces. Williams, employing a report made by the 
viceroy of Szechwan and the customs figures on export from the province, 
set the annual production of Szechwan at about 52,489 piculs; Leech stated 
that Szechwan produced probably 200,000 piculs. Williams gave Man
churian production at 10,000 piculs; Leech, at 150,000. Where the truth 
actually lies, it is impossible to say; both pretend to be no more than careful 
guesses based on data of very uneven value. The same dubiousness attaches 
to figures relating to the consumption of opium. Williams, using his own 
figures for native production and the customs figures on the importation of 
opium, after a mathematical process which involved a number of other 

4Accounts and Papers, 1882, XLVIII (C. 3378), 12. 
5 Ibid., p. 11. 
6 Ibid., p. 7. 
7 For these figures see United States Foreign Rela.tions, 1906~ Part I, pp. 355-356; 

and China No.1 (1908), p. 33. 
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estimates as uncertain as the first, reached the conc'usio 
man out of forty was an opium-smoker, disregardir.g en 
the drug by women, which was not unconmon.8 Conside 
bility of securing any really accurate and satisfa.ctory st 
have to be content, in the last analysis, with say::ng mero 
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The Chinese government, with the opening of the tv 
still cherished the project of somehow combating the spn 
habit.9 It had come to realize, howeve1, that bdore th 
relieve China of her treaty obligations to accept opium c; 

China must first take definite steps to curb dome:;tic pro< 
sumption. The imperial government wa~ helped just at 
development of a public opinion in China condemning th 
feeling against opium was greatly stimulated by the circu 
port of the American Committee of 19(4 which had st\ 
problem in the Far East as an aid to devi:iing workab:e re1 
Philippines. Further encouragement came from Great I 
country which was looked on as guilty of foisting the 
China. Tang Shao-yi, on a visit to India in 1904, secure< 
from conversations with leading officials there that Grea 
perhaps forego her Indian opium revenue if there :;hould b 
of a genuine- attempt to stamp out the vic( .10 This inclinat 
the profits of the Indian trade was due in good measure to 
an increasing body of public opinion in :Jreat Britain wl 
the British government's support of the cpium trade on n 

Heartened by these signs of support, the Chinese gov 
took the extension to the whole Empire of a new con solid 
drug, designed not so much to increase the imperial rev 
courage the cultivation of the poppy by he.tvy taxation.12 1 
tax had first been employed by Chang Chih-tung in his 
Hupeh and Hunan from 1900 on and in 1'}04 and l90j ha< 
to include also Anhwei, Kiangsi, Fukien, Kwangtung anc 
May 7, 1906, the Throne ordered that th s system, \\ hich 
well in the seven provinces, should be extended to all China. 

s United States Foreign Relations, 1906, Part I, p. 356. 
9 See China No. 2 (1908), pp. 5-6. 
1o China No.1 (1908), pp. 1-2. 
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11 For a statement of this position as early 1 s 1881 see Hansar. s Parliamentary 
Debates, CCLX, 1451-1478 . 
• 12 This account oJ. the consolidated tax is drawn from Unized S; tes Foreign Re
lations, 1906, Part I, pp. 357-359. 
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lations provided for a consolidated tax of 100 taels a picul on native raw 
opium, plus 15 taels a picul for administrative costs. Prepared opium was 
to pay double this rate; opium dross, one-half. No other taxes of any sort 
were to be levied on the drug. The proceeds were to be divided between 
the provincial and central governments, the former to receive an annual 

· amount equal to that reported as received in 1904 by the provincial treasury 
from duties on native opium. Williams calculated that at this rate the total 
collection would amount to 17,360,000 Haikwan (customs) taels, of which 
about 8,000,000 would go to the imperial government. This sum the 
Peking authorities proposed to use for army reform. Only a few months 
after the inauguration of this policy of taxing opium out of existence it 
was overshadowed by the proclamation of a plan to stamp out both the 
cultivation and the use of opium by the method of gradual prohibition. 

There were a number of reasons for this change to a policy more 
difficult of execution. In the first place, the dynasty was showing a wise 
sensitiveness to public opinion, which increasingly denounced opium. Re
turned students, after their experience in Japan and other nations where 
the vice was shunned, inveighed against it as a habit which brought on 
China the contempt of other nations. Missionaries also raised their voices 
in protest against the opium evil.13 One of the most influential factors in 
arousing distaste for the habit was the report of the American Opium 
Committee, which was circulated in Chinese translation throughout the 
Empire.14 The committee studying the use of opium in the Far East in 
order to determine the best way of handling the problem in the Philippines, 
had no hesitation in pronouncing its use harmful and recommended a 
system of gradual abolition. For the Chinese, the most notable part of the 
report was that which dealt, in no gentle terms, with the prevalence of 
opium-smoking in China. The committee was inclined to blame the spread 
of the habit there to the feebleness of the government, whose enactments 
against opium had fallen into desuetude, and to the greed for gain of many 
individual Chinese, who, while not users of the drug themselves, felt no 
hesitation in selling it to others. The report stated that there were signs of 
a moral awakening in China against the vice, but declared it very doubtful 
that the nation as a whole would move against the habit for many yearsY 
Such statements stung the newly-aroused sense of nationalism among cer
tain portions of the Chinese population. 

1a Morse, International Relations, III, 436. 
14 United States Foreign Relations, 1906, Part I, p. 362. 
u United States Senate Document No. 265, 59th Congress, 1st Session, The Re

port of the Committee Appointed by the Philippine Commission to Investigate the Use 
of Opium and the Traffic Therein, pp. 28-35 (hereafter refepred to as Philippin~ 
Opium Report). 
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The report selected the regulations in force in Forrrosa . ; worthy of 
imitation. The population of Formosa was ~omposed largel) of Chinese, 
who totaled more than 2,500,000, as against 40,000 Japanese md 113,569 
aborigines. The Japanese were forbidden to use the drug, tl ! aborigines 
had not acquired the habit, and the problem t 1erefore wa> om Jf eliminat
ing the smoking of opium among the large Ch nese group. Tht nethod was 
a system of regulation looking to ultimate sUJ= pression. The p1 :paration of 
opium for use in Formosa was made a government monopoly, 1d the drug 
was sold only to licensed dealers, who in tun were allov•ed t sell it only 
to physicians, apothecaries, and licensed smol~ers. A :;moker'! license was 
issued on the presentation of a doctor's certificate testifying tl: t the appli
cant was a habitual opium-user, and had to b! renewed each 3 :ar, no new 
applicants to be given licenses after 1900. E> tensive measure~ were taken 
to provide free facilities for those who wished to be cu-ed < · the habit. 
The evils resulting from the use of opium wen! taught in the pt ,lic schools. 
The whole force of the effort to do away wi1h smoking was : .creased by 
the fact that the Japanese, who as the ruling uoup were the c: 1mpions of 
the policy, themselves were non-smokers. Tl:ere wen: many ' ·iticisms to 
be made of the system, but the American Corr:mittee neverthelt s endorsed 
it as an effective arrangement for achieving th! comple·.:e elimir tion of the 
habit without unnecessary difficulty or dislo ~ation. !;hould 1e Chinese 
themselves embark on an anti-opium crusade, Japan, so often t e model in 
reform, could again furnish a profitable exarr;ple. 

Just as the agitation in China, stimulated by the Americar report, at
tained considerable volume, help came to the Chinese governme t from the 
most unexpected quarter, the British Parliament itself. In t e past the 
British official attitude had been one of solici1 ude for the Ind n revenue 
and doubt as to the genuinely harmful effects of the use of o ium.16 As 
long as such doctrines controlled the counsels of the British g vernment, 
China could not hope for the requisite aid in checking the In ian opium 
traffic. 

When the Liberal party secured an ovel'whelming majo ty in the 
House of Commons in 1906,-the growing sentiment against th• participa
tion of the British government in the Indian opium traffic at l st became 
dominant in that body. On May 30, 1906, a n solution wa.1 pas ed: 

That this House reaffirms its conviction that th~ Indo-Chine>e opi m trade is 
morally indefensible, and requests His Majesty's Go·rernment to take s :h steps as 
may be necessary for bringing it to a speedy close,11 

• 16 For statements of this attitude see Accounts avtd PaperJ, 1895, } .II, "Final 
~eport of the Royal.Commission on Opium," p. 19; l'hilippine Opi•4m Fl port, p. 49. 

17 Parliamentary Debates, Vol. 158 (1906), p. 515. 
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However, British righteousness in this respect would have to be obtained 
at the expense of the Indian opium-farmer and the Indian administration. 
The Secretary of State for India, Lord Morley, in commenting on the 
motion, pointed out the practical difficulties involved but declared that if 
China herself showed a disposition to move against the opium habit the 
Indian government would be glad to co-operate, even in the face of a 
considerable financial loss.18 

The Chinese government was not slow in seizing this opportunity to 
take definite action to eliminate the vice which it had so long condemned in 
theory. The latter part of 1906 was the time when reform zeal in Peking 
reached perhaps its highest pitch, thanks to the inspiration of Japan's 
success against Russia and the return from abroad of the constitutional 
commission. Together with the great edicts on constitutionalism and official 
reform came the decree of September 20, which inaugurated the stu
pendous and costly campaign for the abolition of the cultivation and use 
of opium .. The Throne pointed to the failure of its past attempts, indicated 
the harmful effects of the drug, urged all to foreswear it as a necessary 
step in the regeneration of China, and declared that "within a period of ten 
years the injurious practice of using opium, whether foreign or native, 
must be entirely abolished."19 Regulations to make clear the imperial 
intent were approved on November 21, 1906.20 In some respects they owed 
a considerable debt to the Japanese system in Formosa, but China was 
faced by one problem which the Japanese had been spared: in Formosa 
the poppy was not grown, but in China it was cultivated in vast quantities. 
To insure the gradual elimination of cultivation the regulations provided 
for a system of licenses for poppy-farmers, to be renewed from year to 
year on the condition that each year a proportion of the land should be 
changed from poppy to some other crop, until at the end of the ten-year 
period the poppy would be altogether abandoned. To eliminate smoking, 
the Chinese government adopted a licensing system on the Formosan 
model. It was unable to set up a government monopoly, for the effort was 
blocked by the foreign powers, so far as foreign opium was concerned, on 
the ground that the treaties of Nanking and Tientsin forbade such a 
practice.U The compulsory licensing of smokers was decreed, with a 
gradual reduction of the quantity to be allowed and no granting of licenses 
to new smokers after the first issuing of them. Those over sixty years of 

18 Parliamentary Debates, Vol. 158 (1906), pp. 507-514. 

19 United States Foreign Relations, 1906, Part I, p. 360. 
20 For the text of these, see United States Foreign Relations, 1906, Part I, pp. 366- • 

369. • 
21 For the treaty provisions in question, see Treaties betwet!'n China and Foreig~ 

States (The Maritime Customs), I, 353, 821; also China No. 1 (1908), pp. 32-33. 
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age, of which group, be it noted, Tzu Hsi herself v. as one, were no1 :o be 
required to reduce the amount to which they had b( en accustomed. Vhen 
any smoker was cured of the habit he was to repor: to the rnagistra ! and 
surrender his license. To aid in releasing people frcm the habit the 1 gula
tions provided for the preparation on a large scale of anti-opiun pills. 
Opium dens, that is, places where opium '"'\"as sold ·:or const.mption n the 
premises, were banned, but retail shops for the sa .e of opi'.tm wer• to be 
allowed to remain during the ten-year period, provided they sect ed li
censes and sold only to licensed smokers. As a spt r to pub:.ic opini :1, the 
formation of anti-opium societies was encouraged but with the " rning 
that they must not take 1,1p the discussion of politi< al probkms. Re _:Jonsi
bility for the enforcement of these regulations w< s placed upon t ! pro
vincial officials, who were promised rewards should they suc·:eed in < ~aring 
their territory of the habit before the end of th! ten-yec.r perio The 
official class was to set an example to the population by giving up tl :habit 
in short order on pain of punishment. The earlier c rders fol'bidding •pium
smoking among students, teachers, and members of the army ar . navy 
were reiterated. The regulations concluded with t :1e important dec tration 
that the government would undertake negotiatiom with Gt·eat Bri1 in and 
with all other countries with whom China had treaties and from w· >m she 
received any opium in order to stop the import o t the drug from .broad. 
Action was also to be taken to bring into effect the dorma.nt treat provi
sions against morphia. 22 

The use of opium could not be eliminated, 1owever, as loni as the 
stream of opium from India continued. In India he manufacture c opium 
from the poppy grown by licensed farmers was a government m nopoly, 
and the drug, when prepared, was sold at aucti(ln, most of it fit ling its 
way to China.23 Despite the moral dubiousness of the business, the >reduc
tion of opium was a source of government revenue and a means f liveli
hood to many British subjects, and the British government was 1 1willing 
to surrender it until assured that China would do her part. And mrpris
ingly enough, considering the fitful progress of many other refc ms, the 
crusade against opium met with amazing success. During 1907 th Throne 
continued to show its sincerity by a number of de :rees exhorting c 1cials to 
see to the restriction of poppy-cultivation, that phase of 1he refo· n which 
lagged somewhat, and by a series of proclamations against the use f opium 
by officials, which resulted in the resignation of a numb·~r of hi 1-placed 

22 A second set of regulations was issued May 23, 1908, and differed om those 
of 1906 chiefly in the omission of the clause regan.ing nego1iation w 1 foreign 
powers and the inclusion of a scheme, doomed to fai ure, for the estab hment of 

•government monopoJies. United States Foreign Relatio M, 1908, J:p. 89-92. 

2s Parliamentary Debates, Vol. 158 (1906), pp. 505-. i07. 
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opium-users and the dismissal of others.H More significant were the signs 
of general progress throughout the country. As usual, Yuan Shih-kai led 
the way and Chihli became a model province in opium reform as in 
modernization of schools and army.26 The British government, as the party 
most interested in the real progress made, was careful to secure adequate 
reports of the real extent of the reform. The first of these was that sub
mitted in November 1907.26 The details we shall take up later, but in 
general it presented a picture of activity and progress. The closing of dens 
was the most flourishing phase f reform, with the establishment of anti
opium societies and the distribution of anti-opium pills not far behind. 
Other sections of the regulations were being given varying effectiveness 
according to the energy of the officials concerned in each locality. At the 
time the report was submitted, it was difficult to tell much about the 
measures being taken against poppy-cultivation, as the seed was not sown 
till November. 

Such signs of activity were sufficient to encourage the British govern
ment to undertake the reduction of the Indian opium traffic. The Chinese 
government had opened negotiations on January 25, 1907, by submitting 
through the Chinese minister. in London six proposals. The first and most 
important was that, taking the importation of Indian opium in the years 
1901 to 1905 as a basis, Great Britain should consent to a one-tenth reduc
tion each year of the amount of Indian opium imported into China, so that 
the Indian opium trade and the domestic cultivation in China would both 
cease in 1916. Great Britain was also asked to permit the stationing at 
Calcutta of a Chinese official to check up on the quantity of opium shipped 
to China. Then, as a result of the new consolidated tax on opium of 115 
taels a picul, the Chinese government requested the doubling of the duty 
on that imported from India, which was twice as strong as the Chinese 
article, to make the same effective burden on both, the aim being not in
crease of revenue but discouragement of the drug. The question of the 
raw and prepared opium which found its way from Hong Kong to China 
was also raised. China requested that in foreign concessions the same 
steps against opium dens and the sale of instruments be taken as had been 
decreed for the rest of China. The last item concerned the exclusion of 
morphia, with which we will deal separately. The negotiations thus 
opened lasted for almost a year before a final agreement was reached on 

24 United States Foreign Relations, 1907, Part I, pp. 149, 152, 161; NCH, October 
18, 1907, May 1, 1908. 

25 United States Foreign Relations, 1906, Part I, p. 366; ibid., 1907, Part I, 
p. 151. • • 

26 China No. 1 (1908), No. 28, inclosure. 
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all points. Their mutations cannot be discusst d here. 27 The n •ort of the 
India office on the Chinese proposals determined to great extt t the final 
form of the agreement. The Indian governmer t favored as mot feasible a 
restriction of the amount of opium exporte•i from India ir tead of a 
limitation on the amount imported into Chin 1. Not wishing o commit 
itself in advance to a ten-year schedule of d·~crease, it also a vacated a 
three-year trial period, after which, if the Chinese go'rernmer still con
tinued its campaign against opium, the agreemettt between the tw countries 
would be renewed for the remainder of the ten-year period. T e Chinese 
proposal that the duty on Indian opium be dottbled wa:; not wt received 
and a subsequent report by Sir Alexander Hcsie confi::med th attitude, 
declaring that the new tax was not applied ~verywhere in ( tina, that 
Indian opium was only 10 or 15 per cent stronger than the Chin ;;e article, 
and that to double the tax on the former would simply give an dvantage 
to the latter. To the stationing of a Chinese ofiicer at Calcutta te Indian 
government acceded, provided that he should not have powet of inter
ference. These ideas were presented to the Chirese government 1 August 
12, 1907, with the additional statement that tl:e British goverr 1ent had 
instructed its consuls to take steps against opi 1m dens in con< ssiol}s if 
such had been done by Chinese officials for dens outside the c 1cession. 
By December 2, 1907, the Chinese government had agreed to· t: ! British 
proposals except the figure to be taken as a basis for the annual r luctions. 
Agreement on this last point was reached in January 1908. rhe two 
governments arranged that for three years Great Britain shoul( decrease 
the amount of opium shipped from India to Chin.t by 5,10) chests nnually, 
that being 10 per cent of the average annual exp Jrt from India d ring the 
years 1901 to 1905.28 A Chinese official was to he stationed at C cutta to 
observe the shipment of opium to China. The prohibitic n of irr ort and 
export of prepared opium between Hong Kong a.nd China was a reed to, 
and both countries promised to take measures to prevent snugglin . China 
was forced to defer to some future date the pla:1 for the doublit · of the 
duty on Indian opium, but expressed her satisfaction with the or· ~rs sent 
out regarding the opium houses in concessions The a::rangem 'lt thus 
consummated was to run for three years, when, if China was st l effec
tively combating the opium evil, it would be carried on for sev 1 years 
more. The agreement was announced in an ec ict of March 2 1908, 
praising the co-operation of Great Britain and urging all, high an< low, to 

21 For the correspondence between the two governmt nts see C1iina No. 
from which the summary here given is drawn . 

28 The Chinese had wished to use 42,357 chests, tht average annual i 
•china, a figure whi•h would have been less favorable to them, as the annu 
tions would have been smaller. 
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exert themselves during the next three years so as to insure the renewal of 
the arrangement.29 Relatively small amounts of opium came to China from 
Turkey and Persia, but since neither were treaty powers, China by imperial 
edict established a system of licenses for opium from those countries, the 
amount licensed to be decreased one-tenth a year.30 

We must now turn to the actual steps being taken in China in fulfill
ment of the edict of 1906. Thanks to the interest of the British government 
in the progress of this reform, we are able to construct a fairly coherent 
account of the spread of the crusade against opium. The British govern
ment was unwilling to rely entirely on Chinese government reports, know
ing, no doubt, the usual exaggeration in all statements sent in to the 
Throne. To be sure that a renewal of the 1907 agreement was justified, it 
collected evidence from its consuls and from missionaries throughout 
China. The resulting reports, mosaics, as it were, of these local findings, 
are of uneven value. A consul or missionary, encouraged by the rooting up 
of the poppy crop in one small region, might proclaim the existence of a 
wholesale campaign against the drug, whereas over the next hill there might 
well be a field of poppy undisturbed; that such situations often existed 
Sir Alexander Hosie, commercial attache of the British Legation, demon
strated in his journey in search of the poppy in 1910 and 1911. Yet despite 
such almost unavoidable errors, we are enabled to secure a clearer idea of 
the struggle against opium than of any of the other reforms of the 
Manchu period. 

To bring order out of the chaos of detail presented by the various 
reports submitted to the British government is not easy. The best method 
of showing the endless local variations of the reform and yet its constantly 
increasing force and success has seemed to the writer to be the presenta
tion of a very brief sketch of the vicissitudes of opium reform in each 
province in the period from 1907 to about the end of 1909.31 In 1910 and 
1911 Hosie made important journeys of observation in western China; 
his findings will be discussed later in connection with the Anglo-Chinese 
agreement of 1911. During this period the Throne was still issuing horta
tory pronouncements urging zeal in anti-opium work and threatening of
ficials with dire punishment if they did not forego the habit. With the 

29 United States Foreign Relations, 1908, pp. 82-83. 

ao China No. 2 (1908), p. 4. 

a1 China No. 1 (1908), No. 28, inclosure; China No. 2 (1908); China No. 1 
(1909); and China No. 3 (1909) are the chief of the British reports. The details given 
here have been culled from these reports and from "The Progress of the Anti-opium • 
Movement among the Chinese" in Chinese Recorder, March 1908 and Dr. Morrison's 
report in The Times, May 20; 1907. When other sources hav~t been used they are 
indicated. 
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details of this imperial activity we must, for lack of :;pace, d 
ing our attention to the more important ques· ion of tl:.e actua] 
of the regulations of 1906 and 1908. Again :he commonplace 
success of reform rested with the local oflicials ho:.ds true 
occasion that somewhat venal and conservative group was 
the path to reform by a growing public opin[on and the exan 
of the most public-spirited of their ·number. 

The northernmost region of the Empire, Manchuria, wa5 
a very vigorous campaign, thanks to the pre! ence the:~e of su 
Chao Erh-hsun, Hsu Shih-chang, and Tan1: Shao-yi. Opiu 
soon shut, and by 1909 the smoking of the drug had been r 
one-third. Tang saw to the eradication of j:oppy-cultivation 
but in the greater poppy-growing regions o: the north less 
made. 
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In the metropolitan province of Chihli, there was great a tivity in the 
closing of dens, but the regulations for the registration of i 1okers were 
not enforced at first. The anti-opium bureau of the province 
in sending out questionnaires of all sorts. Ir 1909 smoking i 
almost disappeared and the license system w 1s operating wei 
was ordered reduced under Yuan's regime tut in sane regia 
was not well carried out, and his successor o ~dered a complet 
cultivation for the spring of 1909. 

In Shansi little was done until1909, whe:1 an energetic gc 
an assault on the habit which resulted in the dosing o:: all opi1 
wholesale establishments, the opening of many' refuges, at 
complete elimination of both smoking and cultivatio:1. 

Shensi during the first years of the reform was apath 
until 1909 were there signs of any progres!, despite the ten 
governor to submit to the Throne very opti nistic reports of 
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Kansu had the reputation of being on•: of the most ( ·ium-sodden 
provinces, and continued to be so; the exter sive sale of anti ·pium medi
cines here was not a good sign, as most of tl:ese cont<cined eit 
morphia. The officials were opposed to thE reform, and to 
that the cultivation of opium was against thE wishes of the E 
disdained to collect taxes on the drug, with the result that H 
culti¥ation was promptly increased. 
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Shantung was slow in taking steps agaiust the opium-sn •king, but a 
reduction of from SO to 75 per cent in cultivation was reporte< in 1908 and 
1909 and apparently was the case, although part of the ere< t was to be 
given to drought rather than to official effort. 

Kiangsu soon "became the leading prov: nee in neasure! against the 
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smoking of opium. In Shanghai shops and dens were closed, an increased 
tax was levied on prepared opium, cures were given gratis, and smoking 
was greatly reduced among students and troops. Most noticeable was the 
existence in Shanghai of a general sentiment condemning the habit as 
undesirable.32 Comparatively little opium was produced in the province, 
so that reduction of cultivation was not a great problem. 

If Kiangsu was a shining example, the neighboring province of Anhwei 
was a horrible one. The first attempt to check cultivation resulted in 
violent rioting, in which the governor lost his life, and for some time 
thereafter opium held sway undisturbed by the proclamations which were 
the only sign of official activity. Indeed, many of the official yamens bore 
an intimate resemblance to opium dens. In 1909 a new governor made a 
bona fide attempt to effect a decrease in cultivation, but again the farmers 
proved refractory. 

Chekiang at first was no more enthusiastic over the new edicts than 
Anhwei. The gentry favored the reform, but the officials were inactive, 
declaring that until new sources of revenue could be devised they were 
unwilling to stop the cultivation of opium and thus eliminate the taxes 
secured from it. Dens were nominally closed but actually in use, and 
anti-opium medicines of the usual harmful sort enjoyed a large sale. By 
1909 conditions had changed for the better, production was being fast 
reduced, and officials were making a real effort to stop the prevalence of 
smoking. 

In Kiangsi there was considerable popular support of the reform, but 
the measures taken were more effective in the cities than in the rural dis
tricts. Here, as elsewhere, the rising price of the drug, due to the decreased 
supply, was forcing many of the poor to give up the habit. Unfortunately 
for such as these, the anti-opium pills furnished an even more harmful way 
of satisfying the craving. 

Fukien at first showed its approval of the anti-opium move more by 
bonfires of opium apparatus than by any other methods of reform, but a 
vigorous anti-opium league succeeded in bringing about an almost com
plete elimination of cultivation and a great decrease of smoking by 1909. 

In Honan in 1907 a few dens were closed and one poppy-field uprooted 
as evidence of good intentions, but further activity was prevented by a 
combination of popular dislike of the reform and financial considerations. 
By 1908 and 1909 more effective measures were in force, especially in the 
region near the provincial capital. 

a2 There was much criticism of the dilatoriness of the Shanghai municipality in • 
closing dens within the foreign settlement. The date was finally set for 1910. The 
British government refused to. take responsibility, noting that many of the rate-payers 
were not British subjects (China No. 2 [1909], p. 21). 
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One of the most ironic spectacles in the d:,ama of 
the halting and unsatisfactory progress made i::1 Hupe! 
in which Chang Chih-tung, once so lotd in his denuncic 
his viceregal seat. From the proclamation of t1e anti-1 
down through 1909 reports from Hu:Jeh continually < 
of any real progress in checking smoking. The poppy-c 
the increase. The. missionaries in the province combin 
push the reform, but, perqaps becaust~ of his preoccu1 
matters, he did not do much to fulfill their recuest. 
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In the other province under Chanf's contrd, Huna , little opium was 
grown and less was smoked, and since many of the >rovincial officials 
were non-smokers and opponents of t 1e habit many ct 
dens were closed, licensing was in efi 'ect, troops wen 
smuggling, and offenders were punished. 
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Yunnan after 1908 and that poppy-cultivation s:1ould ct se in 1909. The 
area under poppy in Yunnan was soon greatly reduced, >wing to the use 
of military force. 

There remains for consideration the great opium-gn 
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objection from foreign powers, since, as Szechwan co sumed its own 
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production, foreign opium was not involved. The first wave of activity 
soon spent itself. The opium-farmers of the district, who actively opposed 
the measures which threatened to deprive them of a livelihood, forced the 
reduction of the uniform tax to the old level of about thirty-two taels. 
Smoking went on openly and without much official objection. It was 
largely due to the efforts of the two brothers, Chao Erh-feng and Chao 
Ehr-hsun, who successively held the viceroyalty of the prov'ince from 
1907 to 1911, that the poppy at last began to disappear. A SO per cent 
reduction had been ordered for the winter of 1907 and 1908 and in the 
latter year complete prohibition was decreed, but in 1909 there were still 
many fields of poppy to be found. 

Of the great campaign to stamp out the poppy which began in 1910 we 
shall speak later. By the time for the renewal of the Anglo-Chinese agree
ment in 1910, the crusade against opium had made considerable though 
sporadic and uneven progress. As Hosie stated in his report to the British 
"government late in 1908: 

.... public opinion, backed by a young but growing patriotism, is gradually but 
surely branding opium smoking as an evil that must be eradicated. Two years have 
elapsed since the issue of the anti-opium decree and the promulgation of the anti
opium regulations, and, although reports recently received from the provinces are 
somewhat conflicting in regard to the execution of the measures devised for suppres
sion, there can be no doubt that, in spite of the absence of any well-organized uniform 
scheme for accomplishing the task, much is being done, and, in some cases, perhaps 
too much is being attempted in too short a time with the machinery available for the 
purpose.38 

But this picture of progress had its darker side, for in proportion as 
opium tended to disappear, certain problems which its elimination created 
came more and more to the front. Morphia came into use to fill the vacuum 
of unsatisfied desire created by the increased price and the decreased use 
of opium, just as in the United States "bootleg" has appeared since the 
passage of the Eighteenth Amendment. Much of it was employed in the 
preparation of the so-called anti-opium pills which were so generously dis
tributed in many provinces to aid in the curing of the opium-smoking 
habit and which served to implant a more dangerous craving, the desire 
to eat opium and morphia.34 That many of the supposed cures contained 
opium and morphia could not but have been known to the provincial 
authorities,35 but no adequate attempts were made to get the co-operation 
of trained Western physicians in devising really .effective and non-harmful 
methods of curing smokers. 

sa China No.1 (1909), p. 1. 
34China No.1 (1908), p. 42; China No.1 (1909), p. 5. • 
3G See Bland, "The Opium Abolition Question" in Blakeslee, Recent Developments 

in China. 
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In addition to its consumption in the fo:m of pills, mor; 
creasingly used in subcutaneous injections. At first it was c 
the price of opium soared, it was employed by the c:ass wh~ 
longer afford to purchase the old opiate. The Chinese gover; 
cised by the threatened replacement of opi urn by morphia, 
to close its doors to morphia and the instrum ~nts for jts use. 
of 1902 and 1903 with Great Britain and the United Stat 
provisions for the exclusion of morphia ex:ept for medicir 
provisions to be put into effect as soon as all tiLe treaty :Jowers ~ 

At the same time China had promised to take steps to prever 
facture of morphia in her own borders.36 

' 

Until the anti-opium edict stimulated the use of morphia 
government made no attempt to bring into eff !Ct these provisio 
ary 1907, however, it approached Rockhill, th! United States r
ing that his government give immediate effec· to the article pr 
sending of morphia into China, without waiting for the agre• 
other powers. Rockhill pointed out that as tl e United States 
morphia into China, its action would do littlo! good, and advi 
take the steps against Chinese manufactured morphia promise• 
and 1903 treaties before trying to persuade 1 he powers to su 
right of importation.37 The Chinese govern nent, neverthele, 
and April, 1907, set about the attainment of its object by tht 
vided in the 1902 and 1903 treaties, that of procurin,5 the cc 
treaty powers. All agreed fairly readily excel •t Japan, the nati 
cerned in the shipment of morphia to China 38 In Jdy 1908 
government at last issued regulations agains1. morphia., prescr 
punishments for manufacturing and distribu :ing the drug.S9 

fluenced by this step, which meant that Chir ese-madt: morph 
be permitted to flourish at the expense of the Japanese article, 
government fell in line in September 1908 and the prohibitic 
portation of morphia except for medicinal purposes was put 
January 1909.40 Thereafter the consumptior. of mor:Jhia de< 
to the increase in price which followed its ex:clusion. 11 Late: 
taken to check in a similar fashion the import~tion of oJcaine.4

: 

The danger of the spread of the morphia 1 abit was not the 
contingent on the elimination of opium. I iminution of pc 
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as MacMurray, Treaties and Agreements with and concerning Chir. , No. 1902/7; 
No. 1903/5. 

37 United States Foreign Relations, 1907, Part I pp. 140-142. 

88 Ibid., 1908, p. 84. 89 IbHJ., pp. 100-102. 

40 Ibid., pp. 103-;104. 41 China No.3 (1909), p 5. 
42 United States Foreign Relations, 1910, pp. 2! 8-299. 
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meant a profound economic dislocation. Many farmers, especially in the 
west, had found in the poppy a product which by its high price and great 
portability suited their needs precisely, for with a shortage of rapid trans
portation facilities a crop of small bulk and great value was a necessity .43 
X o crop which could be substituted so well filled these requirements; 
m6reover, when, as in Yunnan, the farmers did shift to barley, wheat, cot
ton, or other crops, the result was a local oversupply, there being no way 
of transporting the surplus to regions where there was a demand; a con
sequent drop in price, and hard times for many.44 Realizing that the edict 
against opium meant their ruin, many farmers opposed any attempt to 
make them give up poppy-cultivation and there were armed conflicts 
between the poppy-growers and provincial soldiery in many parts of the 
country before the farmers were convinced that the poppy was doomed. 
The imperial government had tried to provide for an easy transition by 
setting the ten-year period with gradual reduction of cultivation. This plan 
was not well carried out, however. It necessitated, as a preliminary, a care
ful survey of the land under poppy, and none such was madeY Moreover, 
any system which gradually restricted cultivation would favor some 
farmers at the expense of others.46 The more effective, if harsh, method 
was to order immediate and complete cessation of cultivation, a course 
adopted in many provinces with success. By 1911 almost unbelievable 
progress had been made in poppy-suppression, but at the expense of the 
livelihood of a group which, as a result, became one of the elements in 
that general chorus of dissatisfaction which culminated in the Revolution. 

Far more disturbing at the time was the problem of finding some source 
of revenue to replace the opium taxes, which would cease to flow into the 
imperial and provincial coffers with the stamping out of the ·drug. The 
government showed courage of no mean order in persisting in the anti
opium campaign when revenue was desperately needed to carry on the 
many reform projects of one sort or another then on foot. The traditional 
aversion of the dynasty to the opium habit triumphed even over pecuniary 
necessity, howevet, and the Throne often proclaimed its attitude in such 
words as: 

Tbe Throne desires earnestly to begin a new life with the people, and will not 
feel loth to sacrifice the revenue from such a source although Our finance is in a 
stress.47 

Just what the financial loss involved amounted to is a question which 
leads us again into the quicksands of "statistics" regarding imperial China. 

4s United States Foreign Relations, 1906, Part I, p. 353. 
H Hosie, On the Trail of the Opium Poppy, II, 44-45. 
45 China No. 3 (1909), p. 22. 
46 China No. 1 (1911), p. 16. 47 NCH, May 13, 1911. 
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The Waiwupu, in a memorial of 1908, set the revenue on Indiar opium at 
about 1,200,000 taels!8 The Times at about t 1e same time ch micled a 
guess that the central government stood to los,!, by the disappe ranee of 
opium, about £1,500,000.49 All agreed that whatever the loss tot e central 
administration, the provincial exchequers would )e the ch:.ef suffe !rs. The 
realization by provincial mandarins that drastic ;teps against opi1 n would 
cripple the provincial treasury (and their own P' Jckets) led to tht delay of 
reform in many regions. Increased taxes on opiu n such a:; the cor olidated 
tax of 1906 were better calculated to decrease revenue than to in rease it, 
since they served as a deterrent to further culti ration and use. his was 
demonstrated in 1908 when the official at W uch mg in darge of he con
solidated tax reported that he would no longer be able to furni: to the 
imperial treasury the amount expected of him.50 Any new tax w 1ld fall 
on a group which had not borne the opium tax a 1d would thus S( i'e only 
to increase discontent. The Throne soon began o ask for sugge: ions as 
to the best means of recouping the deficit, but no r~ally sati!;factory olution 
was forthcoming. Indeed, none was to be expected; the finance of the 
Empire had already reached a lamentable state. A few expediet 5 were 
proposed. Yunnan, for example, tried increasing t]e tax on salt, wl ::h was 
a government monopoly, 51 and one hopeful offici 1l suggested the urther 
development of provincial economic resources ;.s a pos:;ible so :ce of 
profit. 52 But this particular phase of the great fi 1ancial r.iddle re ained, 
like its other aspects, unsolved. · 

Whatever problems the attempt to stop the we of opium had ngen
dered, the crusade itself was making excellent pwgress, and Chin; 5 first 
opportunity to set her case before the powers as a s-roup and to attt 1pt to 
secure their co-operation came with the meeting of the Opium Comr tssron 
of 1909 at Shanghai. The Commission, first proposed by the United )tates 
in 1906, was to include representatives of all the rowers interested n the 
traffic, and was authorized to investigate the opium problem ·.)Ut not • take 
binding action. 53 The inclusion of China was ess( ntial to the succ ;s of 
any such gathering, yet the Chinese government we: s slow in promi~ 1g to 
send delegates, fearing that the Commission might in some way int ·£ere 
with Chinese domestic concerns and especially that s )me sort of a tra ~ling 
delegation of foreigners to investigate opium migl t be sen·,: throng the 

48 United States Foreign Relations, 1908, p. 84. 
49 The Times, April 4, 1908. 
5o China No. 1 (19()9), p. 16. 51 Ibid., pp. 1! -16. 
52 United States Foreign Relations, 1909, pp. 104-106. 
53 The diplomatic correspondence preceding the meeting of the Commissio1 will 

found in U11ited States Foreig11 Relations, 1906, Part I, ?P· 360-365; ibid., 907, 
Part I, pp. 140-174; ibid., 1908, pp. 74-116. 
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country. An explicit statement that the Commission was purely for pur
poses of investigation, that each country was to make the preliminary 
survey of conditions within its own borders, and that the decisions reached 
would not be obligatory on any of the nations involved, at last secured 
China's accession, July 23, 1907. The agenda included reports by delegates 
on the regulations and · estrictions as to opium in force in their own 
countries and any amend~.nents to them advisable; a discussion of the opium 
traffic in tl)e Far East, based on preliminary study; and definite proposals 
for the remedying of the situation. 

The death of both the Emperor and the Empress Dowager in November 
1908 caused the postponement of the meeting from January 1, 1909, to 
February 1, 1909, when it convened in Shanghai. The report which China 
presented to this body was decidedly sanguine.. By imperial command, re
turns on the suppression of the cultivation and sale of opium had been 
gathered in 1907 and 1908 and submitted to the Throne in a memorial 
from the Board of Finance, October 4, 1908, which declared that produc
tion had been suppressed in five provinces, including Yunnan, as well as 
part of Manchuria, that during the coming year eight more would eliminate 
it, a1;1d that a 20 per cent reduCtion in Szechwan, Kweichow, Kansu, and 
Shensi was expected. Shansi was to be purged of the drug by its governor, 
who had just petitioned to be allowed summarily to forbid all cultivation. 
The petition also gave figures to indicate that native opium was rapidly 
decreasing in amount while the quantity coming in from abroad remained 
nearly stationary. The figures for production in terms of piculs were given 
as 142,698 in 1905, 148,103 in 1906, and 119,983 in 1907, thus showing a 
20 per cent reduction. Figures for sales showed a similar falling-off. The 
figures given for the importation of foreign opium were from the reports 
of the Imperial Maritime Customs, and showed a gradual increase from 
51,290 piculs in 1905 to 54,117 in 1906 and to 54,584 in 1907.54 That the 
Chinese figures for production and sales were far too low was evident on 
the face of them. At least one Manchu official declared so to the Throne, 
citing the province of Kansu as an example. 55 The figures, when presented 

54 China No. 1 (1909), pp. 18-21; The Times, October 14, 1908. It must be re
membered that the Anglo-Chinese agreement for the reduction of the export of Indian 
opium was not made until the end of 1907. In 1908 the importation of opium to China 
dropped to 43,397 piculs (China, Imperial Maritime Customs, Returns of Trade and 
Trade Reports, 1909, Part I, p. 30). 

5 5 The Tartar-General of Kansu declared to the Throne: "Unfortunately, the 
officials sent by the Board of Revenue to investigate Kansu province arrived at 
Ning-hsia in the middle of the eighth moon, by which time the poppy harvest was 
over and the only available source of information was found in the statistics of the 
local officials and the tax-collectors, which are absolutely untoustworthy evidence.• 
The Times, January 28, 1909. 
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to the conference, were criticized by Sir Alexander I Iosie, who pointe out 
their real character as guesses but declared that h~ had no intenti< t of 
denying that real progress had been made in China. f 6 

If the Chinese had hoped that the Commission w<•uld free them at nee 
from the necessity of receiving foreign opium, tht:y were disillusit ted. 
As had been carefully explained beforehand, its i 1tention was on to 
conduct an investigation of the opium traffic, and its recommendatiom had 
no binding force. However, the resolutions which finally received Ul Llll

mous endorsement by the delegates included a recog1tition of the sine ·ity 
and progress of China in her anti-opium campaign and recornmenda· )US 

to the governments concerned that in concessions anc settlements in C ma 
dens still open be closed, steps be taken to stop the nanufacture of ; tti
opium remedies containing opium, and national pharmacy laws be appli 1.57 

Many feared that with the death of the Empress Dowager in Nm m
ber 1908 the attack on opium, the preparations for c:mstitutionalism, nd 
all the other reforms would gradually fade into obliv :on. Ultimate ev 1ts 
tended to confirm this prognostication, but for the time being bere see· ed 
hope for the continuance of the reform program unde1· the well-intentic ed 
Regent. Prince Chun declared Tzu Hsi's policy his <•wn, and in the i :ld 
of opium reform showed zeal comparable to hers. Edicts appeared thr tt
ening those officials who did not give up the opium habit and punist 1g 
those who had failed to do so; a code of penalties for · riolators of the a ~i

opium regulations was promulgated; and provincial a .1thoritie~ who \\ re 
detected in falsification of their reports to the Thro 1e were punishe 58 

With imperial support arid an increasing backing from the public 1e 
elimination of opium went on apace. 

That the drug was fast disappearing no one, not even the most 1-
terested party, Great Britain, seemed to doubt; but to make sure that te 
production of opium was being suppressed as rigorously as reports in t
cated, Sir Alexander Hosie in the winter of 1910-1911 made a journey f 
investigation in those provinces which had formerly be ~n the great centt ·s 
of poppy-growing. Following the less-traveled roads, where the pop y 
was apt to persist even when it had disappeared alon; the highways, e 
traversed Shansi, Shensi, Szechwan, Kweichow, and Yunnan and st -
mitted reports which demonstrated that this one, at le 1st, of tl: e ref orr 
attempted under the Empire had been a conspicuous st ccess. 

Hosie's findings served to indicate the untrustworthiness in detail 
the earlier reports made up of collections of scattered ol servations but a!. , 

66 China No. 3 (1909), p. 24. 

• 
37 United States Foreign Relations, 1909, pp. 109-110 . 
ss NCH, January 20, September 23, 1911; United States Fo ·eign Rela~ions, 191 

pp. 294-296. 
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gave ample support to the general view that the anti-opium crusade was 
making astounding progress. Shansi, where progress had been very feeble 
until1909 or so, had been purged of the poppy by the vigor of the governor, 
Ting Pao-chuan. Hosie saw no poppy-growing in the province and was 
told that license fees had ceased for lack of anything to license. In Shensi 
the governor claimed a 60 to 80 per cent reduction, which Hosie was in
clined to consider an overestimate, though reduction there had undoubtedly 
been. One of the best testimonials to the fact was that the price of the 
drug had risen to four times what it had been in the days before 1906. In 
Kansu, where the poppy had so long flourished unchecked, Hosie estimated 
a reduction of perhaps 25 per cent even though the governor seemed in
clined to wink at evasion of the law and protested guileless innocence of 
the existence of poppy-fields under the very walls of the capital.59 But the 
high point of Hosie's investigations came with the discovery that in 
Szechwan, once pre-eminent in production of the drug, the poppy had 
vanished.60 When such success could be obtained there the ultimate dis
appearance of the poppy elsewhere was all but certain. In Kweichow, once 
opium-sodden beyond all other provinces, various proclamations ordering 
cessation of cultivation had been posted, but not until shortly before Hosie's 
arrival in 1911 were drastic steps taken, soldiers sent, and crops uprooted. 
The reduction of 70 to 80 per cent claimed by the governor was perhaps 
not much too high.61 In Yunnan, Hosie estimated a reduction from 60,000 
piculs to one-fourth of that amount, the elimination of the poppy in the 
former great poppy districts in the west having been particularly suc
cessful. In the regions occupied by aboriginal tribes less effective steps 
had been taken.62 

Success such as this was sufficient to convince the British government 
that China was carrying out her part of the 1907 agreement, which came 
up for renewal in the latter part of 1910. Great Britain was willing to 
waive proof from China of the progress made provided that the latter 
would agree to another three-year probationary period, but the Chinese 
government protested that the full seven-year period should be observed.63 

The question of the 18,000 chests of opium in bond also proved difficult. 
This accumulation was due to the fact that although the amount shipped 

59 Hosie's report on poppy-cultivation in Shansi, Shensi, and Kansu is to be 
found in brief form in China No. 1 (1911), No. 1, and at gr'eater length in his On 
the Trail of the Opium Poppy. 

6o Hosie, On the Trail of the Opium Poppy, II, 21. See also China No.1 (1911), 
No.2. 

61 Hosie, op. cit., pp. 165, 279-287. 

62 China No.1 (1911), No.3. 
sa Hosie, op. cit., II, 220. 
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from Calcutta had been reduced according to promise, more of 
come to China than heretofore, attracted by the higher prices wl: 

t had 
:h the 
l 1909 drug commanded there. Indeed, the import of OJ•ium into China 

exceeded that in 1908 by 570 piculs, owing to tl e scarcity of tht native 
article and to speculation on the chance of greatet scarcity in the f 

To check this difficulty, Max Muller, the B ·itish charge in 
proposed that all opium leaving India for China Je marked and o 
so indicated be admitted.65 Negotiations on those lines wcre begw 

ture.64 

'eking, 
.y that 
in the 

middle of 1910 but were terminated without result, owing to the· ave of 
feverish agitation for immediate cessation of imp· Jrtation which se .ed the 
student class and the National Assembly. In th: s reform, just a in the 
case of constitutionalism, these groups were po:;sesed w:th a m: tia for 
quick results. The church bodies in Great Bri:ain also denour ed the 
existence of the treaty provisions which bound China to accept 
Both groups, Christian leaders and Chinese agitate •rs, centered theit 
on the revised tariff under the treaty of Tientsir which Lad legal 

opium. 
:t.ttacks 
:ed the 

opium traffic. April24, 1911, was the last day fo1 the denunciatiot of that 
document, a fact which gave special impetus to 1 he campaign aga 1st it.66 

In the face of this clamor, the Chinese governme 1t was forced to oandon 
the negotiations on December 5, 1910 . .s7 

Negotiations were later resumed, however, and an agreem nt was 
finally arrived at on May 8, 1911.68 By it the British governmen recog
nizing China's sincerity and success in reducing the cultivation o opium, 
agreed to the continuation of the agreement bl:tween the two c •untries 
until 1917, China each year to diminish the pre duction of opiut 
borders )n the same proportion as the reduction of the eJ:port fn 
for that year. If in less than seven years China ;hould effect the 

in her 
n India 
)mplete 
top the cessation of poppy-cultivation, the British gm ernment would 

exportation of opium from India to China. I) 1 any case, any rovince 
which could prove that it had suppressed culti' ation ani impor .tion of 
native opium would be at once released from ace :epting Indian OJ: 1m. 

Canton and Shanghai, however, were not to Je closed to Indi; 1 opium 
except as a final measure. During the seven-yeat period Great Br am was 
to be allowed to gather information by the s !nding through hina of 
British officials, accompanied, if the Chinese g wernment so de ired, by 
Chinese representatives. The old proposal of tlte ChineBe gover ment to 

64 China, Imperial Maritime Customs, Returns of Trade and )"rade Re1 rts, 1909, 
Part I, pp. 45-46. 

ss The Times, April 18, 1911. 
66 The Times, December 22, 1910, April 18, 1911. 
67 Hosie, op. cit., II, 220 . 
68 For the text, see Great Britain, Treaty Series, 1!•11, No. 1:!. 
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raise the tax on British opium was at last agreed to; China was to be al
lowed to increase it to 350 taels a chest, but only on condition that she first 
raise the tax on all native opium to an equivalent figure. The Chinese 
official whose presence at Calcutta had been sanctioned in 1907 was to be 
allowed to watch the packing of opium as well as the sales, and every chest 
destined for China was to receive an export permit, the number to be 
gradually reduced to none in 1917. The question of the uncertified opium 
being held in bond was settled by Great Britain's taking responsibility for 
it and agreeing that, if it should be allowed entry into China, she would in 
1912, 1913, and 1914 reduce her export to China by the scheduled 1,500 
chests plus one-third of the amount of the opium in bond at the time of 
the signature of the agreement. 

This agreement was almost the last stage in the struggle against opium 
under the Manchus. The International Opium Conference, sequel to the 
Commission of 1909, met at The Hague, December ,1, 1911.69 In the 
Convention finally agreed on, the powers having treaties with China agreed 
to take action to stop the smuggling to China of opium, morphine, and 
cocaine; to stop opium-smoking; to close opium dens and shops in con
cessions, leases, and settlements in proportion as similar action should be 
taken by China; to prevent the shipment through post offices under their 
control of the forbidden drugs; and to apply to their nationals in China 
pharmacy laws to be drawn up by China, if such laws proved satisfactory.70 

Before these decisions could be made effective, political upheaval ended 
the Manchu dynasty. In the troubled years which followed, the campaign 
against opium faded into the background. The poppy bloomed once more 
in regions where it had once been stamped out, and opium-smokers might 
again puff their pipes in peace. But of all.the reforms attempted in the 
closing years of the Manchu period, the effort to eradicate the cultivation 
and use of opium was the most noteworthy, both from the point of view of 
its effectiveness and from that of its political and moral significance. It 
was a sovereign demonstration of the fact that the decadent governmental 
machine in Peking could enforce its will only when that will was also the 
general desire. In this instance, Throne and people were in harmony. 
Constitutionalism, the gold standard, reforestation, and many other West
em-style innovations might have only the vaguest significance to the 
ordinary Chinese, but one and all were familiar with the effects of 

69 The diplomatic correspondence preceding the conference is to be found in 
United States Foreign Relations, 1909, pp. 111-115; ibid., 1910, pp. 292-328; ibid., 
1911, pp. 54--56; ibid., 1912, pp. 182-193. The report of the Ameiican delegates will 
be found in ibid., 1912, pp. 207-221. 

1o For the terms of the Convention in full, see United State' Foreign !Relations, • 
1912, pp. 196-204. 
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opium-smoking. In the years from 1906 to :.911 the dynasty was en
abled at last to put into effect its traditional ar.ti-opium policy, tanks to 
the conjunction of a number of favorable circtmstance~:-the g )Wth of 
anti-opium sentiment among the mass of the pe<lple, the volte fa ' of the 
British government in the matter of Indian or: ium, an c. the wi espread 
enthusiasm for reform engendered by the out~o11e of the Russo-. tpanese 
War. Thus when imperial edicts denounced the habit and ore red its 
abandonment, a rnoveme~t began which, starting with rather per: mctory 
action against opium dens, reached its climax with the ~aziug to the ;round 
of the immense poppy-crops of the greatest op urn-growing dist icts in 
the Empire. • 

It is evidence of the government's sincerity, if not of it:; pruden e, that 
this result was obtained at the expense of a cons: derable revenue, ust at 
the time when the administration could ill afford :o foregc any so· ·ce of 
income whatsoever .. Those who delight in compa:·isons will find t tt the 
Manchu anti-opium campaign and the American legislation agai ;t in
toxicating beverages furnish a multitude of para leis-and of cor rasts. 
But, leaving aside the question of whether the Manchu governme : un
warrantably interfered with the personal liberty of opium-smoke1 , we 
may fairly list the elimination of opium as one of < group of amelic ative 
measures which were perhaps more necessary at tl e time than up-t• ·date 
governmental machinery which China was as yet u:1able to operate. ~du

cational reform, the systematization and purificatior of the sadly inv lved 
finances, some method of dealing with famine, and the erad: cation c the 
opium habit were reforms calculated to produce in time an hot stly 
governed, adequately fed, intelligent, and enlightenec populace. That tese 
innovations should have been allowed to do their worl: before republica ism 
or even constitutionalism seized the stage, subsequent events have det on
strated; but the prophets of the new era of "fre~ g(lvernment" could not 
wait . 

• 
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The campaign against opium, the renovation of the army, the prepara
tion for constitutionalism, and the institution of a modernized school 
system were the great reforms of the period before 1912. In addition to 
these changes, which to some extent attained realization, .there was a whole 
host of reforms which progressed little farther than the pages of the' 
imperial gazette. Among the list of stillborn improvements were some 
of those most necessary for the strengthening and enlightenment of China. 
Perhaps the chief of these neglected reforms was that of the imperial 
finances, which implied first and foremost the inculcation of ordinary 
principles of public honesty among the official class. 

On September 11, 1909, there appeared in the columns of the North
China Herald a letter containing a trenchant criticism of the post-Boxer 
reforms. Its author, who signed himself merely "An Old China Hand,"1 

incurred the angry rebuttals of "Young China," but got no real answer 
to his challenge. The letter set forth a typical "reform" in its progress 
from imperial edict to actual performance, the example chosen being 
afforestation/ and is worthy of quotation in good part as showing better 
than any amount of pious generalization the fate of many of the eloquent 
edicts which blazoned the pages of the imperial gazette : 

.... the first thing is to organize a Board or a branch of a Board in Peking. 
Then officials and clerks must be appointed, both in the capital and in the provinces. 
All goes swimmingly so far, because there are plenty looking for employment, especially 
in posts where there is a chance of robbing the public. The first duty of the various 
offices will be to draw up innumerable, mostly impracticable, and very complicated and 
contradictory regulations. In China, as soon as you have drawn up your regulations, 
you wash your hands of the whole affair ; it is considered a going concern,. This is 
only natural, as experience has shown that no one ever obeys r·egulations, and it is 
impossible to enforce them. However, the regulations are decided upon after much 
correspondence and without reference to expert advice, the Throne is memorialized, 
and approving Edicts are published. Now we must really get to work. Where are the 
forests? They have mostly disappeared, except in mountainous districts impossible 
of cultivation, where there are no inhabitants to burn them up, and where the diffi
culty of transport makes destruction unprofitable. Anyhow, we must have forests or 
we shall get no salary and no squeeze. Certain districts, where a few bushes and 
stunted trees lead a precarious existence, must be marked o'ff as forest tracts, and 
these must be rigorously preserved. The next step is to appoint our forest guards or 
rangers, upon which the whole success of the undertaking will depend. It will not be 

1 From the style and sentiments the writer is inclined to attribute the letter to 
J, 0. P. Bland. 

2 Just at that time afforestation was interesting the official mind, as witnes~ 
United States Consular Reports, February 1910, pp. 137-138. 
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necessary to give them any pay, because the post will Je lucrative and un: 
work. At the same time it will be advisable to have their names enkred in a ! 

because the clerks in the office have but small incomes. The rangns will th 
to make contracts with the people of the neighbourin! · villages, each of 
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tended by 
lary sheet 
1 proceed 
hich will 

have a certain tract marked out as its monopoly. The guardian .)f the tr< t will be 
paid so much to keep his eyes shut, and will only stipula :e that something m ;t be left 
growing for the sake of appearances. Meanwhile he w 11 have the leisure ) employ 
his honorarium in some congenial form of commerc·~. Probably he wi open a 
gambling hell, or perhaps a small pawnshop, while the v-illagers vrill keep atch for 
him and drive all trespassers off their tract. 

All this may read like an ungenerous piece of exagg-erated sarcasm, bt anyone 
intimately acquainted with the Chinese and their ways 'Vill admit that it is 1 literal 
and true picture of what always happens in this countr;·. . ... It is this efective 
sense of duty, this want of personal honour, and the sc rdid spirit that put money 
before everything else, that are responsible for the rapic decadence of a na ::m that 
was once great. All talk of reform in China, until the mot ale of the people is 1anged, 
may be entirely disregarded as empty verbiage, for when you get d·)Wll to tl actual 
doing you will not find the men to do. The idea of a Constitutional Goverr 1ent in 
this country, when each man's ambition is to serve his ow11 ends, is a huge jo '· The 
Government in Peking know this quite well, but they are very anxious about evolu
tion, and the talk of a Constitution is a piece of apport mism adopted to ll !p the 
discontented quiet. 

Embittered as it is, this description contains considerable trut . In 
the cases of opium reform and educational modernization, results were 
achieved 1:1ecause the officials found themselves caught bet ween irr erial 
earnestness and public enthusiasm. But on tht whole the En >ress 
Dowager and the Regent had to face· the same force> which had frus a ted 
Kuang Hsu's reform attempts, the indifference and opposition .of ~on

servative and venal officials who by passivity couh l render nugator the 
best of imperial intentions. 

The whole financial system under which China 1 1perated at the b ~m
ning of the twentieth century was a strange farrafo of practices v. ich 
to the Occidental mind made up a picture both comic and tragic.3 A 1eil 
of mystery perhaps providentially hid the details of this system frorr. the 
eyes of even the most interested foreigners. In it;; broad outlines :he 
scheme can be comprehended. The central governm ~nt did not until he 
period of reform attempt any immediate control over local adrninistrat m, 
and local mandarins were left very much to their own deviceB so Ion~ as 
peace in the territory under them indicated that tht ir rule was not )0 

oppressive. The finances were run on a sort of gentlenan's agr.~ement t at 
Peking would not expect more than a certain custorr ary amount (ron a 
particular region; what became of the rest collected f·om the people n y 
easily be guessed from the inevitable connection betwe=n the terms "m< 
liarin" and "squeeze." Government was a comparat'.vely sirrple affa 

3 For a general discussion of Chinese finances see Wagel, Finance in China. 
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unencumbered by any semi-socialistic enterprises. As Morse has put it, 

The Chinese official is nowadays less an administrator than a tax-collector; but 
an infinitesimal portion of his revenue is wasted on such heads of expenditure as 
police, justice, roads, education, fire prevention, sanitation, or others of the numerous 
expenses falling on the official purse in the West; so far as we, with our limited 
Occidental mind, can see, he exists solely for his own maintenance and that of his 
fellow-officials, his superiors and his subordinates.4 

Few indeed were the officials who were not sticky-fingered; moreover, 
even if an official were disinclined to graft too extensively, he had always 
to reckon with the exactions of his superiors. The surest sign of wide
spread corruption was the exalted estimate placed on the honesty of such 
men as Chang Chih-tung; what is common is not often so highly praised. 
The imperial government lent countenance to the custom; it paid inade
quate salaries on the understanding that it was the perquisites which 
counted. Morse has set the sources of revenue on which the Manchus 
relied in the last years of their sway at seven-land tax, tribute, customs, 
salt gabelle, likin, foreign customs, and miscellaneous devices such as 
licenses, fees, and,tenures.5 Statistics, however, were for obvious reasons, 
nonexistent and for any estimate of how much was collected and what 
became of the greater part of it in transit to the Dragon Throne, we are 
left to guesswork. Only the duties collected by the foreign-staffed Im
perial Maritime Customs under Sir Robert Hart were honestly gathered 
and submitted, and it is a palpable score against the Confucian theory of 
the power of good example that almost no Chinese officials were moved 
to imitate the excellent example thus set them. The "I.M.C." was an 
oasis in a sea of financial confusion and dishonesty. 

The opportunities for peculation afforded by a system of cumulative 
replacements, commutations, and exactions needs no comment. In the 
palmy pre-Taiping days expenditures did not equal revenue, however, and 
a rule-of-thumb scheme would serve. By far the largest items of expense 
were the maintenance of officials and the pay of provincial troops, which 
latter were apt to have no existence except on the regimental rolls. But 
with the costly Taiping Rebellion, likin (internal transit dues) became 
necessary; lost wars and injuries to foreigners brought indemnities; large 
foreign loans were assumed. Expenses began to pass income, until in 1910 
they were double what income had been in 1900.6 This was due in con
siderable part to the cost of underwriting reform, which even when 
ineffective was expensive. Observers pointed out that to many of the 

4 Morse, The Trade and Administration of the Chinese Empire, p. 81. 
5 Ibid., p. 85; see also Wagel, Fina.nce in China, chapter xiii. 

6 Parker, China, Her History, Diplomacy, and Commerce, p. 218. 
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people reform in practice looked only too much like a scheme tc 
the ranks of parasites. \Vhat if the new codes )f laws were not 
effect and the new judicial system were a farce? The scribes wh• 
on the codifications and the new underlings assc dated with the ' 
courts had to have their pay and "squeeze." What i·[ the m 
useless--except in revolution against the dynas :y? Expenses of 
dents sent abroad, the pay of instructors, and t 1e costly pleasun 
imperial princes in the interests of this "ref OJ m" were a drai 
treasury. The only hope was to force into s•!rvice some of 1 

resources" which went to line official pockets. 
It was a bleak prospect for the Manchus. :Iad they been C 

national and popular dynasty such as the Japane>e royal house, tl 
have been able to reorganize the financial systen 1. In the excitinl 
the Revolution, the whole structure of graft wa; charged to the 
as their especial contribution to the art of misg• lvernmert, with 
regard for the fact that the great majority of t 1e dishonest offic 
Chinese in race. The Manchus were not the 1ni tiators o:: corrup 
one may ask, does not considerable blame atta< h to them for eo 
to practice and to countenance 1t at a time when they were loud ir 
tions of their intention to reform their Em pin •? The mling h 
between Scylla and Charybdis. If the Throne made no attemp 
form" beyond the issue of high-sounding edicts, "young Chin; 
fling at it the charge of insincerity. If, on the o1her hand, it triec 
reform a reality, more funds would be necessa1 y. Ther·~ were 1 
to secure more funds. One was to collect new taxes-l::ut such 
would inevitably lead to unrest and rebellion. Tl te other was to sl 
on peculation-and that would arouse agains : the Throne th 
opposition of all who were officials, all whose r ~latives vrere offi. 
all who hoped to be officials themselves or to S( :e their children 
tives in that class. One must not forget the democracy of tl: 
system which gave to any bright boy a chanct to win admissi< 
charmed circle of those able to dip their hands in the p:tblic pu 
whole system from top to bottom was involved .n it circle of selt 
In Peking itself dwelt Prince Ching, awarded by acclaim of all an 
the palm for quintessential corruption, yet num ~rous attempts o 
to obtain his degradation failed. When even the '~hrone's most cm 
servants were steeped in corruption, what hope was the~e for a 
housecleaning? That Tzu Hsi knew the joys of metarnorphosi1 
moneys into private hoardings is indicated by the comiderable 
collected by her and over which her successors qt.arreled bng and 

• The Throne received much advice urging the purifica1ion of tl 
system. The Board of State Affairs, appointed while the Court 
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at Sian in 1901, wisely advised economy in expenditure as a step which 
would win adherence of the people to the new policy of reform.7 Jung 
Lu's valedictory memorial in 1903 declared that the essential reforms were 
a better method of selecting those officials who came in close contact with 
the people and an improved system of levying and collecting taxes.8 

Few documents can have merited more serious consideration from 
Tzu Hsi than those last words of her most faithful henchman; yet to slay 
the hydra-headed monster of corruption was too hazardous an undertak
ing. Yuan Shih-kai attempted a practical solution of the financial riddle 
by the imposition of a stamp tax, a method by which honest returns could 
be secured; but the scheme was vetoed in 1903, probably because it 
threatened that blessed elasticity of the taxation system, so dear to the 
hearts of most office-holders.9 Sir Robert Hart, the foreigner who pos
sessed the most intimate knowledge of China's problems, evolved a scheme 
for an additional land tax which would bring in a revenue of 400,000,000 
taels to finance reform. However excellent economically the plan might 
have been, it was not "practical politics," as the comments it occasioned 
soon showed.10 To levy new impositions would be, for the Manchus, 
suicide. If they were to reform the nation, they must do it without cost. 
The only tangible result of the Throne's realization of the need for 
economy was the abolition of a few sinecure posts.11 

So matters dragged on; the reform of the finances, that fundamental 
step on which the ultimate success of all the other reforms depended, was 
neglected because the government dared not attempt it. At last, in 1909, 
regulations for a revised financial program were approved by the Throne, 
in an edict ordering the elimination of abuses and the preparation of a 
budget. The regulations, confused and incomplete as they were, made an 
effort to distinguish between national and local charges, and to provide for 
provincial and national budgets of expenses and revenue.12 Later the 
control of all financial transactions, whether imperial or provincial, was 
put into the hands of the Minister of Finance, assisted by representatives 
throughout the Empire, a belated attempt at that centralization which was 
so essential to the success of the reform movement and so difficult to 
achieve without producing fatal opposition.13 Within the provinces them-

7 United States Consular Reports, January 1902, p. 31. 
s Bland and Backhouse, China under the Empress Dowager, pp. 441-442. 
o The Times, April 13, 1903. 
1o Ibid., April 14, 26, 1904; for the text of this scheme, see Far Eastern Review, 

April 1915. 
n The Times, September 15, 1904. 
12 China Year Book, 1912, p. 365; The Times, January 17, 1910. 
1s NCH, January 6, 1911. 
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selves the provincial treasurers were to unite in their persons t 
of all phases of provincial finance, a provision. which meant alm 
conflict between the national financial agents and the p::ovincial 

Needless to say, the new policy was unpopular with the 
authorities, and although the first set of provit .cial budgets was 
on time, every one showed a deficit, whether from necessity o 
tention.15 The imperial pudget was submitted to the first sess 
National Assembly, which met from October 1910 to January 
by some species of high finance that body, aft ~r exami:~ing 3,2 
lets, discovered enough aditional revenue, in tlteory at least, to 
a deficit of 3,600,000 taels to a surplus of 3,:00,000.16 The e: 
1911 were even more discouraging, the provinc,~s submitting defi 
without exception and the Peking boards alone facing a sl 
21,969,282 taelsY There is little use of giving more detailed co 
to these figures ; their seeming accuracy was a~ illusory as that 1 
tistics" on affairs Chinese. Moreover, the prer aration of budge 
did not mean that they received the slightest attention [rom th( 
cials.18 Even the higher provincial officials openly protested their 
to economy, especially in the field of official sale ries, declaring th 
set by the National Assembly (Viceroys, by it, .vere to receive f1 
to 24,000 taels) was too low and that by involving its s~rvants: 
difficulties ( !) the Throne ran the risk of l1 lsing the ablest 
What hope was there for more than paper retrenchment? All t 
say in summary of financial reform in the la ;t years of the ~ 
that though no reform was more necessary, n1 me. achieved less 

Closely allied to the question of finances was the problem of th 
China was far from possessing any simple ani uniform coina€ 
cash, of insignificant individual value and oft en used in string 
medium of exchange of the common people. Chang Ch'h-tung 1 
at Canton and Hankow provincial mints to produce silver c 
fractional coins to rival the Spanish and Mexican dolla.rs in co 
By the end of 1898 ten provincial mints were l usy adding to th1 
confusion. Silver sycee, i.e., in bars, was also employed. For 
rency there were the notes of bankers and mon ~y chang·~rs, curr 
To crown this chaos, large transactions were re :koned in taels, a 
unit of value, which moreover possessed sevt ral diffe:ent for 
were the Kuping or treasury tael ; the Hail :wan or custom! 
Shanghai tael, used in international trade ; ar d various other 

14 Ibid., May 29, 1909. 15 NCJ ', January 6, 1911. 
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16 jbid., January 13, 1911; for the budget, see Chnta Year E'aok, 191(. p. 265. 
17 China Year Book, 1912, pp. 266-271. 
is NCH, April 8, 1911. 19 NCU, January 6, Mard 17, 1911. 
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each differing from the other in value. No fixed ratio subsisted among 
these various species of currency, and China was a money-changers' para
dise. The possibility of turning a penny or two in exchange manipulations 
was also welcomed by the rank and file of officials. Here was another case 
where powerful vested interests would block the way to reform.20 

The necessity for some better ordering of the currency was obvious. 
In the flare of reform enthusiasm which followed the Sino-Japanese War, 
Sheng Hsuan-huai (Sheng Kung-pao, as he was later known) formulated. 
a system for the unification of the currency and the setting up of a national 
bank, but it was not put into effect. In 1901 the government ordered the 
closing of all of the provincial mints except those of vVuchang and Canton, 
and declared that henceforth 30 per cent of the contributions due from the 
provinces to the central government should be paid in the dollars of these 
two establishments. The order was calmly disregarded by the eight con
demned mints, which went about their business as usual. In 1902 the 
government, reversing the policy of the year before, gave permission to the 
provinces along the Yangtze and on the seaboard to coin copper to make 
up the noticeable lack of cash.21 These coins promptly depreciated, thus 
adding to the already chaotic state of the currency. 

In 1902 and 1903 China found herself in sad straits financially. She 
was in effect a silver-standard country, and these were the years when 
silver was in a decline in value in relation to gold. Not only was China's 
trade at a great disadvantage; during the years from 1895 on she owed 
large sums for annual interest payments on indemnities and loans, most of 
which had to be made on a gold basis. On January 22, 1903, a joint 
memorandum was presented to the American government, by the govern
ments of China and Mexico, both silver-standard countries suffering from 
the drop of that metal. The memorandum, a cogent document, pointed out 
that the situation threatened serious injury to silver-using countries and 
would cripple them as markets for the products of the gold-standard na
tions, which would thus also be adversely affected. If the great gold-using 
powers would co-operate with those where silver was standard in formulat
ing a definite relation between the two, China, for example, could continue 
to employ a silver standard and yet remain a consumer of foreign goods.22 

Soon after the presentation of this proposal, the ever-present Prince 
Ching was chosen to set a monetary standard for the whole country and 

20 For discussions of currency in China see Morse, chapter v; Wagel, Chinese 
Currency and Banking; Wei, The Currency Problem in China, pp. 290-311; United 
States Senate Document No. 128, 58th Congress, 3d Session, Report on the lntroduc
ti01t of the Gold-Exchange Standard into China (hereafter referred to as Gold 
Standard Report), pp. 210-282. • 

21 Wei, op. cit., 312-316. 22 Gold Sta.ndard Report, pp. 75-78. 
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open a mint at Peking to turn out the new coins decic ed upon. 23 Notb 1g 
much was to be hoped for from this move. The arrival of Professor Je «s 
of Cornell University, as representative of the "Cnited States, tc' investi! .te 
currency conditions in China and to recommend a fee: sible plan for br· g
ing order out of the currency chaos, was the first si1:n of real reforn m 
this direction. Jenks, who traveled through China t) observe condit ns 
and gather opinion, found a substantial body of sen :iment in suppor of 
the introduction of a new and better-ordered sys:em.24 Neverthe ss, 
difficulties stood in the way of a change. The Chi11ese people were l.C

customed to a currency of varying value and depende.1t on a s·:andard nit 
which was to be weighed rather than counted. Ref )rm would requi ~ a 
complete change in their habits. A uniform system uould alsJ necess ate 
a more centralized and immediate control over the ;:>rovincial authot :ies 
than Jenks was inclined to believe was possible. T1ere were sure t be 
objections from the bankers and officials, classes who) turned a neat 1.= ofit 
from exchange manipulations. The new system, tc succeed, must .eet 
with the approval of the foreign powers and of fore;gn business men, md 
in consequence they were consulted before the formulation of the ,Jan 
which Jenks put forward. 

By his support of a gold-exchange standard, J enk1 opened a contro' :rsy 
between the advocates of the silver and the gold basis for China v tich 
continued for years. It may be well to summarize here the chief : ·gu
ments employed by those on each side. One writet has briefly clas fied 
the pleas of the silver advocates under four heading;: ( 1) that the d, :lin
ing value of silver in terms of gold would benefit CLina's foreign tra ~ by 
stimulating exports; (2) that China possessed no supply of gold vith 
which to initiate a gold system and would have to s :art the new poli r by 
the assumption of another foreign loan; (3) that e'en if she did ob· m a 
stock of gold the inexorable laws of economics wou d rob her of it, ~ ·r as 
long as her balance of trade was "unfavorable" the gl)ld would be exp< ted; 
and ( 4) that the life of the people of the Empire was based on a [lver 
standard, with copper cash as the ordinary coin in u ;e, and the substi ttion 
of gold would work great hardship.25 Jenks and hi~. followers pointt . out 
that to set the new coins on a parity with gold at or .ce would give C .nese 
finances a stability which would greatly encouragt commerce. The gold 
basis would encourage foreign investment, and thus benefit many by ving 

2a The Times, April 23, 1903. 
24 To spread the American plan among the Chinese Jen cs prepared two pa1 ;>hlets 

which were translated into Chinese by E. T. Williams and S. K. Sze. The sun :~aries 

of Jenks's plan given here are drawn largely from these, which ar•! found i Cola 
.Standard Report, pp. 80-176. 

25 Wang, "The New Chinese Currency," in North Awerican Review, Jur 1911. 
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employment on railways, etc., and would save the government from loss 
in its revenues, which, it was estimated, had declined in effective value 50 
per cent since 1882. A widely discussed compromise scheme which re
ceived the support of Russia and Great Britain was that temporarily China 
should operate on a silver basis, eventually changing to gold, 26 but Jenks 
himself and the majority of the nations and individuals consulted preferred 
the immediate inauguration of a gold-exchange plan as obviating the danger 
of speculation and giving at once the benefits of a thoroughgoing reor
ganization. 

Whatever the rights and wrongs of the controversy, the plan which 
Jenks submitted was carefully organized and supported by international 
interests. It called for a direct control by the central government of all 
the provincial mints and the issue of a uniform imperial coinage, eventu
ally to be made legal tender for all debts. These coins were to be on a 
decimal relationship to each other with a gold unit as the standard. This 
unit was to be coined in small quantities if at all, but was to serve as a 
standard for the whole system, various devices being recommended to keep 
the lesser coins up to par. China was to acquire enough of a gold reserve 
to maintain the new coins at a fixed gold value, but was not necessarily to 
put much gold in circulation. The surplus was to be obtained by a loan, 
by the seigniorage which would accrue to the government from the coinage 
of the new currency, or through the agreement of the powers to accept 
China's payments of her international obligations for the time being on a 
silver basis. A national bank was to be set up, and a number of subordinate 
treasury agencies. China was strongly urged to employ as advisers for
eigners trained in the problems of finance and currency. The plan was to 
be tried first in treaty ports and large cities, or in Chihli Province alone. 
To mollify the bankers, their employment as government agents to change 
the multitudinous coins of the old order for the new standardized ones 
was proposed. 

This plan was never put into effect as a whole, although in time certain 
of its provisions were adopted. Indeed, in no matter did the government 
show itself so vacillating as in that of currency reform. The dissensions 
between the advocates of gold and of silver, the conflicts between the 
supporters of the tael and of the yuan (dollar) as standard coins, and the 
rather technical nature of the whole problem prevented any consistent and 
determined action. The scheme proposed by Jenks failed of acceptance 
largely through the opposition of Chang Chih-tung, who submitted a 
vigorous memorial opposing the gold standard on the ground that China 
was in effect a copper-using country and that a coinage on a gold basis 
would be in contravention of all the habits of the nation. He advocated, 

26 Gold Sta.nda.rd Report, pp. 103-104. 
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instead, the adoption of the tael as the standard coin and, with t1 approval 
of the imperial government, began experimercts in the mintinJ of silver 
coins of that denomination at W uchang. 21 "\.n enthttsiastic 1t poorly 
conceived memorial from Hu Wei-te, Chines•! minister to Ru ;ia/8 em
phasizing the imperative need of obtaining a g•)ld reser'Te, next 1.fluenced 
the government, which endeavored to achieve that end hy a sch< ne which 
indicated only too well the barriers which stood in the way • : all real 
reform of finances and currency; the desired gold was to be s cured by 
requiring all who wished to purchase restora1 ion of lost rank or to be 
advanced on the list of expectant officials to mate on~-ha~f of the tecessary 
payments in gold. At about the same time a t ational bank wa. decreed, 
and construction work was started on a mint a: Tientsin to tun out new 
coins. 29 

In 1905 the gold-standard scheme was throHn over in favor f a plan 
representing the ideas of Chang Chih-tung anc Yuan Shih-kai, ~oth be
lievers in the silver basis. so It was evidently int< !nded to fulfill th stipula
tions in the commercial treaties of 1902 and 1903 that CLina was o set up 
a uniform system of currency. By it gold was t1 1 be the nominal :andard, 
but its introduction was postponed until silver coins were effe< ively in 
circulation, so that in fact silver was to be tht• working basis, vith the 
Kuping tael, selected at the instance of Chang C hih-tung and Yu n Shih
kai, as the standard of value. One central mint md four subsidia y mints 
were to turn out these silver coins, but the pn ·vincial r1.ints wt e to be 
allowed to go on making copper coins, provide• i that their quar ity was 
regulated carefully to meet the demand for them When a suffici< ~t num
ber of new silver coins were in use an equal am•1unt of paper me ey was 
to be put in circulation, but the edicts were very vague a; to sect 'ity for 
this issue. Until it was possible to replace all other coins by the ne' series, 
the very assorted coinage in use was to remain < urrent side by s1 e with 
the new issue, so that confusion promised to be 1:ven greater than )efore. 
Such a scheme was not likely to inspire and did rot inspire the co1 J.dence 
of the foreign powers. 

This plan also was never put into effect. Three years later the overn
ment decided to set up a silver basis and put int11 circulation the :uping 
tael and subsidiary coins.31 However, before < nything more tl .n the 
promulgation of edicts could be accomplished, mnney was necessa y, and 

27 Wage!, Chinese Currency and Banking, pp. 102-lOt~. 

28 For its text see Gold Standard Report, pp. 19{}-20. 

29 Gold Standard Report, pp. 201-203. 
30 This system, as embodied in a set of edicts and re sulations, will be f md in 

• United States Foreign Relations, 1905, pp. 186-197. 

a1 NCH, October 10, 1908. 
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in 1908 Tang Shao-yi was sent to the Cnited States ostensibly to thank 
that country for the remission of the Boxer indemnity but really to discuss 
the question of a loan for currency reform, industrial development, and 
support of the administration when likin was abolished, an act to which 
China had pledged herself in the 1902 and 1903 commercial treaties. The 
fall of Yuan Shih-kai early in 1909 and the subsequent weakening of 
Tang's mandate from the administration brought the discussions to a 
close. 82 

In May 1910 the Peking government produced yet another currency 
reform plan, 33 this time retaining the silver standard but rejecting the tael 
in favor of the yuan or dollar, with lesser coins bearing a decimal ratio to 
the yuan. The amount of subsidiary coins was to be limited, to prevent 
depreciation. Officials were instructed to receive these coins in payment of 
all taxes; indeed, when enough of the new coins were struck they alone 
were to be acceptable in payment of all sorts of government dues. There 
was to be a national bank with control of the issuing and redemption of 
paper money against a 50 per cent cash reserve, and a Bureau of Printing 
and Engraving to print the new paper currency. All firms wishing to 
conduct a banking business were to get permission before starting opera
tions and to submit thereafter semiannual statements to the Ministry of 
Finance. 

The real object of this scheme was to impress the powers with China's 
sincere desire for currency reform, to the end that the desired loan might 
be more readily forthcoming. The question of currency reform had wider 
implications than the mere regularizing of the moneys in use in China. 
The powers looked on it as a necessary preliminary to the grant to China 
of tariff autonomy. When the United States government was again 
approached on the subject of a loan, it advised the Chinese government to 
engage a foreign expert to supervise the new currency system, as the best 
way of reassuring the powers. On August 17, 1910, the State Department 
was informed that China was eager to secure a loan for currency reform 
and that she would be willing to employ an American adviser. Soon after, 
the proposed currency loan was fused with the projected loan for the 
development of Manchuria, and the Chinese government suggested that 
American financiers float a loan of $50,000,000 for these two purposes. 
The American bankers desired to associate with them European financial 
interests, but the Chinese government did not seem disposed to agree. It 
was pointed out that by including other powers in the loan China would 
be far more likely to win their support to an eventual abolition of the 

82 Straight, "China's Loan Negotiations" in Blakeslee, Recent Developments i1~ 

China, pp. 126-127. 

88 China Year Book, 1912, pp. 277-288. 
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conventional tariff, and in February 1911 the Chinese government a1 ·eed 
that the loan should be a four-power affair, and th: .t it shodd enga1 ~ an 
American adviser in currency affairs, and the contract was signed .pril 
15, 1911.84 An additional $10,000,000 was also s·~cured f:~om Jap nese 
bankers for the same uses. The official in charge of the dis·?osal of hese 
funds for currency reform was Sheng Kung-pao, the same officia~ who 
pushed the policy of railway centralization. In May he wa:. busy ft ·mu
lating still another set of regulations for the currency .35 But not 1Uch 
time was vouchsafed him in which to apply them, :or the revolutior soon 
broke and before many months the Manchus no 1 mger ru:.ed in P «:ing. 
The long and agitated discussions of the currency had bfen prod ctive 
of much sound and no substance. 

This omnibus chapter must further contain a sh )rt discu:;sion of 1e at
tempted remodeling of China's judicial and legal sy-stem. The moti e Im
pelling this reform was a desire for the abolitio 1 of extraterrito ality; 
However, as China adopted certain phases of ~·estern civilizatic , she 
found her legal equipment inadequate to deal with 1 he problems whit 1 they 
raised. In her desire to revise her laws so as to meet the standards >f the 
Western powers China was heartened by the com nercial treaties c 1902 
and 1903, in which Great Britain, the "United State:, and Japan pron 5ed to 
relinquish their extraterritorial rights "when the s1 ate of Chinese la •s, the 
arrangement for their administration, and other cc nsiderations" wa ~anted 

such action.86 

The first step toward the renovation of the C 1inese cedes of 1 N was 
taken even before the signature of the commf rcial tre'lty witl Great 
Britain. On March 11, 1902, an imperial edict :ailed on Chines• diplo
matic representatives abroad to send back to Chi 1a workE on the tws of 
foreign powers regarding mines, railways, anc commerce, wh ·eupon 
Chang Chih-tung, Liu Kun-yi, and Yuan Shih-kai would select met versed 
in Chinese and foreign law to translate these law! and sekct such £ them 
as suited Chinese conditions.37 The fruit of this ~diet waE the con >ilation 
by Prince Tsai Chen, Yuan Shih-kai, and Wu Tir.g-fang, who had !ceived 
his legal training in England, of a draft code c mcerning merch: 1ts and 
company law. This work, which showed very cefinitely the infh ~nee of 
English commercial law, was approved by the T:1rone and becamt part of 
Chinese law.88 Draft regulations as to mining, approved in 1~ l4, met 

3 4 United States Foreign Relations, 1912, pp. 88 ff. 35 1\,'CH, Ma} 13, 1911. 
36 MacMurray, Treaties and Agreements with and c mcerning China, N, . 1902/7, 

1903/4, 1903/5. 
a7 NCH, April 2, 1902. 

• as Wang, "Law Reform in China" in Chinese Social and Polit1cal Scien. Review, 
June 1917. 
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the sharp opposition of the United States and Great Britain, who insisted 
that they were in contravention of the 1902 and 1903 treaties in that they 
would tend to discourage rather than attract foreign capital. They were 
not put into effect.39 Similarly, the regulations for trademarks issued in 
1904 were withdrawn owing to the objections of the powers.40 

In the meantime Wu Ting-fang and Shen Chia-pen, a noted student 
of Chinese law, were at work upon a revision of the criminal code. The 
old system of justice was full of abuses. Few cared to go to law, even in 
civil concerns, for fear of falling into the hands of the extortionate yamen 
runners. Prisons, which were wretched places, were used for the detention 
not only of the accused but of witnesses, prison sentences as a punishment 
not being customary. The use of torture to obtain testimony was an evil 
which the Throne had often denounced but without much effect. From 
the Western standpoint at least, the punishments imposed were unduly hard 
and savored of barbarism. In the case of certain serious crimes rigorous 
punishments were visited on the relatives of the accused and the family's 
property was confiscated. There was no lawyer class and the work of 
court advocate was done by the law-secretary of the court. As we have 
noted before, not until the government took the reform of the official 
system in hand were there signs of a separate judiciary. Until that time, 
the magistrate, among his multifarious duties, had numbered that of acting 
as judge. 

The commissioners began their reform of the criminal law by propos
ing the mitigation of the rigorous punishments prescribed by the old 
system, and on April 24, 1905, the Throne sanctioned their suggestions, 
declaring that on investigation it was apparent that these punishments were 
"not in harmony with the original intention of the Imperial House to 
temper justice with mercy."H Henceforth the most severe form of punish
ment was to be immediate decapitation; dismemberment ("slicing") and 
decapitation, with subsequent exposure of the head and the beheading of 
the corpse (in case the criminal should die before the date of execution) 
were to be abandoned. For cases where immediate decapitation had been 
the penalty, immediate strangling was henceforth to be employed. For the 
next grade of offenses the punishment had been immediate strangling or 
decapitation after the autumn assize, the latter implying an opportunity 
to have the case reviewed by the Board of Punishments. For these, 
strangling after the autumn assize was to be substituted. Branding as a 
punishment for accessories to crime was abolished. W u and Shen had 

3 9 For the dispute over the draft mining regulations, see United States Foreign 
Relations, 1904, pp. 150-167; ibid., 1905, pp. 234-238; ibid., 1906, Part I, pp. 261-273. 

4o Ibid., 1906, Part I, p. 260. • 

41 United States Foreign Relations, 1905, pp. 176-178. 
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also asked that torture to secure evidence be forbidden, that the syst n 
of whipping with the light and heavy bamboo be ref )rmed, that jails •e 
inspected, and that prisoners be given more considera :e treatment. Th ;e 
requests received the imperial approval. Other cLanges which w ·e 
promised ,were the establishment of a school of law i: 1 each province ~ td 
the abolition of the practice of punishing the relatives of the criminal 

In 1906 the commissioners on legal reform recei' ed a severe setb. :k 
with the rejection of the draft code of criminal pro :edure. The rad al 
nature of the changes advocated was well shown in a t 1emorial announc 1g 
the completion of this document.42 In it the usual effort was mad~ to 
claim tradition as ally by declaring that the new rules for court ptoced .re 
were based on those of the Tang and Ming dynastit s, but no amoun1 of 
pious appeal to antiquity could disguise the novel cl.aracter of the c' ief 
proposals, the use of juries and of lawyers. The juty was likened to he 
custom under the Chou dynasty of taking the opinic n of the people, nd 
was also recommended on the ground that a jury "ould be less ope1 to 
bribery than a single man, a revealing argument. T 1e juron. were t< be 
drawn from the gentry and the literati; should a district po:;sess no me 
qualified to serve, the use of jury trial was to be post Joned until educa ion 
had made more headway there. Wu and Shen poin ed out flat in tr aty 
ports foreign lawyers had been allowed to practice and even Chi ese 
officials had employed them, and urged that every ( :ffort be made in the 
provincial law schools to develop Chinese lawyers con 1petent to plead c ;es. 
This recommendation was in line with the whole intent of the plan, w ,ch, 
as the memorialists stated, was to facilitate the a}.olition cf extrat rri
toriality. 

Whether this promiscuous borrowing from the legal systems ol the 
West could have produced good results in China at that time is doul ful. 
The government, motivated by conservatism, neve theless adopted •hat 
was perhaps the wisest course in rejecting the draft code. \Vu Ting- mg, 
greatly chagrined, withdrew from public life for the time being, and 
although he later accepted the post of minister to the United States it is 
probable that his revolutionary activity in 1911 was due in part t his 
resentment against the dynasty for its rejection of his pet proposals J 

Shen Chia-pen remained at his post, and under his direction d ring 
the next few years laws as to bankruptcy, mining, :he press, associa ons, 
nationality, police offenses, and transportation were drawn up. In ddi
tion, regulations for a whole new system of courts were approved, 1d a 
criminal code was compiled which was later retair ed in effect undt the 
Republic. Many of these enactments showed a trend avray fror the 

• 42 United States Foreign Relations, 19()6, Part I, pp. 345-348. 
43 Bland, Recent Events and Present Policies in China, p. 213. 
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imitation of British legal institutions and toward the copying of those of 
Japan and continental Europe. As Wang Chung-hui, chairman of the 
codification commission under the Republic, stated: 

Anglo-American law emphasizes the individual as against the family, while the 
Continental system inherits something of the old Roman familia. The unit of Chinese 
society being the family, reform naturally seeks to preserve this institution and to 
modernize it as far as possible after the Continental idea. Another reason why China 
turns from English jurisprudence is the prevalence of case law. To imitate a law, 
developed by judicial interpretation is difficult, if not impracticable.44 

The ascendant influence of Japanese law, which reflected that of con
tinental Europe, was due also to the presence in China of the large body 
of students who had studied in Japan. 

The new system of courts was sanctioned in 1907, its chief importance 
being the final separation of judicial functions from the others pertaining 
to government and their unification in the hands of an independent judi
ciary. The plan provided for four grades of courts; A high court of 
justice (Taliyuan) in Peking was to be the supreme court of appeal for 
the Empire, competent to deal with all serious political offenses; this court 
comprised four criminal courts and two civil courts, each to deal with a 
special type of case, including those regarding imperial clansmen. Each 
province was to have a high court to decide in first instance important 
civil and criminal cases and to hear appeals from the district courts. Each 
district was to have a court, and throughout the Empire in smaller units 
were to be courts of first instance. Regulations for these courts were also 
approved, their most interesting feature being the adoption of a system 
of procurators, or prosecuting attorneys. 45 

The last action taken in regard to legal reform under the Manchus 
was the submission to the National Assembly in 1910 of the draft 
criminal code, which it passed, section by section, until its session came to 
an end before the work of approving the code was completed. Early in 
1911 the code as a whole was promulgated, it being one of the reforms 
scheduled for the Chinese year ending January 29, 1911.46 The criminal 
code was based to a great extent upon Japanese law, with due regard for 
Chinese customs. \Vhen the Manchus were overthrown and China became 
a republic under Yuan Shih-kai, it was retained in force, with the 
elimination of articles concerning the royal familyY Certain principles 

44 Wang, "Legal Reform in China," in Chinese Social and Political Science Re
view, June 1917. 

4 5 China Year Book, 1912, pp. 325-344. 46 NCH, February 3, 1911. 
47 For the text of the criminal code as enforced under the Republic, see The Pro,. 

visional Criminal Code of the Republic of China, translated by T. T. Yuen and 
Tachuen S. K. Loh. 
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a constant source of irritation to the Chinese and thus of danger to the 
dynasty. The rank and file of the Manchus were pensioned by the state 
as hereditary fighting men, though for that purpose they were practically 
useless. The plums of office in the higher ranks were equally divided 
between Chinese and Manchus, despite the great numerical inferiority of 
the latter. The Empress Dowager, once she had embarked on a program 
of reform, was wise enough to realize that obliteration of the line between 
Chinese and Manchus was one of the steps most essential to the continued 
peace and stability of the Empire. Accordingly she soon issued an edict 
removing the prohibition on intermarriage between the two races.64 Me
morials continued to come in urging the removal of all distinctions between 
the Chinese and the Manchus, and in 1905 an edict proclaimed Tzu Hsi's 
intention to act according to this policy, as an earnest of which she had 
appointed a number of Chinese to posts which had formerly been held by 
Manchus. 55 In the 1906 edict on the reform of the official system this 
pledge was reiterated, but in the reallotment of posts which followed not 
much was done to carry it out in practice.56 Manchus continued to occupy 
many of the most strategic or decorative posts at the capital and in the 
provinces, but it must be recalled that the great advisers to whom Tzu Hsi 
turned for counsel on all the important concerns of state were the Chinese 
viceroys, Chang Chih-tung and Yuan Shih-kai. Under the Regent it was 
not so; real power passed to a crowd of incompetent princelings and the 
wary but corrupt Prince Ching. 

The abolition of race discrimination also involved an alteration in the 
position of the Manchu "bannermen," who lived in encampments through
out the country, subsisting on a government dole. Increasing anti-dynastic 
activity was manifest in the attempt to kill the traveling commissioners in 
1905 and the murder of several officials, and the Throne, to allay this 
agitation, called for memorials as to the best way of amalgamating Chinese 
and Manchus. A number were submitted, the most notable being that of 
the liberal Manchu, Tuan Fang, who recommended that both races should 
be equally subject to local laws, that no special preference be shown 
Manchus in official appointments, that the banner corps should be gradu
ally abolished and their pensions commuted, and that the imperial domain 
in Manchuria should be thrown open to settlement.57 These suggestions 
were accepted in substance in the imperial edict of September 27, 1907, 
which commented on the indolence and uselessness of the Manchu gar
risons and ordered that the lands formerly used by the garrison as a 

54 See above, p. 62. 
55 NCH, August 18, December 8, 1905. 
ss See above, p. 106. 
57 United Sta.tcs Foreign Relations, 1907, Part I, pp. 192-193. 
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whole be apportioned in individual lots. When a bannerman had received 
his share of land his pension was to cease and the money J ormerly used 
for that purpose was to be devoted to the founding of ed 1cational and 
industrial institutions for the Manchus and to giving then a start as 
farmers. The Throne's declared intention was the complete leveling of 
all barriers between Manchus and Chinese, who henceforth 'Vere to stand 
on an equality before the law.58 This decree was reinforcei by anc,ther 
ordering the preparation of a set of social rules and of re;ulations for 
punishment to apply to both races. 59 The chief result of this latter <:om
maud, as far as the writer has been able to ascertain, was an )rder length
ening the Manchu period of mourning to twenty-seven month~, the cust?m
ary Chinese period. This change was not without its importanc<, as forrr:erly 
bereaved M;anchus had held the advantage of being able to ret urn to active 
service far sooner than could Chinese.60 Unfortunately this "reform" was 
in the wrong direction ; a more sensible but very ticklish stef would have 
been to shorten the Chinese tenn of mourning to conform with the MaUt:hu. 

The Regent, Prince Chun, was most unwise in his open pt eference for 
men of his own race. No edict is more symptomatic of the rea signific;;.nce 
of the passing of power from Tzu Hsi to Prince Chun 1 han that of 
December 6, 1908, in which the apprehensive Manchus wen soothed by 
the assurance that no one meant to take from them their pens ions, for the 
present at least, and that the only object of the reorganiz: .tion of the 
banner corps was to teach their members some useful trades. 61 In short, 
the Regent had no intention of pushing the change inaugm a ted by his 
predecessor. Thus collapsed a reform which, if faithfully ~arried out, 
would have done more than perhaps any other to win for tl e Throne a 
general belief in its good faith. 

Another important social reform was the abolition of sla rery, which 
was effected in part by the edict issued in 1910. By it tbe slaves of 
Chinese, persons who had been sold into slavery by their pa: ·ents or the 
descendants of such persons, were set free. The serfs and ·etainers of 
the Manchus were not freed from the obligation of cultivati 1g the soil, 
however. The edict forbade the sale and purchase of maid servants or 
concubines. Servants were to be hired, while men were to be allowed to 
have more than one wife only by secondary marriage. Parents were still 
allowed to lease out their children for a term of years. This l'roviso was 
made necessary by the prevalence of famine, a condition w~ ich had so 
often led in the past to the sale of superfluous children in or ler to save 
the remainder of the family from starvation.62 

ss Ibid., pp. 194-195. 59 Ibid., p. 197. 
• eo NCH, October 18, 1907. 61 Ibid., January 2, 1909. 

62 Ibid., March 25, 1910; Williams, China, Yesterda.y and Today, pp. 457-458. 
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The edict against slavery admitted that concubinage had disappeared 
elsewhere in the civilized world. There was another custom which seemed 
the product of a barbarous age, that of foot-binding. The custom was a 
most difficult one to suppress, for it had become a sign of race (the Manchu 
women did not bind their feet) and a species of insurance that a daughter 
would marry, the prevailing theory being that tiny feet were a great adorn
ment and that no self-respecting young man would marry a girl whose 
feet were of normal size. As in the case of the campaign for education 
for women, the credit for the inception of the anti-foot-binding movement 
belongs not to the government but to the missionaries. As the number of 
schools for girls increased and they refused to receive as students those 
whose feet were bound, the custom received a check; but the deathblow 
came when a growing number of Chinese men took up the campaign and 
societies were formed, the members of which pledged themselves not to 
marry girls whose feet were bound. By 1906, the anti-foot-binding society, 
in which such Westerners as Mrs. Archibald Little had been leaders, was 
transferred to the hands of the Chinese themselves, so rapid had progress 
been.63 

If bound feet were a sign of race imposed by the Chinese upon the 
women of their own race, the queue was another such sign imposed upon 
Chinese men at the order of the conquering Manchus. The traditional 
Occidental conception of China was that of a country where women 
hobbled about on distorted feet and men wore dangling from their heads 
long "pig-tails"; but as China came in contact with the West the Chinese 
themselves became critical of these customs, and especially of the latter, 
which appeared to them a badge of servitude. As a spirit of nationalism, 
with its inevitable concomitant of anti-dynastic feeling, arose, the queue 
came in for more and more criticism, and among those who denounced it 
were Manchus as well as Chinese. The first vigorous advocate of its 
removal was Wu Ting-fang, who in 1902 while serving as minister to 
the United States reported to the Waiwupu that Chinese students in the 
United States were dispensing with the queue and with native dress. The 
Waiwupu, while willing to admit the change of dress, insisted that the 
queue should be retained.64 The Manchu, Duke Tsai Tse, on his return 
from a trip abroad as head of one wing of the commission to investigate 
constitutional government, also urged the abandonment of the queue and 
the national costume, as usages unsuited to the energetic life necessary 
in the modern world.65 During his second term at Washington, Wu 
Ting-fang again pressed the question, though suggesting that the people 
follow the example of the Japanese in retaining their national dress. This 

sa NCH, August 10, 1906. 
65 Ibid., August 31, 1906. 
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suggestion was supported by Prince Tsai Tao, attother Manchu, ·ho, 
having had a trip to Europe, like Tsai Tse retur: 1ed convinced ol the 
advisability of doing away with the queue.66 The N ttional Assembly ook 
up the question during its first session, and pas~ ed a motion fot the 
abandonment of the queue. The Throne, however, disapproved, and 
declared, ostensibly to calm the agitated commerc al class(:S in Pe ing, 
that no change in the form of dress or in the weat ing of the queue was 
contemplated for the present except among the me1 nbers of the mili 1ry, 
naval, and police forces.67 In these cases it was lat gely the fact tha the 
queue was ludicrous and inconvenient beneath a We ;tern military cap ~hat 

led to its abandonment. The officers of Yuan's modd army had early >ro
tested against it.68 A later decree allowed members of the Chinese c ?lo
matic service to cut their hair in the Occidentd style.6

l When the 
Revolution broke out, the Throne had not yet c< nsented to a ge eral 
abandonment of the pig-tail, and one of the first and distinguishing ac .ons 
of those who espoused the republican cause was the removal of this 
symbol of the Manchu conquest. The National Assembly in its se ond 
session again advocated the cutting of the queue, an< l this tirr,e the Tl one 
consented; but the decree did little. or nothing to ph .cate the opponen ; of 
the dynasty.70 

An attempt was made to bring order out of the co a fusion which rei ned 
as to weights and measures, a chaos reminiscent of that wh:.ch exist. i in 
regard to the currency. The Japanese treaty of go3 had )fovided that 
the provincial authorities should investigate existing conditions and re )m
mend standards to be adopted by the Throne and e 1forced J.rst in p tees 
open to foreign trade and then elsewhere.11 Imperial standards we ~ in 
existence but were used only in certain official cone :erns. In all ord .ary 
matters the weights and measures used were these of the localil m 
question, a state of affairs which produced many am toying inconvenie ces. 
In September 1908 the imperial government at last presented its Ian, 
which proposed the retention of the old Chinese s:andards, which rere 
decimal in nature, plus j:ertain necessary additions from th~ West. fhe 
scheme finally adopted provided for a gradual spre< d of the use of tese 
new standards over a period of ten years. 72 

66 Ibid., August 5, September 30, 1910. 
67 Williams, op. cit., pp. 478-479; NCH, December 23, 1'110. 
68 Eliot, Letters from the Far East, p. 107. 

69 Wang, "The Abolition of the Queue" in Atlantic M01 thly, June 1911. 
70 Japan Weekly Mail, November 25, December 9, 16, 1911. 
n MacMurray, op. cit., No. 1903/4 . 
72 United States Consular RepMts, February 1909, pp. ~10-211; iDid., June 909, 

pp. 206-207. 
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The many reforms and projected reforms of the last years of the 
Manchus could not but leave their mark. They were in part the cause, in 
part the result, of a profound mental change. Their more tangible effects 
were sufficiently obvious. New schools, a modern army, provincial as
semblies, and a National Assembly made their appearance. A few Chinese 
cities became distinctly modernized in their more patent features, with the 
introduction of electric lights, paved streets, water works, police, better 
prisons, and even street-cleaning corps, so that travelers commented on 
the progress of the material benefits of Western civilization.73 Another 
most powerful mechanical agency for transforming the country, one which 
was still in the early stages of introduction, despite years spent in dis
cussion, was the railway, of which more will be said in connection with 
railway centralization. Symptomatic of the change in attitude was the 
project for a model city, Heungchow, the construction of which was 
undertaken by Chinese not far from Macao in 1909.14 The next year the 
first national exposition ever witnessed in China took place at Nanking 
under governmental auspices.75 It was to be hoped that as the leaven of 
reform spread the ideal to which not only the dynasty but many of the 
people aspired, a strong, unified, and enlightened China, would come 
steadily nearer. Such had been the imperial design; quite otherwise was 
the result obtained. In 1911 the reform movement under Imperial auspices 
terminated in a great uprising which brought the Manchu rule to an end 
and started China on the path of chronic unrest.which she was to follow 
for years to come. Why was it that "reform," instead of proving a 
solidifying force and welding the Empire into a centralized and peaceful 
whole, was a prelude to revolution? That is the fundamental question in 
regard to the post-Boxer reform and to it an answer will be attempted in 
the following chapters. 

73 For examples, see a set of three articles on Canton, Peking, and Mukden in 
Chinese Recorder, July 1911, as well as Kendall, A Wayfarer in China, pp. 175-177, 
208-211. 

74 United States Consular Reports, February 6, 1911 p. 491. 
75 Ibid., March 1910, pp. 246-247; NCH, July 1, 1910. 
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Ever since legendary times, when Tang, the first recon ~d rebel in 
Chinese history, rose against the wicked represeiitative c the Hsia 
dynasty, Chinese history had been punctuate~ by J:~'(pJWions, ·esulting in 
the unseating of one dynasty and the enthro 1ement Ctf anothE . The out
break of 1911 which terminated the rule o E the Manchu h• 1se was m 
essence another of these periodic upheavah, the rdult of c rtain basic 
causes which from time to time have impellc:d the C:1inese p( •ple to rise 
against their rulers. The contact with the ·west in the later ~ :ars of the 
Manchu rule and the consequent acquaintm tCe with governr ~ntal ideas 
other than those which had prevailed in C 1ina since time nmemorial 
gave this particular rising a twist toward r~_pt blicanisr,?, for th leadership 
of the movement fell into the hands of a cia ;s of utopian thit ;:ers deter
mined to put into practice the theories an· l ideals of the Vest. But 
underneath all the talk of republicanism and parliaments lay he funda
mental causes of this, as of other revolutio:1s-over-p·opulati n, natural 
disaster, official exactions, and a decadent dynasty. ·· 

The nation-wide observance of the Confuc an doctrine of vE 
ancestors placed every Chinese under a solemn obligation to ha 
by whom the ancestral rites of the house couhl be carried on. 1 

China was called on to support a population which was excE 
side ring the state of agriculture and the deveh •pment of natura. 
and hordes of people eked out an existence p• :rilously near the 
point.1 Famine and flood were endemic; lad of transportatio 
made it impossible to transport food to regions in need, and des 
all through Chinese history no effective means had ever been 
check the disastrous floods, especially those c f the Yellow Ri 
from time to time caused great misery. Wher, as in 1911, farr 
and plague appeared concurrently, there wer! sure to be tho 
people to whom life could not well look more discouraging and' 
willingly follow anyone who promised them r ~lief from their 

The Manchus had passed the zenith of th ~ir power. The 
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1 See Bland, Recent Events and Present Policies in China, chapter i The dis-
• cuss ion of the Revolution contained in thi~ volume is ; . sharp criticism of he repub

lican propaganda, but subsequent events have done mw )h to justify its stri :ures. 
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of concessions," which seemed the prelude to a partition of the Empire; 
and the Boxer uprising which had failed so miserably in its effort to drive 
the foreigners into the sea-all these events had served to associate the 
dynasty in the minds of most of its subjects with humiliation and failure. 
Anti-dynastic f-eeling was in.creased by the fact that the Manchus were 
descendants of an invading force which had conquered China and that, 
despite the futile and belated efforts of Tzu Hsi, they had retained their 
racial integrity and a privileged position in the body politic. The Japanese 
imperial house, in the troublous days of incipient reform which followed 
the opening of Japan to the West, was supported by a great wave of 
loyalty and patriotism. But as national feeling rose in China it was almost 
inevitably directed against the ruling house, on whose shoulders was laid 
the blame for China's manifest weakness. Too late, the Manchus realized 
that their rule was nearing its end, and made an effort to reform and 
strengthen their hold on their heritage. The Taiping Rebellion had sapped 
the real vitality of their administration, however, and they were too feeble 
to enforce the policy to which they committed themselves. 

The chief barrier to the achievement of their liberal intentions was the 
official class, made up for the most part of Chinese, trained in the ancient 
classics, and with a confirmedly conservative outlook. Time-honored cus
tom sanctioned the use of public office as a source of private profit to the 
holder, and when the Manchus demanded the institution of reform, the 
officials often made the required innovations an excuse for further exac
tions from the populace, until to the average observer the much-vaunted 
reform policy seemed simply a cloak for new extortion and parasitism. 
Had the Manchus possessed an efficient administrative machine capable of 
demonstrating the real benefits of reform, they might have postponed their 
fall; as it was, they confessed their weakness by their avoidance of the 
most necessary but most difficult reforms-the reshaping of the official 
system so that not only the form but the spirit should be altered, and the 
substitution for peculation and graft of a straightforward and accurate 
system for managing the national finances. 

From 1860 until 1908 the real ruler of China was the Dowager Em
press Tzti.Hsi. Only her indomitable energy kept life in the dynasty after 
the Taiping Rebellion had brought it perilously near its end. Her regency 
was in general a period of decline, but had she not occupied the position 
of power that decline would have been more rapid and disastrous than it 
was. In the closing years of her life, she adopted a policy of modernization 
on Western lines, and by sheer force of character compelled a partial 
observance of her commands. On her death, the administration passed into 
the hands of a child Emperor, a well-intentioned but stupid Regent, and • 
an intriguing Empress Dowager. \Vith Tzu Hsi's strong hand removed, 
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there was little hope for the dynasty. As maud has summed up the ;itua
tion: 

.... if the Manchus have lost the Dragon Throne, : t is not because tht 
tyrants and despots, but because they were inefficient, igltorant, ani effete; 
the tribute which they consumed, and the power and patn mage whil:h they e: 
by tradition of sovereignty was coveted by a body of n teri better organize' 
intelligent and more determined than themselves; becau :e the adyance of 
education, the work of the vernacular Press, and, above all, repeated fore 
croachments and invasions, had impressed upon the r !stless intelligence 
t;~se the fact that the Manchus were no longer to be feared. 2 

Who were these men "better organized, mor·! intelligent, and 
detenpined" than the Manchus? They were th~ followers of t} 

political exiles, Kang Yu-wei and Sun.Yat-sen. Kmg, the more me 
of the two, had evZutually found r~fuge in-Japan,- ·vhere hiii most el 
disciple, Liang Chi-chao, was also in residence. K mg was never a 
lican, but advocated instead a constitutional regime with Kttang Hst 
head. To promote the removal of the Empress D< •wager and the r· 
tion of the Emperor, he organized the "Pao Htang Tang" or I 
Reform Association. Liang, a brilliant journali ;t, aided materi; 
the spreading of Kang's propaganda.3 ' 

But the more influential and more radical group was that ·which i 
about Sun Yat-sen.4 Ever since his exile from ( hina in 1895 aft 
ill-starred attempt to set up a republic at Canton, . )un had been gat 
funds and support for a republican revolution ag: tinst the Mancht 
the Chinese students who came to Japan proved most receptive 
propaganda. The halfway measures proposed by K ang had no such 
for them as the out-and-out republicanism of Sun. A readit!g of Ro 
and Thomas Paine in translation produced the belief that "blood mw 
before any improvement can come." Gradually the Chinese stud< 
Japan formed a number of revolutionary secret so :ieties, which, ad 
the many groups of an anti-dynastic character alrea ly in existence in 
itself, made up a substantial and dangerous opposition to Mancht 
The great work of Sun Yat-sen was the uniting o· these various sc 
into one organization, the "Tung Meng Hui," or Allianc~~ Societ) 

- ~.·- <.: ....... , - , ~I• 

' . -
2 .Bla.nd.. DA ~it.~ p. 60. /' 
3 Tsur, "Kang Yu-wei, the Great Reformer," in Na.ti mal Rev-it·w, July 

Thomson, "The Genesis of the Republican Revolution in ':hina from a Soutl 
Standpoint" in Blakeslee, Recent Developments in China, I. 75. For an exposi 
Kang himself of his political ideas, see Kang Yu-wei, "A ~ .tudy of C:onstitutio 
in National Review, August 30 to September 27, 1913 . 
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4 For an account of Sun Yat-sen's career, see Cantlie a 1d Jones, Sun Yat. ·nand 
the Awakening of China, and Linebarger, Sun Yat Sen ani the Chio$ese Repu !ic. 
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assuring co-operation and unity of effort. 5 The death of Kuang Hsu in 
1908 robbed Kang Yu-wei's party of its object. Had the Regent been wise 
enough to pardon Kang and Liang as supporters of his brother, a con
siderable group of the disaffected might have been won back to the aid 
of the Manchus. But Prince Chun, with his usual lack of political acumen, 
failed to seize this opportunity, and the majority of Kang's followers 
passed into the camp of Sun Yat-sen, while ..the. "Modern Sage" himself 
devoted his energies to the reform of Confucianism.6 -

The _pronounced anticdyuastic propaganda in Japan was matched by a 
rising tide of opposition to the Manchus at home, part of it instigated by 
Sun Yat-sen's organization. The closing years of Manchu rule saw an 
ominous renaissance of secret societies. In the Boxer Rebellion, the animus 
of such groups was turned against the foreigners, but with the realization 
that it was impossible to drive the "barbarians" into the sea, the cry 
changed to "Down with the Manchus." From 1901 to 1911 .n.~e.wspapers 
were filled with accounts of risings and attempted risings, many of them 
definitely revolutionary in intention, others the result of such causes as 
famine or extortion, but all grist to the mill of Sun and his supporters. 
A new sense of nationalism, the result of sharp contact with foreign 
powers and Western ideas, was rapidly developing and, while professedly 
loyal, nevertheless might easily tend not only to the lessening of foreign 
influence in China but to the removal of the alien dynasty. The first out
flaring of this new spirit was fu~ _ _jJpycott of 1905. stimulated without 
doubt by the victory of Oriental Japan over Occidental Russia. The occa
sion was the question of the renewal of the Sino-American immigration 
treaty of 1894, denounced by the Chinese minister in 1904 because of the 
treatment accorded to Chinese coming to the United States and especially 
to the Chinese exhibitors at the St. Louis Exposition.7 Soon city after city 
in China had endorsed a movement to boycott all American goods until 
satisfactory arrangements for the treatment of Chinese by the United 
States should have been made.8 Rockhill, the American Minister, asked 
the Waiwupu that action be taken to stop this agitation; but Prince Ching 
and his colleagues were half-hearted in their responses, and indeed a 
proclamation posted in the Chinese quarter in San Francisco containing 
a telegram from the Waiwupu indicated that the Chinese government was 
not opposed to the movement. Before long the boycott began to weaken, 

s Reinsch, Intellectual and Political Currents in the Far East, pp. 170-173; Kent, 
The Passing of the Manchus, pp. 35-36; China Year Book, 1913, pp. 663-Q66. 

6 The Times, November 28, 1911; Tsur in op. cit. 
7 Coolidge, Chinese Immigration, pp. 281-299, 469. 
s For documents regarding this incident see United States Foreign Relations, 1905, 

pp. 204 ff. 
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for the merchants had discovered that it was cutting i: 1to their profits ; 1e 
Shanghai piece-goods dealers on August 23 asked Y u: .n Shih ckai to do Lll 
possible to prevent the spread of the movement fo Chi 1li and to encour ~e 

free trade so that they might sell the goods of Americ< .n origin which t1 !Y 
already had on hand or had contracted for. What life remained in te 
boycott came from the hot-headed and nationalistic ~tudents.9 Not UJ il 
August 31, 1905, after the movement had all but .>pent itsdf, did n 
imperial edict denouncing it appear. A subsequent att erupt to revive it tt 
Canton was unsuccessful. 

This incident gave a taste of the sweets of agitati m to the politica y 
minded, most of them returned students or unsucce~ sful can:lidates ~ ·r 
office, and thereafter the dynasty was heckled by an e1tergetic, impetuo· ;, 
and impractical group of critics. The nationalistic and, as it proved, an -
dynastic agitation was greatly aided by the development of the native pre ;, 

'-->n+A .!!!~. ~ • "'"""~o• 

The power which newspapers could exert soon dawnec upon the minds f 
all those dissatisfied with the existing order, and a crop Jf paper:; appean l, 
first in the tr.eaty ports, and later in other cities. Thes = publications, as 1 

whole, were excellent examples of yellow journalism, c< nspicuoes for tht r 
"explosive tones and hardly tempered lanKuage."10 

] 'e~ Chi;~ese cou 
read, but those who could told others and, in the pre cess of telling m 
retelling, chauvinistic and importunate newspaper arti( les lost :1othing 
their inflammatory character. No longer could the debility of the Manch 
be concealed from their subjects. The press spread evt:ry failuJ·e of th(; 
foreign and domestic policy from one end of the Empir•! to the !;:ther. Tl 
Throne realized the danger of this new development and att,~mpted 
stamp out newspaper radicalism by the prosecution of ( .ffending. editors, 
celebrated case of this sort being that of the Supao, a Shanghai paper. 
However, since prosecution of Chinese papers publishe,l in foreign settlt 
ments-and a large number of them were published ther =-tended to brin 
the Chinese government into conflict with the foreign au1 horities, it decide 
to employ regulation and government subsidy to curb the outs)okenne~ 
of the press. In 1909 press laws were issued. One of t 1eir prO\·isions n 
quired that all newspapers must submit their proofs to the authoritie 
before publication, but after vioJent opposition from the journalists i 
Peking this article was withdrawn.12 By 1910 the Cl :inese n(wspaper 

9 North-China Daily News, August 17, 1905, quoted in UHited Sta.t?s Forei. 
Relatiqns, 1905, p. 219 . 

. ~The China Mission Year Book, 1912, p. 348. For othe discussiqns of t 
Chinese press in this period see Colquhoun, China in Transform.. tion, pp. l09 ff., ar 
NCH, August 11, 19.05. .. -

11 For the Supao case, see the· files of The Times from July 1, 1903, to May 2 
1904. 

12 .'VCH, August 14, 21, 1909. 
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were notably quieter in tone, for the press was gradually passing under 
official control, one paper after another accepting a government subsidy 
rather than fight the regulations which required registration before the use 
of the mails would be allowed. This situation was thoroughly aired in con
nection with the case of the Shanghai taotai, Tsai Nai~huang, who was 
accused of using the funds of the Whangpu conservatory for the subsidiz
ing of the press ;13 and after this scandal the newspapers again adopted a 
more independent tone. 

The Manchus were in a bad plight. Despite their tentative efforts at 
reform, they were as weak in the face of internal unrest and foreign 
aggression as ever, and their decadent condition was better known to the 
rank and file of their subjects than before. Somehow the dynasty must 
gain a tighter hold over the administration and achieve a centralized control 
of the governmental machine, or its rule would be at an end. When a weak 
government tries to enforce a strong policy in the face of hysterical oppo
sition, there is sure to be trouble, and that is what occurred when the 
Manchus attempted to bring into the hands of the central government the 
control of the railway system of the country. 

In the years before the R.evolutio,n. "China for the Chinese" was a 
s~n which had its chief application to the problem of who was to build 
China's railways. Patriotism, the desire for profit and also, it is to be feared, 
for graft, guided the Chinese in a movement against the use of foreign capi
tal or advice in railway ventures. Not only did they desire a minimizing of 
foreign interests; each province wished to go its own way in the matter 
without interference from the central government, perhaps because pro
vincial profit would then line provincial pockets rather than those of the 
men higher up in Peking. 

At first the central government was inclined t6 acquiesce in the move
ment for provincial autonomy in railway affairs. The American concession 
for the Canton-Hankow line having been withdrawn, the enterprise was 
turned over to a company in which Hunan gentry were the chief stock
holders. The merchants and gentry of Anhwei were assured that they 
would be given a monopoly of railway construction in the province, and 
in Szechwan work was begun on the Chengtu-Hankow line in the fear that 
it might pass to foreign capital.l' When this pronounced provincial feeling 
came into conflict with foreign loans for railway development already 
assumed by the central government, a difficult situation resulted. The 
Shanghai-Hangchow-Ningpo line and the Canton-Kowloon Railway both 

1 3 The Times, February 19, March 10, May 3, 1910. 
14 The Times, January 30, 1906; NCH, September 1, 1905. Most of the activity 

in Szechwan consisted of posting signs calling for money for the railway the province • 
intended to build. NCH, February 7, 1908. 
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were centers of sharp conflict between provincial hvestor' md foreign 
in terests.15 

in building The case which best illustrates the dift [culties 'nvolve< 
China's railways is that of the Tientsin-Pulow loan contra 
the' inexperience of the Chinese in railway <£fairs and the 1 
corruption in public enterprises in China, fon ign financiers 1c 
for railway construction had been accustomed, through the ap 
managers and in other ways, to make sure t 1at the funds w 
expended. But in the case of the Tientsin· Pukow contrac 
January 13, 1908, between the Chinese governnent and British 
capitalists, no mortgage cin the line was givet, the ba1ks wer 
no share in its profits, the principle of joint m< nageme1~ t was S• 

in other ways the terms were more generous tltan any granted 
The line soon had an unenviable reputation for scandal .md cor 
"Tientsin-Pukow terms" became a synonym fer undue lenienc~ 
ficient care for the safety of foreign invest01 s. In connectic 
loan, the much-vaunted patriotism of the provi: tcial "N ationalis 
to the test and found wanting. Before the :ontract was er 
Chihli and Shantung gentry were loud in prote >tations of their 
desire to construct the line, but when later they were as;<ed by t 

ment to subscribe to the bonds only a small sum Nas offered for 1 

and Peking had to explain that the London m.trket wanted ca 
paper promises.16 Willard Straight, commentiug on the Tient 
contract, indicated that the real issue was nc t wheth·~r fore1 
should be employed but whether railways shoul•l be imp·~rial or 
undertakings : 
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Its signature marked the first recognition by the bat ks of the increasit 
of the "Young China" party. These men demanded tl e radical modifica 
old loan terms. They considered "control" subversive of China's saver 
and, flattered by the blandishments of rival foreign inte ests, they were de· 
exact from the world a consideration similar to that a :corded Japan aftt 
patriotic self-practice and conscientious endeavor. Tl e avoweC. purpos• 
officials to weaken the hold of the foreigner on China was heartily applaude 
out the provinces. It served as a patriotic issue on wh .ch an appeal caul 
to the masses and a cloak under which the provincial ~entry could cover 
purpose, which was to restrict the extension of the Pekil g government's at. 
railways built with foreign loans, or otherwise, and their ietermina~ion that 
loans were made, the chances for peculation should not 1: e monopolized by t 

politan mandarins.17 
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15 The Times, November 6, December 31, 1907; Unit, d States Foreign _ lations, 
1908, pp. 201-202 . 

16 The Times, July 1, 1909 . 
11 Straight, "China's Loan Negotiations" in Blakes!< e, Recent Develop mts in 

China, p. 132. 
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The Chinese were taking increasing offense at every attempt }}y the 
central government to secure railway facilities for China by the employ
~e_n_t_ of _fo_reign money and direction. There were many declarations from 
provincial patriots of intentions forthwith to raise money to construct the 
needed lines, but few of these facile assertions led to more than the fonna
tion of companies which absorbed money endlessly without producing 
many visible signs of their raison d'etre. The Times of July 1, 1909, con
tained an indictment of these provincial railway companies which is worthy 
of quotation in part : 

In almost every province there is evidence, in the abortive enterprises organized, 
with much flourish of patriotic trumpets, by officials and gentry, that the new-born 
enthusiasm is being used by these classes for the exploitation of the masses. Special 
taxes are levied (as in Sze-chuan and An-hui), and public subscriptions raised, for 
railway schemes whose loudly proclaimed object is to guard the coWltry against the 
alleged dangers of a foreign loan; Boards of Directors are appointed (usually to be 
accused of incompetence, and to resign after a brief term of office) ; swarms of 
sinecure posts are created in connection with these enterprises, and their scanty capital 
is eventually squandered in salaries and futile experiments. In many cases the Central 
Government's permission is granted to a provincial Bureau or body of merchants, to 
build a railway or open mines, upon the express nnclerstanding that the necessary 
funds have been locally subscribed; the subscription, on paper, is a fact, but the funds 
are rarely forthcoming, and the promoters of these companies generally endeavour 
therefore to obtain foreign capital sub rosa., and in violation of their charter. So long 
as the Imperial Government's guarantee is recognized by foreign financiers as a 
necessary condition for loans, these tactics are without result, and the so-called 
Railway Bureaus continue to exist, without justifying their existence further than 
by collecting taxes and subscriptions to defray their administration expenses.18 

With this picture of professed patriotism and actual corruption as a 
background, we may turn to the affair of the Canton-Hankow and Han
kow-Chengtu lines, the cause celebre of this period. The concession for the 
Canton-Hankow line had been granted to the American China Development 
Company, an American concern, in 1898, probably as a counterbalance to 
the interests obtained by other powers during the "battle of concessions."19 

Work on the line went slowly, for the Spanish-American war absorbed 
much American energy and capital. By 1904 enough of the shares of the 
company had passed into Belgian hands to make Belgian interest pre
dominant, and Belgians were being sent out to replace Americans in the 

1s For confirmatory evidence see NCH, April 15, 1910; Anderson, "Railway Situa
tion in China," United States Special Consular Reports, No. 48. For an account of 
one of the few Chinese-built and Chinese-managed lines which was effective and 
prosperous, the Sunning line in Kwangtung, see United States Consular Reports, 
January 30, 1911. 

19 The history of the American concession for the Canton-Hankow line is well• 
given in Kent, Railway Enterprise in China, chapter xii. 
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principal positions in connection with the railw 1y. The Chinest lrotested 
violently, declaring that the alienation of share 5 to Belgians he. violated 
a supplementary agreement of 1900 and that tlte conce~sion wa thus in
validated. The difficulty was temporarily resol1 ed by the effort of J. P. 
Morgan, who raised enough money to restore t 1e control of tht :ompany 
to American hands. The American interests 1 hen decided to trrender 
the concession, and sold it back to China for $6 750,000. 20 

After this denouement, the Chinese governn ent turn·~d a rer 
to the gentry of Hunan, Hupeh, an<;! JZwangtung who der}ared tl 
ness. to pay the sum required by the American c ompany and to 

ltive ear 
r eager
ldertake 

the construction of the railway. The money fer repurchase di! not ma
terialize, however, and "in consequence of th s rather typica' 
Chang Chih-tung found it necessary to secure a I )an on Septemb<. 
from the colony of Hong Kong to repurchase the con•:ession. · 

:iefault" 
9, 1905, 
At the 

same time, Chang gave to the British Consul-General at Hanke a note 
promising the British preferential rights in regar i to the railway , foreign 
capital were needed for its construction.22 Ge: many, however, 
content that the Yangtze Valley should be devel• 1ped by 3ritish l 

exclusively and there was an ominous increase of German act 
interest in what was supposed to be the Britisr preserve in Ct 
October 1908 Chang Chih-tung, a convert to the r ecessity ,)f forei• 
for the Hukuang lines (Canton-Hankow and Hankow-O::::hengtt: 

vas not 
terprise 
ity and 
a. 23 In 
capital 
which 

had fared so badly under Chinese control, was made di~ector-g. era! of 
the Canton-Hankow Railway. In accordance w th his promise, e twice 
approached the director of the British and Ch: nese Corporatio. for an 
offer of a loan but received replies which he c )nsidered unsati 
Feeling himself absolved of his obligations in tl at direction, Ch 
accepted a German loan for the Canton-Hankow line, to the immt 
grin of the British and the delight of the Gern ans.24 A Britisl 
against this arrangement resulted in negotiatiot .s between capit 
Britain, Germany, and France, the last-named hav ng reached an a~ 
with the British for a share in the loan in 1905. The three group 
not to grant "Tientsin-Pukow terms." Soon a£ ~er, the German 
disrupted the negotiations by making a prelimina ·y agreement to 

actory. 
tg then 
se cha
protest 
ists of 
eement 
agreed 
nearly 
ve the 

Chinese government a loan for the northern thin. of the Canton- ankow 
line on terms even more moderate than those of ·he Tientsin-Puk v con-

20 Kent. Railway Enterprise in China, chapter xii; The Times, June , 1904; 
United States Foreign Relations, 1905, pp. 124-135; Mac:.furray, Treaties, 1' . 195/7. 

21 Kent, op. cit., p. 120; MacMurray, op. cit., No. 1905 19. 
22 MacMurray, op. cit., No. 1905/7; Die Grosse Politi.:, XXXII, 3. 

• 23 The Times, January 4, 1905 . 

24 Die Grosse Politik, XXXII, 3-4. 
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tract.2~ At last, discussions were resumed and were brought to a successful 
conclusion in May 1909. The loan was extended to cover the Hunan sec
tion of the Canton-Hankow line and the Hankow-Chengtu line, for which 
latter Chang had previously considered a loan from the Deutsch-Asiatische 
Bank. The loan of £5,500,000 and the supply of materials were to be 
divided equally among the three groups. The British were to appoint the 
chief engineer for the Canton-Hankow line, the Germans for the Hankow
Ichang section, and the French for the Ichang-Chengtu section, should 
that portion be built, which was somewhat doubtful. This agreement was 
initialed on June 6, 1909.26 

At this juncture the United States made its appeara~ce upon the scene, 
a Httle late, but not at all abashed. In 1904 the Chinese government had 
promised that, if foreign capital were needed for the Hankow-Chengtu 
(Hankow-Szechwan) Railway, British and American capital would be 
given first chance. Twice in 1905 the British government had asked if 
American capitalists were desirous of sharing in such a loan, but had been 
told by the United States government that it had no intimation that Ameri
can financiers so desired. The sudden revival of American interest in 
Chinese railways in 1909 was due in part to the desire of President Taft 
for greater American economic participation in the Far East, and was 
urged in the name of the policy Df equality of opportunity (the "open 
door").27 

The bankers already in agreement on the loan were willing enough to 
accept American participation in future loans but were inclined to feel that 
it was somewhat too late to alter the terms of the Hukuang loan.28 The 
German government, however, eager to insert itself into financial opera
tions in the Yangtze region and willing to accept any aid which it could 
obtain, adopted a friendly attitude toward the American proposal and 
advised its banks to support American participation.29 The other govern
ments also favored American co-operation in the loan, and negotiations to 
that end were begun after China, as the result of much prodding, had in
formed the other groups that American participation was necessary.30 

Then came more difficulties. The British bankers seemed inclined to grant 
the American financiers only a 20 per cent share in the loan, while the 
American government protested, demanding 25 per cent. The bankers were 
unable to come to terms, and negotiations adjourned sine die. This con-

2s The Times, April 5, May 10, 1909; NCH, April 17, May 1, 15, 1909. 
2s Die Grosse Politik, XXXII, 5-7. 
~· United States F01·eign Relations, 1909, pp. 144-159. 

'- 2~ ibid., p. 157. ' 
29 United States Foreign Relations, p. 158; Die Grosse Politik, XXXII, 8-18. 
30 United States Foreign Relations, 1909, pp. 158-160, 166. 
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summation was probably due in part to the attitude of Chang Chih- ng, 
who had had painful experience with American c: Lpital in the Ca. on
Hankow line in the days of the American China Deve opment Compan: md 
was unwilling to see it make its appearance there again.31 The B :ish 
French, and German bankers and Chang Chih-tunf all seemed eag to 
secure an imperial edict ratifying the agreement initialed on June 6, 1~ 9.32 

This probably would have been done had not Presicent Taft._<?,n Jui 15, 
1909, sent to Prince Chun a telegram expressing great surprise a the 
rumors that China was opposed to equal American p: .rticipation and 1 int
ing out that the United States had a legal right to ;hare in the loar md 
attached great importance to it.38 This unusual and rather dra~tic mant ver 
was backed up by instructions to the American chaq ;e to wam China .hat 
since the bankers would probably admit equal Amer can participatior and 
the governments of the three other powers cone• :rned re:ognize( the 
justice of the American demand: 

.... if the reasonable wishes of this Government sho11ld now b~ thwartt the 
whole responsibility would rest upon the Chinese Governm :nt, which in retur for 
the uniform friendliness of the United States, disregarding its obligation and it true 
interests, would have evaded by petty excuses its true duty at d would ltave actec .vith 
singular unfriendliness to the United States.34 

Plainly China had no cottn>_~ but to accept _American partic_ip~tion wi t as 
good grace as possible. Cbaug,..Cbili-tt1ng~s death in Jctober J909 de yed 
the conclusion of negotiations, but by May 27, 1910, the gr:)ups rec: fled 
an agreement by which the loan, now increased to £ 6,000,000, and o lers 
for material were to be divided equally, the British were t) choos• the 
chief engineer for the Canton-Hankow line, the Germans for the Icl ng
Hankow line, with an American sub-engineer for a I ortion of this se< .on, 
and the Americans, British, and French in the order rramed for sectio ; of 
the extension from !chang to Chengtu.35 

Not until May 20, 1911, was this agreement, with some m::nor cha ~es, 

acceded to by the Chinese government. The reason gi ren for this dela) iVas 
the significant one that the state of public feeling in C 1ina was such th~ the 
government lacke4 .. Jh,e C<]Urage to approve +he hatei Joreigll loan.36 In
deed, the whole course of negotiations had been carr ed on in the mid • of 
a chorus of protests from disgruntled provincials w 10 them~ elves w hed 
to build, or more precisely, to collect and control th ~ money intende1 for 

at Ibid., pp. 167, 169-172. 
32 Ibid., pp. 171-172. 
33 Ibid., p. 178. 
34 Ibid., p. 179. 

• as Ibid., pp. 280-283. 
ss United States Foreign Relations, 1910, pp. 290-291. 
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building, the chief lines of railway needed by China. Chinese management 
often proved unsatisfactory enough to Chinese stockholders,37 yet the 
bulk of those interested seemed to prefer to be cheated by their own people 
rather than benefited through the agency of foreigners. The objections 
to foreign loans were greatly increased by the action of the Chinese 
government in embarking on a policy of centralization, for the struggle 
thus defined itself as primarily between the provincials and the metropoli
tan administration. The appointment of Chang Chih-tung in 1908 as 
director-general of railways, superseding decentralized provincial control, 
was the first step toward concentrating in the hands of the Peking govern
ment the control of trunk lines. As long as Chang lived, agitation was 
somewhat restrained, but with his death late in 1909 the gentry of Hunan 
and Hupeh broke into loud denunciations of the impending foreign loan. 
Provincial delegates went up to Peking to insist on cancellation of the 
preliminary loan agreement. The provincial assemblies which held their 
first sessions in 1909 also brought pressure upon the central government, 
which could ill afford not to list~n to the voice of the "popular" will, 
especially when among the discontented were the geijtry of Hunan, whose 
loyalty to the Manchus had been_proverbial sin~G Ta,iping days.38 

Thsxear: 1911 Qpt;,ned under most unfavorable auspices. It took no 
specia1 prophetic powers to see thatthe Manchus were nearing the end of 
their regime.~lJ In 19_1.9 .th~re. ~d. been a numbt:.t..,Q.Lti:?in~s, the principal 
being at Chaugsha, and the constant agitation of the pr~ss and the radical 
politicians of the new school over ra.ilway pro~lems, the quicker granting 
of a parliament, and other such matters had served greatly to arouse the 
public mind. Late in 1910 Chinese newspapers were full of wild tales of 
an impending partition of China by the powers, and the Pien Ma boundary 
dispute with Great Britain and Russia's ultimatum in regard to ~1ongolia 
brought patriotic feeling to fever heat.40 The government's policy was 
stigmatized as vacillating and weak, and volunteer societies for the protec
tion of the nation sprang up everywhere.41 To political troubles, natural 
disasters added their quota. Plague in the north and flood in the Yangtze 

81 For a denunciation, by the stockholders, of the Chinese Company which at
tempted to construct the Canton-Hankow line, see NCH, January 23, 1909. 

38 United States Foreign Relations, 1909, p. 206; The Times, March 28, 1910; 
NCH, January 7, 21, February 25, 1910; Rodes, Le Celeste empire avant la revolu
tion, pp. 129-137. 

s9 The Times on December 17, 1910, published an excellent, if gloomy, description 
of the plight in which China found herseli, together with a· plea for the recall of 
Yuan Shih-kai as the only man able to save the situ~tion. 

40 NCH, January 7, April 15, 1911; The Times, February 9, 17, 20, 23, 1911. 

41 NCH, April 29, May 20, July 1, 1911. 
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region reduced hundreds of thousands of people to a most desp~rate plig t.4~ 
Early in April, the Tartar-General at Canton was m\ .rdered by a Chi :se, 
who, on arrest, admitted that his motives were anti-Manchu. The go• rn
ment at once took vigorous measures against all susp ~cted of opposin, the 
dynasty. Canton, however, was not thus to be quieted. On April 27 a c ~wd 

of radicals and discontented soldiers stormed the g )Vernor'~. yamcn :tnd 
for a time it looked as if the long-dreaded revolution 1ad comi! at last. fhe 
trouble passed o;er, but left south em China in a dan~ :erous st;~te of m d.43 

The Middle KinKdom was ripe for violence and UJ.: heaval, ~~nd it n• ded 
only the railway c:entr~Hzation policy of She11g H uan:~huai. to bri! on 
tl\e disaster: · 

In January~ was made President of the M:nistry of Commt tica
tions, and in May the final agreement for the Ht kuang l;~an was :on
summated. It was obvious that before the loan cot: ld be effectively .sed, 
the government must assert a firmer hold upon the railway~; for wl :h it 
was destined. Sheng, who now held the dominmtt positi<)n in r; way 
affairs, was a firm believer in centralized control ~ nd the tise of f, eign 
capital and, accordingly, on M,ay o2l-1.~1L the T 1rone issued an ~diet 
which stated in part: ·· 

The area of the Chinese Empire is very extensive and its frontit:r territo1 
far apart. . . . . Whenever the Throne's attention is broug 1t to the frontier < 
We are troubled night and day. To control the defence eff "ctively, the only n 
the speedy construction of railways. Moreover, for advice! and consultations 
stitutional government, for transfer and mobility in Militar r affairs, and for tr 
and delivery of native produce, all these are dependent t pon the facilities i 
munication. . . . . Nevertheless, for several years, the < apital for the Km 
line has been half obtained, yet no great progress. in its C· mstruction has bee 
As for Szechuan, enormous funds were bankrupted, and impeachment and 
have failed to recover them. In respect of Hunan and H Jpeh, the offices ha 
opened for a number of years, only wasting money by ina< tivity. Tl:.us, in ex' 
the fat of millions of Our people, We find only waste 1nd extravagance 
cases, and misappropriation and pocketing in others, so j hat it is :[eared th· 
that time passes, the heavier will be the burden of the pee pie. . . • . . Theref 
desire to proclaim explicitly to the world that all the tn nk railways shall 
owned, this shall be the fixed policy,44 
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This decree, which threatened an airing of the corruption wh h had 
characterized so many provincial railway schemes, and the removal 1f this 
lucrative source of perquisites in the future, c 11led forth a st ··m of 
"patriotic" utterances from the provincials, es.pec ially of Hunan, [upeh, 
Kwangtung, and Szechwan. Meetings were held, threats c,f violen ~were 

42 China, The Maritime Customs, Returns of Trod, and Trade Rep01 ·, 1911, 
•Part I, pp. 45-46. 

43NCH, April 15, 22, May 6, 1911. 44NCH, 1:ay 20, 1911. 
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made, and there was much cutting-off of fingers and like demonstration of 
fervor. Yang Wen-ting, governor of Hunan, telegraphed to Peking that 
he was unable to cope with the situation, but received a firm statement 
from the government of its determination to continue the hated policy.45 

On May 18, Tuan Fang was named Director-General of the Canton
Hankow and Hankow-Chengtu lines, to direct the work of centralization. 
An edict of May 22 pointed out the benevolent intention of the Throne in 
relieving the people of the exactions imposed on them by the provincial 
railway companies, forbade the collection of "capital per rental" shares 
(subscriptions on the basis of landholdings which had been collected as a 
tax) in Hunan and Hupeh, and appointed a committee of officials to con
sider the financial arrangements necessarily entailed in the taking over of 
the enterprises.46 On June 17, 1911, the scheme for buying out the pro
vincial interests was published. The plan was an eminently fair one; all the 
shares of the provincial companies, whether subscribed voluntarily or by 
taxation, were to be redeemed by an issue of government bonds. In 
Hunan, Hupeh, and Kwangtung the original amount subscribed was 
to be repaid. In Szechwan, only 4,000,000 out of 11,000,000 taels were 
to be repaid; the rest had been lost by the president of the provincial 
railway organization in rubber speculation during the panic of 1910 in 
Shanghai, and the Peking government refused to foot the bill for this 
unusually patent case of mismanagement.47 The anouncement that the 
government meant to take over the Chengtu-Hankow line and build it with 
foreign capital and to repay only 4,000,000 taels out of the 11,000,000 
which had somehow been consumed in building twenty miles of road/8 

provoked the Szechwan gentry first to resistance, then to rebellion. The 
question of provincial versus imperial control was one which called forth 
all the provincial loyalty and states-rights feeling engendered in genera
tions when the distant government in Peking had never essayed to exer
cise immediate control over its subjects. The rising became more than a 
struggle against the new railway scheme. The poorer people, weary of 
extortion and overtaxation, revolted blindly without too much concern 
for why and by whom the taxes had been imposed. The railway company 
held meetings and objected to Peking's policy. Inflammatory posters pic
tured Sheng and his colleagues as traitors betraying China to the foreign 
powers. Candles were burnt before the tablet of Kuang Hsu, in whose 

4 5 NCH, May 20, 27, June 10, 1911; Kent, The Passing of the Manch11s, pp. 52-54. 

46 NCH, May 27, 1911. 

47 Ibid., June 24, 1911; Kent, The Passing of the Manchus, p. 59; Williams, China 
Yesterday and Today, p. 47Z: • 

48 United States Special Consular Reports, No. 48, p. 17. 
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reign the provincial company had been charter !d.49 The Thror ordered 
the viceroy, Chao Erh-feng, to arrest the ringle :tders; but on Se ;:ember 7 
a mob stormed the yamen, and soon the revolt was spreading t ~oughout 
the province and Tuan Fang and Tsen Ch m-hsun were c iered to 
Szechwan to aid in suppressing it. 5° Tsen, perl aps more wary 1 an loyal, 
delayed his departure on the ground of illnes! ; but Tuan Far , with a 
small force, entered Szechwan, and in a proclan ation dedared tf purpose 
of his mission to reconcile with the Throne the people of Szed: ran, who 
had been deceived into acts of resistance, not u Ciderstanding the nagnani
mous policy of the dynasty.111 

· Tuan Fang's efforts as peacemaker were w eless, and, indee were to 
end in his murder by his own troops. Only a fe tN days after his roclama
tion, and while the unrest in Szechwan still rc mained untamec the real 
revolution, the revolution for which St,m ·~-: ~.n- and his foil< ~Ters had 
planned so long, broke out impromptu when a chance l;omb ex losion in 
the_!iu§.s!cmsQn~s?ion at Hankow revealed tre existerlce of tJ . revolu
tionary plot. Lack of space forbids more than the mention of he chief 
events which ensued.52 O_n~9cwb..erJO, the re,olutionary move ent won 
over a part of the troops at.WJ,I.~~ Three days later a ne' govern-

• ~ • 1 ,.,......, ,._... ...... ·- -..liP-- .... ... 

' tnent ~as _prod~m~d. there .... wlt!!..J4 ..Y~n-h.?_.llg .. form~r:.y secon in com-
mand of the Hupeh troops, as President. Th! Regent, alarmt l at this 
new turn of affairs, ordered two divisions. pJ tn •QR&.Jm.dl:r Yin.. ( tang_ and 
the navy, such as it was, under Admiral Sah, t) the sct:ne of a• ion, :wd 
on October 14 recalled Yuan,Shib,-]s_~ppo~nti1 •g him -\iceroy c !he two 
Hu provinc~~ and Generali§~imo ofthe imperial forces .. There as some 
delay, for Yuan was not eager to accept a most ·lifficult I:~st fron the man 
who had dismissed him from office in 1909; b11t on October 21 an edict 

': gave him practically complete control of the gm: ern.ment;~ -policy nd soon 
afterward he left for the front. 

The military campaign was not decisive. '\t first the rev( utionary 
forces scored some successes, but on October 2:1, the imperial tr :>ps cap
tured Ten Kilometer Station on the Peking-Ran cow line'lmd the :>Bowing 
day entered Hankow, which they destroyed to t great ~~tent or Novem
ber 3. A month later the revolutionary troops were fo;:ced to trrender 
Hanyang. The campaign in Hupeh was going in favor: of the :anchus. 

49 NCR, September 9, 16, 30, 1911; Williams, op. cit., p. 473. 

50 NCR, September 9, 16, 23, 1911. 

5~ Ibid., November 7, 1911. 

, 52 There are numerous accounts of the revolution; a1 30ng then: may be 1 ~ntioned: 
Kent, The Passing of the Manchus; Dingle, Chinds '?evoluti01,.; McCor tick, The 

• Flowery Republic; Farjenel, A Traver;=la revolution C.linoise; R~ttach, L Chine en 
revolution; and Rodes, La Fin des Mandchous. 
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General Chang Hsun held Nanking loyal to the imperial house until 
December 2, when it fell into the hands of the revolutionaries. In the 
meantime, province after province had declared in favor of revolution, 
with scarcely any serious opposition. 

The revolutionists were not united among themselves.. The government 
set up under Li Yuan-hung did not meet with the favor of the revolu
tionary party in Shaqg,hai, where another regime was established with 
Chen Chi-mei as General of the Military Government of the Chinese 
Republic and Wu Ting-faug. once a prominent official under the Manchus, 
as Secretary for·· For-~ign Affairs. After the fall of Hanyang, Li Yuan
hung was ready to open negotiations with Yuan Shih-kai. The Shanghai 
group, however, insisted that they would not endorse any arrangements 
so arrived at, and negotiations were moved to Shanghai, ~.e ~Wu Ting
f_ang and Tang Shao-yi_, .as delegates of the republ.iqlu and the imperial 
governments, met on December 18. 

In ·the meantime, the authority of the ruling house had all but dis
appeared in the face of the attacks of the National Assembly, which con
vened for its second session early in October. We have described elsewhere 
how the Throne was compelled first to sacrifice Sheng Hsuan-huai, then 
to accede to the demands of the troops at Lanchow and of the Assembly 
and issue the penitential edict and other renunciatory documents of 
October 30 ; how on November 26 the Regent took the oath to the new 
principles of the constitution and on December 6, as a desperate effort to 
conciliate the opposition, resigned, leaving the semblance of power in the 
hands of the Lung Yu Empress Dowager, niece of Tzu Hsi and widow 
of Kuang Hsu. The position of the ruling house was rendered even more 
difficult by the volte face of Tang Shao-yi, who, as imperial peace dele
gate at Shanghai, openly expressed his approval of a republican regime. 
The unity and strength of the republican cause was made more apparent 
when Sun Yat-seu, soon after reaching China on December 25, was-chosen 
President of the Provisional Republic by a convention, representing four
te£p proyinces, :which met at Nanking. The ruling house, its back to the 
wall, proposed that a constituent assembly be summoned to decide whether 
republic or monarchy was to be the future form of political organization. 
The republican government, willing enough to concede the principle of 
popular decision, was convinced that the people had already spoken and 
that the regime at Nanking represented the general will. Tang Shao-yi, 
unfitted by his republican beliefs to act as imperial delegate, resigned his 
position early in January, and from that time on, negotiations of a sort 
were carried on between Yuan Shih-kai in Peking and the Republican 
authorities in Nanking. Some of the fiery younger princes, egged on by • 
the inveterate conservative, Tieh Liang, refused to accept abdication, and 
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all through January there were agitated confere1 tees amqpg the r embers 
of the imperial house as to the course to be fo .lowed, ~; state o affairs 
which vastly increased the difficulties of Yuan'! dealin~~ with t e revo
lutionaries. Toward the middle of the month, SJn Yat-~en offer 1 Yuan 
the presidency, provided the Manchus abdicate l. But 1he roya family, 
just at that time, was inclining toward the opposite course, ar j Yuan 
therefore declined. Soon after, Yuan was offer ~d the title of l\ -trquess, 
a rare honor for one of Chinese blood; but ht declined the he 1or, not 
once but thrice. On January 28, the Throne rec :ived a rpemorial from its 
generals urging abdication on the terms offeree by the ~ankin~ leaders, 
the future form of government to be left to the lecision of the cc tstituent 
assembly. When its generals and soldiers refused further !iupport, eclaring 
the imperial cause hopeless, the Throne had to n cognize :that its c .use was 
lost. By February 3 abdication had been defini1ely decided upon and the 
only question remaining was the future status )f the i~~perial 1: mse and 
its retainers, which was finally settled on Feb1 uary 7. On Fet ·uary 12 

' appeared .. the !~!m-~1 e?!~~s of ?J]disq,ti~n •. ~.atQ~l ic::J.locu~ients in · ·?ich t?e 
tung Vu '~!in press 'Dowager (lnd the boy Em} eror gave up tht tmpenal 
·power whkh Tzu H~i had tried so -desperately· to conse1

~ve and einforce. 
Of the th_ree e.dicts of Februar,Y.: J2, the first, aiPointing Yuan S ih-kai to 

I coil fer with the revolutionaries as to 'the" fut~l e ~form ~( gover tment, is 
I perhaps best representative of the dignity wi :h which, at the end, the 
Manchus surrendered their dominion . 

. . . . an Edict from the Lung Yu Empress Dowa ~er which states th t owing to 
the uprising of the people's army, supported by the )rovinces as a som 1 is by its 
echo, the whole empire seethed and smoked, whereby the people have b. !n plunged 
into miserable sufferings. Yuan Shih-kai was special' y comma;;ded to a1 JOint Com
missioners to discuss the situation with the representa· ives of the people's army, with 
a view to the convention of a National Assembly, i·1 order t(l decide t e form of 
Government. Two months have elapsed without yet reaching a suitablt settlement. 
Great distance separates the South from the North, etch upholds its owr against the 
other and the result is the stoppage of merchants on the road and the xposure of 
scholars in the field, all because, should the form of G< ·vernment be undeci ed, so must 
the people's lives be thrown out of gear. 

Now, the majoril,y L>f the .peopk o£ !he. whole .ual ion .are le;1ning tow rds Repub
licanism; the provinces in the South first took the pio: 1eer step, ,~hen the c 'icers in the 

/ ' North also desired to follow their example; and in t 1e univeqal desire .f the heart 
of the people may be "discernible the will of Heaven How coJ!d we th n persist in 
opposing the desire and hatred of millions for the wbility and glory . f one name 
[family]. Surely the general position abroad should I e examined and po llar opinion 
should be weighed. I, .. hand~in. band with the Emperq·, her!Cby,transfer ~ (e power of 
Sovereignty to be the public property of the whole lllltion, an<;l decide t at the form 
of Government shall be Re,publican constitutional to : atisfy the present f eling within 

• the seas, the detestation of disturbance and the exp ~ctation o'£ peace, ~ . well as to 
follow the ancient sages in regarding the world as I ublic proJ:erty. 
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Yuan Shih-kai, having been formerly elected Premier by the Tszechengyuan stands 
at thlS juncture between the new and the old regimes, and has surely devised a plan 
for unifying the South and the North. Let Yl1<!.P Sbih·kai organize with full powers 
a. :Provi.sional Republican Government and confer with the veople's army as to the 
methods of procedure for the union, so that peace may be assured to the people and 
the nation, but still with the complete integrity of the territories of the five races of 
Manchus, Chinese, Mongols, Mohammedans and Tibetans combined, forming a great 
Republic of China, an~Cl.and jh~_ Emperor may retire into a leisured life and spend 
our years p1easantly, enjoying courteous treatment from the citizens, and seeing with 
our own eyes the completii;>n of an ideal government. Would this not be a grand feat? 
Respect this.63 

sa NCH, February 17, 1912. 
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X. CONCLUSION 

Thus the Manchus fell and with them their pro; ~ram of ~~radualr !form. 
It was their misfortune, and China's as well, that .vhen the' aggress )ns of 
the foreign powers made the need of radical reform obvious they w re too 
debilitated to effect the needed changes in the st: Lte. The adminis ration 
had become clogged with corruption, the rulers 'rere weaklings, a 1d the 
attacks of foreigners and Taiping rebels had accer tuated the decad• J.Ce of 
the imperial house .. When the young Monarch, Kt ang Hst, moved by the 
humiliation of China's defeat by Japan and sptrred to action •Y the 
"Modern S::tge," Kang Yu-wei, po11red forth in the summer of 898 a 
series of startling reform edicts, he found it irr possible to enfo ce his 
commands. After a short "Hundred Days" in wl ich the imperial ;azette 
proclaimed astonishing changes in all phases of C :1inese We, almof : none 
of which took place, Kuang Hsu was swept from ~he scene by his ompe
tent, if conservative aunt, Tzu Hsi. Kuang Hst 's effort;; to stre tgthen 
China against Western incursions by the use of Wester:1 metho ~s had 
failed from too great impetuosity and too little n al comprehensior ; next 
came the Boxer rising, a desperate effort to expel the barbarians ar i thus 
end China's troubles, an attempt to which the u ;ually sl:rewd E 1press 
Dowager, for once led aside from the path of pn .ctical pc litics, ga re her 
support. 

If Tzu Hsi paid dearly for that temporary abr :rration :>he also ~ained 

greatly in wisdom, and in 1901 even before her ex .le from the capi1 tl was 
ended, she had proclaimed herself a convert to reform. China wa to be 
modernized so that she could take her place as a truly iridepende 1t and 
sovereign state. Japan, who so shortly before l:ad pasS€:d throu h the 
process of adapting to her needs the institutions c rf the pc,werful 1 ations 
of the West, was the obvious model. The first essr :ntial was the ext ~nsion 
and alteration of education, to the end that the fhrone might ha re the 
support of mandarins of a new sort and, in time, of an enlig ttened 
populace. In 1904 a school system on the Japanes{ model vras prod timed, 
and in 1905 the old system of official examinations, based on the Cor fucian 
books, was abandoned. When the Revolution cane in !Stll, the .;chool 
system was making uneven progress. Primary sc 1ools larguished, while 
the higher institutions, founded in greater numbers because 1hey wer more 
spectacular, were being dragged below their nomi: ml level by the l.ck of 
supporting institutions. A significant feature of th! educational seer e was 
the steady exodus of students to foreign countri :s, especially to apan, 

• where many of them acquired ideas of governmer t and sc ciety in .vhich 
the dynasty could have no place. 
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The other chief desideratum of China at the time was an effective 
defense force. The leading figure in the creation of a nucleus for a 
modern army was the great viceroy of Chihli, Yuan Shih-kai. In 1906 
these troops were removed from his control to that of the metropolitan 
authorities, but at the time of the Revolution it was apparent that the 
army's loyalty was not to the Throne but to its creator, Yuan himself. 
Plans for naval expansion came to comparatively little. Indeed, a navy 
was a luxury which the government, hard put for money, could well do 
without. 

In 1906 the most successful of the reforms, because it was the most 
popular with and best understood by all classes, the elimination of opium
smoking, was put under way, and with the co-operation of Great Britain, 
from whose Indian possessions had come much of the opium smoked in 
China, a surprising reduction in the cultivation and use of the drug took 
place. 

The most novel and spectacular of the promised reforms, because it 
was the most alien to the whole course of Chinese history, was the promise 
of constitutional government, not at once, but after nine years of prepara
tion should have fitted the nation to operate institutions to which it was 
totally unused. 

In addition, a vast number of other possible fields for change and 
renovation were touched upon. 

But even more significant than the reforms which the Throne attempted 
were those which it omitted. In its avoidance of financial reform and of 
the elimination of corruption in the administration, the Throne exhibited 
not wilful disregard of China's chief needs but such weakness as made it 
impossible to deal with problems which involved many vested interests 
and might be productive of great opposition. Circumstances were demand
ing of the dynasty a policy which it was too feeble to carry out. It 
realized the exigencies of the times, but could not enforce its will upon a 
people long accustomed to view it as ill-starred and alien. For a hundred 
years, nothing to which the Manchus had turned their hand had prospered. 
Surely, argued their Sl!bjects, Heaven had withdrawn its mandate and 
their time was near its end. The bulk of the people could not believe that 
the effete and decadent imperial house, under the leadership of its one 
remaining vigorous member, 'l;'zu Hsi, had grasped what was needful to 
be done and was sincerely trying to carry it out. 

The universal tacit feeling that the Tsing dynasty had all but run its 
course was immensely strengthened by the death of the respected Empress 
Dowager and the ascendancy of the foolish Prince Chun. The propaganda 
of Sun Yat-sen and his followers made great progress. These men, most. 
of them educated abroad and thus somewhat divorced from the realities of 
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China's condition, were eager to oust the Ma: 1chus and to intn duce at once 
institutions which the West had developed only after years )f conscious 
or unconscious preparation. Monarchy was to go, and Chim: was to be a 
republic-such was their plan. As the Reg1:nt showed himst f ill-advised 
and tactless, the attacks on the dynasty incre 1sed. Its plans f( ; the reason
able postponement of a parliament and cons :itution till China was in some 
way prepared to receive them were scornec as insincere an( its protesta
tions of earnestness were denounced as dis .ngenuous. Yet, vith portents 
on every hand that the dynasty had not m 1ch long~r to ru·, the unwise 
Regent embarked on a policy of centralintion bo11nd to ; ggravate the 
already considerable opposition of the provinces, which had so long been 
unused to interference from Peking. The result was revolt :ion. 

On the one hand, then, was the imperial house, aroused f om what had 
seemed its last coma to an effort to revitalize the Empire a1 d thus renew 
its hold upon its heritage. On the other h: nd was a group Jf doctrinaire 
irreconcilables, who believed that no goo• I could be expe1 ted from the 
Manchu house and were facile proponent; of China's nee : for govern
mental changes for which, in reality, she was not ready. fhese revolu
tionists would not co-operate in the ref )rm campaign i. 1der imperial 
auspices. Between these two parties, each bent on what it considered 
reform, were the bulk of the people, who lacked understar :ling of many 
of the innovations projected by the ruling house arid who, 1ecause of the 
dynasty's alien origin and the reputation 'or incaiacity wl ich it had ac
quired since the days of the first Europe: .n war, felt towt rd it no great 
loyalty. The Throne might proclaim wit} all earnestness ts compassion 
for its people and its hopes for a renovated regime, but it fa: ed to decrease 
taxes, stop official corruption, and end the aggress= ons of f )teigners ; and 
when the Revolution broke, the dynasty passed from the scene, unsup
ported by a people for whose good as we .1 as for 'its own interest it had 
made efforts which were at times misguidt d, nearly always nisunderstood, 
but on the whole sincere. With the dynas :y passed the pos .ibility that the 
modernizing of China might be orderly and rea!;oned ra her than tem
pestuous and violent. 

Nearly twenty years have elapsed sir ce the···c~liapse , f the Manchu 
rule, years in which China has undergone- -indeed, she is sti 1 undergoing--'
violent revolutionary transition. In 1912 1 ,othing vrould sat sfy the revolu
tionary enthusiasts but the elimination of the imperial government, a 
government which, feeble though it was, r everth~kss was a cohesive force, 
and the substitution of a republic bas· :d on Vi estern :ormulas. The 
"Republic" set up under Yuan Shih-kai ! oon ceased to de .erve the name. 

• Yuan, capable, ambitious, wily, and con1 emptuous of the new "popular" 
government, soon dispensed with the doctrinaire 1:epublica ts, who had no 
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real backing, since the mass of the people had no comprehension of repub
licanism. Yuan retained the title of President of the Republic, but in 
reality governed China through a group of military mandarins. He had 
once been the chief servant of the Dragon Throne. He now aspired to be 
its occupant. But the foreign powers opposed this ambition, other support 
was lacking, and in 1916 this "strong man" of China died of chagrin. 
After his death the Republic dragged on a nominal existence in Peking 
while militarists battled for supremacy. No one of the candidates for 
dictatorship, however, possessed power to subdue more than a portion of 
the Empire. In the meantime a new force in Chinese politics was develop
ing in the south, a revitalized Kuomintang or Nationalist party made up 
of Dt SWl Yat.-:Sen and his followers. Sun, the "Father of the Chinese 
Revolution," died in l925, leaving behind him plans for the development of 
China on the basis of the famous "three principles of the people," freely 
translated as nationalism, democracy, and socialism. Althougl1 pqt a be
liever in communism, Sun had entered into an alliance with Soviet Russia. 
Russian advisers drilled the Nationalist troops, reorganized the Nationalist 
party machinery, and trained its members in the arts of propaganda. Thus 
strengthened, the Nationalists swept north, taking first the Wuhan cities 
(Hankow, Hanyang, and Wuchang), then Shanghai and Nanking. Finally, 
with the aid of the northern generals, Feng Yu-hsiang and Yen Hsi-shan, 
they drove from Peking the old-style war lord, Chang Tso-lin. This great 
military success was not achieved without an internal transformation of 
the Kuomintang. The communists, whose activity in arousing peasants 
and urban proletariat seemed to be compromising the party in the eyes of 
other sections of the nation, were expelled and when the._Na.tioD!l...govern
ment was proclaimed at Nankingin 1928 it was a government of moderates 
under the presidency of the military leader Chiang Kai-shek, pledged to 
carry out the plans of Sun Yat-sen. Today the National government, hav
ing defeated its rebellious erstwhile allies, Yen and Feng, appears to be the 
most stable regime which China has had in years, but there is still a com
munist movement of considerable dimensions with which it must deal. 

During all these years of confusion, what has qecome of the reforms 
begun during the Manchu period? For the most part there has been no 
government both willing and able to carry out a nation-wide, comprehensive 
scheme of reform. Even Yuan Shih-kai, reformer-in-chief to the Manchus, 
as president showed little interest in any species of change except military 
augmentation. Despite the lack of government direction, many of the 
reforms begun before the Revolution have made some progress, carried 
along by their own momentum. The system of education, based on a 
mixture of Western science and Confucian ethics, which Tzu Hsi initi- • 
ated, has made fitful progress, and education abroad and in modernized 
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institutions in China is producing a new type of of icial very differet t from 
the mandarin of the old dispensation and better sui :ed to the! moderr. world. 
The Manchus proposed to modernize their govern nent by the introduction 
of elective institutions on the Western model; the enthusia.;ts of tb Revo
lution of 1911 went still further by copying from :he Occident thei whole 
scheme of government. The ultimate failure of the att•~mpt to govern 
China by borrowed institutions has demonstrated the nec~ssity of a form 
of government related to the tradition and ex]•erience of the • :hinese 
people. The formulation of new legal codes was p ~rformeC. by the 1 epublic 
in Peking and again by the National government but the instituti-tg of a 
new judicial system has proved more difficult. E:x traterritoriality is still in 
force; however, there are signs that before long tl.e power:; may surrender 
extraterritorial jurisdiction. The growth of Chi :1a's ·military forces has 
exceeded the plans of the Manchus, and the desin s of most of the ::::hinese 
people. Many of the armies of the civil war per [od can ·Jardly bt~ called 
"reformed" forces in any commendatory sense, fc •r although bette1 armed 
and equipped than the old-fashioned imperial tro )ps, they have to0 often 
been mercenary and parasitic and the line betwee l1 soldier and bar dit has 
been hard to draw. The expense of supporting enlarged military forces 
has greatly complicated the problem of governt tent finance, wh: ch still 
awaits solution. The railway system is still inadequate, although ad litional 
loans have been contracted for and new lines have been constructed Many 
of the existing railways have suffered from hard use as troop tra 1sports. 
The development of factories and Western indt strial m~thods h<ts been 
rapid and has brought with it the same problems )f economic adjustments 
and of relations between capital and labor whicl: have accompanied it in 
the West. There has been a revival of the growit.g and tl.e use of opium, 
encouraged by unscrupulous militarists eager fc 1r revenne, and China's 
attempts to secure restriction of the opium trai fie at international con
ferences have not been successful. 

In short, the National government is now havi tg to reinstate or resume 
many of the reforms which had their inception mder the Mand.us .. Its 
task should be easier than was that confrontir g the Manchus, chiefly 
because the revolutionary leaven is working great changes in the id<!as and 
attitudes of tlie Chinese people as a whole and e! peciaJ.ly 'of the a"pirants 
for civil office and is thus preparing the way fc r the iniuguration of a 
new reform program such as is afforded by the 'vritings :>f Sun Yat-sen. 

·To the apostles of the doctrine of the "clean swe• :p," this will cotrpensate 
for all the misery, fumbling, and chaos of the tra :1sition p~riod. The pro
ponents of evolutionary change, however, canna t but sp:~culate on what 

• might have been the course of events if the M: 1nchus had been able to 
retain control and to prosecute their reform program. The Manchus had 
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little chance to retain their heritage after Tzu Hsi's death. They lacked 
leaders capable of realizing the dynasty's faults and weaknesses and of 
winning back the loyalty of its subjects, and the revolutionists could see 
no reason for delay in sweeping away the old system in order to inaugurate 
the millennium, which, unfortunately, did not materialize. Yet while the 
imperial government endured, it gave to China a measure of peace and 
order in which new ideas and institutions could develop. Had it been 
able to extend its Heavenly mandate for even a decade or two, much might 
have been done to ease the inevitable transition from the old China to the 
new. 
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APPENDIX 

A. THE NINE-YEAR PROGRAM OF CONSTITlTTIONAL PREPARATION! 

First Year, 1908-9. 
(a) Organization of Provincial Assemblies. 
(b) Issue of Local Administrative regulations. 
(c) Issue of census regulations. 
(d) Issue of regulations for financial reform. 
(e) Establishment of a Bureau for the reform of tl1e Mancht. system, particularly 

as regards the treatment of Bannermen, a1.d the fu:ion of Manchu and 
Chinese. 

(f) Preparation of elementary lesson-books for tea• hing reading. 
(g) Preparation of books for general reading. 
(h) Revision of the Penal Code. 
(i) Drafting of Civil, Commercial and Criminal L; ws. 

Second Year, 1909-10. 
(a) Inauguration of Provincial Assemblies. 
(b) Issue of Regulations for the National Assembl~. 
(c) Elections for same. 
(d) Organization of Local Administrative Councils. 
(e) Taking of census of the whole Empire. 
(f) Investigation of Provincial Budgets. 
(g) Reform of Metropolitan Official system. 
(h) Drafting of Civil Service Examination regulat ons, and of regulations for 

official salaries. 
(i) Issue of regulations for Judicial Courts. 
(j) Organization of Judicial Courts. 
(k) Drafting of new Criminal Laws. 
(l) Organization of Elementary Schools. 

(m) Inauguration of modern constabulary system. 

Third Year, 1910-11. 
(a) Inauguration of the National Assembly. 
(b) Local administrative system to be extended to tov mhips. 
(c) Report by Viceroys and Governors on census in he provin:es. 
(d) Consideration of Provincial Budgets. 
(e) Drafting of local tax regulations. 
(f) Endeavour to carry out Provincial Budgets. 
(g) Reorganization of Provincial Official system. 
(h) Issue of regulations for Civil Service Examinatic ns. 
(i) Establishment in all Capitals and Treaty Ports Jf Judicial Courts (Shen-

panting). 
(j) Issue of new Criminal Laws. 
(k) Extension of Primary Education. 
(/) Organization of Police in hsiens . . -----
1 China Year Book, 1912, pages 361-363. Another translation ~ill be foun:l in United States 

• Foreign Relations, 1908,_ pages 196-199. 
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Faurth Year, 1911-12. 
(a) Organization of system for auditing Government Accounts. 
(b) Investigation of the Budget for the Empire. 
(c) Issue of Government tax regulations. 
(d) Enforcement of Civil Service and Official Salaries regulations. 
(e) Establishment of Judicial Courts in Fu's. 
(f) Organization of Elementary Schools in all townships. 
(g) Organization of Rural Police. 
(h) Consideration of the Revised Commercial, Civil and Criminal Laws. 
(i) Extension of Local Government system to townships. 
(j) Investigation of the census. 

Fifth Year, 1912-13. 
(a) Local Government system to be carried out this year. 
(b) Issue of new Metropolitan and Provincial Official systems. 
(c) Judicial Courts in all cities, towns and townships must be in working order 

this year. 
(d) Extension of Elementary Education. 
(e) Extension of Police system. 

Sixth Year, 1913-14. 
(a) Endeavour to carry out Budget for the whole Empire. 
(b) Organization of Judicial Courts to deal with political matters. 
(c) Complete organization of all Judicial Courts in the provinces. 
(d) Inauguration of Village Courts. 
(e) Enforcement of new Criminal Laws. 
(f) Issue of Civil and Commercial Laws. 
(g) Police forces shall be established this year in all towns and villages. 

Seventh Year, 1914-15. 
(a) Strict adherence to the Imperial Budget. 
(b) One per cent. of the population should be able to read and write in this period. 

Eighth Year, 1915-16. 
(a) Budget for Imperial Household. 
(b) Abolition of all distinction between Manchu and Chinese. 
(c) Organization of a Statistical Department. 
(d) Enforcement of new Civil and Commercial Laws. 
(e) Organization of Police throughout the Empire to be completed. 
(f) Two per cent. of the population should be able to read and write in this period. 

Ninth Year, 1916-17. 
(a) Issue of Constitutional Laws. 
(b) Issue of Imperial House Laws. 
(c) Issue of Parliamentary Laws. 
(d) Issue of regulations for the election of an Upper and a Lower House. 
(e) Elections for the Upper and Lower Houses. 
(f) Preparation of Budget for the following year for discussion in Parliament. 
(g) Organization of a Privy Council, and of Advisory Ministers. 
(h) Five per cent. of the population should be able to read and write in this period .• 
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B. THE THREE-YEAR PROGRAM OF CONST::TUTIONAL 
PREPARATIONS2 

Fourth Year, 1911-12. 
(a) Establishment of a Cabinet. 
(b) Formation of a Privy Council. 
(c) Promulgation of the new official system. 
(d) Issue of laws and regulations to be obe.Yed b r officials. 
(e) Inauguration of a system of Government bo• •k-keeping. 
(f) Issue of rules and regulations relating to lik n and taxes. 
(g) Investigation of expenditure of Imperial Hou: ehold. 
(h) Establishment of judicial courts in towns and cities. 
(i) Issue of a system of audit. 
(j) Promulgation of civil, commercial, and crimi11a! laws. 
(k) Issue of rules of procedure for the trial of :ivil and criminal cases. 
(l) Publication of a census system. 

(m) Preparation of census statistics. 

Fifth Year, 1912-13. 
(a) Promulgation of Constitutional Laws. 
(b) Issue of Imperial House Laws. 
(c) Issue of Parliamentary Laws. 
(d) Issue of election regulations for both Houses. 
(e) Elections for both Houses. 
(f) Introduction of the Budget system. 
(g) Establishment of an Audit Office. 
(h) Enforcement of all new laws. 
(i) Opening of courts of justice throughout the Empire. 

Sixth Year, 1913-14. 
(a) Members of Parliament summoned to Peki tg. 
(b) Edict relating to same. 
(c) Opening of Parliament. 

2 China Year Book, 1912, page 376. 
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A 

Afforestation, 160, 161 
American China Development Company, 

and Canton-Hankow Railway, 188, 189, 
191 

Ang~-Chinese War, 9, 88, 137, 181 
Anhwei, suppression of opium in, 139, 148 
Army, modernization of, before 1894, 16, 

17; decrees of 1898 on modernization 
of, 33, 34, 43, 44; military examinations, 
34, 88, 89; old-style, 88; Yuan leads 
in modernization of, 89-91 ; military 
schools, 89, 90, 94; maneuv·ers, 91; plan 
for national, 93, 94; condition of, be
fore revolution, 94, 95; military spirit, 
96; Emperor, commander-in-chief of, 
96, 97 ; financing of, 140; changes in, 
summarized, ZOO; after the revolution, 
203 

B 

"Battle of Concessions," 29, 182 
Belgium, capitalists of, 188, 189 
Board of State Affairs, created, 59; ad

vises economy, 164 
Boxer Rebellion, 54, 56, 184, 199; United 

States remits part of her indemnity for, 
80, 81 

Boycott of 1905, against American goods, 
184, 185 

Burlingame, Anson, 22 

c 
Cabinet, created, 127, 128 ; chosen by 

Yuan, 133 
Calcutta, opium from, 136, 156, 157; Chi

nese official stationed at, 144, 145, 158 
Canton, foreign trade at, 9; liberalism in, 

23 ; not to be closed to Indian opium, 
157; mint at, 165, 166; official mur
dered at, 193 

Canton-Hankow Railway, Am·erican con
cession for, 180, 189; Hukuang, loan 
for, 189-191 

Q:Iap, >. Chih-t~pg, character, 12; con
stn .cts railw<.ys and factories, 13 ; au
tho· of Learn, 20 41, 42; relations with 
ref >rmers of 185-8, 39, 42; m·ember of 
Bo: rd of Sta :e f. ffairs, 59; drafts edu
cati Jnal system, 71; sets up new schools, 
74; turns reactic nary, 74, 75; directs 
exa nination Jor ~eturn·ed students, 83; 
dea h of, U3, 191; imposes tax on 
opit m, 139; <nd currency reform, 165, 
168, 169; din:cto; -general of railways, 
189, 191, 192 

Chan! Po-hsi, and educational reform, 
68, \9, 71 

Chan! Tso-lin, :WZ 
Chan~ Yin-huan, 44 52 
Chao Erh-feng, aids in suppression of 

opit m, 150; ordered to check rising in 
Sze• hwan, 19.: 

Chao Erh-hsun, governor-general of 
Mat churia, 108; ''ids in suppression of 
opiu n, 147, 151) 

"Chao Hsin" bonds, 35 
Cheki< ng, suppn:sskn of opium in, 148 
Chen :hi-mei, r·~volutionary general, 196 
Chen Pao-chen, recommended to Em-

pero :, 37; proposfs changes in exami
nati( n system, 39; punished, 52 

Cheng u, railway school, 75; university, 77 
Chian~ Chien, in Ca3inet, 133 
Chian~ Kai-shek, 20:? 
Chien :..ung, Emperor, 9, 181 
Chihli, new schools i,1, 74, 84, 86; modern 

troo1 •S in, 90, 91; government of, re
orga 1ized, lOS•; 110; suppression of 
opim a, 144, 14 7; railway politics, 188 

Chines· Progress, Tie, founded, 28; made 
gove ·nment oq~an, 40; banned, 53 

Ching, Prince, m··~mber of Board of State 
Affa. rs, 59, 7~ ; member of constitu
tiona commts:aon. 103; member of 
comn :ission on reform of official sys
tem, 105; reports on reorganization of 
provincial govf:rnments, 108; Premier, 
128; president Pri··y Council, 132; ve-

. nalit) of, 163; c.nd -:urrency reform, 166 
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C1u Hung-chi, 105 
Chun, Prince, made Regent, 96, 116; ac

cused of nepotism, 97, 119; heads com
mission on constitutionalism, 101; char
acter, 117; dismisses Yuan, 117, 118; 
dismisses Tuan Fang, 119, 120; racial 
bias of, 119, 177; refuses to form par
liament, 123; yields to National As
sembly, 130, 131; resigns, 133; continues 
campaign against opium, 155 

Cities, modern improvements in, 43, 63, 
180; modern city built, 180 

Cocaine, legislation against, 151 
Confucius, Kang's commentary on, 24; 

Confucian literature, 65; doctrines of, 
to be taught in schools, 72; deification 
of, 74, 75, 92 

Constitutionalism, in Japan, 101; agitation 
for, 101; commission on, sent abroad, 
101, 102; edicts promising, 103, 104, 
110; provincial deliberative assemblies, 
111, 120-123; local self-government, 111, 
120; principles of constitution of 1908, 
113, 114; nine-year program for, 114, 
115, 120, 205, 206; agitation for imme
diate opening of parliament, 123-126; 
three-year program for, 126, 207; prin
ciples of constitution of 1911, 131, 132 

Currency, chaotic state of, 165, 166; 
American aid in reform of, 166-168; 
gold standard versus silver standard, 
167, 168; silver basis for, adopted, 168; 
foreign loan for reform of, 170, 171 

D 

Der Ling, Princess, 31, 48, 116 

E 

Education, changes in, before 1894, 17 ff. ; 
old sysfem of, 65, 66; missionaries and, 
66, 84, 85 ; edicts of 1901 on, 67; plan 
of 1904, 71, 72; of women, 72, 74, 83, 
84; Board of, created, 73; technical, 75 ; 
financing of, 76; lack of good teachers, 
76; students in Japan, 78-80; statistics 
on, 85, 86; quality of new schools, 87; 
military schools, 89, 90, 94; changes in, 
summarized, 199 

Empress Dowager, the elder, see Tzu Hsi 

Empress Dowager, the younger, and court 
politics, 119, 126, 133; abdicates, 196, 
197 

Eunuch system, 63 
Examinations, Civil Service, mathematics 

included in, 19; revised, 39, 40, 68; 
abolished, 73; revived for returned stu
dents, 82, 83 ; changes in, summarized, 
199 

Extraterritoriality, 10, 85 

F 

Feng Yu-hsiang, 202 
Finances, needed reform of, 160, 161; old 

system of, 161, 162; cost of reform, a 
burden on, 162, 163; difficulty oi pur
ifying, 163, 164; proposals for increas
ing revenue, 164; budget system tried, 
164, 165 

Foochow, arsenal at, 15 
Foot-binding, edict against, 62; decline of, 

178 
Formosa, first railway in, 12; opium regu

lations in, 141, 142 
France, secures concessions, 29; Chines·e 

cadets in, 95; French capitalists and 
railway loans, 189, 190 

Fukien, emigrants from, 23; suppression 
of opium in, 139, 148 

G 

Germany, secures concessions, 29; influ
ence of, on army reform, 95; German 
capitalists and railway loans, 186, 188 ff. 

Great Britain, secures concessions, 29; 
mission to study navy of, 97; govern
ment of, imitated, 132; and opium traf
fic, 137, 139, 141; British reports on 
opium in China, 144; agreements wifh 
China, on opium, 144, 145, 156-158; 
British capitalists and railway loans, 
186, 188 ff.; boundary dispute with, 192 

H 

Hankow, cotton mill at, 13; mint at, 165; 
revolution breaks out at, 195 

Hankow-Chengtu Railway, negotiation of 
loan for, 188, 191 
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Hart, Sir Robert, Inspector-General of 
Customs and Posts, 14, 15, 162; pro
poses land tax, 164 

Honan, suppression of opium in, 148 
Hong Kong, Kang flees to, 51 ; opium 

smuggling in, 144, 145; Chang gets loan 
from, 189 

Hosie, Sir Alexander, his reports on 
opium in China, 145, 146, 150, 155, 156 

House of Commons, resolution against 
opium traffic passed by, 141 

Hsi Liang, 149 
Hsu Shih-chang, member of constitu

tional commission, 103; dismissed, 105; 
viceroy of Manchuria, 108, 175; aids in 
opium suppression, 147 

Hsuan Tung, Emperor, commander-in
chief of army, 96; accession to throne, 
116; penitential edict of, 130, 131 ; ab
dication of, 197, 198; see also Pu Yi 

Hukuang loan, 189-191 
Hunan, Liang to head college in, 28, 29; 

liberal movement in, 67; new schools in, 
74; suppression of opium in, 139, 149; 
railway politics in, 188, 192-194; oppo
sition to dynasty in, 193, 194 

''Hundred Days" of reform, the, 30; 
opening edict of, 35-37; new advisers, 
37; new 'educational system, 38; reasons 
for failure of, 38, 49-51; examination 
system revised, 39, 40; edicts on agri
culture, trade, and industry, 42, 43; judi
cial reform, 44; budget proposed, 44; 
abolition of sinecures, 44, 45 ; coup 
d'etat, 47-49; reform edicts rescinded, 
51, 53, 54 

Hupeh, new schools in, 74; suppr'ession 
of opium in, 139, 148; railway politics 
in, 189, 192-194; fighting in, 196 

I 

Imperial Maritime Customs, 14, 154, 162 
Imperial University, decreed, 37; regula

tions for, 39; faculty dismissed, 69 
India, opium from, exported to China, 

136-138, 142, 145 
Industrialization, beginnings of, 11 
Intermarriage of Manchus and Chinese, 

edict permitting, 62, 176 
Ito, Prince, 112 

J 
Japa~ t, defeats CHna, 23, 181; Chinese 

stu :Ients and radicals in, 69, 78-80, 94; 
irn tated by CHnese reformers, 71 ; 
JaJ anese teachen in China, 76, 77; edu
cat onal syst(m uf, 86; Japanese army 
ad, isers, 91; go {ernment of, imitated, 
101 102, 113, 120. Japanese opium regu
lati ms in Fo~mosa, 141; and morphia, 
151; Japanes€: law, 174 

Jeme Tien-yew, 22, 82 
Jenks Professo :, 1(;7, 168 
Judici l1 and legal reform, relation of, to 

ext aterritori<Jity. 171; mitigation of 
pun shments, 172 new codes, 171, 173, 
174 jury trial a 1d lawyer system re
ject :d, 173; influertce of continental and 
Jap; .nese law on, 174; new court sys
tem 174; prison r ;form, 175 

Jung ~hing, 73, 105 
J ung _u, dislikes v.f eng, 32, 33 ; recom

men :Is Chen, .37; shar·e in coup d'etat, 
47, :S; rewarded, 52; opposes Boxers, 
56, . ·9, 60; m(mbcr of Board of State 
Affairs, 59; dead of, 61; grandchild 
of, chosen Emperor, 102, 116; valedic
tory memorial of, 164 

K 
Kang : lsi, Emperor, 9, 181 
Kang · {u-wei, early career, 23, 24; writ

ings Jf, 25, 26; drafts grand memorial, 
26, ~ 7; and Reform Club, 28; writes 
appe; 1 to Emperor, 30; protege of 
Wen:, 33; relations wiili Kuang Hsu, 
35, 3. ', 38, 49, !;0; 1ees to Hong Kong, 
51; i 1 Japan, ?9; pardoned, 130, 131; 
politi :a! progra:n of, 183, 184 

Kansu, suppressicn of opium in, 147, 154 
Kiangsi suppression of opium in, 139, 148 
Kiangs1 , government of, reorganized, 109, 

110; : uppression of opium in, 147 
Ku Hm g Ming, 42 
Kuang l Isu, Emp'eror, studies English, 20; 

choseJ. Empero1·, 30, 31; character of, 
31 ; h s interest . in Occident, 32; court 
intrig• :e and, 32, 46, inaugurates "Hun
dred )ays," 35--37; relations of, with 
Kang, 38, 49, SC•; share in coup d'etat, 
47, 48 : imprisoned, 49; near death, 52, 
53; de tth of, lHi, 1:4, 184; will of, 117 
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Kung, Prince, favors reform, 18; and 
Tungwen College, 21 ; death of, 35 

Kuomintang (nationalist party), 202 
Kwangsi, suppression of opium in, 125, 

139, 149 
Kwangtung, emigrants from, 23; suppres

sion of opium in, 139, 149; railway poli
tics in, 189, 193, 194 

Kweichow,• suppression of opium in, 149, 
155, 156 

L 

Lanchow, mutiny of troops at, 130, 196 
Lay, H. N., 14, 15 
Learn (China's Only Hope), 41, 42, 67 
Li Hung-chang, advocates railways, 11-

13; viceroy of Chihli, 12; leads in army 
and navy reform, 15-17, 89; and edu
cation, 21 ; agreements made by, with 
Russia, 29, 90; member of Board of 
State Affairs, 59; death of, 61 

Li Lien-ying, 16, 64 
Li Yuan-hung, revolutionary general, 96, 

195, 196 
Liang Chi-chao, disciple of Kang, 24, 25; 

member of Reform Club, 28; founds 
Chinese Progress, 28; adviser to Em
peror, 37; chosen to supervise transla
tions, 40, 41; flees from China, 52; 
writings of, 70, 79, 183; in Japan, 79; 
pardoned, 130, 131; in Cabinet, 133 

Liang Tun-yen, 22, 118, 133 
Likin, 137, 162 
Lin Tze-su, 136 
Little, Mrs. Archibald, 178 
Liu Kun-yi, favors railways, 13; member 

of Board of State Affairs, 59; death of, 
61 

Liu Ming-chuan, governor-genera! of For
mosa, 12; advocates railways, 12, 13 

Lu Chuan-lin, 105, 119 

M 

Manchu dynasty, China conquered by, 9, 
182; decline of, 9, 10, 89, 200; propa
ganda against, 79, 184; fall of, 133, 196, 
197; reasons for fall of, 134, 135, 183 

Manchuria, Japanese policy in, 80; gov
ernment of, reorganized, 107-109; opium 
in, 138, 147, 154; loan for development 
of, 170 

~Ianchus, marriage of, with Chinese al
lowed, 62, 176; as fighting men, 88, 90; 
privileges of, 106, 107, 175, 176; altera
tion in status of, proposed, 176, 177; 
Regent postpones changes in status 
of, 177 

Martin, Dr. W. A. P., head of Tungwen 
College, 18, 19; head of Imperial Uni
versity, 39; dismissed, 169 

Martyrs of 1898, 37, 51 
Mencius, Kang's comm·entary on, 24 
Missionaries, educational work of, 17, 18, 

66, 69, 84, 85; publications of, 20, 21, 
23; Jesuit, 41; attitude of government 
toward, 69, 84, 85; oppose opium, 140, 
149; oppose foot-binding, 178 

Mongolia, 192 
~forgan, J. P., 189 
Morley, Lord, 142 
Morphia, attempt to suppress, 150, 151 
Morrison, Dr. Robert, 17 
Muller, Max, 157 
Mukden, Tang made governor at, 108; 

police force in, 175 

N 
Nanking, treaty of, 137, 142; national ex

position at, 180; fighting at, 196 
National Assembly, relation of, to provin

cial assemblies, 121; regulations for, 
124; first session of, 124-127; secures 
three-year program, 125, 126; obtains 
creation of Cabinet, 127; second session 
of, 129 If. ; Throne yields to, 130, 131 ; 
passes principles of constitution of 1911, 
131-133; loses power, 133; opposes 
opium, 157; considers budget, 165 

National Exposition, 180 
Navy, modernization of, before 1894, 14-

16; mission to study British, 97; Tien
tsin Naval College, 97; cadets sent to 
England, 98; proposals for development 
of, 98; financing of, 98, 99; Ministry of, 
created, 99; in 1911, 99 

Newspapers, spread of, 29; edict of 1898 
on, 40, 41; press laws, 127, 185; char
acter 0f, 185; attempts to curb, 185, 
186 

Nine-year program, content of, 114, 115, 
205, 206; in arrears, 120; agitation 
against, 123, 125; abandoned, 126 
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0 

Official system, metropolitan, reorganized, 
105-107; pluralism in, not checked, 107; 
criticism of new, 107; provincial, reor
ganized, 107-110 

Opium, early history of, in China, 136, 
· 137; relation of Great Britain to traffic 

in, 137, 138; extent of its cultivation 
and use in China, 138, 139; public opin
ion against, 139, 140; report of Ameri
can Committee on, 139-141; consoli
dated tax on, 139, 140, 144; gradual 
prohibition of, decreed, 140 ff.; resolu
tion of House of Commons against, 
141; British reports on, 144, 146; Anglo
Chinese agreements on, 144, 145, 156-
158; its suppression in individual prov
inces summarized, 146 ff.; morphia 
tends to replace, 150, 151; economic 
dislocation caused by action against, 
152; reduction of government revenue 
from, 152, 153; Commission of 1909 on, 
153-155; Regent continues campaign 
against, ISS; International Conference 
on, 158; revival of, after revolution, 
158, 203; campaign against, summarized, 
200 

p 

Parliament, agitation for, 101, 126, 127; 
edict promising, 103, 104; provincial as
semblies demand opening of, 123, 124; 
Regent refuses to grant, 123 

Peking, return of court to, 59, 60; schools 
in, 84, 85 

Peking-Hankow Railway, 13, 14; see 
Railways 

Peking University, see Imperial Univer
sity 

Penifential decree, of 1901, 59; of 1911, 
130, 131 

Persia, opium from, 146 
Police forces, 63, 175 
Postal system, 14 
Provincial assemblies, promised, 111; 

regulations for, 120-122; conduct of, 
122, 123 

Pu Lun, Prince, 116, 123, 127 
Pu Yi, Prince, 96, 116; see also Hsuan 

Tung 

Q 

Queue, ag tation agdnst, 178, 179; revo
lutionar- es refuse to Hear, 179 

:R 
Railways, introduct: on of, 11-14; 'edicts 

of 1898 on, 43; centralized control of, 
129, 19:<, 193; patriotism and, 186; pro
vincial enterprise and, 186, 188, 189 ; 
"Tients n-Pukow terms" for, 187; ne
gotiatic .1 of Hukuang loan for, 189-191 

Reform ( lub, 28 
Revolutic 1 of 1911, reasons for, 181 ff.; 

outbre2 k of, 195'; 'miLtary operations of, 
195, 19;; peace c.;nftrence during, 196; 
events :eading to:abdication of dynasty, 
196, 19 i 

Richard, Dr. Timofhy, edits missionary 
public< tions, 20 adviser to Reform 
Club, : '8; his ac(:our.t of coup d'etat of 
1898, c8; and Shand, 66; opens school 
for gi ·Is, 83 

Rockhill William, Ar>1erican minister to 
China 84, 113, 151, 184 

Russia, v.t:anchurian interests of, 29, 108; 
ultima tum of, corcerning Mongolia, 
192; 1 elations o<' Knomintang with, 202 

Russo-] 1panese 'Var. influence of, on 
China 73, 78, l•H, ~08, 159, 184 

s 
Sah 0 en-ping, 11.drriral, on naval mis

sion, J7; draws up plans for navy, 98; 
sent '.gainst r'eyo!u•ionaries, 195 

Salt ga Jelle, 153 
Shangh 1i, school :or ~iris in, 83; suppres

sion )f opium in, 148; Commission on 
Opiu n at, 153-155; not to be closed to 
Indi.: n opium, 1 57; peace conference at, 
196 

Shansi suppression cf opium in, 147, 154-
156 

Shantt 1g, German rights in, 29; new 
scho •ls in, 74, !l6; modern troops in, 89; 
supp ·ession of op urn in, 147; railway 
polit .cs in, 1s;· 

Shen « :hia-pen, 172, 173 
Sheng Hsuan-ht:ai, ~nforc·es central con

trol of railways, 129, 193, 194; dis
mis~ ed, 129, 196; his plans for currency 
refc rm, 166, 171 
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Sheng, Kung-pao, see Sheng Hsuan-huai 
Shensi, suppression of opium in, 147, 154-

156 
Shimonoseki, treaty of, 23, 29 
Sian, court in exile at, 57 
Sino-Japanese War, consequences of, for 

China, 23, 89, 191 
Slav·ery, abolition of, 177 
Straight, Willard, 87, 187 
Students, in America, 21, 22; to be sent 

abroad, 67; in Japan, 69, 78-80 ; on 
strike, 70, 87, 126, 127; in Japan and in 
America compared, 81, 82; returned, 82, 
83; oppose opium, 140, 157 

Su, Princ·e, 63, 98 
Sun Chia-nai, imperial tutor, 28; aids Re

form Club, 28; member of reform 
party, 39, 40; member ,of constitutional 
commission, 103; reports on reorganiza
tion of provincial governments, 108; 
death of, 119 

Sun Y at-sen, exiled, 23 ; in Japan, 79 ; 
expelled from Japan, 80; not included in 
amnesty, 131; revolutionary propaganda 
of, 183, 184, 195, 200; president of pro
visional republic, 196; negotiates with 
Yuan, 197; his "three principles," 202, 
203 

Szechwan, rebellion in, 129, 194, 195; 
opium in, 138, 149, ISO, 154-156; railway 
politics in, 193, 194 

T 

Taft, William Howard, secures American 
participation in Hukuang loan, 190, 191 

Tai Hung-tze, 119 
Taiping rebellion, weakens dynasty, 9, 181, 

182 
Tan Sze-tung, adviser to Emperor, 37; 

executed, 51 
Tang Shao-yi, educated in United States, 

22; protege of Yuan, 62; governor of 
Mukden, 75, 108, 175; directs examina
tion for returned students, 82; effect of 
Yuan's dismissal on, 118; aids in sup
pression of opium, 139, 147; in United 
States to discuss currency loan, 170; 
imperial peace delegate, 196 

Telegraphs, introduc'ed, 14 
Tenney, Dr. C. D., 74 

Three-year program, granted, 126; con
tent of, 128, 207 

Tieh Liang, reactionary, 74, 75; takes 
control of Yuan's troops, 91, 92; criti
cism of, 95; member of constitutional 
commission, 103; dismissed, 105 ; op
poses abdication, 196 

Tientsin, naval school at, 15, 97; treaty 
of, 18, 137, 141, 157; municipal govern
ment of, 111, 121; student demonstra
tion in, 126, 127; mint at, 169 

Tientsin-Pukow Railway, terms of loan 
for, 187 

Tong King-sing, industrialist, 12; edu
cated in mission schools, 17 

Tsai Chen, Prince, investigates Manchu
rian government, 108; aids in codifica
tion of laws, 171 

Tsai Hsun, Prince, on naval mission, 97; 
heads Naval Bureau, 97 

Tsai Tao, Prince, on military mission, 97; 
head of Military Council, 97; favors 
abolition of queue, 179 

Tsai Tse, Duke, heads commission to study 
foreign governments, 101; his plan for 
provincial government, 108; favors 
granting of parliament, 126; favors 
abolition of queue, 178 

Tsen Chun-hsuen, 101, 195 
Tseng, Marquis, and naval reform, 15; 

on security of China, 22 
Tseng Kuo-fan, 15, 21 
Tsing Hua College, 81 n. 
Tso Tsung-tang, 13 
Tuan, Prince, 59, 90 
Tuan Fang, rises to influence, 62; advo

cates schools for women, 74, 83; heads 
commission to study foreign govern
ments, 101 ; dismissed, 119, 120; re
called, 129; proposes changes in status 
of Manchus, 176, 177; sent to Szechwan, 
194, 195 

Tung Chih, Emperor, 30 
Tung Meng Hui (Alliance Society), 79, 

183 
Tungwen College, 18-20, 69 
Turkey, opium from, 146 
Tzu Hsi, early life, 30, 31; power of, 

over Kuang Hsu, 31; and court in- • 
trigue, 32, 33; approves first reform 
edict, 35 ; resumes control, 45, 49 ; share • 
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in coup d'etat, 47-49; rescinds reform 
edicts, 51, 53, 64; her relations with 
Jung Lu, 52; receives wives of diplo
mats, 55, 59, 60; at Sian, 56-59; con
ciliates opposition, 59, 60; proposes equal 
status for Manchus and Chinese, 62, 
176; and army reform, 89, 92; approves 
constitutionalism, 100, 101, 103, 113; en
dorses nine-year program, 114; death 
of, 115, 116, 154; chooses Pu Yi for 
throne, 116; state funeral of, 118; signi
ficance of her rule, 135, 182, 183; and 
opium reform, 143; private treasure of, 
163 

u 
United States of America, Chinese stu

dents in, 21, 22, 81, 82; remits part of 
Boxer indemnity, 80, 81 ; American 
Committee on Opium, 139-141; pro
poses Opium Commission, 153; boy
cott against goods from, 184, 185; 
American aid in currency reform, 166--
168; American capitalists and railway 
loans, 188 ff. 

w 
Weights and measures, 179 
W eihaiwei, 29, 98 
Weng Tung-ho, imperial tutor, 26; pa

tron of Kang, 26, 27; aids Reform 
Club," 28 ; leader of liberal party, 32; 
dismissed, 35 ; degraded, 52 

Williams, E. T., on education, 70, 71 ; on 
opium, 138-140 

Williams, S. Wells, 17 
Women, education of, 72, 74, 83, 84; in 

politics, 84 

Wu Ting- ang, protege c f Yuan, 62; vice
pr·esiden of Board o Commerce, 63; 
injured, 101; leade · in judicial and legal 
reform, 171 ; favot s a.Jolition of queue, 
178; rep 1blican pe1ce delegate, 196 

Wuchang, tax colleclion at, 153; mint at, 
166, 169 

y 

Yang Wen-ting, govc,rncr of Hunan, 194 
Yen Hsi-sl an, 202 
Yin Chan~ , directs ·~xamination for r·e

turned s udents, 8;~; minister of war, 
95; sent against rc'vobtionaries, 195 

Yuan Shih kai, meml•er 1£ Reform Club, 
28; share in coup d'etat, 47, 48; career 
sketched, 61 ; rise t :> f2 vor, 61, 62; sets 
up new : chools in Chi':tli, 74; leads in 
moderniz ng army, 89- 91; member of 
constituti mal commission, 102; resigns 
surplus o !ices, 107; pre motes municipal 
self-gove ·nment, 111; c ismissed by Re
gent, 117 118, 170, re :ailed, 129, 195; 
made Pro mier, 132 1.:3; aids in sup
pression )f opium, 14-~, 147; imposes 
stamp ta: :, 164; and c 1rrency reform, 
169; aids in codifyi 1g laws, 171; asked 
to check boycott, B5 ; negotiates with 
Republica 1s, 196, 197; President of Re
public, 20 l, 202; death of, 202 

Yung Win! , student in mission school, 
17; studet .t in Unitt'd ~tates, 21; takes 
group of Chinese .;tudents to United 
States, 21 22 

Yunnan, ne· 1 schools in, 74; suppression 
of opium in, 149, 1!4-156; salt tax in, 
153 
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